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Editorial

Mirjana Ivanović, Miloš Radovanović, and Vladimir Kurbalija

University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Sciences
Novi Sad, Serbia

{mira,radacha,kurba}@dmi.uns.ac.rs

Kicking off the year 2024, this first issue of Volume 21 of Computer Science and Infor-
mation Systems consists of 10 regular articles and three special sections: “Adaptive Smart
Areas and Intelligent Agents” (3 articles), “Role of Agents in Traffic and Transportation”
(3 articles) and “Innovations in Intelligent Systems and Applications” (3 articles). This
editorial brings brief presentation of regular papers. Papers published in special sections
are briefly presented in appropriate guest editorials.

As always, we are thankful for the hard work and enthusiasm of our authors, review-
ers, and guest editors, without whom the current issue and the publication of the journal
itself would not be possible.

In the first regular article, “FSASA: Sequential Recommendation Based on Fusing
Session-Aware Models and Self-Attention Networks,” Shangzhi Guo et al. propose an
approach for sequential recommendation based on Fusing Session-Aware models and
Self-Attention networks (FSASA), where the Self-Attentive Sequential Recommendation
(SASRec) model is used as a global representation learning module to capture long-term
preferences under user behavior sequences.

The second regular article, “Applying SPIN Checker on 5G EAP-TLS Authentication
Protocol Analysis” by Qianli Wang, applies the SPIN model checker to produce a formal
analysis of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol. The article provides a comprehen-
sive understanding of the security properties of the 5G EAP-TLS protocol, and offers
valuable insights and guidance for the verification of the protocol’s security properties,
security design, and optimization of protocol implementation and interoperability.

“PI-BODE: Programmable Intraflow-based IoT Botnet Detection system,” by Ðord̄e
D. Jovanović and Pavle V. Vuletić, proposes a programmable intraflow-based IoT botnet
detection (PI-BODE) system based on the detection of Command and Control (C&C)
communication between infected devices and the botmaster. Based on the analysis of the
traffic intraflow statistical parameters, the approach allows detecting malicious communi-
cation before any attacks occur.

Peng Jiang et al., in “Feature Parameters extraction and Affective Computing of Voice
Message for Social Media Environment” analyze the cognitive differences between se-
mantic and acoustic features of voice messages from the perspective of cognitive neuro-
science, and present a voice feature extraction method based on EEG (electroencephalo-
gram) experiments, on top of which an affective computing method based on Pleasure-
Arousal-Dominance (PAD) is proposed.

In “Machine Learning and Text Mining based Real-Time Semi-Autonomous Staff As-
signment System,” Halil Arslan et al. present a machine learning-based decision support
system for staff assignment that works with real-time data. The system analyses the de-
scription of newly requested tasks using text mining and machine-learning approaches,
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predicts the optimal available staff that meets the needs of the project task, and iteratively
updates personnel qualifications after each completed task.

The article “Activity Recognition for Elderly Care Using Genetic Search” by Ankita
Biswal et al. proposes a model for human activity recognition (HAR) which provides a
substructure for the assisted living environment, and uses genetic search based feature
selection to manage the voluminous data generated from various embedded sensors. The
article also presents a cloud based edge computing architecture for seamless deployment
of the proposed model.

José Carlos Paiva et al., in “Comparing Semantic Graph Representations of Source
Code: The Case of Automatic Feedback on Programming Assignments,” provide a thor-
ough comparison of the most widespread semantic graph representations for the auto-
mated assessment of programming assignments, including usage examples, facets, and
costs for each of these representations. A benchmark has been conducted to assess their
cost using the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) as a baseline. The results demonstrate that the
Code Property Graph (CPG) is the most feature-rich representation, but also the largest
and most space-consuming.

In “MK-MSVCR: An Efficient Multiple Kernel Approach to Multi-class Classifica-
tion,” Zijie Dong et al. introduce a novel multi-class support vector classification and
regression (MSVCR) algorithm with multiple kernel learning (MK-MSVCR) based on
two-stage learning (MK-MSVCR-TSL). The two-stage learning aims to make classifica-
tion algorithms better when dealing with complex data by using the first stage of learning
to generate “representative” or “important” samples.

Lazar Nikolić et al., in “An Approach for Supporting Transparent ACID Transac-
tions Over Heterogeneous Data Stores in Microservice Architectures,”present the Service
Proxy Transaction Management (SPTM) approach to microservice architectures (MSA),
which offers scalable reads and transactions with ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isola-
tion, and Durability) guarantees. The novelty of the approach is in intercepting inbound
messages to services, rather than having services directly communicate with a transaction
manager.

Finally, “SPC5: An Efficient SpMV Framework Vectorized Using ARM SVE and
x86 AVX-512” authored by Evann Regnault and Bérenger Bramas describes how the
SPC5 sparse matrix/vector product (SpMV) framework was ported to the ARM-based
AFX64 CPU by converting Intel AVX512 kernels to the Scalable Vector Extension (SVE)
vectorization technology.

This first issue of the Journal brings a number of papers from diverse research domains
and contemporary research fields. Accordingly we expect that wider audience will find at
least one interesting paper for reading. Also we hope that papers will inspire readers
to improve their research or even try to do innovative work in some of research areas
presented in papers.
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Guest Editorial: Adaptive Smart Areas and Intelligent
Agents

Marin Lujak1, Adriana Giret2, and Sara Rodrı́guez González3

1 CETINIA, University Rey Juan Carlos, Madrid, Spain
marin.lujak@urjc.es

2 Universitat Politècnica de València, Valencia, Spain
agiret@dsic.upv.es

3 University of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain
srg@usal.es

Intelligent agents showcase adaptability as computational entities that utilize sensors
and actuators to navigate and manipulate different environments in pursuit of predefined
objectives. One of the promising research fields on Agents and Multi-Agent Systems is in
adaptive smart areas, which refer to spatial constructs with a high need for sensorization
intentionally designed to be responsive and adaptable to changing environmental condi-
tions and user needs and preferences. Unlike environments that merely tolerate external
factors, the goal is to create an intelligent environment that actively responds to changes
and seamlessly accommodates the evolving requirements and challenges, ensuring opti-
mal functionality. The integration of intelligent agents within these adaptive environments
amplifies their effectiveness, creating synergies that enhance the overall adaptability and
responsiveness of both the computational entities and the designed systems. This inter-
connected approach underscores the importance of harmonizing the design of agents and
multi-agent systems in the face of diverse and evolving conditions. Research in adaptive
Smart Areas integrates cost efficiency, sustainable mobility, environmental protection, and
economic sustainability including intelligent agents with unlimited opportunities to dis-
play their abilities to react, plan, learn, and interact in an intelligent and rational manner.

This Special Section contains a selection of revised and extended versions of the pa-
pers presented at the first Workshop on Adaptive Smart areaS and Intelligent Agents
(ASSIA) held in conjunction with PAAMS 2022, the 20th International Conference on
Practical Applications of Agents and Multi-Agent Systems in L’Aquila, Italy on the 14th
July, 2022. The aim of the ASSIA 2022 workshop was to propose and discuss new
agent technologies aimed at fostering collaboration and coordination and providing in-
telligence to Adaptive Smart Areas applied to urban and rural areas, buildings, farms, and
forests, among others. The use of agents in Adaptive Smart Areas tackled issues related to
smart architectures, simulations, intelligent infrastructure, smart transport, robotics, and
open data. The workshop also addressed specific methodological and technological issues
raised by the deployment of agents in the real-world Adaptive Smart Areas. This perspec-
tive offered a unique opportunity to advance the current state of the art, while addressing
ongoing challenges in the field. The ASSIA 2022 workshop, as well as the PAAMS 2022
conference in which it took place, were held in person, with a very active and lively inter-
action of the presenters and the audience.

Following the standard reviewing procedure of the ComSIS Journal, three papers were
accepted for publication in this section, and here is a brief overview of the papers included.
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The first paper titled “Evaluation of Deep Learning Techniques for Plant Disease De-
tection” authored by C. Marco-Detchart, J. A. Rincon, C. Carrascosa and V. Julian, em-
barks on a comprehensive exploration of various deep learning techniques leveraging leaf
images for the autonomous detection of pests and diseases in crops. By training with pic-
tures of affected crops and healthy crops, deep learning techniques learn to distinguish one
from the other. The authors utilize the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) including
mobile-oriented network architectures (InceptionV3, MobileNetV2, and NasNetMobile)
as well as high-performance computer-oriented CNNs (EfficientNet and Efficientnet-B0
and EfficientNetV2-B0). They consider the preprocessing step inspired by the Bezdek
Breakdown Structure (BBS) for edge detection as the input to their neural system and use
the Gravitational Smoothing (GS) process as a conditioning step in the preprocessing. By
providing a deeper understanding of the strengths and limitations of these methodologies,
this research contributes to the forefront of agricultural disease detection.

The second paper titled “A Flexible Approach for Demand-Responsive Public Trans-
port in Rural Areas’ by Pasqual Martı́, Jaume Jordán and Vicente Julian studies on-
demand mobility in rural areas characterized by low demand, long distance among settle-
ments, and an older population. The authors propose a heuristic demand-responsive trans-
portation system scheduler for offline and online allocation of travel requests to vehicles
and a search algorithm for feasible insertions within available itineraries and test it in
simulation. The simulation results highlight the clear potential of the demand-responsive
mobility paradigm to serve rural demand at an acceptable quality of service and provide
a modern, dynamic, and reliable means of public transportation to rural contexts.

Finally, the third paper titled “How to Fairly and Efficiently Assign Tasks in Individ-
ually Rational Agents’ Coalitions Models and Fairness Measures” titled by Marin Lujak,
Alessio Salvatore, Alberto Fernández, Stefano Giordani and Kendal Cousy, studies coali-
tions of individually rational agents. Such coalitions can be observed in, e.g., agricultural
cooperatives and taxi services. Since agents’ performance, costs, and skills may vary from
task to task, the decisions about individual agent-task assignment will determine the over-
all performance of the coalition. They propose two new models that balance efficiency
and fairness and study the utilitarian, egalitarian, and Nash social welfare for task assign-
ment in this context. Moreover, they propose three new fairness measures based on equity
and equality and use them to compare the newly proposed models. Through functional
examples, the authors show that a reasonable trade-off between efficiency and fairness in
task assignment is possible through the use of the proposed models.
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Guest Editorial: Role of Agents in Traffic and
Transportation

Marin Lujak1, Ana L. C. Bazzan2, Ivana Dusparic3, and Giuseppe Vizzari4

1 CETINIA, University Rey Juan Carlos, Spain
marin.lujak@urjc.es

2 Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brasil
bazzan@inf.ufrgs.br

3 School of Computer Science and Statistics, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
duspari@tcd.ie

4 Department of Informatics, Systems and Communication, University of Milano – Bicocca, Italy
giuseppe.vizzari@unimib.it

Intelligent algorithms, particularly those utilizing autonomous agents and multi-agent
systems, offer a compelling solution to the pursuit of secure, efficient, and sustainable traf-
fic and transportation. Even though many real-world problems are inherently distributed
and multi-objective, most of the literature deals with a single agent and a single objective.
Such approaches may generally present robustness issues, and difficulties in responding to
the generally heterogeneous individual actors’ conditions changing over time. Therefore,
a need arises for a way to model and train multiple agents to tackle these challenges.

This special section explores synergies among agents, multi-agent systems, multi-
objective optimization, and machine learning, offering valuable insights into combining
their potential within the context of traffic and transportation. This unique perspective
offers an opportunity to advance the current state of the art, addressing ongoing challenges
in the field. The section introduces innovative agent-based methods designed for dynamic
adaptation, ensuring the smooth and efficient operation of transportation systems, even
under fluctuating conditions. In combination with [1], it contains a selection of revised
and extended versions of papers presented at the 12th International Workshop on Agents
in Traffic and Transportation (ATT 2022) held in conjunction with IJCAI-ECAI 2022,
the 31st International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence and the 25th European
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, in Vienna, Austria on July 25th 2022. The workshop
aimed to unite researchers and practitioners to discuss the modeling, simulation, control,
and management of large-scale transportation systems at both micro and macro levels.
The ATT 2022 workshop, as well as the IJCAI-ECAI 2022 conference in which it took
place, were held in person, with a very active and lively interaction of the presenters
and the audience. ATT 2022 thus continued a long success story of the eleven previous
workshop editions and the trend of publishing revised and extended selected papers in
special issues [2].

Following the standard reviewing procedure of the ComSIS Journal, two papers have
been accepted for publication in this section, with a third added due to topic similarity. In
the following, we give a short overview of the papers contained in the special section.

The first paper entitled “Comparing Reinforcement Learning Algorithms for a Trip
Building Task: a Multi-objective Approach Using Non-Local Information”, authored by
Henrique U. Gobbi, Guilherme Dytz dos Santos and Ana L. C. Bazzan formulates the
problem of multiple agents learning how to travel from an origin to a destination as a
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reinforcement learning (RL) task modeled as a stochastic game. The authors consider
more than one objective, non-stationarity, and inter-agent communication of local and
non-local information. RL algorithms for a single objective (Q-learning) and multiple
objectives (Pareto Q-learning) are compared, with and without non-local communication.
These methods are evaluated with hundreds of agents, aiming at minimizing their origin-
destination travel times and the carbon monoxide emissions. Results show that the use of
non-local communication reduces both travel time and emissions.

The second paper titled “Sustainability-Oriented Route Generation for Ridesharing
Services” authored by Mengya Liu, Vahid Yazdanpanah, Sebastian Stein and Enrico Gerd-
ing consider three pillars of sustainability: social, economic, and the environmental one.
They present a multi-objective evolutionary approach based on the Non-dominated Sort-
ing Genetic Algorithm for generating routing options in sustainable mobility on demand
under six sustainable ridesharing objectives: travelling time, waiting time, overall/excess
distance, travel cost, total emission, and working time balance. In addition to being aware
of sustainability, their method also establishes a foundation for explainable, participatory,
and dynamic mobility-on-demand services. Stakeholders can be provided with visualisa-
tions to see how different objectives affect routing solutions. A diverse range of solutions
may be provided for a diverse set of users. Lastly, the proposed approach allows dynamic
fine-tuning over time.

Finally, the third paper titled “Knowledge Transfer in Multi-Objective Multi-Agent
Reinforcement Learning via Generalized Policy Improvement” by Vicente N. de Almeida,
Lucas N. Alegre and Ana L. C. Bazzan proposes a multi-objective multi-agent reinforce-
ment learning method in which agents build a shared set of policies during training, in
a decentralized way, and then combine these policies using a generalization of policy
improvement and policy evaluation to generate effective behaviors for any possible pref-
erence distribution, without requiring any additional training. This method is applied to
two different application scenarios: a multi-agent extension of a four-room environment
and traffic signal control considering both vehicles and pedestrians. Results show that the
approach is able to effectively and efficiently generate behaviors for the agents, given any
preference over the objectives.
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This special section includes extended versions of selected papers from the 15th Inter-
national Conference on INnovations in Intelligent SysTems and Applications (INISTA),
which has been held during August 8-10, 2022, in Biarritz, France in hybrid mode.

The series of INISTA conferences have been organized since 2005. INISTA Confer-
ences aim to bring together researchers from the entire spectrum of the multi-disciplinary
fields of intelligent systems and to establish effective means of communication between
them. In particular, they focus on all aspects of intelligent systems and the related ap-
plications, from both perspectives: theory and practice. The topics of interest of INISTA
2022 covered the entire spectrum of the multi-disciplinary fields of intelligent systems
and related applications. In particular, the topics included: Artificial Intelligence Algo-
rithms, Artificial Neural Networks; Autonomous systems; Bioinformatics. Big Data Ap-
plications, Algorithms, and Systems; Cloud/Edge/Fog Computing; Computational and
Data Science; Data Mining; Data Hiding; Deep Learning; Distributed Intelligence; En-
semble Learning; Evolutionary Computation; Expert Systems; Fuzzy Logic; Genetic Al-
gorithms; Hardware Implementations for Intelligent Systems; Human-Computer Inter-
action; Humanoid Robotics; Hybrid Intelligence; Intelligent Agents; Intelligent Appli-
cations in Biomedical Engineering; Intelligent Approaches in Robotic and Automation;
Intelligent Approaches in Signal and Image Processing; Intelligent Approaches in Sys-
tem Identification/Modeling; Intelligent Behavior; Intelligent Control Systems; Intelligent
Defense/Security Systems; Intelligent Healthcare; Intelligent Education; Intelligent Inter-
action and Visualization; Intelligent Life; Information Security; Internet of Things, Inter-
net of Everything; Machine Learning; Memetic Computing; Natural Language Process-
ing; Neurotechnology and Emergent Intelligence in Nervous Systems; Robust Perception
in Complex Environments; Reinforcement Learning; Smart Sensors, Materials, and En-
vironments; Smart Wearables; Social Media Mining; Swarm Intelligence; Text Mining;
Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality; Other topics related to Intelligent Systems.

In 2022 year, there were 78 accepted papers in the conference, and 10 of them were
selected and invited for this special section. Submitted papers were based on original con-
ference papers. Moreover, they were carefully revised, extended, improved, and judged
acceptable for publication in this journal. Each paper has undergone a review process of
at least two rounds, as well as it has been reviewed by two or three referees. Finally, 3
papers were accepted for publishing. The aim of this special issue is to present some new
directions and research results in the area of intelligent systems.

The first paper “3D Convolutional Long Short-Term Encoder-Decoder Network for
Moving Object Segmentation” by Anil Turker and Ender M. Eksioglu presented the MOS-
Net (Moving Object Segmentation) deep framework, an encoder-decoder network that
combines spatial and temporal features using the flux tensor algorithm, 3D CNNs, and
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ConvLSTM in its different variants. In an enhanced version the framework MOS-Net
2.0, additional ConvL-STM modules are added to 3D CNNs for extracting long-term spa-
tiotemporal features. In the final stage of the framework the output of the encoder-decoder
network, the foreground probability map, is thresholded for producing a binary mask,
where moving objects are in the foreground and the rest forms in the background. In ad-
dition, an ablation study has been conducted to evaluate different combinations as inputs
to the proposed network, including challenging videos such as those with dynamic back-
grounds, bad weather, and illumination changes. The results of the proposed approach
are compared with other competitive methods from the literature using the same evalu-
ation strategy, and it has been concluded that the introduced MOS networks give highly
competitive results.

The second paper “Echo State Network for Features Extraction and Segmentation of
Tomography Images” by Petia Koprinkova-Hristova, Ivan Georgiev and Miryana Raykovska
proposed a novel approach for gray scale images segmentation. It is based on multiple
features extraction from a single feature per image pixel, i.e., its intensity value, via a
recurrent neural network (Echo state network). The preliminary tests on the benchmark
gray scale image Lena demonstrated that the newly extracted features (i.e., reservoir equi-
librium states) reveal hidden image characteristics. Additionally, the developed approach
was applied to a real-life situation for segmentation of a 3D tomography image of a bone.
The aim of this application was to explore the object’s internal structure. The achieved re-
sults confirmed that the novel approach allows for clearer revealing the details of the bone
internal structure, thus, supporting further tomography image analyses. Obtained results
are also valuable from the practical point of view.

The problem of integrating virtual assistants with Intent-based Networking (IBN) and
Software-defined Networking (SDN) for industrial network automation is explored in the
paper “Voice-Enabled Intent-Based Networking for Industrial Automation” by Raul Bar-
bosa, Joao Fonseca, Marco Araujo and Daniel Corujo. This work presented a preliminary
architecture for a voice-enabled IBN system. The proposed architecture included the sup-
port of network orchestrators and network slice managers in the existing solution to allow
the configuration of more network assets, including 5G Networks, improving the sys-
tem’s capabilities. The results presented in the paper provide insights into this solution’s
potential benefits and limitations to enhance the automation of the management and or-
chestration procedures in industrial networks.

We gratefully acknowledge all the hard work and enthusiasm of authors and reviewers,
without whom the special section would not have been possible. Also, we believe that
readers will enjoy reading these papers and will be inspired for their future work.
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Abstract. The recommendation system can alleviate the problem of “information
overload”, tap the potential value of data, push personalized information to users in
need, and improve information utilization. Sequence recommendation has become
a hot research direction because of its practicality and high precision. Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) have the natural advantage of capturing comprehensive relations
among different entities, thus almost occupying a dominant position in sequence
recommendation in the past few years. However, as Deep Learning (DL)-based
methods are widely used to model local preferences under user behavior sequences,
the global preference modeling of users is often underestimated, and usually, only
some simple and crude user latent representations are introduced. Therefore, this
paper proposes a sequential recommendation based on Fusing Session-Aware mod-
els and Self-Attention networks (FSASA). Specifically, we use the Self-Attentive
Sequential Recommendation (SASRec) model as a global representation learning
module to capture long-term preferences under user behavior sequences and further
propose an improved session-aware sequential recommendation model as a local
learning representation module from user model the user’s dynamic preferences
in the historical behavior, and finally use the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) mod-
ule to calculate their weights. Experiments on three widely used recommendation
datasets show that FSASA outperforms state-of-the-art baselines on two commonly
used metrics.

Keywords: Recommendation Systems, Sequential Recommendation, Session-Aware
Recommendation, Self-Attention, Gated Recurrent Unit.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of the Internet, especially the mobile Inter-
net, Internet information has also shown an explosive growth trend. Faced with massive
amounts of information, the time and cost for users to obtain the content they need have
increased significantly. The recommendation system, as an effective means to solve the
problem of information overload, has become the core of many e-commerce and mul-
timedia platforms [60]. Personalized recommendation services can help the platform to
attract users’ attention, increase the number of user visits, and provide a steady stream of
power for the development of network platforms. Its commercial value has also attracted
the attention of industry and academia [19].

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is the most widely used recommendation system in the
early stage. The core idea is to synthesize the explicit feedback information of users and
items and filter out items the target users may be interested in for recommendation [42].
Different from CF, the goal of sequence recommendation is to combine a personalized
model of user behavior (based on historical information) with some concept of “context”
based on the user’s recent behavior by understanding and analyzing the user’s interaction
history as a sequence information, to push the matching items of user interest [46, 52,
35]. Early work on sequential recommendation usually uses Markov Chain (MC) [8, 7,
10, 11], but its disadvantage is also obvious. Due to the Markov property, it is assumed
that the current interaction only depends on one or a few recent interactions. Only short-
term dependencies are captured, while long-term dependencies are ignored. As one of the
important research directions of sequence recommendation, session-aware recommenda-
tion takes each session as the basic input unit, which can capture the user’s short-term
preference and the dynamic preference reflected by the interest transfer between sessions,
thereby improving the accuracy and timeliness of recommendation [43, 49]. Deep neural
network has the natural advantage of capturing the comprehensive relationship between
different entities, which can alleviate the problem of insufficient expressive ability of
traditional recommendation models, so it has almost occupied the dominant position in
sequence recommendation in the past few years [28, 44, 61, 24, 25, 9, 4]. However, most
of DNN-based methods also do not pay enough attention to the long-term relationship
between sequences, and the user’s global preference modeling is often underestimated.
Attention mechanisms, which can reveal syntactic and semantic patterns between words
in a sentence, have also become an important component of sequence recommendation
[23, 2, 45, 30]. Among them, SASRec [18] stacks multiple self-attention blocks, which
can effectively capture the long-term preferences of users within a sequence. Now that
users’ long-term and short-term preferences have been well explored in previous studies,
an intuitive way to develop sequential recommendation methods is to model local dy-
namic preferences and combine them with global preferences to more comprehensively
predict users’ true preferences [23, 38, 27, 54, 59].

Inspired by the above work, this paper proposes a novel solution named sequen-
tial recommendation based on fusing session-aware models and self-attention networks
(FSASA). FSASA can consider the user’s long-term static preference and short-term dy-
namic preference simultaneously and more fully express the user’s real intention. Specif-
ically, our model contains three main components, a global representation learning mod-
ule, a local representation learning module, and a GRU module. For global representa-
tion learning, we follow SASRec [18] based on the self-attention mechanism because it
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achieves excellent performance in capturing users’ long-term preferences. For global rep-
resentation learning, we introduce implicit features from users’ historical behaviors based
on sequential recommendation [43] to model users’ dynamic preferences accurately. Fi-
nally, we use GRU to balance the weights of the global representation learning module
and the local representation learning module. In addition, we conduct a comprehensive
ablation study to show the impact of crucial modules and parameters on recommendation
performance.

The main contributions of the proposed FSASA are as follows:

– We propose a novel sequential recommendation based on session-aware models and
self-attention networks to capture the dynamic preferences beneath users’ behavior
sequences, and improving recommendation performance.

– We design a session-aware local representation learning module for mining the im-
plicit features in the user’s historical behavior to model the user’s dynamic prefer-
ences accurately.

– The GRU module is used to balance the contribution of the global representation
learning module and the local representation learning module and more comprehen-
sively predict the user’s real preferences.

– To verify the performance of FSASA, we also conducted simulation experiments on
three commonly used datasets. Experimental results show that FSASA significantly
outperforms five state-of-the-art baselines. We also perform ablation studies and dis-
cuss details of local and gating units.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, a brief review
is given of recent investigations on general recommendation, sequential recommenda-
tion, and session-aware recommendation. We propose sequential recommendation based
on fusing session-aware models and self-attention networks in Section 3. Section 4 de-
scribes experiments based on three real datasets and analyzes the results. Finally, Section
5 presents the main conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

In this section, we will briefly review several lines of works closely related to ours, includ-
ing general recommendation, sequential recommendation, and session-aware recommen-
dation, respectively, and point out the relationship and differences between our FSASA
and those works.

2.1. General Recommendation

Collaborative filtering [42] was the most widely used recommendation algorithm in the
early days. It mainly finds users’ preferences through deep mining of their past behavioral
data, groups users based on different preferences, and recommends items with similar
tastes to other users in the group [20, 6, 51, 55]. Among them, the matrix decomposition
[31, 21, 12, 1, 16, 62] algorithm uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Eigenvalue
Decomposition (ED), and other methods to decompose the co-occurrence matrix to gen-
erate an implicit vector for the user and the project, respectively, and uses the implicit
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vector to represent the user’s interest and the project’s attributes, to dig the deep poten-
tial relationship between the user and the project—excellent performance in user rating
prediction task. Collaborative filtering and matrix decomposition algorithms only utilize
user-project interaction information. At the same time, Logistic Regression (LR) [39] can
integrate user portrait features, item attributes, and context information, transform features
into numerical vectors, input them into the network for training, learn the weight of each
feature, and predict the probability of positive samples in the output layer. However, LR
has limited characterization ability and does not carry out a cross combination of multiple
features, which affects prediction accuracy. Rendle [37] proposed a Factorization Model
(FM) by adding a second-order cross-feature combination based on logistic regression.
The Facebook team [13] combined the gradient lifting decision tree with logistic regres-
sion and used the combined model to complete the recommendation task.

Combining deep learning and recommendation system can alleviate the problem of
insufficient expression ability of the traditional recommendation model. Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP) is a neural network with feed-forward structure. The data flows through
the input layer and multiple hidden layers into the output layer to calculate the final result.
The recommendation system often uses it to mine the crossover of high-order features and
learn potential data patterns [40, 5, 3, 29].

2.2. Sequential Recommendation

Different from traditional collaborative filtering and content filtering-based recommenda-
tion systems, sequential recommendation attempts to model and understand user sequen-
tial behavior, interactions between users and items, and the evolution of user preferences
and item popularity over time [50]. Early works on sequential recommendation usually
use Markov chains, and MC’s natural advantage in modeling sequential dependencies
provides an intuitive solution for sequential recommendation [8, 7, 10, 11]. Nevertheless,
its shortcomings are also obvious. Due to the Markov property, it is assumed that the cur-
rent interaction only depends on one or a few recent interactions, so it can only capture
short-term dependencies and ignore long-term dependencies.

As mentioned in the previous section, deep neural networks have the natural advantage
of capturing comprehensive relations among different entities (e.g., users, items, interac-
tions). They thus have almost dominated sequential recommendation in the past few years.
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a deep network structure commonly used to process
time series data. RNN can perform feed-forward calculation, maintain the information of
the previous moment, and use historical state data and current state to predict output so
that it can process sequence data such as text and audio [28, 44, 61, 24, 25]. To solve the
problem of information loss caused by too long time intervals and the problem of gradient
disappearance and explosion, RNN has also constructed new variants: Long Short-Term
Memory network (LSTM) [9] and gated recurrent unit [4]. Our work uses GRU to fuse
two representation learning modules, which will be discussed further in Section 3. RNN
is not perfect, and it may only capture point dependencies and ignore set dependencies
(e.g., several interactions collaborating to influence the next one). Since Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) do not have strong sequential assumptions about the interactions
in sequences, the above-mentioned shortcomings of RNN in sequence recommendation
can be compensated to some extent. The CNN first puts all the embedding elements of
the interaction into a matrix, then uses this matrix as an “image” in time and latent space,
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and finally, learns sequential patterns as local features of the image, using convolutional
filters for subsequent recommendations [47, 58, 57]. However, due to the limited size of
filters used in CNN, CNN-based sequence recommendations cannot effectively capture
long-term dependencies, which limits their applications. With the rapid development of
Graph Neural Networks (GNN), numerous researchers utilize GNN to model and cap-
ture complex transition sequences of user-item interactions [26, 34, 52, 53]. This method
fully exploits the advantages of GNN to capture complex relations in structured relational
datasets, showing great potential for explainable recommendation, which is still in the
early exploration stage.

The attention model is also often used in sequence recommendation to emphasize
those genuinely relevant and essential interactions in the sequence while ignoring those
interactions that are irrelevant to the next interaction, allowing the model to focus on more
important information, reducing the impact of data noise on the impact of the results [18,
23, 2, 45, 30]. In this paper, we base the global representation learning module on the
Self-Attention Sequential Recommendation (SASRec) model [18], which is an excellent
sequential recommendation model. Note that [23] bases the local representation learn-
ing module on the SASRec model, which is similar to our FSASA and will be further
discussed in Section 4.

2.3. Session-aware Recommendation

Sequential recommendation considers that all historical interaction information is equally
important for predicting user’s current preference. However, user preference may change
over time, which is dynamic rather than static. Therefore, Session-Based Recommenda-
tion Systems (SBRS) have been proposed to bridge these gaps in recent years. SBRS
takes each session as the basic input unit, which can capture the user’s short-term pref-
erences and the dynamic preferences reflected by the interest transfer between sessions,
thereby improving the accuracy and timeliness of recommendations [49]. Unlike session-
based, the session-aware recommendation is a method that uses the relationship between
sessions for each user and makes recommendations by structurally decoupling long-term
and short-term preferences from a slightly more diverse perspective [22]. [17] propose an
early SBRS emphasizing the importance of considering recently observed user behavior
when making recommendations. [36] proposed one of the earliest deep learning tech-
niques for the session-aware recommendation, where the authors used two parallel GRU
layers to model information across sessions. In the same year, Ruocco et al. [41] proposed
the IIRNN model, which, like [36], uses the RNN architecture and extends session-based
techniques to model inter-session and intra-session notifications. RNN were later also
used in NSAR models [33] to encode session patterns combined with user embeddings
to represent long-term user preferences across different sessions. Hu et al. [15] combine
inter-session and intra-session context with a joint context encoder for item prediction.
In [56], the authors utilize a two-layer hierarchical attention network to model short-
term and long-term user interests. In [14], the authors are inspired by language modeling
methods such as word2vec to treat items as words and recommend related items based on
contextual information.

As the session-aware method is widely used in local and dynamic preference mod-
eling under user behavior sequences, the user’s global and static preference modeling is
often underestimated. Usually, only some simple and crude user potential representations
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are introduced. In our work, the respective advantages of session-aware and self-attention-
based sequential recommendation methods are fully combined to model the user’s short-
term and long-term preferences, respectively. This means that our FSASA can more com-
prehensively represent the user’s true intent, which we discuss further in the next section.

3. Proposed Method: FSASA

This section proposes our FSASA, i.e., sequential recommendation based on fusing session-
aware models and self-attention networks. For sequential recommendation, we are given
a user’s action sequence Su = {Su

1 ,Su
2 , ...,Su

t , ...,Su
|Su|}, u ∈ U , Su

t ∈ I, where U de-
note a set of users and I denote a set of items. Given the interaction history Su

t , sequential
recommendation aims to predict the item that user u will interact with at time step Su

t+1.
In this paper, we use capital letters in bold to denote matrices and their lowercase form to
denote the corresponding row vectors.

3.1. Global Representation Learning

First of all, we fix the input sequence of each user u by extracting his/her latest n be-
haviors, which is abbreviated as Su = {s1, s2, ..., sn}, where n represents the maximum
length that can handle. If the sequence length exceeds n, we consider the most recent n
actions. If the sequence length is less than n, we repeatedly add a padding item 0 on the
left until the length is n. Let M ∈ R|I|×d denote the learnable item embedding matrix
with d as the latent dimensionality. We can then represent the input sequence as an em-
bedding matrix E ∈ Rn×d, where Ei = Msi . A constant zero vector 0 is used as the
embedding for the padding item.

Following [18], since the self-attention model does not include any recurrent or con-
volutional module, it is unaware of the positions of previous items. Hence we inject a
learnable position embedding matrix P = [p1; p2; ...; pn] ∈ Rn×d to the input embedding
matrix E ∈ Rn×d, and obtain an input matrix X(0) = [x1;x2; ...;xn] ∈ Rn×d for the
self-attention network:

x(0)i = msi + pi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (1)

Then, we feed the sequence X(0) ∈ Rn×d into a series of stacked self-attention blocks
(SABs). The output of the b-th block is as follows:

X(b) = SAB(b)X(b−1), b ∈ {1, 2, ..., B} (2)

Omitting the normalization layers with residual connection, each self-attention block
can be viewed as a self-attention layer SAL(·) followed by a feed-forward layer FFL(·)
as follows:

SAB(X) = FFL(SAL(X)) (3)

X
′
= SAL(X) = softmax(

QKT

√
d

)∆ ·V (4)
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FFL(X
′
) = ReLU(X

′
W1 + 1T b1)W2 + 1T b2 (5)

where X ∈ Rn×d is the position-aware input matrix, Q = XWQ, K = XWK

and V = XWV with WQ,WK ,WV ∈ Rd×d are the projected query, key and value
matrices, respectively, to improve the flexibility. Note that W1,W2 ∈ Rd×d and b1,b2 ∈
R1×d are weights and biases for the two layers of convolution, 1 is a unit row vector of
size 1× n and ∆ is the causality mask (i.e., a unit lower triangular matrix of size n× n),
to preserve the transitions from previous steps only.

[23] uses a simple location-based attention mechanism as a global representation
learning module to model the user’s long-term static preferences. Its performance is not as
good as that of SASRec, that stacks multiple self-attention blocks. It is shown in [18] that
hierarchy is important for global representation. Specifically, self-attention blocks at the
bottom tend to capture long-term dependencies, while higher blocks may focus on more
recent dependencies. In this module, we use the bottom self-attention block SAB(1)(·) as
the global representation learning module of FSASA.

3.2. Local Representation Learning

While the self-attention block at the top of [18] can also be used to model a user’s short-
term dynamic preferences, in many online services, user interactions are often grouped
by sessions where preferences are likely to be shared, and this is where session-aware
is needed to establish connections for each user’s session. Inspired by [46], we added
user rating information embedding based on [43] to accurately model short-term dynamic
preferences of users. Note that the local representation learning module is independent of
the global one.

The simplest way to distinguish sessions within item sequences is to insert a separa-
tor between item sequences [27]. A learnable extra token called Session Token (ST) is
inserted between sessions as if it were an item embedding. Unlike the fill marker, it is not
excluded from attention, and it has the effect of moving the embedding one position per
session. The advantage of this method is that it can indicate at inference time whether the
input is a new session or not.

User rating information is one of the important criteria for modeling user preferences,
but most current recommendation algorithms define rating as positive feedback, which is
unreasonable. For a user, scoring an item only means that the user has browsed the item
rather than that the user is interested in the item. For example, suppose a user gives an item
a shallow score. In that case, the user is not interested in the item, and the recommendation
system should recommend fewer such items.

In FSASA, the rating information is fine-grained, and the learnable Rating Segment
Embedding (RSE) is used, representing the session’s importance and providing a se-
quence hierarchy. Note that, similar to session tokens, scoring information can also in-
dicate whether it is a new session or not at inference time. For p-th item i in j-th session
of a user, our input representation becomes: x = IEi+PEp+RSEj , where IE is an item
embedding, PE is a positional embedding from BERT, and RSE is a session segment
embedding. The maximum number of sessions is limited so that only the most recent m
sessions are considered. As in the implementation of positional embedding, ordinals are
attached in the most recent order and padding is filled to match the model input length L.
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For a timestamp t, we define a Temporal Encoding (TE) as follows:

TE(t) = [cos(ω1t+ θ1) · · · cos(ωdT
t+ θdT

)]⊤ (6)

where dT is a temporal dimension, and ωi, θi are learnable parameters. We concate-
nate temporal encoding vectors t to the input representation X, which gives us a Temporal
Self-Attention (TAS) as follows:

TSA(X,t) = softmax(
[Xt][Xt]⊤√
dX + dt

)X (7)

where dX is an input dimension of X. Here we can see that the attention weight aij
between (xi, ti) and (xj , tj) is calculated as:

aij = x⊤
i xj + TE(ti)

⊤TE(tj) (8)

The weight becomes sum of self-attentiveness and temporal attentiveness [54]. For
multi-layered and multi-headed Transformer layers, we concatenate TE on each layer and
head. Note that TE can be trained on each layer or head separately, but empirically no
significant improvements were found.

[23] uses SASRec as a local representation learning module to model users’ short-term
preferences, while SASRec is better at modeling recent activities of sparse datasets, and
it is difficult to model normal or dense Recent activity on the dataset accurately. FSASA
uses BERT-STR as a local representation learning module and adds user rating infor-
mation. Thanks to the excellent representation ability of session-aware, it can accurately
model the short-term dynamic preferences of users.

The input representation layer including all proposed methods is shown in Figure
1. The rest part of the model is identical to BERT4Rec [46]. Note that the difference
from SASRec [18], which uses an autoregressive decoder, is that information other than
item embedding such as positional embedding, session segment embedding, and temporal
encoding can be utilized at inference time for the to-be-predicted item.

3.3. Gating Unit

To combine the local representation and the global representation, we may naturally think
of concatenation or summation. Many researchers suggest a weighted summation to bal-
ance the two representations by considering the consistency of the item lists (correspond-
ing to the sequences in our case), which performs better in their cases. Inspired by [23, 4],
we use GRU to combine the weights of global and local representation learning module,
and the fusion equation is as follows:

x(t) = xglobal ⊗ r + xlocal ⊗ (1− r) (9)

GRU is a variant of traditional RNN. Like LSTM, it can effectively capture the se-
mantic association between long sequences and alleviate the phenomenon of gradient
disappearance or explosion. At the same time, its structure and calculation are simpler
than LSTM. Its core structure is composed of update gate z(t) and reset gate r(t):

z(t) = σ(Wz · [ht−1, xt]) (10)
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Fig. 1. Input layer

r(t) = σ(Wr · [ht−1, xt]) (11)

where ht−1 denote the hidden state layer output of the previous time, in FSASA rep-
resents the user preference learned at the previous time, and xt denote the input at the
current time, which in FSASA represents the current local/short-term preference. After
getting the gating signal, first use the reset gating to get the data after “RESET”:

h
′

t−1 = ht−1 ⊙ rt (12)

The representative controls how much information from the last time can be used.
Then use this reset h

′

t−1 to perform basic RNN calculations, i.e., splicing with xt for
linear change, and after tanh activation obtain h

′

t:

h
′

t = tanh(W · [h
′

t−1, xt]) (13)

The gate value zt of the last update gate will act on the h
′

t, and 1−zt will act on ht−1,
and then add the results of the two to get the final hidden state output ht:

ht = zt ⊙ h
′

t + (1− zt)⊙ ht−1 (14)

The range of the gating signal (i.e., zt) is 0 to 1, the closer the gating signal is to 1,
the more data is “remember”, and the closer to 0 is the more “forget”. FSASA uses GRU
to “forget” the unimportant information in the user sequence, “remember” the important
information in the user sequence, and more comprehensively and accurately represent the
user’s true intention.
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We abandon the way of compressing the long-term or short-term preference represen-
tation as the initial hidden state h0, as this would compress the representation vector to
very low dimensions and lose information.

[23] uses item similarity models to add user’s uncertain intention information to make
recommendations, although it can to a certain extent, the recommendation performance in
the absence of user sequence information is improved. However, at the same time, noise
may be introduced to affect the overall recommendation performance. FSASA directly
uses GRU to balance the weight of the global representation module and the local rep-
resentation module. Although the improvement of the recommendation performance is
limited, it will certainly not have a negative impact on the recommendation performance
and has robust scalability.

4. Performance Evaluation

To verify the performance of our proposed FSASA, this section introduces the details of
the datasets, evaluation indicators, baseline methods, and parameter settings used in the
simulation experiments. It conducts many ablation experiments to explore the impact of
relevant hyperparameters on the performance of FSASA.

4.1. Datasets Description and Preprocessing

– Steam5[18, 48, 32]: This dataset contains data from October 2010 to January 2018
of Steam, a large online video game distribution platform. These include 2,567,538
users, 15,474 games, and 7,793,069 user reviews. The dataset also provides rich hid-
den information such as user’s game time, price information, purchase information,
media ratings, categories, product bundles, developers, etc.

– ML-1M6: The dataset contains 1 million ratings of 4,000 movies from 6,000 users.
This data includes movie ratings, movie metadata (genre and year), and user demo-
graphic data (age, zip code, gender, occupation, etc.).

– ML-20M7: The dataset contains 20,000,263 ratings and 465,564 tags for 27,278
movies from 138,493 users. Users are randomly selected, and each selected user has
rated at least 20 movies. There is no demographic information, and each user is only
given an ID, and no other private information is involved.

For sequential recommendation, we preprocess these datasets as follows:
1) To improve the dataset’s quality, we delete items with less than 5 interactions and

delete users with less than 5 interactions; 2) When users have no new interactions within
a day, use unix timestamp units to divide sessions. Each user has at least 2 sessions, each
session contains at least 2 items, and only uses 200 recently interacted items; 3) In the
preprocessing step, each comment or rating information is considered as a There is a hid-
den positive interaction, so this paper retains the rating in the data set when constructing
the training set, which is an important improvement of this paper. For each user, the last

5 https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/˜jmcauley/datasets.html#steam data
6 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
7 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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item is used as the test item, the second closest item is used as the validation, and the
remaining items are used as the training set.

The statistics of the processed datasets are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Dataset statistics after preprocessing

Dataset #Users #Items #Interactions Avg. Length Density

Steam 6330 4331 49163 7.77 0.18%
ML-1M 1196 3327 158496 132.52 3.98%

ML-20M 23404 12239 1981866 84.68 0.69%

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the recommendation performance via two standard metrics, i.e., recall (Re-
call@10, R@10) and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@10, N@10). Re-
call is how much of the information the user interested is predicted. The NDCG is a
standardized DCG that considers the list of recommendations and the number of truly
valid results in each search. The definition of Recall@10 and NDCG@10 are as follows:

Recall@10 =

∑
u∈U | R(u) ∩ T (u) |∑

u∈U | T (u) |
(15)

NDCG@10 =
DCG@10

IDCG@10
(16)

DCG@10 =

10∑
i=1

2reli − 1

log2 (i+ 1)
(17)

Where R(u) represents the Top−10 recommendation list made to the user according
to the user’s behavior in the training set, and T (u) represents the item set actually selected
by the user after the system recommends the item to the user. reli stands for correlation
degree of items in position i, IDCG@10 stands for ideal DCG, i.e., DCG under perfect
result.

4.3. Baselines

To verify the effectiveness of FSASA, we compare it with the following five representative
baselines:

– SASRec[18]: It addresses the sequential recommendation problem by introducing a
self-attention mechanism that adaptively assigns weights to previous entries at each
time, tending to consider long-term dependencies on dense datasets while focusing on
recent activities on sparse datasets. It is also a global representation learning module
in our FSASA.
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– B4Rec[46]: It employs deep bidirectional self-attention to model user behavior se-
quences. Each layer utilizes all the information of the previous layer and can capture
the information of the entire field.

– BERT-ST[43]: It proposes three ways to utilize session information in the BERT-
based model to improve sequential recommendation performance. We use the method
with the best comprehensive performance among them to compare with FSASA.

– BERT-STR: The rating information is added based on BERT-ST, which is also the
local representation learning module in our FSASA.

– FISSA[23]: From the global and local time series perspective, SASRec is used as a
local learning module, and then a position-based attention layer is used as a global
module, and their weights are balanced by gating.

4.4. Implementation Details

We perform all the experiments on a single server with ADM Ryzen5 3600x CPU and
Nvidia 3070 GPU. The software environment includes Cuda 11.4, Cudnn 8.2, Miniconda
3, Python 3.7, deep learning framework Pytorch 1.10, and tensorboardx 2.5. All hyper-
parameters were tuned through grid search, and we report the one with the best perfor-
mance in the final result.

The FSASA model comprised [18] and improved [43], respectively, to act as a global
representation learning module and a local representation learning module. The former is
used to capture long-term dependencies between items, while the latter is used to obtain
short-term associations between items, using GRUs to balance their weight. We use the
AdamW optimizer to calculate and update the model parameters to minimize the objective
function, the learning rate is initialized to 0.001, and the dropout is set to 0.2 to avoid
model overfitting. Limited by hardware conditions, the layer of SASRec is uniformly set
to 1, and the parameter settings for different datasets are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Initialization parameters for the three datasets

Dataset MaxLength Layers Hidden dim Heads Batch size

Steam 15 2 128 2 1024
ML-1M 200 2 256 2 128

ML-20M 100 4 256 4 128

4.5. Overall Performance Comparison

Table 3 presents the recommendation performance of all methods on the three datasets.
As we can see, here following observations would be found:

Compared with all baselines, our FSASA achieves the best performance on all three
datasets, which clearly demonstrates the superiority of FSASA (note that the Steam dataset
does not provide user rating information, so we use GRU to fuse the original SASRec
and BERT-ST, but its performance still has a noticeable improvement). The second best
performance is obtained by BERT-ST or BERT-STR, which is consistent with the obser-
vations of previous studies [46, 43, 23], which also show the advantages of session-aware
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in modeling user dynamic preferences. In addition, BERT-STR performs slightly better
than BERT-ST, illustrating that adding user rating information helps to accurately model
truly relevant and important interactions in user sequences.

It is worth noting that FISSA uses a structure similar to FSASA, but its recommen-
dation performance is not outstanding, only better than SASRec and basic B4Rec. We
analyze the reasons from the components of FISSA and FSASA: 1) FISSA uses SASRec
as a local representation learning module to model users’ short-term preferences, while
SASRec is better at modeling recent activities of sparse datasets, and it is difficult to model
normal or dense Recent activity on the dataset accurately. FSASA uses BERT-STR as a
local representation learning module and adds user rating information. Thanks to the ex-
cellent representation ability of session-aware, it can accurately model the short-term dy-
namic preferences of users; 2) FISSA uses a simple location-based attention mechanism
as a global representation learning module to model the user’s long-term static prefer-
ences. Its performance is not as good as that of SASRec, that stacks multiple self-attention
blocks; 3) FISSA uses item similarity models to add user’s uncertain intention informa-
tion to make recommendations, although it can to a certain extent, the recommendation
performance in the absence of user sequence information is improved. However, at the
same time, noise may be introduced to affect the overall recommendation performance.
FSASA directly uses GRU to balance the weight of the global representation module and
the local representation module. Although the improvement of the recommendation per-
formance is limited, it will certainly not have a negative impact on the recommendation
performance and has robust scalability.

4.6. Ablation Study

We discuss the impact of relevant parameters on the performance of FSASA in this sec-
tion.

(1) Effect of representation learning ratio
To explore the impact of the representation learning module in FSASA on recommen-

dation performance, we manually set the proportion of the global representation learning
module involved in FSASA. As shown in Figure 2, on the whole, with the increase of
the proportion of the global representation learning module involved, the performance of
FSASA fluctuates slightly before 0.5, and the performance decreases with the increase
of the proportion after 0.5. Between 0.3 to 0.5, the performance of FSASA is optimal. It
shows that the session-aware-based local representation learning module we proposed is
dominant in FSASA. However, it also needs the assistance of the global representation
learning module to more fully represent the user’s true intentions.

(2) Effect of gating unit
To explore the impact of the gating unit in FSASA on the recommendation perfor-

mance, we fixed the proportion of the global representation learning module and the local
representation learning module at 0.5 for comparative experiments. As shown in Figure
3, the two metrics of FSASA using GRU outperform FSASA without GRU on all three
datasets. The analysis in 4.6.1 shows that although the local representation learning mod-
ule is dominant in FSASA, the larger the proportion, the better. GRU needs to be dynam-
ically adjusted according to different scenarios to give full play to the greatest advantages
of FSASA.
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Table 3. Recommendation performance of FSASA and five baselines on three datasets. The best
performing method in each row is bolded, and the second best performing method in each row is
underlined.

Dataset Metric Item SASRec B4Rec BERT-ST BERT-
STR

FISSA FSASA

Steam 1

R@10
Ran2 0.7834 0.7987 0.8120 \ 0.8015 0.8139
Pop 3 0.5523 0.5670 0.6030 \ 0.5735 0.6056
All 4 0.5164 0.5313 0.5616 \ 0.5425 0.5718

N@10
Ran 0.6726 0.6915 0.7093 \ 0.7002 0.7165
Pop 0.5007 0.5196 0.5596 \ 0.5316 0.5666
All 0.4610 0.4782 0.5187 \ 0.4885 0.5282

ML-1M

R@10
Ran 0.7199 0.7341 0.7291 0.7400 0.7380 0.7558
Pop 0.4189 0.4725 0.4841 0.4849 0.4731 0.5192
All 0.1480 0.1129 0.1731 0.1697 0.1528 0.1811

N@10
Ran 0.4962 0.5100 0.5113 0.5115 0.5112 0.5177
Pop 0.2674 0.3011 0.3105 0.3093 0.3021 0.3417
All 0.0742 0.0508 0.0838 0.0873 0.0806 0.0915

ML-20M

R@10
Ran 0.9014 0.9053 0.9114 0.9113 0.9083 0.9168
Pop 0.4370 0.4729 0.4799 0.4822 0.4735 0.5195
All 0.1389 0.1381 0.1439 0.1393 0.1499 0.1555

N@10
Ran 0.6954 0.6944 0.6910 0.6964 0.6998 0.7130
Pop 0.2839 0.3051 0.3125 0.3155 0.3062 0.3588
All 0.0707 0.0724 0.0754 0.0755 0.0785 0.0846

1 Note that the Steam dataset does not provide user ratings.
2 Randomly select 100 non-repeated items from the items that the user unclicked for recommendation.
3 Sort the item list in descending order, and continuously extract 100 unclicked and non-repeated items for
recommendation.
4 The recommended label space is all items.

(a) ML-1M Dataset (b) ML-20M Dataset

Fig. 2. Effect of representation learning ratio
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(a) Recall@10 (b) NDCG@10

Fig. 3. Effect of gating unit

(3) Effect of rating
We add user rating information based on [43] to serve as the local representation

learning module of FSASA. In order to verify the rationality of our work, we compare it
with FSASA using the BERT-ST module. As shown in Figure 4, both metrics of FSASA
using BERT-STR slightly outperform FSASA using BERT-ST on both datasets. Because
BERT-STR adds the implicit feature of user rating information, it can more accurately
model the user’s short-term dynamic preferences.

(a) Recall@10 (b) NDCG@10

Fig. 4. Effect of rating

5. Conclusions And Future Work

With the rapid development of information technology, recommendation system plays an
important role in alleviating the problem of information overload. Compared with tra-
ditional recommendation algorithms, deep learning enhances the model’s scalability and
representation ability, allowing the model to incorporate more diverse features. However,
users’ global preferences and modeling are often underestimated. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a new sequential recommendation method (FSASA) based on the session-
aware model and self-attention network to capture global preferences and dynamic pref-
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erences under user behavior sequences. Precisely, our model consists of three main com-
ponents, the local presentation learning module, the global presentation learning module,
and the GRUs module. We used the SASRec model as a global presentation learning
module to capture long-term preferences under user behavior sequences and proposed
an improved session-aware sequential recommendation model as a local learning presen-
tation module to model users’ dynamic preferences from users’ historical behaviors. Fi-
nally, the Gated Recurrent Unit module is used to balance the weights of the two modules.
We compared the FSASA model with various mainstream algorithms on three publicly
available data sets. The results showed that the FSASA model was superior to the exist-
ing mainstream recommended model. We also conducted many ablation experiments and
quantitative studies to demonstrate the rationality of the FSASA model. In future work,
we plan to extend the model by incorporating rich contextual information, exploiting ses-
sion information more thoroughly and consistently to predict users’ future preferences
accurately.
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Abstract. Currently, there is relatively little formal analysis and verification work 

on the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol. In this paper, we use the model 

checker SPIN to perform a formal analysis of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication 

protocol. Firstly, we analyze the process of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication 

protocol and abstract it to obtain a formal model of the protocol. Then, we 

describe the construction of the protocol model based on the Promela language. 

The unique feature of this paper is the replacement of the hash value of the 5G 

EAP-TLS authentication protocol with the message content field encrypted by an 

unknown subject public key. This is because the Promela language in SPIN has an 

eval function that can check the value of each field. This can replace the function 

of the hash function and make the Promela model construction more portable. The 

paper analyzes the attack paths of the protocol and reveals design flaws that 

undermine the expected identity authentication attributes and secret consistency of 

the protocol. The results not only provide a comprehensive understanding of the 

security properties of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol but also offer 

valuable insights and guidance for the verification of the protocol's security 

properties, security design, and optimization of protocol implementation and 

interoperability. 

Keywords: 5G EAP-TLS; SPIN; Formal Analysis; Model Checking. 

1. Introduction 

The introduction of 5G technology will undoubtedly change the way we use the Internet 

and communicate, but it also brings risks and challenges in terms of network security. 

Therefore, 5G users are not only concerned about the improvement of network speed, 

but also particularly concerned about ensuring network security [1]. 5G networks are 

constantly facing security issues such as eavesdropping and surveillance, device 

intrusion, privacy data leakage, honeypot attacks, and network fraud. In order to 

alleviate these risks and challenges, 5G networks need to adopt a series of security 

measures, such as encryption technology, authentication and access control of devices, 

encrypted storage and transmission of data, authentication and access control, 

vulnerability management, and security training. 

In the 5G network, three identity authentication protocols are defined in the relevant 

3GPP documents, including the 5G AKA (Authentication and Key Agreement) protocol 
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[2], the EAP-AKA protocol [2], and the 5G EAP-TLS protocol [2,3]. The first two 

protocols use symmetric key passwords and are protocols used for authentication and 

key negotiation. The 5G EAP-TLS protocol uses public key passwords and is a 

certificate-based authentication protocol. The 5G EAP-TLS protocol is a certificate-

based authentication protocol that uses digital certificates to verify the user's identity. In 

this protocol, the authentication between the client and server is based on the certificates 

they hold, which are signed by a trusted third-party certificate authority (CA).The 

identity authentication and key negotiation methods provided by these three protocols 

are different, so their specific application scenarios are also different. So far, these 

protocols are still in the standardization process and are mainly developed and released 

in the form of RFCs. The main sources of serious security vulnerabilities in the 

implementation of informal protocols are protocol design issues and implementation 

problems, for example, as reported in literature [4,5].Formal analysis is an effective 

method to solve the ambiguity and verify the correctness of the protocol design. First, 

the protocol model is constructed using a formal language such as Promela, and then the 

formal protocol model is analyzed to see if it meets the required security properties. 

Symbolic model checking [6] is an important method for performing formal analysis of 

protocols. Since the first work [7] using this technique to analyze the design flaws of the 

Needham-Schroeder protocol, the symbolic model checking of security protocols has 

been a hot research field, it has been considered a powerful technique for formal 

analysis of security protocol [8-14] design, and has been applied in some real-world 

Protocols, such as TLS [15]. 

2. Related Work 

Zhang Jingjing's work [1] built a formal model for the 5G EAP-TLS authentication 

protocol based on pi calculus and used the ProVerif model checker to formally verify 

the model, revealing several weaknesses and design flaws in the current protocol, 

thereby undermining the expected identity authentication attributes. Her work provides 

strong support for the formal verification of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol. 

Chen Liping [16] studied the formal model of the EAP-TLS protocol and security 

attributes based on ProVerif, and verified the mutual authentication between user 

devices and the network, as well as the confidentiality of the security anchor key 

KSEAF and the user identity identifier SUPI in the protocol. Wang Yuedong [17] 

constructed a protocol interaction model based on the Diffie-Hellman pattern, then 

extended the Dolev-Yao attacker model, proposed two controlled participant scenarios 

and a mixed channel model, and finally used the verification tool SmartVerif to verify 

the confidentiality, authentication, and privacy of the protocol. This research provides 

valuable references for designing secure communication protocols. However, the formal 

analysis and verification of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol, as a novel and 

important protocol, is relatively scarce, and it is urgently needed for scholars to analyze 

and verify it from different perspectives, different methods, and even different tools to 

better maintain the security of the network in the 5G environment. 

SPIN [18], developed by Holzmann, is a general model checking tool used to verify 

logical consistency in concurrent systems. It is loved by scholars for its concise 
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modeling language, support for Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), and good algorithmic 

structure. The literature [19] uses SPIN to verify known vulnerabilities in the classic 

NSPK cryptographic protocol and proposes a static analysis message construction 

method to mitigate the state explosion problem, providing guidance for future scholars 

using SPIN for security protocol verification. Since then, a large number of researchers 

have used SPIN to formally verify security protocols and have achieved good results 

[20-23]. Therefore, this paper uses the model checker SPIN [24-25] to perform formal 

analysis and verification of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol [26]. 

The main contributions of this paper are twofold: First, it replaces the hash value of 

the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol with a message content field encrypted using 

an unknown subject public key. This is because the Promela language in SPIN has an 

"eval" function that can detect the value of each field, which can replace the 

functionality of the hash function. The advantage is that it makes the Promela model 

construction more portable. Second, based on the formal model in literature [1], this 

paper uses the model checker SPIN to perform formal analysis of the 5G EAP-TLS 

authentication protocol and verifies the confidentiality, authenticity, and secret 

consistency of the user identity SUPI, the pre-master key Rprekey, and the master key 

Kseaf. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed 

introduction to the abstract model of the 5G EAP-TLS protocol, and describes the 

process of constructing the protocol model based on the Promela language, and 

implements the security properties of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol. In 

Section 3, the results of SPIN verification are presented, and the attack paths of the 

protocol are discussed. Section 4 discusses the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 

summarizes the work of this study and outlines future directions. 

3. Research Methods 

3.1. Abstraction Of 5G EAP-TLS Authentication Protocol 

Based on the protocol flow described above, this section will abstract the 5G EAP-TLS 

authentication protocol. The formalized model of the abstracted protocol is shown in 

Fig.1. Since the message transmission between the service network and the home 

network is usually wired and forwarded, it can be assumed that the message transmission 

between them is secure. Therefore, this article abstracts the 5G EAP-TLS authentication 

protocol as an interaction between two roles: user terminal A and network B, where 

network B represents a combined module of the service network and the home network. 

First, the user terminal encrypts the identity SUPI and a newly generated random 

number Na using the public key of network B, and sends the message to network B. 

Upon receiving the message, network B sends an EAP-TLS protocol start signal Start to 

the terminal A, and the terminal generates a new random number Na1 and sends it back 

to the network. After receiving the response from the terminal, network B generates its 

own random number Nb and its certificate and sends them to the terminal. The 
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certificate is represented as {B}SKb in this article. The terminal verifies the certificate 

first, and then generates a pre-master key Kab and a master key Kseaf, where Kseaf is 

calculated from Na1, Nb, and Kab. Since Na1 and Nb are transmitted in plaintext, the 

secrecy of Kseaf will be guaranteed by Kab. The terminal calculates the hash value of 

the previous two message contents and sends its own certificate, the signed hash value, 

and the hash value encrypted with the master key Kseaf to network B. Note that since 

the hash function is a one-way encryption function and has anti-inverse property, a 

public key of an unknown subject can be used to simulate hash encryption in the 

formalization process. This is because anyone can encrypt a message using this public 

key, but the private key corresponding to this public key is secret, so no one can reverse 

the hashing process. To simplify the model, this article uses the Hash function to 

calculate the hash value used for signature, and uses the message encrypted with the 

unknown subject public key PKz to replace the hash value encrypted with the master 

key. 

After receiving the message, the network side verifies the signature of the terminal A, 

calculates the master key Kseaf based on the second received random number Na1, its 

own random number Nb, and the received pre-master key Kab. The network side then 

decrypts the message using Kseaf, compares it with its own first two messages after 

performing a hash operation, and if the hash value matches the received hash value, the 

network side successfully verifies the identity of terminal A. The network B then 

encrypts its third and fourth messages using an unknown principal's public key PKz, and 

then encrypts them using Kseaf before sending them to terminal A. After receiving the 

message, terminal A decrypts it using Kseaf and compares the decrypted message to 

verify the identity of the network side. 

Unlike the formal model in the literature [1], this article replaces one hash value in 

the fifth message and the hash value in the sixth message with the encrypted message 

content field using an unknown principal's public key PKz. This is because the SPIN 

Promela language has an eval function that can check the value of each field, which can 

replace the function of the hash function and make the construction of the Promela 

model more convenient. 
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Fig. 1. Abstracted 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol 

3.2. Model Assumptions 

The formal model of a security protocol is typically described as a collection of honest 

entities that interact with each other according to the protocol rules, and an intruder who 

is powerful enough to perform all possible attack behaviors. The communication 

network between the entities is abstracted as the protocol message channels. 

To better reveal the security vulnerabilities in the protocol, rather than the 

weaknesses of the cryptographic system used by the protocol, we usually make 

perfectness assumptions about the underlying cryptographic algorithms of the protocol, 

as follows: 

-Only the entity that knows the corresponding decryption key can decrypt a 

message. 

It is impossible to derive the encryption key from the encrypted message itself. 

-There is sufficient redundancy in the protocol messages to enable the decryption 

algorithm to detect whether the message is encrypted with the expected key. 

-The encryption components cannot be tampered with, and it is not possible to forge 

a new large encryption component using multiple encryption components. 

-The intruder model in this paper is based on the well-known Dolev-Yao model, 

which provides an important principle: never underestimate the capabilities of the 

intruder. Therefore, we always assume that the intruder is very powerful, able to monitor 

the entire communication network for eavesdropping, interception, analysis, forgery, and 

other behaviors, and can also participate in the protocol interaction as a normal entity. In 

addition, the intruder can continually learn knowledge during the protocol execution and 

use it to attack the normal protocol process. To better represent the capabilities of the 
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intruder, this paper assumes that honest entities cannot communicate directly with each 

other, and that all messages will be intercepted by the intruder. 

The construction of a security protocol model based on SPIN can be roughly 

divided into two steps: modeling the honest entities and modeling the intruder. The 

following sections will provide specific introductions. 

3.3. Honest Entity Modeling 

The first step in modeling the 5G EAP-TLS protocol is to define a finite set of names for 

the protocol model. The Promela definition is as follows： 

mtype = {NULL,SUPI,Start,Na,Na1,Nb,A,B,I,

R, gD,PKa,PKb,PKi,PKz,SKa,SKb,SKi,Kab,

Kai,Kseaf,Kseaf1};

 

NULL represents a placeholder, SUPI is the unique identifier of the initiator, Na, 

Na1, and Nb are random numbers generated by honest parties, A and B are the identity 

tags of honest parties, I is the identity tag of the intruder, R is the service constant of the 

intruder, gD is the generic data of the intruder, PKa, PKb, and PKi represent the public 

keys of the parties, PKz represents the public key of an unknown party, SKa, SKb, and 

SKi represent the private keys of the parties, Kab represents the session key between 

honest parties A and B, and Kai represents the session key known by the intruder. 

Next, I define the communication channels for protocol interaction. Considering the 

length of the message field in the protocol, I define three synchronous channels with 

lengths of 4, 12, and 7, respectively. The specific Promela implementation is as follows: 

 

 

 

chan ca = 0  of {mtype, mtype, mtype, mtype};

chan cb = 0  of {mtype, mtype, mtype,mtype, 

mtype, mtype, mtype,mtype, mtype, mtype, 

mtype, mtype};

chan cc = 0  of {mtype, mtype, mtype,mtype,

 mtype, mtype, mtype}

  

The channel ca is used to transmit messages 1, 2, 3, and 4, channel cb is used to 

transmit message 5, and channel cc is used to transmit message 6. For honest parties, the 

first field of the message is filled with the sender's identity. Any remaining fields are 

filled with NULL. 

After abstraction, the 5G EAP-TLS protocol involves two honest parties. Therefore, 

this article defines the initiator process PIni and the responder process PRes to 

respectively depict the behaviors of the two roles in the protocol, and instantiates the 

parameters. The initiator process has four process parameters, which are self, party, 

nonce1, and nonce2. Among them, the parameter "self" indicates the subject of the 

initiator process itself, "party" indicates the expected communication subject of the 

initiator process, "nonce1" indicates the first random number generated by the initiator, 

and "nonce2" indicates the second random number generated by the initiator random 

number. According to the abstracted protocol specification, there are 6 communication 
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statements in the initiator process. In order to reduce the number of statement 

interactions between processes and better reduce the state, the "atomic" keyword is used 

to combine the message receiving statement with the next message Send statements are 

combined into one atomic step. The process performs message type matching and 

simulates the function of the hash function by using the "eval(x)" function to determine 

whether the received value is equal to x. As mentioned above, in order to simplify the 

message field length, we use the inline function "Hash" in the process to hash the 

initiator's previous message content, and update the value of the global variable "hash", 

thereby replacing the complete message 5. The first hash function in the field. 

In addition, some macros and inline functions used to describe the nature of the 

protocol are included in the initiator process, including: "IniRunning" and "IniCommit" 

are used to represent the initiation and commit phases of the protocol between the 

initiator and the responder; the inline function "Secrecy" is an assertion used to 

determine whether the confidentiality of the session key "Kab" has been violated; the 

inline function "IniSec" is used to update the value of the global variable "AiniSec", 

which is used to store the session secret obtained by the initiator key. The specific 

implementation will be described in detail in the section on security attributes. 

The responder process is similar to the initiator process. The process parameters 

include "self" representing the responder process itself and "nonce1" representing the 

responder's random number. According to the protocol specification, the responder 

needs to compare the received hash value with the hash of the previous messages it 

participated in. If the hash values are equal, the responder process can continue to 

execute. The specific implementation of the responder process will not be described in 

detail. 

Finally, an initialization process needs to be defined to instantiate the initiator and 

responder processes. The instantiation of the main processes is represented using 

process instance statements in this process.  

The initiator process can choose to communicate with the subject B or with the 

intruder I, while the responder process only needs to respond to protocol session 

requests from other subjects and does not need to select communication partners. The PI 

process is the intruder process and will be introduced later. 

3.4. Intruder Modeling 

The intrusion message construction strategy in this article adopts the static analysis 

method in reference [19], which can reduce the number of protocol states and obtain a 

simpler model by manually screening out invalid messages forged by intruders. 

First, I define a set of local variables x1 to x10 to receive the message fields 

intercepted by the intruder. Secondly, the intruder's knowledge representation is 

restricted by the static analysis method to define the intruder's initial knowledge set. This 

article defines the intruder's initial knowledge as subject identity, relevant public keys, 

the intruder's own key and generic data, including A, B, I, PKa, PKb, PKi, SKi, Kai, gD. 

When the intruder intercepts a message, it can decompose and learn from the message to 

increase its knowledge. If the message cannot be decrypted, the entire encryption 

component is learned. Tab.1 shows all the messages that the intruder may intercept and 

the knowledge items that can be learned. 
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The first column in Tab.1 shows all the messages that the intruder may intercept, and 

the second column shows the knowledge that the intruder can learn through intercepting 

the messages. Tab.2 lists the messages that the intruder can forge and the knowledge 

required to send the messages. 

Table 1. Knowledge that an intruder can ultimately obtain 

Received message Learning knowledge 

{SUPI,Na}PKb; 

{SUPI,Na}PKi; 

Start; Na1; gD; Nb; 

Nb,{B}SKb; 

{Kab}PKb,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb},pkz} 

Kseaf; 

{Kab}PKb,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{Kab}PKb,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,gD,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKi,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf1; 

{Kai}PKi,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,Na,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf1; 

{Kai}PKi,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,gD,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf1; 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{{Na,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{{gD,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{SUPI,Na}PKb; 

SUPI; Na; Start; Na1; 

Nb; {B}SKb; 

{Kab}PKb; 

{A,Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}S

Ka; 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}P

Kz} Kseaf; 

{A,Na1,gD,{B}SKb}SKa; 

{{Na1,gD,{B}SKb},PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{{Na1,Na,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{A,Na1,Na,{B}SKb}SKa; 

{{Na,Nb,{B}SKb}PK

z} Kseaf; 

{{gD,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz} 

Kseaf; 

{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}PK

z 

The intersection of the knowledge that the intruder may obtain and the knowledge 

that the intruder needs is the truly useful knowledge for the intruder.  

The intersection is shown below: 

- Atomic message：Na; Start; Na1; Nb;SUPI; 

- Composite message： 

     

  

   

   

   

   
  

SUPI,Na PKb; B SKb; Kab PKb; 

A,Na1,Nb, B SKb SKa; 

Na1,Nb, B SKb PKz Kseaf; 

gD,Nb, B SKb PKz Kseaf; 

Na,Nb, B SKb PKz Kseaf; 

Na1,gD, B SKb PKz Kseaf;

Na1,Nb, B SKb PKz;
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Table 2. Knowledge that an intruder may need 

Send Message Required knowledge 

{SUPI,Na}PKb;{I,Na}Pkb; 

{SUPI,Nb}PKb; 

{SUPI,gD}PKb;{I,gD}PKb; 

Start;Na1;gD;Na; 

Nb,{B}SKb;gD,{B}SKb; 

Nb,{I}SKi;gD,{I}SKi; 

{Kab}PKb,{A,hash}SKa, 

{{Na1,Nb, {B}SKb}PKz}Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKb,{A,hash}SKa,{{Na1,Nb, 

{B}SKb}PKz}Kseaf1; 

{Kab}PKb,{A,hash}SKa,{{Na,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKb,{A,hash}SKa,{{Na,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf1; 

{Kab}PKb,{A,hash}SKa,{{gD,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKb,{A,hash}SKa,{{gD,Nb, 

{B}SKb}PKz}Kseaf1; 

{Kab}PKb,{I,hash}SKi,{{Na1,Nb,{B}S

Kb} PKz}Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKb,{I,hash}SKi,{{Na1,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf1; 

{Kab}PKb,{I,hash}SKi,{{Na,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKb,{I,hash}SKi,{{Na,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf1; 

{Kab}PKb,{I,hash}SKi,{{gD,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf; 

{Kai}PKb,{I,hash}SKi,{{gD,Nb, 

{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf1; 

{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}PKz}Kseaf; 

{{Na1,gD,{B}SKb}PKz}Kseaf; 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb} PKz}Kseaf1; 

{{Na1,gD,{B}SKb}PKz}Kseaf1; 

{I,Nb}PKb; 

{{Na1,Nb,{I}SKi}PKz}Kseaf; 

{{Na1,gD,{I}SKi}PKz}Kseaf; 

{{Na1,Nb,{I}SKi}PKz}Kseaf1; 

{{Na1,gD,{I}SKi}PKz}Kseaf1; 

SUPI; 

Na; 

Na1; 

Nb; 

{SUPI,Na}PKb; 

{SUPI,Nb}PKb; 

Start; 

{B}SKb; 

{Kab}PKb; 

Kab; 

Kseaf; 

{A,Na1,Nb,{B}SKb}S

Ka; 

{{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb} 

PKz}Kseaf; 

{A,Na,Nb,{B}SKb}S

Ka; 

{{Na,Nb,{B}SKb} 

PKz}Kseaf; 

{A,gD,Nb,{B}SKb}S

Ka; 

{{gD,Nb,{B}SKb} 

PKz}Kseaf; 

{{Na1,gD,{B}SKb} 

PKz}Kseaf; 

{{Na1,gD,{I}SKi} 

PKz}Kseaf; 

{Na1,Nb,{B}SKb} 

PKz 

 

First, it is necessary to initialize the knowledge items of the intruder using a bit-type 

variable based on the intersection obtained. When the intruder learns a certain 

knowledge item, update the value of the corresponding variable to 1. The intruder 

process behaves as an endless process, constantly receiving or sending messages from to 

the channel, which can be achieved by a do loop. Then construct the intruder's sending 

message statements based on Tab.2 and the content of the intersection, and construct the 

intruder's receiving statements using the intersection. The update of the intruder's 

knowledge is implemented through macros k1, k2, k3, and k5. The receive statements 

and the corresponding knowledge learning are both placed in d_step statements, and at 

the end of the statements, the variables x1, etc. need to be reset to zero, which helps to 

reduce the number of system states. 
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3.5. Security Attributes 

This paper verifies the authentication, confidentiality and secret consistency of the 5G 

EAP_TLS protocol. Authentication requires mutual authentication of identities between 

the terminal and the network after the execution of the protocol is completed. This paper 

is based on the method of reference [19] to characterize weak consistency through LTL 

linear temporal logic. The specific implementation is as follows: 

ltl e1 {([] (([]!r) || (!r U s))&&(([]!P) || (!p U q)))}   

The specific meaning is that when role A initiates a protocol session with role B, role 

B must have participated in a session with role A before this. The reverse implication is 

also true. Macros such as IniRunningAB are used to update the values of the 

corresponding global variables. 

Confidentiality of the 5G EAP_TLS protocol requires that the user terminal's unique 

identity SUPI, newly generated pre-master key Kab, and master key Kseaf will not be 

learned by intruders before the protocol execution between the user terminal and the 

network ends. This article uses the Secrecy macro to implement the protocol 

confidentiality assertion. 

On the premise that the intruder does not participate in protocol interaction as an 

honest entity, the intruder cannot obtain Kab, Kseaf and SUPI by attacking the protocol. 

The secret consistency of the 5G EAP_TLS protocol requires that at the end of the 

protocol execution between the user terminal UE and the network AUSF, the two parties 

should agree on the pre-master key Rprekey. In the abstract model of this article, this 

means that the main keys of roles A and B reach an agreement, which is implemented 

through LTL. The Promela implementation is as follows: 

ltl e2 {[] ((AiniSec != NULL && BresSec != 

NULL) -> (AiniSec == BresSec))}
 

4. Experiment and Result 

The experimental environment of this article is as follows: Intel i5 CPU, 64-bit Linux, 

2G RAM, and Spin V6.5.1. In depth-first search mode, Spin is used to verify the 

authentication, confidentiality, and secret consistency of the 5G EAP-TLS protocol, with 

a maximum search depth of the default value 10000. 

First, the authentication of the 5G EAP-TLS protocol is verified, and a loophole was 

found. 

The attack path that violates the authentication is shown in Fig.2. 

The specific attack steps are shown below: 

Step 1: The initiator A sends SUPI and random number Na to the responder B, and 

encrypts them using the responder's public key PKb. 

ca ! A, SUPI, Na,PKb;  

Step 2: The intruder I intercepts the message and masquerades as responder B to 

send an EAP-TLS start message "Start" to the initiator A. 

ca ! A, Start, NULL,NULL;  
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Step 3: The initiator A receives the message and sends a new random number Na1 

to responder B. 

ca ! A, Na1, NULL, NULL;  

Step 4: The intruder intercepts the message and masquerades as responder B to send 

its own generic data gD and the certificate {B}SKb obtained from the previous session 

to initiator A. 

ca ! A, gD, B, SKb;  

Step 5: The initiator A receives the message, verifies the certificate, and then sends 

the pre-master secret Kab encrypted with B's public key, its own certificate, the hash 

value of the first two message contents signed, and the first two message contents 

encrypted with the master key using PKz. 

cb ! A, Kab, PKb, A, hash, Ska, Na1, gD, B, 

SKb, PKz, Kseaf;
 

Step 6: The intruder intercepts the message and captures the content of the message 

encrypted with the master key, then masquerades as responder B and sends it to initiator 

A. After receiving the message, A verifies the message fields and completes the 

authentication of B's identity. 

cc ! Na1, gD, B, SKb, PKz, Kseaf;  

As can be seen from the above attack path, the initiator A believes that it has 

completed mutual authentication with the responder B, but in reality, the responder B 

did not participate in the protocol execution with A, which violates the authenticity. 

Next, use SPIN to verify the confidentiality of SUPI, pre-master key Kab, and 

master key Kseaf in the 5G EAP-TLS protocol. The verification results show that the 

confidentiality of SUPI, Kab, and Kseaf in the 5G EAP-TLS protocol can be satisfied, 

and no loopholes have been found. 

Finally, SPIN is used to verify the secrecy consistency of the 5G EAP-TLS 

protocol, and a vulnerability was found. 

The attack sequence that violates the secrecy consistency is shown in Fig.3, and the 

specific attack steps are shown below: 

Step 1: The initiator A sends SUPI and a random number Na to the responder B, 

and encrypts them using the responder's public key PKb. 

ca ! A, SUPI, Na, PKb;  

Step 2: The intruder I intercepts the message and forwards it to the responder B. 

ca ! B, SUPI, Na, PKb;  

Step 3: The responder B receives the message and verifies SUPI, then sends a 

protocol start message "Start" to the initiator A. 

ca ! B, Start, NULL,NULL;  

Step 4: The intruder intercepts the message and forwards it to the initiator A. 

ca ! A, Start, NULL,NULL;  

Step 5: The initiator A receives the message and sends a new random number Na1 

to the responder B. 

ca ! A, Na1, NULL, NULL;  

Step 6: The intruder intercepts the message and forwards it to the responder B. 

ca ! B, Na1, NULL, NULL;  
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Step 7: The responder B receives the message and sends its own random number Nb 

and certificate to the initiator A. 

ca ! B, Nb, B, SKb;  

Step 8: The intruder intercepts the message and forwards it to the initiator A. 

ca ! A, Nb, B, SKb;  

Step 9: The initiator A receives the message, verifies the received certificate, and if 

verification succeeds, sends the pre-shared key Kab encrypted with B's public key, its 

own certificate, the hash value of the first two message contents signed, and the first two 

message contents encrypted with PKz that has been used with the master key. 

cb ! A, Kab, PKb, A, hash, Ska, Na1, gD, B, 

SKb,PKz, Kseaf;
 

Step 10: The intruder intercepts the message, modifies the pre-shared key Kab to 

Kai, forges a new master key Kseaf1 using the modified pre-shared key Kab, Na1, and 

Nb, and sends it to the responder B in the message format. 

cb ! B, Kai, PKb, A, hash, Ska, Na1, Nb, B, 

SKb, PKz, Kseaf1;
 

Step 11: The responder B receives the message, verifies the hash value, treats Kai as 

the pre-shared key and Kseaf1 as the master key, encrypts the first two message contents 

that have been encrypted with PKz using Kseaf1, and sends them to the initiator A. 

cc ! B, Na1, Nb, B, SKb,PKz, Kseaf1;  

Step 12: The intruder intercepts the message, uses fragments of previously 

intercepted messages to forge a message, and sends it to the initiator A. The initiator A 

receives the message, verifies it, and upon successful verification, considers itself to 

have achieved agreement with the responder B on the pre-shared key and the master key. 

cc ! A, Na1, Nb, B, SKb, PKz, Kseaf;  

As can be seen from the above attack steps, the initiator A generates a pre-master key 

Kab and a master key Kseaf, while the responder receives a pre-master key Kai and a 

master key Kseaf1. However, both parties believe that they have reached a consensus on 

the values of the pre-master and master keys. Therefore, the 5G EAP-TLS protocol 

violates the secret consistency 

5. Discussion 

The results of this paper provide valuable insights into the security of the 5G EAP-TLS 

authentication protocol from both theoretical and practical perspectives. The formal 

model of the protocol constructed based on the Promela language can be used to verify 

whether the protocol satisfies properties such as authentication, secrecy, and secret 

consistency, and to discover possible vulnerabilities in the protocol. The use of the 

model checker SPIN to perform formal analysis and verification of the protocol provides 

a reliable and effective method for ensuring the security of the 5G network environment. 
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Fig. 2. Attack path for authentication violation of 5G EAP-TLS protocol 

The unique feature of this paper is the replacement of the hash value of the 5G 

EAP-TLS authentication protocol with the message content field encrypted by an 

unknown subject public key, which not only makes the construction of the Promela 

model more convenient but also provides more comprehensive coverage of possible 

attack paths. In addition, the paper analyzes the attack paths of the protocol and reveals 

design flaws that undermine the expected identity authentication attributes and secret 

consistency of the protocol. This could serve as a reference for the future design and 

implementation of secure communication protocols in 5G networks. 

In summary, The SPIN model can abstract the EAP-TLS protocol into a state 

machine model, perform formal verification on the protocol process, and discover 

potential security vulnerabilities. This is beneficial for theoretically optimizing and 

repairing the EAP-TLS protocol. The SPIN model can automate testing of the EAP-TLS 

protocol, detect abnormal behavior during actual deployment and operation, and 

discover unknown security attack points. Once a security vulnerability is detected, the 

SPIN model can provide replication steps and repair suggestions to help developers fix 

the vulnerability in a timely manner and improve the security of 5G networks. The SPIN 

model detection results can serve as a test report for the 5G device certification function, 

providing reference for device certification and improving product quality. Formal 

validation of the EAP-TLS protocol can provide stricter specifications, which can help 

unify and optimize the differences between EAP-TLS implementations from different 
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vendors, and improve interoperability, the results of this paper not only provide a 

comprehensive understanding of the security properties of the 5G EAP-TLS 

authentication protocol but also offer valuable insights and guidance for the design and 

verification of secure communication protocols in 5G networks. 

 

Fig. 3. Attack path for secret consistency violation of 5G EAP-TLS protocol 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, a model detector SPIN is used to formally analyze the security properties 

of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol. The special thing is that this article 

replaces the hash value of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol with the message 

content field encrypted with the public key of the unknown subject. This is because there 

is an eval function in the Promela language of SPIN, which can detect the value of each 

field. This can replace the function of the hash function, and the advantage is that it can 

make the construction of the Promela model more convenient. This paper describes the 

5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol process, abstracts the authentication protocol, and 

obtains the formal model of the 5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol. Then, the 
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protocol model construction based on Promela language is described in detail, the 

honest subject modeling and intruder modeling are constructed, and the weak 

consistency and secret consistency of the protocol are described by LTL linear temporal 

logic. Finally, the authentication and secret consistency of the protocol are verified. The 

results of verification and analysis reveal several design flaws, indicating that there are 

indeed loopholes in the identity authentication attributes and secret consistency of the 

5G EAP-TLS authentication protocol, and the attack path has been run out. 

In view of the defects of 5G EAP-TLS, the protocol will be improved next, and the 

improved protocol will be verified. At the same time, considering that the new protocol 

is becoming more and more complex, our next step is to improve the Promela modeling 

method to alleviate the state explosion problem. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a Programmable Intraflow-based IoT Botnet 

Detection (PI-BODE) system. PI-BODE is based on the detection of the 

Command and Control (C&C) communication between infected devices and the 

botmaster. This approach allows detecting malicious communication before any 

attacks occur. Unlike the majority of existing work, this detection method is based 

on the analysis of the traffic intraflow statistical parameters. Such an analysis 

makes the method more scalable and less hardware demanding in operation, while 

having a higher or equal level of detection accuracy compared to the packet 

capture based tools and methods. PI-BODE system leverages programmable 

network elements and Software Defined Networks (SDN) to extract intraflow 

features from flow time series in real time, while the flows are active. This 

procedure was verified on two datasets, whose data were gathered during the time 

span of more than two years: one captured by the authors of the paper and the 

other, IoT23. 

Keywords: Botnet detection, Machine learning, IoT malware, programmable 

networks. 

1. Introduction 

Botnet is a network of computers (bots) that are under the control of a malicious hacker 

- botmaster. Botmasters use the devices under their control for various types of 

malicious activity, such as: performing Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, 

spreading ransomware, stealing personal information, unwanted digital currency 

mining, and other [1]. Botnets came into the spotlight with the devastating attacks of the 

Mirai botnet which at one moment consisted of more than 600.000 devices. Although 

the peak of the first Mirai infection was in 2016, malware based on the Mirai code still 

exists and is active in creating new botnet infrastructures. For example, there has been 

an emergence of new botnets built using a variant of Mirai with the addition of recent 

exploits in the networking equipment [2]. Furthermore, new botnet generating malware 

appears every day, often reusing the code of the previous malware, making small 

changes (e.g., changing IP addresses or some strings in the messages exchanged) in 

order to avoid the detection or even mixing the features of multiple malware families. 

The recently discovered Dark Nexus botnet malware which is built on top of Mirai and 

QBot code [3] is one such case. For many recent botnet malware samples it is difficult 
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to tell which family they belong to, and multiple tags in relevant malware databases like 

URLhaus [32] are assigned to them.   

In the botnet infrastructure, the botmaster communicates with the infected computers 

via the command and control (C&C) channel. One use of the C&C channel by the 

botmaster is to maintain the list of active bots. Botmaster either periodically polls the 

bots or requires periodic messages from bots using so-called C&C heartbeat packets. 

Another key use of C&C is to initiate the attack or to send other commands to the bots. 

By exploring C&C dynamic behavior patterns and creating a system that can efficiently 

discover botnet communication, it is possible to stop the bots before they become 

activated by the botmaster and involved in an attack. Since the C&C channel is a single 

point of failure for the botnet and its detection and mitigation fully disables the control 

exerted upon the bots, C&C channels evolved in time, and their detection avoidance 

techniques (e.g. Domain Name System (DNS) fluxing or Domain Generation 

Algorithms (DGA)[4]) became more sophisticated. However, our preliminary 

investigation [5] of the recorded samples of IoT malware did not show sophisticated 

detection avoidance techniques among the IoT malware samples. It revealed similar 

C&C behavior among multiple malware families due to the previously mentioned code 

reuse. C&C heartbeat communication differed in some aspects (e.g., strings in packets, 

the number of packets exchanged in bursts, IP flags, heartbeat initiators), but on the 

other side kept some features with relatively stable and similar values (e.g., low and 

constant bit rates, flow symmetry, periodicity and so on) which can be used for botnet 

detection. 

Botnet or botnet-based attack detection are nowadays based on traffic statistics 

analysis. In this type of analysis there is a trade-off between the richness of data on one 

hand and network capacity, storage and processing capabilities on the other. Flow-based 

detection methods (that use e.g. IPFIX or similar flow gathering mechanisms) [6] store 

only the digest information about each network flow upon its completion (duration, 

number of packets and bytes). However, these methods have several drawbacks. First, 

full information about the flow is recorded after each flow ends, meaning that it can 

provide information about the attack or malicious behavior post factum. For long 

network flows, such as C&C heartbeats, communications last for hours or even days 

before the bot is activated for the attack. Such flows are either cut into multiple separate 

flows at the active flow timeout, which destroys the original flow properties, or stored 

too late to be detected during the C&C operation. Second, the global flow statistics are 

too coarse-grained and do not provide enough information about the intraflow 

dynamics, preventing the detection of some malicious activity. The alternative to this 

method is the analysis based on full packet capture, which provides an insight into all 

the packets on a specific link. The drawback to this is large overhead in processing of 

such data. One day of traffic recorded on a 100Gbps link amounts to approximately 1 

petabyte of data that needs to be stored and processed. Furthermore, with most of the 

internet traffic being encrypted nowadays, stored packet data cannot provide any 

information apart from the size of the payload, rendering this approach highly 

inefficient. Therefore, in this paper we propose a PI-BODE system that lies in between 

the two aforementioned approaches. The system, based on Software Defined 

Networking principles, gathers flow statistics, enriched with the set of intraflow 

statistical parameters, while the flows are still active. Botnet detection is based on 

detecting C&C communication patterns through the analysis of intraflow statistical 

features, which to the best of our knowledge were not used before.  
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The solution was designed and evaluated using the analysis of real malware captures 

which were gathered in the Laboratory for information security at the School of 

Electrical Engineering in the period between June 2019 and October 2020 (ETF-IoTB 

dataset), and the IoT23 dataset captured in the period 2018-2020. The experimental 

results show that the PI-BODE is capable of achieving the same or higher level of 

detection accuracy as in the similar systems that use full traffic analysis, while it 

requires up to two orders of magnitude less storage space.  

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the 

existing research literature. Section 3 discusses the datasets that are often used in botnet 

detection research, their properties and presents in detail the datasets that were used in 

this research. Section 4 describes the methodology of gathering and choosing the 

intraflow statistical features analysis. It also describes the proposed PI-BODE, a 

Software Defined Networking (SDN)-based intraflow statistics capturing system. 

Section 5 gives an overview of the data science pipeline used in this research. It 

describes each classifier used, feature selection and estimator parameter tuning steps. In 

Section 6, we presented the scores of the PI-BODE machine learning for both datasets. 

Obtained results are compared to the results from the related research that uses C&C 

communication detection. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the paper. 

2. Related Work 

Devastating botnet attacks on the computing and communication infrastructure 

provoked an increased research interest in their detection and mitigation in the last 

decade. Two most common botnet-related research topics are: 1. detecting the attacks 

and attack patterns (most often DDoS), which presents the larger part of the research 

work, and 2. detecting the botnet infrastructure and bot behavior. Since DDoS attacks 

are most often characterized by a high number of connections from various IP addresses 

or a high total volume of traffic, the former is done by finding anomalies in the numbers 

of connections and total traffic volume from the packet or flow captures [6]. However, 

such an approach provides information about the attack after the damage was made. For 

our research on C&C communication detection, more relevant is the second group of 

related research where we focus on the most recent papers. A thorough overview of 

these, mainly machine-learning based approaches is given in [7]. The key differences 

among the previous studies were the set of traffic features that were used to detect 

botnet behavior, the sources of information about the traffic (packet or flow trace), the 

type of botnet analyzed and the dataset that was used and machine learning methods.  

One of the first C&C-related studies [8] focused on Internet Relay Chat (IRC) based 

C&C communication by using 16 features extracted from the full packet header traces. 

These features included regular statistics that can be obtained through network flow 

analysis, as well as packet size histogram and variances of the bytes and packet inter-

arrival times for each flow. On the other side, a more recent study [9] provided an 

enriched traffic model and a dataset with 29 recorded and 14 generated traffic features 

for specific groups of flows and 3 category fields. Meanwhile, some authors explored 

traffic properties which cannot be found in the previously mentioned datasets, such as 

the periodicity in botnet communication for HTTP-based C&C communication [10, 11]. 

Wang et al. [12] created a BotMark system, which combines graph-based and statistical 
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features of traffic and hybrid analysis using similarity, stability and anomaly scores. 

This method uses the aforementioned scores as input for the ensemble method to 

classify network traffic. One of the particularly interesting features of the BotMark 

system is the detection method, which relies on the observed flow similarity (multiple 

bots have similar communication patterns with the botmaster) as the basis for the botnet 

communication detection.  

Cusack et al., created a ransomware detection system based on machine learning and 

SDN-based feature extraction [13]. The network feature set in [13] includes features 

such as the interarrival times, the ratio between the inflow and outflow packet counts 

and burst lengths, which have specific values in the analyzed ransomware 

communication. Another paper that proposed the usage of SDN for detecting threats on 

the Internet of Medical Things is that of Liaqat et al. [14]. Authors used SDN to collect 

packet data and make forwarding decisions, which can be leveraged to stop botnet 

spreading. The detection mechanism uses Convolutional Neural Networks and Cuda 

Deep Neural Network Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Paper by Bilge et al. [15] 

focuses on the detection of botnet C&C communication using NetFlow statistics as 

parameters for the machine learning algorithm. Authors noticed some characteristic 

patterns of the C&C communication in the set of malware samples they analyzed (e.g., 

periodic generation of new flows, flow sizes, client access patterns, and inter-flow 

temporal behavior) and used inter-flow statistics to get a richer set of features that is 

used for the C&C channel detection. The innovative idea presented in this paper is 

observing flow sizes between two endpoints over a significant period of time, with the 

supposition that the sizes of the flows in a botnet communication will not change 

significantly as time passes. The main difference between [15] and our paper is that in 

[15] authors calculated statistics based on completed flows between two endpoints at a 

given time, while our paper adds fine-grain statistics of each individual flow. Blaise et 

al. in [16] propose an anomaly detection technique that spots the changes in the usage of 

a single port to identify botnets. The method is oriented towards the initial phases of the 

infection - TCP scans, and is adapted to detect even slow and stealthy changes. 

Koroniotis et al. worked on the detection of various attacks towards the IoT 

infrastructure including probing attacks (scanning and fingerprinting), DoS and 

information theft [9]. The paper by De la Torre Parra et al. [17] provides an overview of 

IoT based botnets and their detection methods. Authors used LSTM neural networks for 

the attack detection. The attack set in that paper included various types of traffic floods, 

but also scanning as a preparatory attack phase and sending spam data. Kurniabudi et al. 

in [18] analyzed feature selection using information gain as a criterion and created 

several classification machine learning models. It was shown that the model prediction 

depends on the number of features selected, and that the optimal number of those 

features differs from model to model. One significant branch of work was directed 

towards DNS-based botnet evasion techniques detection, such as DGA and DNS-

fluxing [4,19-22]. Since the analyzed IoT malware samples did not use such 

mechanisms in this paper, DNS-based evasion techniques were not considered.  

In contrast to previously mentioned approaches, all based on full packet capture 

analysis, PI-BODE uses flow information enriched with an original set of intraflow 

features, which creates a new type of dataset for the C&C channel detection, different 

from the datasets mentioned in this section. The produced dataset is significantly 

smaller, allowing cheaper storage and processing capabilities while providing at least 

the same level of detection accuracy. Flow statistics are extracted leveraging the 
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capabilities of the programmable network elements while the flows are still active, 

which enables online botnet detection. Similarly to the other research, PI-BODE uses 

machine learning techniques for detecting botnet C&C heartbeat communication 

channels. 

3. Malware Samples and Datasets in Recent Botnet Research 

One of the critical decisions in malware and intrusion detection research is the choice of 

the malware samples and dataset which are used for algorithm training and evaluation. 

A recent study [23] emphasized some issues with the datasets that are often used for the 

research. Some of those issues are dataset age or conditions under which the traffic was 

recorded, which become irrelevant due to the changes in the attack patterns over the 

years. Such an example is the NSL-KDD dataset, which was recorded more than twenty 

years ago, yet it is still being used in some recent research studies [24-26]. The use of 

this dataset can be justified for research on the volumetric type of (D)DoS attacks, 

which do not change a lot in nature over time. However, other botnet features, like other 

information security threats, tend to constantly change their pattern of behavior to avoid 

detection.  

Some features, such as scanning, malware proliferation mechanisms or C&C 

communication continuously change in time [27]. It is a well-known fact that Mirai 

malware had 24 versions only in the first two months since it appeared [28], and its 

derivatives still appear daily. For such changing features, the use of outdated datasets 

gives results of limited usability. Besides, the age of the datasets, Al-Hadrami et al. [23] 

highlighted the problems with labeling these datasets. For instance, the information 

about the conditions under which they have been recorded. However, we would like to 

emphasize another issue with recent datasets that are commonly being used for this type 

of research. Datasets are recorded over a limited time presenting a snapshot of the threat 

landscape at that brief moment. Table 1 summarizes some of the recently used datasets 

for botnet detection. 

Table 1. Dates when some of the commonly used datasets were recorded 

Dataset Used in Year of recording Recording duration 

AWID [26] 2015 9 days 

ISOT [8] 2017 7 days 

CIC-IDS [18][24][26] 2017 5 days 

BotMark [13] 2016 16 days 

Bot-IoT [8][10] 2018 6 days in a one-month period 

NIMS [29] 2014 1 day 

To avoid models overfitted to one specific dataset and threat, we argue that the 

dataset should be created over a longer period and continuously refreshed. Also, the 
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research should focus on finding the features which rarely change, while the verification 

of machine learning models must be done on different, most recent datasets, captured 

over longer periods. Therefore, we decided to create our own dataset (ETF-IoTB), based 

on recorded malware samples over a period of more than one year, while performing 

verification with the IoT23 dataset [30]. The dataset details are given in the remainder 

of this section. 

3.1. ETF-IoTB Dataset 

The ETF-IoTB dataset was obtained by recording the traffic of the devices infected with 

the malware samples [31]. Malware samples were downloaded from the links in the 

URLHaus [32] database of the recent malware distribution points. Malware was 

executed on RaspberryPi 3 devices with Raspbian OS. RaspberryPi devices were 

connected to the internet without any protocol filtering, apart from protecting the local 

network infrastructure from malware lateral movement. The created dataset fulfills 

several recommendations of what constitutes a correct botnet dataset [33]: includes real 

botnet communication and not simulation, has unknown/regular traffic, has ground-truth 

labels for training and evaluating the methods and includes different types of botnet 

malware. Benign traffic was traffic from a regular workstation during the day.  

The infected devices were constantly monitored in order to detect the situations when 

there is a sharp increase of the traffic volume as an indication that the infected machine 

is a part of the DDoS attack. The devices typically worked in the pre-attack phase, when 

their initial and C&C heartbeat communication were recorded, and in few cases were 

stopped as soon as the DoS attacks from the infected device were noticed, as described 

in the provided dataset. Malware dynamic behavior samples were downloaded in the 

period between June 15th 2019 and October 15th 2020.  Two IoT malware families 

which are the most common today were analyzed: Mirai and Gafgyt. The dataset 

consists of sixteen Mirai, eighteen Gafgyt and one NanoCore sample. More details 

about the dataset and noticed patterns of C&C communication, as well as initiating 

attack commands are given in our previous work [5]. 

3.2. IoT23 Dataset 

The IoT23 dataset is the latest dataset provided by the Technical University in Prague. 

Dataset consists of labeled benign and botnet traffic collected on IoT devices. The 

IoT23 dataset contains 23 scenarios, 20 of which contain malware traffic, while the 

remaining 3 contain benign traffic. Traffic samples in this dataset were captured in the 

period between 2018 and 2020. Malware was also recorded on RaspberryPi devices, 

while the benign traffic scenarios were recorded on various IoT devices: a Philips HUE 

smart LED lamp, an Amazon Echo home intelligent personal assistant and a Somfy 

smart door lock. The IoT23 dataset consists of 7 Mirai, 1 Muhstik, 1 Kenjiro, 2 Torii, 1 

IRCBot, and 1 Gafgyt sample. The datasets are labeled and contain 8 labels related to 

the C&C communication. 
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4. Intraflow Statistical Feature Analysis 

In this section we present PI-BODE principles of operation and gathering network 

intraflow statistical features. 

4.1. Capturing Intraflow Information 

Intraflow statistical parameters can be obtained from the packet capture (pcap) files 

using a software tool similar to Joy [34], which is capable of extracting some intraflow 

features (e.g., per-flow packet size probability distribution, entropy or Walsh-Hadamard 

transform).  

 

Fig. 1. Sampling flow statistics - A visualization on how packet size in bytes and number of 

packets is collected from a time series 

Unlike this approach, PI-BODE leverages the SDN OpenFlow features for real-time 

statistics capturing. Instead of capturing each packet, our system samples the flow 

statistics periodically and gathers the flow metrics at each sample time. Figure 1 shows 

how flow data is being captured from the SDN switch. By sending the 

OFPFlowStatsRequest message periodically, the controller requests from the switch the 

total number of packets and the total amount of data for each flow. By sampling these 

counters and calculating the difference between the results of the two consecutive 

samples, per-flow time series for packet and byte counts are created. They are then used 

as a basis for various statistical features calculations, described in Section 4.3. 

Two configuration parameters are: sampling period and flow idle timeout value. For 

the first parameter we used 1 second period as a rule of thumb, which showed reliable 

detection results and low network overhead. The choice of the second parameter is 

important for those flows, which have either long idle periods or do not have explicit 

end of flow signalization (e.g., UDP flows). Longer idle timeout means more overhead 

because expired flows will remain longer in the switch tables, but also simpler 

processing at the analysis station. Processing is simpler because there is no need to 

concatenate the parts of the flows with long idle periods if they are broken in multiple 

flows. We used 2 minutes for the idle timeout, as the longest periods in the C&C 

heartbeat communication we observed were 60s, thus ensuring non-interruptible C&C 
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flow recording. These parameters also define the key limitations of the PI-BODE 

detection system. Worse detection results can be expected if the C&C communication 

patterns change in a way which would make them hardly noticeable with the chosen set 

of configuration parameters (sampling period and idle timeout). Botnet heartbeats with a 

period shorter than sampling period or longer than the idle timeout would be difficult to 

detect. However, in case of such changes, the system can be easily reconfigured to adapt 

to the changes. 

 

Fig. 2. Flow statistics gathering algorithm - Algorithm used by the SDN controller to perform 

flow switching 

The simple algorithm for the TCP flow statistics gathering is given in Figure 2. For 

each TCP flow, the key events (first packet and terminating handshake) cause flow rules 

to be added or deleted in the switch. The SDN switch works as a Layer-2 transparent 

bridge where packets are being forwarded per flow. Each new flow, defined as a tuple 

(Source IP, Destination IP, Source Port, Destination Port, Transport protocol) creates a 

new entry in the controller’s flow statistics time series database. Each flow has an 

OFPFF_SEND_FLOW_REM flag set to force the switch to send the summary 

information to the controller upon the flow removal. UDP or TCP flows with idle 

periods longer than the idle timeout are removed from the flow time series database 

upon the expiration of the idle timeout values.  

Intraflow data series provide a more compact dataset and a much smaller network 

overhead. The exact gain in the amount of transferred traffic from the network element 

needed to do the attack detection is difficult to estimate, as it depends on various 

parameters in a given network traffic sample like: flow length distribution, number of 

packets per flow, flow ending methodology and others. We will illustrate the difference 

using one example which is taken from our packet capture [31]. One of our packet 

capture files with the non-malware traffic contained a total of 1,474,536 packets, which 

created 5,171 network flows of a total size of 2.496 gigabytes. The duration of the 

packet capture was 12,641s with 116 packets or 196 kilobytes per second on average 

transferred from the network element towards the analysis station. That same traffic 

when we used flow parameters sampling rate of 1s created the average traffic from the 

network element towards the controller in the range between 685 and 6,979 bytes per 

second for varying idle flow timeout values between 5s and 600s respectively that is a 

reduction in storage and network overhead between 28 and 280 times. 
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4.2. SDN Based Botnet Detection System based on intraflow statistics 

Since most of the IoT devices do not possess sufficient hardware capacities, software on 

them is often simple and prone to attacks. Adding additional security measures on the 

IoT devices is not always possible, meaning security measures must be implemented on 

the network level. The optimal solution is to place the attack detecting device in the line 

of the packets that flow between the protected devices and the internet and act as both 

intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS and IPS) (Figure 3). 

 

Fig. 3. IDS system using SDN - A schematic diagram of a system that protects the LAN from 

botnet attacks 

The PI-BODE SDN controller software consists of three components (depicted in 

Figure 4.): Flow engine, Data collection thread and Analysis thread. The flow engine 

enables packet forwarding through the network. Each network flow has its own entry in 

the switch's flow table, but in terms of packet rewriting the switch does the basic Layer-

2 forwarding. The data collection thread is used to collect packet and byte counts for all 

flows each second, and the collected data are then put into their appropriate time series 

as described in Section 4.1.  

 

Fig. 4. SDN controller’s internal structure - Principal components of the SDN controller, as well 

as its interactions with the switch 

For all flows we also captured flow duration, total number of packets and number of 

entries in the empirical distribution. These parameters are not deemed flow features that 

are used in the detection process but are used to calculate the other features. 

Furthermore, flow duration is also the criterion that qualifies the flow to be used in the 

detection process. All flows shorter than 60s are not used for the botnet C&C detection. 

Some bots within the ETF-IoTB dataset (for example, xs.arm7 and nuclear.arm7) that 
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use periodic C&C pings and each ping represents a different flow (uses different port 

numbers for each ping). In these cases, defining a flow as double (src_IP, dst_IP) can 

capture the C&C communication and make flow tables more compact. However, in the 

remainder of the document we worked with tuples as defined in Section 4.1. 

4.3. Intraflow Features 

As described in Section 4.1, for each flow, packet and byte count samples are put into 

two time series, with a 1s time bin. From those time series we extracted 22 statistical 

features. Table 2 lists 14 features that will be analyzed in the remainder of this paper, 

their brief descriptions and Area Under Curve (AUC) values. The detailed discussion 

about the use of AUC values is given in Section 5.2. 

Features 1-11 are extracted from the two time series. Features 12-14 are extracted 

from the empirical distribution of the flow quiet times. The flow quiet time is the 

number of contiguous time bins whose byte count value is 0. Empirical distribution of 

the flow quiet times consists of the number of occurrences of different flow quiet times 

in a bytes flow time series. The reason for creating such a distribution is that the 

observed botnet C&C behavior consists of periodic exchanges between the C&C and 

bot for most of the time. Therefore, by capturing intervals of flow inactivity and 

analyzing their distribution, it is possible to detect this periodic behavior. The 

explanation of the flow collection process was given in Section 4.2. 

5. C&C Detection Methodology 

To detect IoT based C&C communication, a regular machine learning method is applied 

and further optimized using a data science pipeline which comprises the following 

steps: data extraction and handling, feature selection, hyperparameter tuning and 

classification. One step that is often used as a part of the data science pipeline is data 

transformation, namely, normalization and standardization [36]. These procedures 

transform range or data distribution for each feature, which allows certain classifiers to 

show better performance. However, there is a reason for not using data transformation 

in machine learning models that are applied to security systems. Normalization and 

standardization are based on transforming feature values in a certain dataset, using 

statistical properties of each feature. The goal of the detection system is to detect 

malware unknown during the training phase. With transformed data, new malware can 

have features whose values are out of bounds of the normalized or standardized dataset 

that was used for training. 
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Table 2. Intraflow features used in the C&C flow detection 

No Feature Feature description AUC 

1 
Average flow throughput 

(bytes/s) 

Number of bytes per second of the time series which is re-

calculated after each new sample is added to the time series. 
0.96 

2 

Average number of 

packets in a flow 
(packets/s) 

Number of packets per second of the time series which is re-

calculated after each new sample is added to the time series. 
0.93 

3 
Median of the throughput 

time series (median) 
Median value of all time bins in throughput time series 0.553 

4 
Average throughput 

difference 

Difference between the average flow throughputs for 

bidirectional sessions 
0.738 

5 
Average throughput ratio 
(Bidirectional bytes 

ratio) 

Ratio between the average flow throughputs for bidirectional 

sessions. 
0.805 

6 Standard deviation (Std) Throughput time series standard deviation 0.863 

7 Correlation (Corr) Pearson correlation coefficient of the throughput time series 0.551 

8 ADF Stat value 
Augmented Dickey–Fuller test (ADF test): a statistical test which 

determines whether a time series is stationary or not. 
0.511 

9 ADF Test p-value p-value for the ADF test 0.607 

10 
Autocorrelation 

(Autocorr) 

Autocorrelation of the bytes count time series calculated at the 
lag equal to the highest probability in the empirical distribution 

of the flow inactive periods (described below). This feature aims 

to capture the periodic behavior of the flow. 

0.985 

11 Entropy 
Throughput time series entropy calculated using the formula 
H(X)=-iP(xi)ln(P(xi)), where P(xi)is the probability of a packet 

having given size. 

0.767 

12 Best/Other ratio 

The ratio of the probabilities of the value that appears the most 

often in the empirical probability distribution and the most 
probable highest value in the periodicity dictionary to the sum of 

other values 

0.893 

13 Best/Second ratio  
The ratio of two most probable values in the empirical 

distribution  
0.85 

14 Top Two 
Sum of top two values that appear the most often in the empirical 
distribution 

0.849 

5.1. Classifier Description 

The classifiers used in this paper are: K-nearest neighbor (KNN), logistic regression, 

and random forest from the Python sklearn library. The K-nearest neighbor algorithm is 

a non-parametric method used in pattern recognition [35]. Each data point is represented 
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by a n-dimensional vector in feature space. The training phase of the algorithm consists 

of storing the data points with labels. The classification phase begins by considering 

each new data point’s position in feature space. Then, by using a distance metric, k-

nearest neighbors are determined, and a data point is classified by majority voting.  

Logistic regression uses a sigmoid function to perform classification. This machine 

learning model is the discrete version of linear regression. Using the data point 

representation as n-dimensional vectors designated with xi, polynomial real coefficients 

designated with  i, and error value designated with ε, the input to the sigmoid function 

has the following form: 

f(x) =  1 x1 +  2 x2 + … +  n xn + ε. (1) 

The value of probability is between 0 (data point certainly belongs to class “0”) and 1 

(data point certainly belongs to class “1”). The classes named “0” and “1” are defined 

before classification. During the training phase, each data point is fed into the sigmoid 

function, fitting the coefficients and error value so that the best fit is achieved.  

Random forest belongs to a class of data science models called ensemble methods. In 

essence, an ensemble method combines many simple or weak classifiers, and the 

classification is performed using majority voting. The core classifier in this method is 

the decision tree, consisting of nodes and leaves. Each node contains a boundary value 

for a feature, whilst the leaves contain the information to which class a certain data 

point belongs. Selecting a subset of features, as well as a ranking function, the features 

are ranked and the decision tree is constructed. This is done by putting the features as 

boundary values inside the decision tree, going from the topmost ranking feature down 

to the lowest. The random forest consists of a certain number of random trees, and the 

class for the data point is determined by majority voting.  

5.2. Feature Selection 

Dimensionality reduction is an important step in order to create a classifier suitable for 

the implementation in the network elements in terms of memory and processing power 

consumption. For this purpose, the area under the curve (AUC) for receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) calculated as if each feature alone was used for the classification is 

used as a measure of the impact that the specific feature has on the classification.  

The ROC is a plot that shows for each value of a feature the ratio of true positive rate 

(TPR) to true negative rate (TNR). The number of true positives and the number of true 

negatives is designated as TP and TN, while the number of false positives and the 

number of false negatives is designated as FP and FN. TPR and TNR two values are 

calculated as follows: 

TPR = TP / (TP+FN), TNR = 1 - Specificity = 1 - TN / (TN + FP). (2) 

The ROC is a probability curve, and the AUC value shows how well a certain feature 

separates the data correctly into classes. The AUC holds values in the [0,1] interval, 

where a value closer to one indicates a better feature score. The features with the AUC 

values higher or equal to 0.85 are autocorrelation, throughput (bytes/s), packets/s, 

Best/Other ratio, Standard deviation, Best/Second ratio. However, the features that are 

chosen for the classification process should not be mutually correlated as this means 

that they describe the same or similar dataset property. Therefore, a correlation matrix 
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was used to test the correlation between all pairs of features. The correlation matrix is 

shown in Figure 5. High correlation (greater than 0.8) is observed between the bytes/s 

and packets/s features. Therefore, the five features that are chosen as input features to 

the classification process are Autocorrelation, Throughput (bytes/s), Best/Other ratio, 

Standard deviation of the throughput time series and Best/Second ratio. 

 

Fig. 5. Correlation matrix for feature selection - A correlation matrix of all the input features, 

which is used for feature selection. 

5.3. Estimator hyperparameters 

Each estimator has a set of hyperparameters, which define its behavior. In this phase, 

we analyzed the combination of estimator parameters that maximizes the scores used in 

classification using a “fit” and a “score” method implemented by the GridSearchCV 

method [37] in the sklearn Python library. The method is slightly modified as described 

below to fit the analyzed datasets which are disbalanced. The set of scores used in this 

paper are precision (PREC), recall (REC), and f1-score (F1) [35]. These scores are 

given in the equations below:  

PREC = TP / (TP + FP),  

REC = TP / (TP + FN),                   

F1 = 2 · PREC · REC / (PREC + REC). 

(3) 

Precision is a measure which shows how many false negatives are there during 

classification, while recall is a measure which shows how many false negatives are there 
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during classification. The F1 score represents a measure whose objective is to analyze 

the trade-offs between correctness and coverage in classifying positive instances [38], as 

it includes both precision and recall. Although accuracy is a more intuitive metric, these 

three measures are chosen because there is a difference in sizes of normal and botnet 

flows that is larger than 20 percent, which is considered a disbalanced dataset. In case of 

disbalanced datasets accuracy can be biased towards the majority class. Even high 

accuracy values can yield poor classification rates on minority classes and classifiers 

can have low predictive power [39]. Botnet C&C datasets are disbalanced because 

botnet C&C communication is a relatively rare occurrence in network traffic compared 

to all the other traffic and produces typically one or few flows at a time. 

Balanced sampling was used to split data into training and testing subsets with a 

90/10 ratio. The data is split in such a manner, in order to preserve the ratio of classes 

from the dataset, which is known as stratified sampling. A similar approach was 

presented in [40], in order to account for class imbalance in the dataset. After splitting 

the dataset, the model is trained and tested, and the scores are extracted. This procedure 

is repeated 100 times, and mean values are calculated for all scores (Monte Carlo cross-

validation [41]). This approach was taken by the authors in order to have as much 

variation to the training and testing set scenarios, while keeping the number of scenarios 

tested to a minimum. Again, because the dataset is disbalanced, this method is more 

appropriate than the ubiquitous k-fold cross-validation, which splits the whole dataset 

into k equal parts. Such an approach produces some parts of the dataset to have low 

presence of botnet data points. After calculating all the scores, the list of parameter 

combinations is searched for those having the maximum values for all scores. In the 

following paragraph, an overview of the tested hyperparameters for both datasets is 

given. After the name of each hyperparameter, the best value is given in parentheses. If 

there is one value, that means that the value is best for both datasets, while if there are 

two values, the first one refers to the ETF-IoTB dataset, and the other refers to the 

IOT23 dataset. 

The hyperparameters that were considered for the KNN classifier are the following: 

number of neighbors (5), weight function (uniform), neighbor computation algorithm 

(ball tree), and the distance metric (Manhattan). The hyperparameters that were 

considered for the logistic regression classifier are the following: inverse of the 

regularization strength (0.25), class weights (none), option of adding a constant to the 

decision function (false), maximum number of iterations (100), solver (newton-cg, 

lbfgs), and the tolerance for the stopping criteria (0.001, 10
-5

). The hyperparameters that 

were considered for the random forest classifier are the following: class weights 

(balanced subsample), ranking function (entropy), max number of features (none), and 

the total number of estimators (200). 

6. PI-BODE Classification Evaluation 

This section presents and discusses the results of machine learning classification for 

three estimators: KNN, Logistic regression and Random Forest, using the 

hyperparameter values determined in the previous section. Precision, Recall and F1 

scores for the PI-BODE detection method are given in Tables 3 and 4 for the ETF-IoTB 

and IoT23 datasets, respectively.  
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Table 3. Scores for all the estimators for the ETF-IoTB dataset 

Model botnet 

precision 

botnet 

recall 

botnet 

f1 score 

normal 

precision 

normal 

recall 

normal f1 

score 

KNN 0.9363 0.9141 0.9218 0.9967 0.9973 0.9970 

Logistic 

regression 

0.9131 0.9247 0.9150 0.9971 0.9962 0.9967 

Random 

forest 

0.5954 0.6240 0.5994 0.9859 0.9948 0.9902 

Table 4. Scores for all the estimators for the IOT23 dataset 

Model botnet 

precision 

botnet 

recall 

botnet f1 

score 

normal 

precision 

normal 

recall 

normal 

f1 score 

KNN 0.8683 0.8759 0.8690 0.8558 0.8382 0.8423 

Logistic 

regression 

0.8347 0.8778 0.8510 0.8522 0.7858 0.8093 

Random 

forest 

0.5564 0.6071 0.5780 0.7566 0.8733 0.7724 

Several conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, the highest scores on both 

datasets prove that this method can be used to detect botnet C&C communication with 

high precision. Second, even though the feature selection was done on the ETF-IoTB 

dataset, the results of the detection method on the IoT23 dataset that contains a different 

set of malware samples (Muhstik, Kenjiro, Tori in addition to those in the ETF-IoTB 

dataset) revealed similar precision compared to the other research papers. It can be 

concluded that the key C&C features in different malware samples are not largely 

different in two datasets. Also training a model, which uses features obtained from the 

intraflow statistics, can detect the C&C communication of the malware samples that are 

not in the dataset used to train the model, so the zero-day malware detection is possible. 

Third, the results show that for both datasets, KNN and Logistic Regression classifiers 

have given the best results, while having little discrepancies between the precision and 

recall scores. This means that there is little difference between the number of false 

negatives and false positives, demonstrating detection stability. The consistency in 

classifier performance shows that the proposed method performs well regardless of the 

dataset used. On one hand, KNN classifier shows a slightly better score than Logistic 

Regression classifier, while on the other KNN has much greater memory usage and is 

impractical to be used in network elements. Since ultimately these models should be 

implemented in a security system, using a Logistic Regression classifier is 

recommended, because it gives nearly the best scores among all the classifiers, while 

keeping the memory usage at a lower level. 
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Papers in references [11] to [13] have, similar to our approach, sought to detect 

botnets and ransomware via the C&C communication. In paper [11], the research 

showed an accuracy of 80% in classifying botnet periodicity, which is lower than scores 

obtained in our research for the best classifiers. Tables 5 and 6 show research results 

presented in papers [12] and [13], respectively. In paper [12], the BotMark detection 

system has shown a high accuracy (0.9994) and low false positive rate scores. However, 

since the F1-scores are low for all previous research methods (0.115 for BotMark, 

compared to 0.915 and 0.85 for PI-BODE Logistic Regression) while the false positive 

rate is also low, this means that the false negative rate is high, which further implies that 

the stability of the BotMark classifiers is low, and certainly much lower than in PI-

BODE.  

Table 5. Scores for all the methods in paper [12] 

Method F-score Accuracy 

True 

Positive 

Ratio 

False 

Positive 

Ratio 

Similarity 0.087247 0.9904 0.9836 0.009645 

Stability 0.060732 0.9868 0.9115 0.013181 

C-flow 0.152788 0.9949 0.9836 0.005108 

Graph 0.034811 0.9166 0.9836 0.083478 

BotMark 0.115207 0.9994 0.9836 0.000641 

Table 6. Scores for all the methods in paper [13] 

No of features Precision Recall F1-score 

28 0.83 0.89 0.86 

8 0.86 0.87 0.87 

Authors in [13] use precision, recall and F1-score as scores for their classifier. In 

both cases presented in [13], with 8 and 28 features, score values are in the range 0.83 to 

0.89. This is worse classification performance than with the PI-BODE whose scores 

when the system is trained, verified and tested on the ETF-IoT dataset, are in the range 

0.914 to 0.936 for the KNN and Logistic Regression classifiers. Even with the classifier 

training on the ETF-IoT dataset and testing on the IOT23 dataset (zero-day detection 

case), the scores are in the range 0.83 to 0.88 which is comparable to the scores 

obtained in [13]. Also, what needs to be taken into account is the fact that both of these 

papers show only the scores in regards to the whole dataset. In the case of balanced 

datasets, scores can be presented this way. However, since malware represents a minor 

part of each network traffic, such datasets are disbalanced by nature. Scores presented in 

this way should be treated with caution, since there is no information on the machine 

learning model’s performance on both normal and malware traffic. At last, but not at 
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least ransomware C&C communication detection described in [13] is based on full 

packet capture analysis meaning a much higher network and storage overhead. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed and demonstrated a novel approach for the detection of 

botnet C&C communication based on SDN and intraflow statistics. It provides more 

traffic description features than flow-based methods, while not using the analysis of all 

packets on a link. Thus, this method represents an in-between solution that saves storage 

and processing power up to two orders of magnitude, yet provides enough detail about 

network conversations for distinguishing malware and normal traffic. Experimental 

results have shown that PI-BODE achieves the same or higher level of botnet detection 

accuracy as in the similar systems which use full traffic analysis. Other conclusions can 

be drawn from the presented research. First, the results prove that botnet C&C 

communication can be detected using the intraflow statistics and proposed traffic 

features. Second, since PI-BODE training and evaluation have been done on the datasets 

that contain various malware samples, it shows that different versions of botnet malware 

have similar C&C communication characteristics and that new malware samples can be 

detected with the system trained on the older malware samples. Third, using an SDN 

controller as an intraflow statistics gathering tool allows creating a simple intrusion 

prevention system for the devices that lack security, such as IoT devices. Using the PI-

BODE approach as a basis, future research should attempt to explore additional 

statistical parameters of the network flow, analyze other malware dynamic properties 

that can be used for the detection, explore the use of other programmable platforms 

(e.g., P4-based) and to assess how to improve the malware detection speed. The 

research presented in this paper can be extended to using other state-of-the-art machine 

learning algorithms, such as boosting models (such as extreme gradient-boosting and 

light gradient-boosting machine) and deep learning models. Also, since computer 

viruses are constantly evolving, training a dataset on current botnets may not be 

applicable to detecting botnets in the future. Therefore, future research should be 

directed towards developing a machine learning model with on-line learning 

capabilities. 
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Abstract. Voice message in social media environment includes a large number of 

conversation natural languages, which increases the difficulty of emotion tagging 

and affective computing. In order to solve the above difficulties, this paper 

analyzes the cognitive differences between the semantic and acoustic features of 

voice message from the perspective of cognitive neuroscience, and presents a 

voice feature extraction method based on EEG (Electroencephalogram) 

experiments, and gets the representation of 25 acoustic feature parameter vectors. 

Meanwhile, we proposed an affective computing method based on PAD 

(Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance) dimension emotional space according to the above 

parameters. Experiments show that the method can effectively solve the affective 

computing problem of voice message. Overall, there are two main contributions of 

this paper. Firstly, it comprehensively analyzes the emotional cognitive feature of 

voice message in social media environment from the perspectives of cognitive 

neural mechanism, voice acoustic feature and text semantics. Secondly, the 

segmented affective computing method for voice message based on acoustic 

feature parameters and PAD emotional state model is proposed. 

Keywords: affective feature parameters, cognitive neuroscience, voice acoustic 

feature, emotion recognition. 

1. Introduction 

The rise of mobile communication technology and online chat tools has provided the 

foundation for the development of social media. Wechat, QQ, WhatsApp network 

communication tools are widely used by people, more and more people exchange 

information and express opinions through the above tools [32]. The importance of social 

media in information dissemination and social influence is gradually increasing. From 

the perspective of communication feature, social media has the feature of fragmented 

communication content and diversified communication subjects [15]. It is a synthesis of 
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micro-content, micro-channel and micro-experience. As the most primitive and natural 

information transmission method for human beings, voice has good convenience and 

rich emotional feature [30]. Voice message has become a popular way of social 

communication, and more and more people communicate through the form of voice 

social communication. 

In recent years, the improvement of voice recognition technology has provided 

support for the promotion of voice social networking. The report released by Baidu 

company shows that the accuracy of Chinese Mandarin voice recognition is close to 

99.8% in a quiet environment, and the technology will be widely used in Baidu voice 

search product in the future. Because voice not only transmits semantic information, but 

also contains rich personalized emotional features. The research results and practical 

cases in recent years have shown that the dissemination of voice message in social media 

has a huge infectious and synergistic effect, and its emotion has a significant impact on 

network group cognition, psychology and behavior [3,16]. Great progress has been 

made in the research of speech emotion recognition in the past few decades. Scholars’ 

research has developed from template matching-based emotion recognition for specific 

person and simple vocabulary speech to today’s statistical model-based emotion 

recognition for large vocabulary, non-specific person, continuous speech [13, 29]. Many 

algorithms have been applied to affective computing of speech, such as: K-Means 

clustering, ant colony, EMD, HMM, SVM algorithms are used in speech recognition [4, 

17,]. 

Previous research provides effective methods and technical tools for solving speech 

recognition problems in real environments. However, the voice message used in the 

social media environment such as WeChat, QQ and WhatsApp, which is often 

completed in the context of the ‘small world network’ of phrase-based dialogue. The 

emotion recognition and semantic analysis of voice message are very complicated, and it 

involves emotional cognitive characteristics. If we only rely on traditional classification 

methods for affective computing, the effect is not very good. In recent years, EEG 

technology has made a lot of achievements in cognitive neuroscience research such as 

the cognitive characteristics of images, voice, text, etc. Therefore, EEG experiments are 

adapted for our study. In addition, the emotional state of these voice messages is often 

dynamic, and the previous discrete affective computing methods is not very effective. 

Therefore, our research has practical significance and good application value. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Affective Feature Parameters of Voice Message and Speech Emotional 

Model 

Some scholars selected ten features such as voice duration, energy, maximum, 

minimum, median and formant of pitch frequency as emotion recognition features in 

2001. Their recognition experimental results of 100 emotion test sentences show that the 

above features can effectively recognize sadness [40]. Gaussian mixture model was used 
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to extract the spectral features of speech emotion signals for speech emotion recognition 

by scholars, their experimental results show that this method has good effect and high 

recognition efficiency in identifying five emotions: anger, fear, happiness, neutrality and 

sadness [37]. Some scholars used global control Elman neural network to carry out 

emotion recognition experiments on speech fused with long-term and short-term 

features, and achieved a recognition rate of 66.0%. Their experimental research shows 

that the best recognition segment length of anger, happiness, sadness and surprise is 

consistent with the prosodic phrase length corresponding to the emotion state [14]. After 

that, the kernel principal component analysis algorithm, MFCCG-PCA algorithm was 

proposed. Compared with the general MFCC model, the performance of their model in 

speech emotion recognition is greatly improved [6]. 

At present, the existing literature mainly classifies voice emotion based on the 

traditional six discrete emotions. There are limitations in the analysis of context 

information and semantics of voice message, and it is difficult to effectively complete 

emotion recognition in social media environment. Our research is based on the voice 

emotion recognition, and uses the PAD emotion model of three-dimensional space. The 

above method can map the emotion types in space, and overcome the discontinuity of 

emotion classification. It contributes to the research of emotion recognition of voice 

message in social media environment. 

Speech emotion recognition is the ability of a system to recognize human emotions 

from speech [1]. In order to study speech emotion recognition, phonological affective 

corpus was proposed, and it was divided into discrete affective corpus and dimensional 

affective corpus. The former was labeled with language tags, and the latter was labeled 

with affective spatial coordinates. The representative discrete affective databases with 

wide influence mainly include: Belfast affective database, Berlin EMO-DB affective 

phonetic database, FAU AIBO children's German affective phonetic database, CASIA 

Chinese affective corpus and ACCorpusseries affective database. The above emotional 

speech database is deduced by the recorder with several kinds of emotions (happiness, 

anger, neutrality, fear, sadness), which belongs to the performance or guidance 

emotional database. VAM emotional database selects three emotional dimensions of 

value, activation and dominion to label [-1, 1]. The database can be used for natural 

speech understanding and analysis, speech emotion recognition, robust speech 

recognition research. a fuzzy model of multi-level emotion calculation was constructed 

according to the emotion dimension to detect various emotions [2]. The recording of 

Semaine emotion database is carried out in the scene of human-computer interaction, 

which can be used by researchers free of charge. The audio data is about 7 hours long, 

sampled at 48Khz, quantized at 24bit, and labeled in five emotional dimensions: value, 

activation, power, expectation and intensity [26]. Some scholars have studied the PAD 

emotional model, in which the emotional state is described as a three-dimensional space 

of Pleasure-Displeasure, Arousal-Nonarousal and Dominance-Submissiveness. So far, 

PAD emotional model has been widely used in audio-visual speech synthesis, music 

emotion comparison and speech emotion recognition. In addition, some scholars have 

studied the speech emotion recognition based on the fusion of HMM and probabilistic 

neural network. PNN is used to deal with the statistical features in the acoustic feature 

parameters, HMM is used to deal with the temporal features in the acoustic feature 

parameters, and then fused through addition and multiplication rules [10]. 
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2.2. Related Research on Brain Cognitive and Neuroscience 

Neurocognitive science research shows that the amygdala, prefrontal cortex, 

hypothalamus and cingulate cortex in human brain structure are related to the processing 

of emotion, and EEG signals reflect people's emotional state to some extent [22]. In the 

brain cognitive research of speech emotion, scholars used various emotional speech and 

music clips as stimulation materials to carry out EEG and ERP experiments and collect 

data in real time [19, 28]. After denoising, extracting and analyzing the experimental 

data, they have made a series of important results in the research of speech emotion and 

brain cognitive function. Some scholars have found that happiness and sadness can 

cause beta waves changes in the frontal, temporal and parietal regions, and the brain's 

processing of emotions is related to low-frequency beta waves. In the frontal area, 

happiness is activated β Wave is more intense than sadness, especially at the frequency 

of β waves (19.50~25.45 Hz) are the most active [23]. The left frontal lobe related brain 

area of human brain is easy to be activated by happy and happy speech materials, while 

the right frontal lobe related brain area is more sensitive to and easier to be activated by 

fear and sadness speech materials. 

The cognitive process of human brain can be reflected by a series of ERP (Event 

Related Potential) components such as SPN (Stimulus Preceding Negativity), FRN 

(Feedback Related Negativity) and P300 [31, 35, 41]. Among them, SPN is a continuous 

and negative slow wave, which responds to attention with expectation, which often 

appears before the start of task-related stimuli and is closely related to human emotional 

intelligence [20]. FRN is an important EEG component of brain processing feedback 

information, and it is mainly distributed in the frontal central region. Its peak appears 

about 250 milliseconds after the emergence of feedback stimulation, which is closely 

related to the cognitive evaluation and learning ability of the brain [12]. The latency of 

P300 component is about 300-600 milliseconds. A large number of experimental studies 

have found that it is a positive wave of about 300 milliseconds, which is closely related 

to cognitive processing processes. For example, the allocation of attention resources, the 

updating process of working memory and inhibition processing [5, 11].  

In recent years, the research of cognitive neuroscience has developed rapidly, and its 

intersection with other disciplines has become a frontier research hotspot. For example: 

neuro-management, neuromarketing, neuro-entrepreneurship, etc. [9, 33]. The research 

results of cognitive computing framework and decision-making neural mechanism 

proposed by scholars on the basis of cognitive neuroscience [34], which provide a 

reference for our research. One of the innovations and contributions of this paper is to 

study the cognitive characteristics of the emotional features of speech, which expands 

the application of cognitive neuroscience. 
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3. Framework and Method of Voice Affective Computing 

3.1. Framework of Voice Affective Computing 

In the research of affective computing of voice message, the selection of feature 

parameters is very important. The cognition of speech information includes not only the 

cognition of representational information, but also the cognition of semantic 

information. Among them, the representational information refers to the information that 

can trigger the rapid initial emotional response of the human brain in a short period of 

time. Semantic information refers to information that can only produce relatively slow 

secondary emotional responses after being recognized by the higher cortex of the brain. 

From the perspective of cognitive neuroscience theory, the physiological structure of 

human beings receiving speech is the auditory system, which is dominated by the brain, 

so the cognitive process of speech emotion is the process of the brain's cognition of 

speech and triggering the corresponding emotional experience. The information 

conveyed by speech can be divided into two main categories: acoustic information and 

semantic information [27]. The feature of acoustic information such as pitch, intensity 

and speed of speech. The semantic information features refer to the characteristics of 

textual information in speech. Previous studies on brain cognition of speech information 

have shown differences in cognitive time between acoustic features and word semantic 

features [21]. With the application of electroencephalography (EEG) in emotion 

recognition, this paper also uses EEG to perceive emotional features for voice social 

media. The framework is shown in Fig.1. 

In Fig.1, after the voice is preprocessed by phonetic unit interception and voice 

converted text, affective computing will be performed from both the acoustical features 

of the voice and the semantic features of the text. Among, speech emotion classifiers 

mainly include GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model), SVM (Support Vector Machines), 

HMM (Hidden Markov Model), ANN (Artificial Neural Network) etc. In our study, the 

combination of SVM and artificial neural network classifier was used for voice emotion 

classification. There has been a lot of research on the cognition of semantic information 

in the field of text information communication, but there is still a lack of in-depth 

research on acoustic feature in the social media environment. This paper studies the 

response of human's emotional cognition to acoustic features through EEG experiments, 

so as to provide guidance for the affective computing of voice message and the selection 

of feature parameters. 
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Fig.1. The framework of voice affective computing 

3.2. EEG Experiments and Voice Feature Parameters 

Considering that the cognition of voice has nothing to do with the identity of subjects, 

all subjects in EEG experiment come from college students. A total of 15 subjects were 

recruited in this experiment, aged from 19 to 29 years, with an average of 23.6 years. 

Among them, 12 (8 males and 4 females) participated in the main experiment and 3 (2 

males and 1 female) participated in the control group experiment. All subjects are 

physically and mentally healthy, right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision, and no history of mental illness. They had never participated in the EEG 

experiment before and signed the informed consent before the experiment. 

The experimental materials include two parts. Material 1 includes CASIA emotional 

voice database, which is provided by the human-computer voice interaction research 

group of the State Key Laboratory of pattern recognition, Institute of automation, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences. The material is composed of four speakers (two men and 

two women) who used six emotional types of joy, anger, surprise, sadness, fear and 

calm, and pronounced 50 sentences once each. It includes 1200 emotional sentence 

voice, and the sampling rate of each sentence is 16KHz. Material 2 includes 90 units of 

audio files are collected from social media, film and CD piano music. Each file is 

divided into audio segments by 8 seconds, and the above segments were labeled with 

PAD values. The labeled PAD values of these materials are composed of three 

dimensions: polarity, arousal and dominance, and the range is integer of [-4, 4]. Polarity 

represents happiness or not, arousal means calm or excitement, and dominance refers to 

a controlled state. 

The processing of EEG experiment is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2. The processing of EEG experiment 

In Fig.2, Oddball paradigm is to randomly present two stimuli of the same sensory 

channel in an experiment, and the probabilities of the two stimuli are very different. The 

high probability stimuli are called standard stimuli, and the low probability stimuli is 

called deviant stimuli. In our experimental paradigm, the probability of deviant stimuli is 

20%, which meets the criteria of the oddball experimental paradigm. 

The experimental process of this study includes four stages as follow: pre-

experimental preparation, experimental implementation, post experimental 

communication, data processing and analysis. Post experimental communication refers 

to the subjective expression of the experimenter's feelings in the experiment after 

completing the EEG experiment, such as the emotion at that time and whether it was 

disturbed. If it was disturbed, the experimental data of the disturbed time segment would 

be removed in the data processing and analysis stage. According to the feedback form 

filled by the subjects, combined with their EEG data and voice materials, the 

corresponding voice characteristics can be gotten by analysis.  

In our EEG experiment, the device for collecting data is the product of Shanghai 

NuoCheng Electric Co., Ltd., and its amplifier model number is NCC Z2N-F-20-C. It 

adopts wireless WiFi transmission and has strong anti-interference, which has been 

adopted by many EEG research institutions such as Second Military Medical University. 

The data sampling rate of the experiment is 128Hz. Because the initial EEG data 

contains interference components such as EOG (Electro-Oculogram), EMG (Electro-

Myogram), it needs to be preprocessed by removing stimulus artifacts, filtering and re-

referencing before it can be used for analysis. The sample data of comparison before 

denoising and after denoising is shown as Fig.3. 
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Fig.3. The comparison before and after denoising 

After completing the above data preprocessing, we analyzed some electrode point 

data related to voice cognition by referring to previous research (Li et al. 2018; Yu et al. 

2021). The main analysis data came from the signals of eight electrode positions in the 

frontal, parietal and occipital regions (Fp1, Fp2, T3, T4, C3, C4, O1, O2). Different 

experimental scenario of brain electrical activity mapping of PSD (Power Spectrum 

Density) was analyzed, and delta, theta, alpha and beta rhythm is shown as Fig.4. 

 

Fig.4. Different experimental scenario of brain electrical activity rhythm 
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Our experimental results show that beta rhythm waves are more active, especially 

when they are happy, angry or surprised.  

After hearing the fast-speaking or high decibel voice, the power spectral density in 

the prefrontal, central and occipital regions was significantly more active than in the 

resting state. Therefore, voice features have an impact on the subjects. After many 

experiments and analyses, the set of vectors composed of these features can be 

expressed as follows. 

I(n) = [P, SE, SZC, MFCC, FF, SF, VS, NVB] (1) 

In (1), P is the maximum, minimum and average value of the pitch. SE is the 

maximum, minimum and average values of short-time energy. SZC is the maximum, 

minimum and average value of the Short Time average Zero-Crossing rate. MFCC is 

cepstrum coefficient of 12th order Mel frequency. FF is the value of the first formant, 

SF refers to the value of the second formant. VS is the speed of voice. NVB is the 

number of breaks in voice. The above value of twenty-five vectors will be used to 

represent the PAD value. 

4. Extraction of Voice Emotion Feature Parameters 

In order to get high accuracy in speech feature extraction, it needs to carry out some 

speech processing, which including voice interception unit, pre-emphasis processing, 

speech framing and windowing, and end-point detection. 

4.1. Voice Signal Pre-emphasis 

Voice signal pre-emphasis is mainly to increase the high-frequency part of speech. As 

the influence of lip pronunciation, the spectrum of high-frequency part of speech will be 

weakened, resulting in that the main signal left in speech unit information is the 

spectrum of low-frequency part. In order to avoid this phenomenon, spectrum signal pre-

emphasis processing is often adopted. After the speech unit signal is processed by the 

pre-emphasis filter, it can improve the spectrum of the high-frequency part of the speech 

signal and filter out the low-frequency interference from 50Hz to 60Hz, which highlights 

the high-frequency resolution of the speech, so that the random noise can be effectively 

suppressed in the calculation, which is equivalent to indirectly improving the energy of 

the voiceless part. The pre-emphasis filter realized by first-order high pass filter is 

shown as follows. 

)1()()(  nXanXnZ  (2) 

In (2), the voice sampling value at the nth time is X(n). a is the pre-weighting 

coefficient, which is between 0.9 and 1.0, usually is 0.98. The code to realize pre-

emphasis in MATLAB software is as follows: y = filter ([1 -1], [1 -0.98], X). 
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4.2. Framing and Windowing 

From the whole point of view of speech signal, its feature and parameters characterizing 

its feature are time-dependent and will change according to time. Previous studies have 

proved that the gene cycle of voiced voice, the amplitude of voiced voice signal and 

channel parameters can maintain short-term stability in a short period of time, that is, the 

spectral feature and some physical characteristic parameters are stable in the above time. 

Therefore, the speech signal is divided into frames, that is, the voice signal is divided 

into time periods in frames, and the frame length is generally 10ms ~ 30ms. The non-

overlapping part between frames is called frame shift, which is generally set to 50%. 

After the above processing, the analysis and processing of speech stabilization process 

can be performed. The framing operation can be completed through the Enframe() 

function in MATLAB. In this function, the Len() parameter is the frame length 

(10~30ms) and the Inc parameter is the frame shift (1/3~1/2). In order to keep the 

emotional signal of speech unit stable in a short time, window function is usually used to 

process the signal. The commonly used window functions are rectangular window, 

Hamming window and Hanning window. The mathematical formulas of the three 

window functions are shown as follows. 
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In (3), it represents a rectangular window, where n is the window length, which is 

usually represented by frame length. 
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Rectangular window is usually used in the time domain of speech processing. Among, 

Hamming window or Hanning window is often selected in the frequency domain of 

speech processing. The code to realize Hamming window in MATLAB software is as 

follows: X = X’*Hamming(n), where n is the number of data points of each window. 

4.3. End-Point Detection 

End-point detection is to find the starting point and ending point of a speech. As an 

important method of pre-processing speech data, Voice Activity Detection (VAD) 

functions was used to detect presence or absence of human voice in a signal [1]. After 

the voice is detected by VAD, the invalid voice is removed, and the remaining voice is 

used for subsequent processing and analysis. In our work, short-term average energy and 

short-term average zero crossing rate was used to VAD. 
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Short time average energy. After speech signal is divided into frames, the 

characteristic parameter used in time domain processing is short-term average energy, 

which is used to distinguish voiced segment from voiced segment. The short-term 

average energy is described as follows. If x(n) is the time domain signal of speech 

waveform and )(nyi  is the i-th frame signal of windowed function w(n), then )(nyi  

is calculated as follows. 

fniLnnincixnwnyi  1,1),)1(()()(
 

(6) 

In (6), Where )(nw  is the window function, )(nyi  is the value of the frame, FN 

and L refers to the frame length, inc is the frame shift length. 

Therefore, the short-time average energy formula of the i-th frame speech signal 

)(nyi  is calculated as follows. 
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Short time average zero crossing rate. The short-term average zero crossing rate 

refers to the number of times each frame signal passes through the zero value. It is used 

to roughly estimate the spectral feature of speech signals. For discrete-time speech 

signals, the zero-crossing phenomenon means that the algebraic symbols of two adjacent 

sampled values are different; For continuous speech signal, it should be judged 

according to how its time-domain waveform crosses the horizontal axis. The formula of 

short-time average zero crossing rate is calculated as follows. 
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In (8), sgn[] is a symbolic function, which is is calculated as follows. 
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Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients. MFCCs is a set of audio characteristic 

parameters. This coefficient uses the auditory principle and cepstrum solution to 

recognize speech. It is a parameter established by imitating the auditory feature of 

human ears and has high noise resistance. The conversion relationship between MFCC 

coefficient and linear frequency is calculated as follows. 

2595*log 1
700

Mel
f

f 
  

   

(10) 
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In (10), f is the frequency. MFCC can be used as the frequency sensitivity of human 

hearing. Human ears show logarithmic changes in frequency perception. The MFCC 

parameters of order 12 can be obtained by using the function melbankm (m, N, FS) in 

the voicebox of MATLAB toolbox, where m parameter is the number of filters, n 

parameter is the speech frame length, and FS parameter is the sampling frequency. The 

12th order MFCC parameter feature of the sample voice file is shown in Fig.5. 

 

Fig.5. 12th order MFCC feature parameters of sample voice 

4.4. PAD Emotional State Model 

In the PAD (Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance) emotional state model, the emotional state is 

described through three-dimensional space. Among them, the positive and negative 

changes of emotional state are expressed by the score from Pleasure to Displeasure. The 

emotional physiological activation level and alertness changes are expressed by the 

scores of Arousal to Nonarousal. The control and influence of emotions on other 

individuals and the external environment are expressed by Dominance to 

Submissiveness scores [8, 25]. The calculation of PAD value in this paper is based on 

the PAD questionnaire scale provided by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The scale 

includes three dimensions: pleasure, activation and dominance. Each dimension has four 

items, which is a 9-point semantic difference scale [39]. Questionnaire scale of PAD 

emotional state model is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Questionnaire scale of PAD emotional state model 

Question Emotional state Value Emotional state 

Q1 Angry -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Activated 

Q2 Wide awake -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Sleepy 

Q3 Controlled -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Controlling 

Q4 Friendly -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Scornful 

Q5 Calm -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Excited 

Q6 Dominant -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Submissive 

Q7 Cruel -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Joyful 

Q8 Interested -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Relaxed 

Q9 Guided -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Autonomous 

Q10 Excited -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Enraged 

Q11 Relaxed -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Hopeful 

Q12 Influential -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 Influenced 

 

The scale and the normalized PAD values are calculated as follow. 
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5. Experimental Verification 

5.1. Experimental Case 

In our research, we take the view of “Shanghai COVID-19” as an experiment in 

WeChat’s speech transmission. 80 voice chat records about the event were collected 

from WeChat group. An example of text converted from a sample voice is as follows. 

“The materials received today include vegetables, meat and eggs. Great! Thank you very 

much, thank the volunteers!”. 

5.2. Measurement of Acoustic Feature Parameters 

A total of 25 vectors of acoustic feature parameters are extracted, namely: short-term 

energy (max, min, mean), pitch (max, min, mean), short-term average zero crossing rate 
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(max, min, mean), first formant, second formant, speech speed, number of 

interlanguages pauses and Cepstrum Coefficient of 12th order Mel frequency standard. 

Fig.6 shows the emotion recognition rate of the test results. 

 
Fig.6. Emotion recognition rate 

The results show that the recognition rates of six categories of emotions: happy, sad, 

anger, surprise, fear and neutral are 86.69%, 88.54%, 91.71%, 81.93%, 83.82% and 

87.73%, and the average recognition rate is 86.74%. 

In order to extract the voice social parameters of personalized features, we take 80 

sentences from the historical voice of WeChat group. The above sentences come from 8 

person, with an average of 10 sentences each person. From previous studies, it can be 

seen that social media voice includes a large number of short sentences, and the changes 

in emotional states exhibit dynamic characteristics [10]. Therefore, based on previous 

studies and the analysis of voice social habits, 8 seconds is used as the interval period 

for processing voice message. Each voice is sampled 8 seconds and trained with BP 

neural network. After reaching the accuracy requirements (e<0.001), the trained BP 

neural network is retained for the next experiment. The sample voice feature parameters 

and PAD values are shown in Table 2. 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the PAD values are composed of three values (0.42, 

0.69, 0.21). Because P value is between 0.4 and 0.53, A value is between 0.67 and 0.73, 

and D value is between 0.17 and 0.3, its emotion type is happiness according to the 

distribution range of PAD value of the six emotion types [7]. 
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Table 2. The sample voice feature parameters and PAD values 

Acoustic 

characteristic 

parameters 

Pitch 

(Max/ 

Min/ 

Mean) 

Short 

time 

energy 

(Max/ 

Min/ 

Mean) 

Short 

time 

average 

zero 

crossing 

rate 

(Max/ 

Min/ 

Mean) 

12th 

order 

MFCC 

First 

formant 

Second 

formant 

Speed 

of 

voice 

number 

of 

breaks 

in voice 

PAD 

values 

Duration  

(8S) 

190.316 86.971 431 21.7303 799.14 1937.28 0.125/s 18 
P=0.42 

A=0.69 

D=0.21 

76.857 32.528 32 13.8392     

122.534 76.542 224.544 18.9420     

   12.6046     

   6.0004     

   1.0265     

   10.6584     

   12.7003     

   13.0288     

   7.7237     

   5.7858     

   1.2557     

6. Discussion and Conclusion 

Although speech emotion recognition has made great progress in the past few decades, 

the emotion calculation of continuous and short-time conversational natural language 

speech signals in social media still faces many challenges. Especially the calculation of 

complex mixed emotion and its dynamic change process is still a difficult problem to be 

explored. In order to solve the above problems, this paper refers to the existing research 

results and proposes a framework for feature extraction and affective computing of voice 

message in social media environment. Specifically, it includes voice acoustic feature 

effective computing and text semantic feature effective computing. This framework is 

based on EEG experiment and PAD emotion model, which is the main innovation of this 

paper. In this framework, the emotion of the sample voice is calculated, and the 

recognition accuracy is 86.74%. The experimental results show that it provides an 

effective method for computing voice emotion in social media environment. 

In general, the contributions of this paper are mainly in two aspects: on the one hand, 

the emotional cognitive feature parameters of voice message are given. The above 

parameters have good universality because their extraction is completed on the basis of 

EEG experiments. On the other hand, a new solution is proposed to transform voice 

affective computing into PAD emotion model parameter estimation based on acoustic 

parameters, which provides a reference for the study of feature extraction and affective 

computing of voice message in social media environment. 

In the future, our study will be improved with more sample analysis, cognitive 

neuroscience experiment and research tools. For example: it combines fMRI (Functional 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging), FNIRS (Functional near-infrared spectroscopy) 

instruments for study. 
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Abstract. The growing demand for information systems has significantly increased
the workload of consulting and software development firms, requiring them to man-
age multiple projects simultaneously. Usually, these firms rely on a shared pool of
staff to carry out multiple projects that require different skills and expertise. How-
ever, since the number of employees is limited, the assignment of staff to projects
should be carefully decided to increase the efficiency in job-sharing. Therefore,
assigning tasks to the most appropriate personnel is one of the challenges of multi-
project management. Assigning a staff to the project by team leaders or researchers
is a very demanding process. For this reason, researchers are working on automatic
assignment, but most of these studies are done using historical data. It is of great
importance for companies that personnel assignment systems work with real-time
data. However, a model designed with historical data has the risk of getting un-
successful results in real-time data. In this study, unlike the literature, a machine
learning-based decision support system that works with real-time data is proposed.
The proposed system analyses the description of newly requested tasks using text-
mining and machine-learning approaches and then, predicts the optimal available
staff that meets the needs of the project task. Moreover, personnel qualifications are
iteratively updated after each completed task, ensuring up-to-date information on
staff capabilities. In addition, because our system was developed as a microservice
architecture, it can be easily integrated into companies’ existing enterprise resource
planning (ERP) or portal systems. In a real-world implementation at Detaysoft, the
system demonstrated high assignment accuracy, achieving up to 80% accuracy in
matching tasks with appropriate personnel.

Keywords: multi-project management, task assignment, text mining, staff assign-
ment system

1. Introduction

The continuous development of technology and information systems is rapidly changing
the business mentality in the global world. Companies have started to use information
systems, customized applications, and software in all departments such as production,
logistics, marketing and human resources in order to reduce costs, gain a competitive ad-
vantage and make the organization more efficient. The need to transform and update exist-
ing business processes in companies using information-based systems has emerged with
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the introduction of public obligations. However, efforts to meet Information Technology
(IT) requirements in large organizations with internal resources may not be sustainable,
as complex projects require different levels of expertise. Instead, outsourcing projects to
consulting firms that have expert staff offers benefits in terms of focusing on the main area
of work, increasing quality, and reducing costs [29].

On the other hand, the workload of consulting firms has increased as the number
of clients with diverse businesses who are awaiting the services of their consultants for
the new project increased. In addition, needs analysis, action plan, resource allocation,
and testing procedures should be scheduled for the requested project/task support [13].
Timely completion of project tasks requiring different skills is also possible only with
multi-project management (MPM).

MPM is an approach that involves planning, executing, monitoring, and completing
multiple projects simultaneously using the same set of human resources. The objective
of this management approach is to achieve optimal organizational performance by effec-
tively balancing and coordinating projects that require specialized expertise while dealing
with limited resources[11]. In cases where the most important resource is educated and
qualified personnel, the optimal output can only be achieved by assigning the right per-
sonnel to the right project. This challenge is called a task assignment problem in the MPM
environment. Task assignment is about finding the most suitable personnel who have the
required skills to perform the tasks in a new or existing project. When determining person-
nel, it is expected that the employee’s qualifications match the requirements of the task.
Otherwise, the non-appropriate assignment of personnel might lead to delays in projects.
Since projects in IT consulting are generally software or development tasks, each of them
must be carried out by a qualified person according to the needs of the task. Even if there
are many employees in a company, not every employee may have the same skills and ex-
perience. Therefore, there is a need for solutions that efficiently facilitate task assignment
is crucial for enhancing productivity and maximizing the utilization of qualified human
resources.

The existing studies in the literature treat the assignment of tasks and employees in
MPM as scheduling and optimization of resources depending on various objective func-
tions [15], [27],[24],[16]. Besides there are some studies that tried to solve real problems
of companies. Lie et al. proposed the Critical Chain Project Management approach to ef-
ficiently manage projects in research centers. In this approach, resources are divided into
small parts, and procurement of required equipment is included in the project manage-
ment process, which increases efficiency [20]. Chen et al. proposed an integrated model
for scheduling multiple projects and assigning staff with multiple skills for IT products.
They defined four objectives to be considered simultaneously: Skill efficiency, product
development, time and cost. The non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II is used to
solve the optimization problems [8].

One of the most important challenges of MPM is the problem of efficient task as-
signment [17]. Task assignment is about finding the most suitable personnel who have the
required skills to perform the tasks in a new or existing project. When determining person-
nel, it is expected that the employee’s qualifications match the requirements of the task.
In a study, Cai and Li proposed a genetic algorithm-based model for assigning employees
with multiple skills to the right tasks [5]. Cheng and Chu proposed a model that considers
employee qualifications and optimizes the task assignment problem using fuzzy set the-
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ory and genetic algorithm [9]. Almost all of these studies aim to demonstrate the success
of optimization models in theoretical terms by testing them on fixed datasets. Since these
approaches rely on constraints, they must be repeated whenever a new task is requested.
Almost all projects run by companies have a deadline. Projects that cannot be completed
by the deadline cause companies to incur huge losses. The fastest way to assign appropri-
ate employee, which is one of the most important factors for projects, also significantly
affects the timely completion of the project. In this context, task assignments should be
completed immediately when a new task is requested. The re-optimization of the models
can take a lot of time depending on the size of the data used. Considering that decision
makers need to make the assignment process quickly, the models in the literature are not
suitable for a real-time system. Contrary to this situation, there is no need for re-training
in the system that was proposed in this study.

A machine learning solution incorporates a text-mining approach, on the other hand,
can be used to recommend efficiently a staff once it has been properly trained. After all,
given that project tasks are identified and described through textual information, text min-
ing emerges as one of the most effective ways for analyzing such textual data and deriving
valuable insights from it. Text mining, also known as text analysis or text data mining, is
a field that combines multiple disciplines to extract valuable information and knowledge
from unstructured text data [30]. Utilizing pre-processing techniques and algorithms, en-
ables automatic processing and interpretation of given text data, leading to several advan-
tages over manual content analysis, such as less required time and human work needed.
[14]. Mo et.al. proposed a model to improve the productivity of staff assignments using
text mining-based machine learning techniques. More than 82,000 collected maintenance
records from different universities were vectorized using Bag-of-Words (BOW). Logis-
tic Regression, Support Vector Machines, and Naive Bayes methods are used to train the
datasets. The models are then used to determine the personnel for specific tasks. As a
result, 77% of the tasks are correctly assigned to the correct personnel [23]. A similar
machine learning-based study was conducted to route service requests to the help desk
system to the correct staff. In the study, using algorithms such as SVM, Decision Tree,
and Naive Bayes, service request tickets are classified and routed to the right staff with
81% Accuracy [3].

Appropriate personnel assignment studies are directly related to companies working
on more than one project at the same time. It is possible that decision support systems
designed using datasets created from historical data may give worse results in real-time
data. In this context, the fact that a study on personnel assignment also works with real-
time data of companies is one of the important factors that increase the value of the study.
Especially for companies operating in the field of consultancy, assigning personnel using
real-time data has crucial importance. Companies that manage multiple projects are gen-
erally medium or large-sized companies, and these companies mostly run their projects
through ERP systems. In this study, real-time data obtained from the ERP system of a
software consultancy firm operating in Turkey were used. The performance obtained us-
ing real-time data with the proposed model in this study has similar results with the ana-
lyzes made using historical data in the literature. In fact, better results have been obtained
from many models that analyze using historical data in the literature. Considering this
structure, our study differs positively from the studies in the literature.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Grounded Theory

In qualitative research methods, the establishment of theories about data can lead to the
collection of specific data that validate that theory. If there are not enough theories in the
literature on a topic, deductive reasoning may not be the best way to find out true theories
about data. In order to draw meaningful conclusions about the collected data on any topic,
theories should be made about the existing data. In statistical analysis, this approach is
called grounded theory. Grounded Theory (GT) is a qualitative research method based on
the systematic construction of hypotheses and theories through the collection and analysis
of qualitative data [7]. It provides summarized ideas and concepts from the collected
data. GT follows 4 iterative rules: Finding representative concepts by reviewing the data,
recoding concepts using keywords, hierarchically grouping the codes into concepts, and
categorizing them by similarity. At the end of the iterative analysis, the categories and the
connections between them are used as theory.

2.2. TF/TFIDF

The most commonly used text vectorization methods in the literature are Term Frequency
(TF) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency Ratio (TF-IDF). TF simply in-
dicates the ratio of the occurrence of each word to the total number of words and is
calculated by dividing the frequency of occurrence of a word by the number of words in
the document [22]. Thus, if the ratio of a word is higher, it is considered as an important
and prominent word with respect to the topic of the document. On the other hand, TF-IDF
is calculated by multiplying the inverse document frequency, which indicates the impor-
tance coefficient of a word in a given document, by the term frequency. Thus, TF-IDF
considers not only the word frequency but also the importance coefficient of a word in
a document to indicate the coefficient. Since these approaches are most commonly used,
we tested them in our dataset and compared them with word embedding methods [31].

2.3. Word2Vec

Word2Vec, which is a word embedding approach, is a technique that maps words to a
vector of numbers. It uses a two-layer neural network model to understand the semantic
relationship behind words in a given context, and hypothesizes that words with close
meaning also have close vectorial distance [21]. This vectorization method has 2 different
learning algorithms, CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words) and Skip-Gram, as shown in
figure 1.

CBOW receives a couple of words Wn = Wt − 2,Wt − 1,Wt + 1,Wt + 2 as input,
where n denotes the window size of words and Wt denotes the target words. The main
principle of CBOW is to predict a particular word by analyzing the neighboring words.
On the other hand, Skip-Gram attempts to predict the surrounding words from the target
words, as a reversal of CBOW. Skip-Gram takes advantage of vectorization when a new
word appears in context. The projection layer in both models is an N-dimensional vector
projected by an encoded input vector. This layer stores a single set of common weights
and therefore projects all words to the same position.
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Fig. 1. Learning Models of Word2Vec Representation. The ’t’ represents the current
word. In CBOW, a window of context is employed to predict the target word by
considering both preceding and succeeding words. In contrast, Skip-Gram aims to
predict the previous and next words using the middle word as the context

2.4. Doc2Vec

The Word2Vec method attempts to discover similarity between words by using co-occurrence
frequencies and vector distances, but the Doc2Vec approach represents the entire docu-
ment or paragraph in a vector space rather than just words, regardless of text length [19].
Therefore, it is considered as an extension of the Word2Vec approach. In this method,
additional identifier information is added to the vector so that paragraph-to-paragraph re-
lationships can be learned and models can understand the similarities between paragraphs
behind words.

Fig. 2. Learning Approaches of Doc2Vec Representation. Similar to Word2Vec learning
but includes an extra information paragraph id
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The Doc2Vec representation method includes PV-DM (Paragraph Vector-Distributed
Memory) and PV-DBOW (Paragraph Vector-Distributed Bag of Words) like the CBOW
and Skip-Gram learning algorithms. PV-DM enables paragraph-specific word learning by
using the unique identity value of the paragraph along with the word vectors. On the other
hand, PV-DBOW does not take a word vector but the unique identification number of the
paragraph and tries to predict the target words (see Figure 2).

2.5. FastText

FastText is a text mining library developed by Facebook group for text classification and
word representation. The algorithm behind FastText is slightly different from other word
representation methods such as Word2Vec and Glove [4]. The FastText algorithm treats n-
grams at the character level of a word as the smallest unit. Using special delimiter symbols
at the beginning and end, words are divided into subwords of length n. For example, the
FastText representation of the word “detay” is ¡de,det,eta,tay,ay¿ if the n-gram is equal
to 3. After the composition of the n-gram subwords, the embedding vector of the word is
calculated as the average of these n-gram vectors. The remaining word learning processes
are similar to those of Word2Vec, where the neighboring words of the context are learned
using the skip-gram approach. FastText also has a text classification module that uses a
neural network to predict the class labels of input documents. The mean values of the
word embedding vectors form the document vector for the neural network model. After
the model is trained, documents or any text sentences can be classified using the model.

2.6. ITU NLP Tool

One of the main challenges in natural language processing studies is that each language
has its own unique linguistic structure. For example, in agglutinative languages, word
stems often change and become unrecognizable when new words are derived, while in
polysynthetic languages, words are conjugated by adding prefixes/suffixes that do not
cause stem changes [6]. Therefore, natural language processing algorithms should be de-
veloped in a language-specific manner to improve performance. ITU NLP Tool (Istanbul
Technical University Natural Language Processing Tool) is a web-based service specified
for Turkish languages and includes various linguistic analysis modules such as Tokenizer,
Normalizer, Morphological Analyzer, etc. [12]. The application analyzes and parses the
given text with different modules and uncovers linguistic word components in the text,
such as word stems, conjunctions, adverbs and adjectives. To clean and parse the words
in the dataset, we used the tool ITU NLP in our experiments.

2.7. Cosine Similarity

To perform a comparison of vectors, we need a measure that can calculate the similarity
of given vectors. Cosine similarity is one of the well-known methods to determine the
similarity between vectors that are not zero in an inner product space. Mathematically, it
measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors projected into a multidimensional
space, and the result is clearly limited to [0,1].
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The cosine similarity of two given vectors a and b is calculated by formula (1), where
a · b is the dot product of the vectors and ||a||, ||b|| are the length of the two vectors. If
the result of cosθ is equal to 1, it means that the given vectors are exactly equal [18].

3. Proposed Approach

Our system is designed to predict the most suitable staff when a task request is received
through the portal system. Assigning a task that requires specific qualifications to a staff
member who lacks adequate experience in those qualifications may result in delays, non-
completion, and financial losses. To address this issue, it is crucial to assign the most qual-
ified personnel to tasks. However, this approach may lead to imbalances in job-sharing
among staff and conflicts arising from simultaneous tasks across different projects. There-
fore, the system should offer multiple staff members, sorted based on their ability to meet
the task requirements. For instance, if a web development task requires design alterations,
a staff member specializing in front-end development could be sufficient. However, for
the development of a complete website, it is more efficient in terms of cost to assign a
staff member with experience in both back-end and front-end development. By consid-
ering the specific requirements of each task, our system aims to optimize staff allocation
and ensure task completion in a timely and cost-effective manner. In order to ensure that
our system compares needs of task and staff-wise qualification.

The system comprises two primary steps to fulfill its functionality. Firstly, the task
text is processed to identify the required skills, such as development, help desk, RD (Re-
search and Development). The task management module serves as a repository, storing
comprehensive information including task descriptions, subjects, and project names. This
module integrates with the company’s ERP systems and forwards the received tasks to
the text mining module through the ”Task Repository,” which acts as the database for the
management module.

Text Mining module performs to text data a series of operations such as the removal
of tags and punctuation. These operations ensure data cleanliness of the text data. We
also tried different types of pre-processing using the text mining methods such as stop-
words removal, word normalization and stemming as described in the dataset section. The
other key point has effect on performance is vectorization of the text data. Vectorization
is converting process of a data type to vectors that enables to analyses of textual data
with machine learning. Within our study, we experimented with 4 different vectorization
methods, namely TF, TFIDF, Word2Vec and Doc2Vec to compare the effect of different
vectorization methods and select the best method for the live system. The Python library
Scikit-Learn was used to implement the TF and TFIDF vectorization approaches [25].
These methods do not require a learning algorithm since they vectorize the words based
on the text statistics.

The Word2Vec and Doc2Vec methods are essentially a neural network model with an
input, a hidden, and an output layer that attempts to uncover the semantic relationship
between words. It is necessary to train these models to learn the semantic similarities spe-
cific to the data. However, it is crucial to avoid utilizing test data during the optimization
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process to prevent overfitting and ensure fair predictive performance of the model. Oth-
erwise, it is concluded that the results to be obtained are not reliable. Hence, the training
dataset is re-splitted into 80% validation training and 20% validation testing. Figure 3
summarizes all the steps of our proposed system.

The second main step of proposed system involves identifying the optimal staff mem-
ber for a classified task. The Staff Qualification module, which contains personnel in-
formation and the up-to-date qualifications, is used when deciding by system on the
assignment of new tasks to an employee who is the most suitable. The system utilizes
11 valued vectors, corresponding to class distribution, to represent the qualifications of
individual staff members. After receiving the predicted task text vector from the clas-
sification modules and the personnel qualification vectors from the Staff Qualification
module, the Decision Support System is activated to compare these vectors. In our ap-
proach, we employed cosine similarity for this comparison. Cosine similarity allows for
a value-wise comparison between vectors, where each value corresponds to a specific la-
bel. For example, value corresponding to ”Abap” label is compared to ”Abap” value of
prediction. However, total similarity is calculated by summing the element-wise similar-
ities. For instance, if a task involves full web development along with some data mining
analysis, our machine learning model possibly predict a vectors with higher values for
”ReDe” and ”Hybr” classes. Because data mining and web developments are concerned
with ”ReDe” and ”Hybr” classes, respectively. Therefore decision support module should
recommend some staffs who have experience for both of classes. Cosine similarity will
calculate higher score to a staff member whose qualification vector has higher values for
both ”ReDe” and ”Hybr” compared to a staff member who only excels in ”ReDe” but
has lower values for ”Hybr”. This approach ensures that our model predominantly rec-
ommends the most suitable staff members, thereby optimizing resource allocation and
reducing costs. Once a task is assigned to the staff by the system, upon its completion,
the personnel vector is updated based on the predicted task text vector obtained from the
machine learning model. As personnel specializing in one or more areas successfully ac-
complish tasks, their qualifications are also updated, enabling the company to monitor
and track the continuous improvement of its personnel.

4. Experiment Results

Our live system runs with initialization of modules, prediction of related fields and esti-
mation of the most suitable staff to the user for a newly received task from projects of the
consulting company. To obtain a reliable and stable estimation, the system needs to pre-
dict the field for a given task text as accurately as possible, and this is only possible if the
machine learning models have high predictive performance. Therefore, in an experimen-
tal step, different approaches for text vectorization, machine learning, and preprocessing
were compared.

The first stage of experimental work includes data organization and preprocessing
steps. The process of generating datasets involves four main steps. The first step is to
collect and tag project/task requests. The request tickets contain real-time project/task re-
quests from Detaysoft [1] which is one of the largest SAP consulting companies in Turkey.
The company uses its portal system to manage tasks, resources and business. Requests are
created and submitted by clients, managers or team leaders through the portal, along with
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Fig. 3. Architecture of end-to-end Decision Support System

the selection of employees to be assigned the tasks. The collected request tickets are then
downloaded, and irrelevant parts such as XML or HTML tags are removed. The result is
a dataset with 2103 texts explaining tasks.

The second step is to label the relevant data. Since the company does not have an
existing labeling pool, a qualitative research method called grounded theory is used to
establish the most accurate labeling pool. Project managers and team leaders processed
the raw data according to predefined rules and defined 11 class labels to label the samples.
These classes represent SAP installation, update and configuration processes ”Bsis,” soft-
ware development language ”Abap,” human resources processes ”HrGn,” e-commerce
platform operations ”Hybr,” and data processing and reporting processes ”BwBo.” Lo-
gistics processes are represented by three subclasses: Sales-Distribution ”LoSd”,” Qual-
ity Management ”LoQm” and Materials Management ”LoMm” Financial transactions
are represented by the labels ”FiCo” for cost accounting and ”FiRe” for financial prop-
erty management. The label ”ReDe” is assigned to jobs that fall outside these 10 defined
classes and usually require special expertise.

The third stage is the assignment of employee qualifications based on 11 predefined
class labels by Grounded Theory. Machine learning models were also used to perform
the assignment process systematically and based on the tasks performed by each em-
ployee. In this model, the employee qualifications dataset labeled by the team leaders was
used. With this model, it is aimed to predict in which areas a staff whose competencies
are given in writing is prone to develop projects. Since the team leaders will make im-
provements in the data labeling part, this model used in data labeling has only been used
to speed up the data labeling process. In this model, Word2Vec and LR were used and
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79% accuracy was achieved. For every completed task, a trained machine learning model
predicts a qualification vector comprising the 11 class distributions, which is then set as
the qualification distribution of the respective staff member. This approach enables the
measurement of staff experience and qualifications in different fields. However, since the
prediction performance of machine learning models is not 100%, the skill vectors were
set as changeable by the team leaders or the employees themselves against wrong values.

The last step involves the generation of different datasets through various preprocess-
ing techniques. In the text mining literature, it is well known that the use of unnecessary
words, word normalization, and stemming have positive or negative effects on model suc-
cess [32]. To show the impact of text preprocessing on machine learning prediction and
overall system success, the raw data was preprocessed by removing stop words, normal-
izing words, and stemming words in ITU NLP tool, and then stored separately for the
experiment (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Creation Steps of Different Dataset based on pre-processing

After pre-processing steps, dataset was divided into two parts to train and to test pro-
posed model. The numerical distribution of the data used for the training and testing
process in the models is shown in Figure 5. The data size of the training/testing sets was
balanced to avoid class-specific overfitting and to ensure the model learned for all classes.
Performance metrics are calculated by comparing the actual label of the task text in the
dataset with the predicted class label. For instance, if a test task belongs to the ”ReDe”
class and our model predicts it as ”ReDe”, it is considered a truly predicted sample. How-
ever, as previously mentioned, our model predicts an 11-valued vector prediction instead
of a single class. To provide a fair assessment of the vector-based predictions, we also
calculated the AUC score, which takes into account the overall performance of the vector
values. This allows for a more comprehensive evaluation and comparison of the model’s
predictions.

In the next phase, features were extracted using TF, TFIDF, Word2Vec and Doc2Vec.
As mentioned before, TF and TFIDF methods do not need training, but Word2Vec and
Doc2Vec methods need a training process as they are artificial neural network models.In
order to train Word2Vec and Doc2Vec models and find optimal hyperparameters the
GENSIM[28] and Optuna [2] libraries was used, respectively. Detailed information about
the parameter spaces for these two models can be found in Table 1. As mentioned earlier,
the main purpose of distributed word representation methods is to determine the vectors
of words based on their semantic similarities. However, our goal in this study is to classify
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Fig. 5. Numerical distribution of samples in training and testing phase

the text of a task sample that contains more than one word, and even sentences. There-
fore, it is necessary to calculate the vector of the sample from word vectors. To overcome
this challenge, it is chosen to use word vectors learned using word embedding methods,
and the vector of each task sample was formed by averaging the word vectors it contains.
A random set of parameters from the given space is automatically set in the model for
each iteration to perform a training and testing process in the optuna library. Therefore,
the validation data for the hyper-parameter optimization of Word2Vec and Doc2Vec are
reformed after each iteration depending on the parameter group.

Table 1. Parameter Space of Word2Vec and Doc2Vec representation methods for
hyper-parameter optimization

Parameter Parameter Space

Vector Size, Dimensionality of the word vectors (5 - 5000)
Word Window, distance between current predicted words (2 - 10)
Alpha, The initial learning rate (0.00001, 10)
Epoch, number of iteration over dataset [50,100,250,500,750,1000]
Training algorithm: 1 for skip-gram; otherwise CBOW. [0,1]
Minimum Count, Min. Number of occurence of words. (1 – 10)

Following the vectorization procedures applied to the raw text samples, the datasets
were prepared for utilization in machine learning models. Table 2 provides an overview of
the vector lengths for each sample across various vectorization approaches. Notably, the
Word2Vec and Doc2Vec-based vectors exhibit slightly shorter lengths due to the nature
of these methods, which involve embedding word representations.
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Table 2. Vector lenghts of samples after each pre-process methods
Pre-Process Method TF TFIDF W2V D2V

Word Normalized Data 12969 12969 4178 2227
Word Stemmed Data 5554 5554 1546 4309
Stop Words Removed Data 13708 13708 4995 812
Punctation Removed Data 13919 13919 2899 4891

In addition to pre-processing methods, choosing the most successful classification al-
gorithm for the live application system is also crucial for assigning tasks to the optimal
personnel. Hence, our study involved a comparison of five different machine learning al-
gorithms: logistic regression (LR), support vector machines (SVM), random forest (RF),
k-nearest neighbor (KNN), XGBoost (XGB), and FASTText. Each dataset generated us-
ing various approaches was trained and tested with these algorithms except FASTText.
Because, FastText classification module automatically converts the texts to vectors using
its own Word2Vec method. Therefore, no other vectorized datasets were used for Fast-
Text, only preprocessed data. Subsequently, the best-performing model was selected and
integrated into the end-to-end system. We also optimized hyperparameters due to reason
of algorithms has a significant impact on predictive performance. To make our system
more robust, the hyperparameters of the different algorithms were optimized separately
using the Optuna library. The space and list of hyperparameters of each algorithm that
were optimized are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameter Space of machine learning algorithms for hyper-parameter
optimization

Classification Algorithm Parameter Parameter Space
LR Regularization (C) 2−12 − 212

Solver Algorithm Linear, BFGS
SVM Regularization (C) 2−12 − 212

Kernel Linear, RBF, Polynominal
Gamma (0.000001 - 10)

RF Number of Trees (2 - 1000)
Criterion Gini, Entropy

KNN Number of Neighbors (2 – Number Of Samples)
Algorithm KD-Tree, Ball-Tree, Brute

XGB Number of Trees (2 - 1000)
Learning Rate (0.0001 - 10)
Alpha (0 - 32)
Gamma (0 - 32)

FASTTEXT Vector Size (3 - 5000)
Window Size (1-15)
Length of Word n-gram (1-5)
Training Algorithm [CBOW, Skip Gram]
Epoch [50,100,250,500,750,1000]
Learning Rate (0.00001 - 1)
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Once the optimal parameters were found, the models were trained using only the train-
ing data and their performance was calculated using the test data. The workflow during
the classification steps, starting with the partitioning of the data set and ending with the
model tests, is illustrated in Figure 6. For each vectorization and classification process,
the data was split in the same way and similar processes were performed to allow a fair
comparison between the algorithms. As a result of the classification step, the best prepro-
cessing, vectorization and classification methods in terms of working time, accuracy and
ease of implementation were decided and included in the text processing and classification
modules of the live system, respectively.

Fig. 6. Flow of validation and test process in machine learning experiments

The output of the classification module provides a prediction of what qualifications or
skills are required for a new task. Since 11 different classes are used in labeling the data,
the module outputs a vector containing 11 values for the class distributions. For example,
the probability distribution vectors predicted by the classification module for 4 different
test samples are shown in Table 4. The skill requirement of the first sample is predicted
to be more in the ”Lomm” class at 62.9%, and also has an ignorable relationship with
the ”Abap” field. The second sample, on the other hand, seems most likely to be related
to the ”Abap” department and therefore assigning ”Abap” skilled employees to this task
would be the best choice. However, it is clear that the third task requires a multi-skilled
employee who should have knowledge for both ”FiCo” and ”LoSd” as deduced from the
task text. Therefore, the use of an employee who has knowledge in both areas offers the
greatest possible benefit in terms of multi-project management.

Table 4. Output samples of machine learning model that contains 11 class label
distribution vector

ID Class Labels (Departments)
Abap ReDe Bsi BwBo FiCo FiRe HrGn Hybr LoMm LoQm LoSd

1 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.63 0.01 0.01
2 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.01
3 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.50 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.22
4 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.35 0.35 0.02 0.02
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 5 shows the results of the machine learning models for ”raw data,” i.e., no pre-
processing was done except for tag removal. It can be seen that the TF-IDF vectorization
method achieves the best results for all algorithms when analyzing the ”raw data”. The
Word2Vec method, on the other hand, seems to be the most unsuccessful representation
method for ”raw data”. Since the word embedding algorithms focus on the neighborhood
relationship of words in the sentence, the models may have learned the relationship be-
tween stop words rather than between keywords, and therefore may not have predicted the
correct vector representation that contains characteristic features related to classification
into the correct class.

Table 5. Accuracy and AUC scores of machine learning algorithms on Raw Dataset
which no any pre-processed applied

Method Accuracy AUC
TF TFIDF W2V D2V TF TFIDF W2V D2V

LR 0.7625 0.7886 0.5843 0.7648 0.9594 0.9697 0.9058 0.9611
SVM 0.7458 0.7981 0.5487 0.715 0.9578 0.9721 0.8941 0.9563
KNN 0.1639 0.6746 0.4774 0.6437 0.8072 0.9452 0.87 0.9226
RF 0.7268 0.715 0.5938 0.6603 0.9549 0.9506 0.9106 0.9366
XGB 0.6817 0.6461 0.5677 0.5582 0.9339 0.9206 0.9063 0.8824

The Word2Vec models achieved the best predictive performance among all methods
and models, with an accuracy of 80.52% in the dataset containing no stopwords (see Table
6). This result also proves that stop words have the opposite effect of the word embedding
methods in terms of prediction performance, as explained previously. 80.52% accuracy
obtained using real-time data with our proposed method is a similar accuracy with the
models developed using historical data in the literature. Obtaining similar accuracy with
real-time data caused us to evaluate our model as successful. In addition, the study pro-
poses a semi-autonomous system and leaves the final choice to the decision makers. For
this reason, it is predicted that model error rates close to 20% can be corrected by decision
makers. Our model will automate the pre-assignment tasks that require a lot of work, thus
allowing decision makers to exert much less effort.

Table 6. Accuracy and AUC scores of machine learning algorithms on Stop-word
cleaning applied Dataset

Method Accuracy AUC
TF TFIDF W2V D2V TF TFIDF W2V D2V

LR 0.7648 0.7933 0.7791 0.734 0.959 0.9717 0.9713 0.9573
SVM 0.7316 0.7933 0.8052 0.7055 0.959 0.9735 0.9749 0.9549
KNN 0.2375 0.6627 0.7173 0.4537 0.6613 0.945 0.9441 0.8313
RF 0.7221 0.7221 0.7791 0.7245 0.9529 0.9514 0.966 0.9437
XGB 0.0974 0.5796 0.7791 0.4608 0.5 0.8973 0.9701 0.8655
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The results of the data set containing normalization and stemming preprocessing are
shown in tables 7 and 8, respectively. There were no significant changes in the perfor-
mance of the machine learning algorithms for either. However, some results show ex-
tremely low performance, such as the 38% accuracy of KNN in the stemmed dataset or the
31% accuracy of XGB in the normalized dataset. These low accuracies can be explained
by overfitting due to the large hyperparameter optimization space of the algorithms.

Table 7. Accuracy and AUC scores of machine learning algorithms on normalization
process applied Dataset

Method Accuracy AUC
TF TFIDF W2V D2V TF TFIDF W2V D2V

LR 0.772 0.7838 0.7363 0.6746 0.9626 0.9718 0.9627 0.9436
SVM 0.7411 0.7815 0.7862 0.6437 0.9604 0.9751 0.9657 0.9263
KNN 0.1591 0.677 0.6722 0.5701 0.8601 0.9489 0.9456 0.9171
RF 0.7245 0.7292 0.772 0.6698 0.9541 0.9529 0.9673 0.942
XGB 0.3135 0.5202 0.7221 0.6461 0.7071 0.86 0.9638 0.9362

Table 8. Accuracy and AUC scores of machine learning algorithms stemming process
applied Dataset

Method Accuracy AUC
TF TFIDF W2V D2V TF TFIDF W2V D2V

LR 0.7458 0.7815 0.7292 0.7197 0.9519 0.971 0.9587 0.9513
SVM 0.7458 0.791 0.7672 0.696 0.9555 0.974 0.9665 0.9397
KNN 0.38 0.6556 0.7126 0.6057 0.7539 0.9463 0.9234 0.9008
RF 0.7672 0.7316 0.7815 0.715 0.9673 0.9642 0.9616 0.9477
XGB 0.5653 0.5629 0.7387 0.715 0.8912 0.9231 0.9609 0.9577

FASTText, another algorithm applied to our dataset, failed to outperform the other
machine learning methods, achieving a low prediction accuracy of 67%. The algorithm
splits each word within the sample text based on a given n-gran size for representation;
therefore, the word vectors may have lost their discriminative power with respect to the
field labels.

For example, the FASTText representation of the word ”detay” contains
< ”de”, ”et”, ”ta”, ”ay” > sub-word vectors when the n-gram size is set to 2. But the
word ”ay” also has many different meanings in Turkish. Therefore, it may be possi-
ble that contribution of sub-words to representation has some negative effect in Turkish
language.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for each class obtained from the
SVM-Word2Vec-NOSW model, which performed the best among all models, are shown
in Figure 7. The ROC curve is one of the performance measurement methods that shows
how well the model can separate classes for a binary problem. The ROC curve is plotted
with the TPR (True Positive Rate) against the FPR (False Positive Rate), with the TPR on
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Fig. 7. Plot of Area Under the Curve (AUC) for each class

the y-axis and the FPR on the x-axis. If the AUC value is equal to 1, this indicates that
the model is excellent at discriminating between the class labels of the samples. Since the
dataset used in our study consists of 11 classes, the OvR ( One-versus-Rest ) approach
was used, where each class was left alone to label the problem as binary to plot the ROC
curves.

After predicting the class vectors of the new task text, the recommendation process is
started. Our system was developed as a microservice that can be integrated into a com-
pany’s portal or ERP system. The front-end design of our application is shown in Figure
8. When a task is created and the information fields such as subject, description, project
and deadline are filled in, the automatic system is triggered to recommend the most suit-
able candidates for the task. Although the machine learning model predicted the text as
”LoSd” class, our model recommended some employees who have skills for ”LoQm” first.
The reason for this result is that our machine learning model does not predict a specific
class, but a vector of class distribution. It can be interpreted that the vector of task input
might have included some different requests for ”LoSd” besides ”LoQm”, and therefore
employees who have ”LoQm” skills are ranked first because the decision support system
recommends the most suitable candidate according to cosine similarity.

5. Conclusion

Efficiently managing multiple projects and ensuring timely completion poses significant
challenges for IT and consulting firms. It is necessary to assign tasks to the right peo-
ple in order to complete the tasks at hand together with limited human resources. The
assignment of tasks can only be decided by senior staff such as project managers or RD
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Fig. 8. User interface of proposed recommendation system

managers who know the qualifications of the staff. However, managing and controlling
task assignment is somewhat tedious, especially in large organizations that have numerous
teams and employees with different skills and qualifications.

Implementing an automated system that processes tasks and quickly recommend the
most suitable employees has the advantage of shortening project run times and avoiding
potential assignment problems. Our work involves the development of a decision support
service to recommend the most appropriate employees by analyzing the task text using
various methods to facilitate task assignment.

When a new task is entered through the system, the vector containing the task re-
quirements is automatically predicted and employees are recommended based on skill
similarities. Once the given tasks are completed, the qualifications of the assigned per-
sonnel are automatically updated with the task vector, using the same system. In this way,
tracking the progress of personnel is simplified and does not require further human in-
tervention. Since each employee is familiar with the required tasks and the qualifications
are updated regularly, the distribution of qualified personnel within the company can be
systematically and statistically recorded to support the HR department.

Establishing an automatic system, which handles tasks and quickly recommend the
most suitable employees, provide advantages on shorten completion times of project and
might have prevent potential assignment issues. Our work includes the development of
the decision support service, which aims to recommend the most suitable personnel by
analyzing the task text with various methods in order to facilitate task assignments. Unlike
other studies in the literature, our system developed to integrate a living real-time system
rather than the perform an optimization on static task/personnel dataset. When a new task
is entered over the system, the vector which includes requirement of task is automatically
predicted and employee are recommended based on qualification similarities. Just after
the related tasks is completed, qualifications of assigned personnel is updated with task
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vector automatically using the same system. Thus, the tracking of personnel progress is
simplified and not need more human interference. Besides, since the each employee get
experienced with skill required tasks and qualifications are updated regularly, the qualified
staff distribution within the company can reported in systematically and statistically to use
in process of human resource department.

Since the main goal of our study is to present the general architecture of a deci-
sion support system working with integrated enterprise software, some new generation
transformer-based text representation approaches such as ELMo [26], BERT [10] have
not yet been considered. In future studies, the success rate of the recommender system
will be improved by adding new class labels for subdepartments and using state-of-the-
art text representation models. In addition, although employee workload is recorded in the
portal system, this information is not functionally used in task assignment. In the next ver-
sion of the application, a more complex system will be developed that includes workload,
qualifications, and task assignments.
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Abstract. The advent of newer and better technologies has made Human Activity 

Recognition (HAR) highly essential in our daily lives. HAR is a classification 

problem where the activity of humans is classified by analyzing the data collected 

from various sources like sensors, cameras etc. for a period of time. In this work, 

we have proposed a model for activity recognition which will provide a 

substructure for the assisted living environment. We used a genetic search based 

feature selection for the management of the voluminous data generated from 

various embedded sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, etc. We evaluated 

the proposed model on a sensor-based dataset - Human Activities and Postural 

Transitions Recognition (HAPT) which is publically available. The proposed 

model yields an accuracy of 97.04% and is better as compared to the other 

existing classification algorithms on the basis of several considered evaluation 

metrics. In this paper, we have also presented a cloud based edge computing 

architecture for the deployment of the proposed model which will ensure faster 

and uninterrupted assisted living environment. 

Keywords: Activity Recognition; HAR; Genetic Search Algorithm; HAPT; SMO; 

Edge Computing; Cloud Computing. 
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1. Introduction 

Old age refers to the critical part of life where a person is more prone to various 

accidents and life threatening hazards. As per the survey led by World Health 

Organization (WHO), old age population will grow by 56%, from 962 million in the 

year 2017 to 1.4 billion speculated in 2030 and the population will be doubled to2.1 

billion by the year 2050 [2]. Old age requires proper care, comfort as well as alert 

monitoring but today’s fast-paced lifestyle of family members do not allow them to 

always stay near and be vigilant. So it is the need of the hour to provide assisted living 

based on activity recognition. HAR is considered as evolutionary technology listed 

under the category of pervasive computing which is applicable to lots of real-life-care 

activities such as assisted living, smart home models, disaster detection, healthcare, 

fitness tracking, etc. [1]. This assisted living with healthcare monitoring facility can be 

extended to elderly people without invading their privacy which is a very important 

aspect. This concern has been addressed with the use of implanting sensors to various 

wearable gadgets. Now for monitoring and analysis purpose, the HAR is generally 

obtained by collecting, compiling, and analyzing sensor or visual data [4]. Apart from 

this for research purpose, many sensor-based datasets such as OPPORTUNITY, 

MHEALTH, WISHDM, UCI-HAR [7], HAPT [8], etc. are also available in the public 

domains which are obtained by collecting data from both body-worn sensors and 

ambient sensors. There are some activity recognitions data collected from subjects in 

natural out-of-lab settings but do not quantify recognition accuracy [6]. 

Over last two-decade various research works have been done in the area of HAR. 

Starting from Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) to knowledge based approach, Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) based models [37, 38, 39], Dual-Path CNN-RNN models are used to 

classify activities [31]. The dire necessity is to find a method to classify the activities 

that minimizes the cost involved while maximizing the production efficiency [5, 40]. In 

this regard the use of smart phones embedded with built-in sensors such as microphones, 

dual cameras, accelerometer, gyroscopes, etc. can be considered as a pertinent option to 

enable cost minimization objective. 

1.1. Motivation 

After studying the various works done in the field of HAR, we could find the following 

limitations: 

 The use of vision-based activity recognition hampers the privacy of elderly people. 

 Some authors use environmental sensors which defy portability to achieve mobility, 

and also might give trouble if multiple people are in the same space. 

 The use of wearable sensors might be uncomfortable and irritable for elderly 

persons. 

 Scarcity of data in ontological, knowledge-driven method fails to define 

abnormality in the data. 

 A variant of accuracies and time complexities were found by using different 

classification techniques. We can say that the quest to achieve higher accuracy gives 
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rise to higher time complexity [27] which can be a big problem in the 

implementation of Mobile-based health application. 

In all the works done in the literature, basically two challenges arise those have 

motivated us towards our proposed work such as: 

As data acquisition through these smart phones contains a large number of features; 

it makes classification susceptible to over-fitting and increases the training and testing 

time of classification [18]. To avoid this, feature selection contributes a lot in getting the 

essential features as a subset of original features to avoid over-fitting. It can be filter-

based, wrapper-based, and embedded. In the case of elderly activity recognition, filter-

based feature selection is preferred as it preserves the original features and finds a subset 

of best features by keeping accuracy as a threshold [36]. Even though, the classification 

algorithms those have their primary potential as features selection are used in embedded 

feature selection, the demand for resource usage is huge when computed [9]. After 

dimensionality reduction, the next task performed is activity classification for which 

many Machine Learning based algorithms have been used.  

Utilizing wearable gadget’s limited resources such as memory, energy, embedded 

sensors may lead to a decrease in computation performance and efficiency of the system. 

It is also important to develop a model which is movable, consumes low-battery, uses 

low-cost sensors, gives high accuracy, and preserves the privacy of the user [11]. So the 

amalgamation of Edge computing with Mobile Cloud computing can be a feasible 

solution. 

1.2. Contributions 

Keeping into consideration the above mentioned limitations and challenges; we propose 

a model that has a threefold contribution: 

 We have proposed a cost efficient feature selection based approach for HAR 

classification.  

 A comparison of obtained results of activity recognition with and without 

implementation of feature selection was performed. 

 We have also proposed a cloud-based architecture for the development of a mobile 

application of HAR for elderly care.  

Section 2 presents a summarization of related works done in this area with the 

limitations The proposed methodology is discussed in Section 3 and the experimentation 

with results is stated in Section 4. In Section 5, proposed cloud architecture is described 

and Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work. 

2. Related Work 

HAR has a crucial functionality towards the management of several health risks and 

diseases and providing an assisting environment is the purpose of an activity recognition 

system. So many works have been proposed by several researchers regarding activity 

recognition in the last two decades. In this section, we have discussed the major works 
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done in the field of HAR to develop elderly care applications along with the 

corresponding limitations and research gaps. 

Most recently, a hybrid LSTM was implemented with the Bayesian optimizer which 

achieved 99.39% of accuracy when experimented with the UCI-HAR dataset [28], but 

the model does not contain any postural transitions (sit-to-stand, stand-to-sit, sit-to-lie, 

etc.). A CNN-LSTM model integrated with Adam optimizer, when tested for HAR with 

datasets WISDM and UCI-HAR, obtained an accuracy of 95.85% and 95.78% 

respectively [27], but the computation is mentioned to be slow as the dependency in 

between does not allow parallel processing. Researchers have also used the Sequential 

Floating Forward Search (SFFS) feature extraction technique and SVM classification 

algorithm and achieved 96.81% accuracy. Using deep embedding derived from a fully 

convolutional neural network to classify the activities of several datasets and the 

WISDM dataset gave an accuracy of 91.3% with Personalized Triplet Network (PTN) 

[3]. A binary classification dataset has been proposed to achieved an accuracy of 

96.81% by applying Random Forest [26]. 

MLP which implements Xavier’s algorithm for random weight initialization [12] has 

been used for HAR using off-the-shelf smart-watches as well as location was added 

using movement information. For feature extraction and classification, histogram of 

gradient, and Fourier Descriptor based on Centroid signature, were adopted [17] 

respectively with UCI-HAR dataset. But in these contexts, researchers mentioned that 

the continuity of an activity, and unintended movements of the lower body part can 

introduce noise in the dataset which might lead to misclassification. A Dual-Path CNN-

RNN that was integrated with Adam optimizer, for the purpose of achieving multi-size 

receptive field for better feature extraction the CNN was used. Next Recurrent Neural 

Network(RNN) and fully connected layers has been used to learn map between given 

feature and to produce output for HAR [16]. Implementation of classifiers such as MLP, 

SVM, and RBF which gave 81.52%, 72.18%, and 90.23% respectively [1].Various 

decision trees like Random Forest, Random Tree, Hoeffding Tree, Decision Stump, J48, 

and REP Tree were used as the parameters for the MetaAdaboostM1 classifier [19].The 

use of various sensors could capture contextual information which monitored and 

reflected one side of a situation using a knowledge-based approach.  Thus both coarse-

grained and fine-grained activity recognition were enabled [14]. However, the problem 

is that use of body-worn sensors [1, 19-20] can be exasperating to the elderly, and also 

environmental [13] sensors can create problems if more than one person is in the same 

space.  

Khan et al. [34] collected 12 activity data from 20 participants and implemented 1D 

CNN for feature extraction, which uses spatial and discriminative features of the data. 

Then features are forwarded to LSTM having softmax activation function, which 

exhibited an accuracy of 90%.  Yang et al. [35] used CSAS datasets, which segregated 

the data according to the number of members in the family to implement a sensor data 

contribution significance analysis. They used a Wide time-domain Convolutional Neural 

Network (WCNN) on all segregated groups, which gave 97% accuracy for Kyoto8. 

A summary of all the major sensor-based algorithms used by several researchers is 

presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of major sensor based algorithms used 

Author Year 
Optimizer and Feature 

Extractor 
Classifier Accuracy in % 

Sakorn[28] 2021 Bayesian Optimizer CNN-LSTM 99.4 

Xia[27] 2020 Adam Optimizer CNN 95.8 

Ahmed[33] 2020 SFFS SVM 96.8 

Burns[3] 2020 -- PTN 91.3 

Taylor[26] 2020 -- Random Forest 96.8 

Kwon[12] 2018 Xavier’s 

Algorithm(Weight 

Initialization) 

MLP 95.0 

Jain[17] 2017 Histogram of gradient Fourier Descriptor based 

on Centroid Signature 

97.1 

Yang[16] 2019 Adam optimizer and 

CNN feature Extractor 

Dual path CNN-

RRNN(DPCRN) 

99.9 

Chermbumroong[1] 2012 -- RBF 90.2 

Walse[19] 2016 J48(Parameter) MetaAdaboostM1 97.8 

Khan[34] 2022 1D CNN LSTM 90 

Yang[35] 2022 -- HAR_WCNN 95 

 

Vision-based methods were also used by researchers to detect the target’s posture, 

then the movement and speed value of the target has been determined and finally, the 

target’s interaction with objects in the environment concluded the activity recognition 

[15]. A sequential Deep Trajectory Descriptor (sDTD) with CNN-RNN and CNN for 

feature extraction with MLP classifier has been used for vision-based action recognition 

[23, 24]. Researchers found three problems in vision-based data namely background 

changes with the self-occlusion, changing size or orientation of the subject, and different 

activities with similar postures. In this concern, a person-tracking system was used to 

control self-occlusion, multi-features to solve change in size and orientation of the 

subject, and embedded Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to eliminate unnecessary data 

usage during testing time improve computational processing, and also increase 

recognition performance [25]. 

3. Methodology 

Providing assisted living requires recognizing the activities of daily living to be most 

accurate. In this concern, we propose the following Genetic algorithm method for 

efficient selection of features and then classify them. GA is considered as a speculative 

global search heuristic that is inspired by the analogy of natural theory of evolution. It 

works faster in comparison to other methods as instead of a single point, it has the 

capacity to search a population of points in parallel. The diagrammatic representation of 

the steps involved in activity recognition is shown in Figure 1. 

Our proposed method can be broadly divided into the following three steps: 

 Data Acquisition 

 Feature Selection 

 Classifier 
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3.1. Data Acquisition 

After conducting a study on the datasets available in public repository for the purpose of 

HAR, we found Human Activities and Postural Transition (HAPT) to be more suitable 

for our work as it includes a variety of activities along with different Postural transitions. 

HAPT is a publicly available dataset for human activity recognition that includes 

postural transitions. Postural transitions are transitory movements that describe the 

change of movement from one static posture to another [8]. This dataset has three static 

postures (‘standing’(Sd), ‘sitting’(Sn), ‘lying’(L)), three ambulation activities 

(‘walking’(W), ‘walking downstairs’(WD), and ‘walking upstairs’(WU)), and Postural 

Transition (PTs) that occur between the three existing static postures (‘stand-to-

sit’(SdtSn), ‘sit-to-stand’(SntSd), ‘sit-to-lie’(SntL), ‘lie-to-sit’(LtSn), ‘stand-to-

lie’(SdtL), and ‘lie-to-stand’(LtSd)’). To make a data collection more convenient to use 

and readily available smart phones are used with embedded sensors [7].  An example of 

a dataset collection from a postural change in sit to stand position is given in Table 2. 

Use of embedded gyroscope as well as Tri-axial accelerometer in a proper frequency 

collected the data captured when the human body is in motion. Tri-axial linear 

acceleration and angular velocity signal at a sampling rate of 50Hz has been used for 

data collection process. To reduce the data volume, the collected data has been pre-

processed by using a 3rd order low-pass Butter-worth filter with a cut-off frequency of 

20Hz. In total there are 12 activity labels. For the usage of the ground truth for manual 

labeling, a synchronization of the experimental videos was made with the signals. The 

dataset contains 561 attributes and 10929 instances. The description of the dataset is 

given in Table 3. 

3.2. Feature Selection 

Feature selection is used to eliminate redundant and irrelevant data from a huge dataset 

which makes the classification less time-consuming. We used Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

as a filter-based feature selection for activity recognition. This algorithm was proposed 

by John Holland which is based on Darwin’s survival of the fittest theory. The genetic 

algorithm follows natural selection and natural genetics. It focuses on an optimized 

solution from a population of possible solutions to a particular problem. The 

implemented GA’s reproduction follows simple roulette wheel algorithm where each 

feature/attribute is given a slot size according to the fitness value. This method passes 

highly reproductive features to the mating pool where several combinations of features 

are made known as crossover to yield the best set of highly performing features.  
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed feature section model 
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Table 2. Sample Dataset Collection from Sit-to-Stand posture change 

Sl. 

No 
Attributes Value Pictorial Instance 

1 tBodyAcc-mean()-X 0.207213 

 

2  tBodyAcc-mean()-Y -0.58208 

3 tBodyAcc-mean()-Z -0.399343892 

4 tGravityAcc-correlation()-X,Y -0.982534872 

5  tBodyAccJerk-mean()-Y -0.068908792 

6  tBodyAccJerk-iqr()-Z -0.9287475 

7 tBodyAccJerk-entropy()-X 0.09645113 

8  tBodyAccJerk-arCoeff()-Y,1 -0.338437577 

9  tBodyGyro-mad()-Z -0.020437 

10  tBodyGyro-arCoeff()-Z,3 0.145486046 

11  tBodyGyroJerk-mad()-Z -0.776968802 

12  tBodyGyroJerk-sma() -0.85979946 

13  tBodyAccMag-max() -0.01035274 

14 fBodyAcc-bandsEnergy() -0.99676242 

15  fBodyAccJerk-energy()-X -0.978527667 

16 fBodyGyro-bandsEnergy() -0.990614018 

17  fBodyBodyGyroMag-mean() -0.527555664 

18  angle(Z,gravityMean) -0.27074774 

19 CLASS SIT_TO_STAND 

Table 3.  Dataset Description 

Human Activities and Postural Transitions Recognition Dataset 

Instances 10929 

Attributes 561 

Activities Static Postures 3 

Ambulation Activities 3 

Postural Transitions 6 

Total 12 

The steps involved in GA are described as follows: 

(i) Calculate Fitness: Selection of pairs those will be participating in the reproduction 

process is selected on the basis established by the objective function. We have used 

Correlation-based feature selection (CFS) based fitness function for evaluation of 

subset and subsequent selection of optimal features. Using a heuristic evaluation 

function that uses correlation, ranking of attributes are done in CFS [10]. The 

independent attributes, those correlate with each other with the class label are first 

put into a separate subset using attribute vector. Now these subsets are evaluated by 

the function. As per the CFS method only relevant attributes show a higher degree 

of correlation. At the same time the probability of surfeit attributes need to be 

identified as being derived features they will also show a higher degree of 

correlation with the original attribute. The Eq. (1) is used for assessment of subset 

comprising 'n' features evaluating the goodness of the feature subset. Our genetic 

feature selection performs a search through the space of feature. 

                                                        (1)    

 

 

Where, Fx represents the evaluation of a subset of x that has n features 
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in it.  and  represent the average correlation value between features, class 

labels and between two feature respectively. 

(ii) Reproduction: The term reproduction is used GA for the purpose of selecting the 

fittest item from the population of strings hinge on the fitness value Fx calculated. In 

the reproduction process, based on the value Fx generated by the objective function 

(also called fitness function), the individual strings are copied. Here, Fx refers to the 

fitness value that indicates some measure of goodness, utility, or profit, that is 

needed to be maximized. It is the raw performance measure of the individuals 

provided by the fitness function based on which selection is biased. Now, these 

selected individuals are recombined to produce the next generation. From the 

participating individuals, the string values get copied according to their fitness 

values indicates that the string with a higher value has a higher probability of 

contributing one or more offspring in the next generation. Genetic information 

between pairs or larger groups is exchanged using the recombination operator. 

(iii) Crossover: The technique used to produce the offspring or the new generation 

string is termed as crossover. It is a process where two of the fit individuals are used 

for creating a fitter next generation individual. In this process any two individuals 

are selected from the selection pool created in the reproduction phase, and a part of 

their gene gets exchanged to create the new individual [21]. The crossover process 

uses probability index for choosing pairs from the population pool for the purposes 

of breeding. If a single point crossover is implemented then the value in the i
th

 

position gets exchanged in between the participating pair of parents. The position i 

is chosen randomly anywhere within the string length, i.e., within 1 and len-1 where 

len represents the length of the string. This chosen value for i remains constant 

throughout the entire crossover process. For example, let’s consider the following 

two parents represented in the form of binary strings: 

Pa1 = 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0,  

Pa2 = 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.  

And let’s assume the value of i=6.  

After applying single-point crossover the offspring created will be 

Of1 = 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0,  

Of2 = 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0. 

(iv) Mutation: Mutation operates in the background towards ensuring the probability of 

appearance of a subspace within a total population to never become zero. The effect 

of mutation tends towards impeding the risk of convergence to a local optima in lieu 

of reaching the global optima. The crossover process after repeatedly applied there 

is a lot of chance that the resultant offspring in the successive generations would 

become identical to the initial pool. To avoid this, mutation process is responsible 

for the key functionality of making changes in the genetic pool. It makes minor 

changes to the offspring's genome chosen in random, thus ensuring only a small 

portion of the total population getting affected. Now this change applied may or 

may not be beneficial to the individual. Once the recombination and mutation 

process are applied, the newly generated mutated strings are decoded again, applied 

with the objective function to get a fitness value Fx that is assigned to each 

individual. If the applied mutation is advantageous, then the fitness gets increased 

and the selection mechanism approves the gene to remain in the pool but in case it 
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is the other way, then the mutated gene is removed from the population pool by the 

selection process itself. With this the performance of individuals are always 

expected to be on rise as only fit participants are preserved and reproduce to create 

an ever fitter generation removing the participants who are less fit.  

The selected features are repeatedly tested and exchanged to produce best set of 

features. Mutation is a secondary variable with small probability alters the value of a 

feature's position. The mutation step might seem secondary but it helps us to prevent 

premature loss of important features. 

Each chromosome consists of genes and the genes have a specific value and position 

to represent a feature. The terminology of biological genetic for AI is given in Table 4. 

We obtained the best feature by applying reproduction, crossover, and mutation on the 

initial features. This feature selection approach is more effective as the searching is 

applied using stochastic operators instead of deterministic rules. It searches for the 

solution from the population instead of a single point. These strings follow three simple 

operators to yield an improved result. 

Table 4. Comparative terminology between Biology and AI 

Biological terminology AI terminology 

Chromosome String 

Gene Feature, Character, Or Detector 

Allele Feature Value 

Locus String Position 

Genotype Structure 

Phenotype 
Parameter set, Alternative solution, 

Decoded structure 

Epistasis Nonlinearity 

3.3. Classifier 

After selecting the features in this work, for the classification of 12 activities ranging 

from Static Postures to Postural Transitions, we used Sequential Minimal Optimization 

(SMO) algorithm. A divide and conquer technique is applied in SMO, where in order 

solve to a big Quadratic Programming (QP) problem, it is first divided into a series of 

smaller QP problems. These problems are further subdivided into still smaller sub-

problems till the smallest possible QP is attained. Then each of these sub-problems is 

solved analytically. In order to avoid numerical those are time consuming, SMO 

approach uses an inner loop for QP optimization. The consumption of memory in SMO 

is linear in the training set size. 

Usually, support vector classifiers are trained using SMO where the scaled 

polynomial kernels are applied on them. Next, standard sigmoid function is applied on 

the non-fitting results those are obtained from SVM for transforming them into 

probabilities [29]. The typical functionality of SMO involves missing value handling 

and replacements, conversion of attributes from nominal to binary ones and 
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normalization of all numeric attributes. To train a SVM, large QP requires an 

optimization problem. 

4. Experimentation and Results 

The proposed model is implemented using Waikato Environment for Knowledge 

Analysis (WEKA) tool of version 3.9.5 for experimentation and used python in Google 

collaboratory for result analysis. A random partitioning of the HAPT dataset used is 

done in 70:30 ratios towards training and testing purpose respectively. The 

experimentation is based on two parts: one is classification without feature selection, 

and the second is classification with feature selection.  

4.1. Classification without Feature Selection Model 

The classifiers DL4jmlp, Decision table, Simple logistic, J48, and SMO algorithm were 

applied on the HAPT dataset and it was found that SMO performs best in terms of 

accuracy and model building time in comparison to other algorithms. The details of the 

test results are given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Comparison between other approaches and the proposed approach 

Algorithm 
Accuracy with 

561 features (%) 

Model Building time 

(in Seconds) 

DL4jmlp 96.27 228.3 

Simple Logistic 96.91 106 

Decision Table 80.60 119.9 

J48 92.77 18.42 

SMO 97.07 10.4 

 

Analysis of the confusion matrix of the above algorithms showed that the classifiers 

made similar misclassifications except for SMO. The training time of DL4jmlp, Simple 

Logistic, Decision Table, J48, and SMO are 178.07s, 101.82s, 82.14s, 12.30s, and 5.62s 

respectively. All these measures led us to implement SMO in our final model for 

Activity classification. A Polynomial kernel function was used. We set SMO’s 

complexity parameter to 1.0 and € to 1.0E-12 which we found to be the optimum 

parameters. The validation sets were carried out using 70% training and 30% testing 

percentage split. 

4.2. Classification with Feature Selection Model 

The dataset contains 561 attributes from where we tried to reduce some irrelevant and 

redundant features by applying the genetic search algorithm based on its parallelism and 
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wide space search capabilities. In the Feature Selection Model whole volumetric data 

with 561 features was given as input to the feature selection algorithm i.e., Genetic 

algorithm. Each attribute in the dataset is considered as an individual feature which is 

referred to as a gene in the biological system. From the search space, a population (Z) of 

size 20 is chosen randomly in each batch then the fitness of the genes is calculated using 

the CFS. Reproduction is performed on these genes according to the fitness value after 

that crossover and then the mutation is performed on the chosen population. In Table 6, 

we have described the parameters used in the genetic search algorithm. 

Our population type is numeric and a total of 20 generations (G) of off-springs are 

generated. We changed the value of Crossover Probability (CP) and Mutation 

Probability (MP) from 0.1 to 0.5 and 0.011 to 0.055 respectively to find the optimal 

subset of features. In the first row of Table-5, the CP and MP are 0.1and 0.011 

respectively suggests that 10% of the offspring of the next generation is created through 

the crossover by increasing the mutation by 1.1% in each iteration of subspace in the 

current generation's population. Finally, we generate 20 G of offspring, and then the 

final set of fittest features was selected. The details of the experimentation results are 

given in Table 7. 

Table 6. Parameters used in Genetic Algorithm 

GA Parameters Values 

Total Features 561 

Population Size(Z) 20 

Population Type Numeric 

Generations(G) 20 

Crossover Probability(CP) 0.1-0.5 

Mutation Probability(MP) 0.33-0.77 

The testing of selected attributes was carried out for activity recognition using the 

SMO algorithm. SMO was set to Polynomial Kernel function and every selected feature 

set were tested with the selected classification algorithm where we can see that the 

feature selected using CP and MP with .3 and .033 respectively gives us the best result 

with minimal time. 

4.3. Result Analysis and Discussion 

We used performance metrics such as True Positive Rate (TPR), Precision, Recall, F1-

measure, and Receiver operating Curve to analyze the efficacy of the proposed model. 

We also presented the performance metrics for each activity to analyze the classification 

and misclassification results of the proposed model. 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of model building time between the original dataset 

and the dataset that was produced after feature selection was applied. It was observed 

from the experimental results that SMO and J48 take less model-building time as 

compared to other classifiers. DL4jMLP is an extension of MLP, which means it is 

capable of fitting a wide range of smooth, nonlinear functions with higher accuracy, but 
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due to fully connected layers, Dl4jMLP has a very high number of parameters, and it 

tends to increase the model building time hence making it cost-effective. 

Table 7. Feature Selection and classification 

CP MP Attributes Accuracy (In %) 
Model Building 

Time(seconds) 

0.1 

0.011 262 96.09 5.00 

0.022 269 96.43 5.03 

0.033 276 96.76 4.22 

0.044 285 96.18 4.12 

0.055 271 96.06 4.7 

0.2 

0.011 176 95.42 3.90 

0.022 278 96.58 4.16 

0.033 264 96.61 5.08 

0.044 237 96.37 3.87 

0.055 265 95.91 4.31 

0.3 

0.011 275 95.76 4.95 

0.022 267 96.46 4.61 

0.033 281 97.04 4.75 

0.044 287 96.24 4.69 

0.055 270 95.91 3.66 

0.4 

0.011 190 96.04 2.75 

0.022 212 96.34 4.91 

0.033 231 96.24 3.64 

0.044 225 96.00 4.25 

0.055 250 96.34 3.34 

0.5 

0.011 218 96.49 4.33 

0.022 228 95.85 3.94 

0.033 211 96.46 3.33 

0.044 259 95.73 3.25 

0.055 249 96.03 3.33 

  

Simple Logistic performs well with linear data but our dataset contains non-linear 

data so the model building time is higher in comparison to J48 and SMO. The 

calculation of decision table is a complex multiclass classification and hence it increases 

the model building time. So we considered only SMO and J8 classifiers for comparison 

of activities in the context of postural transition. The ROC between SMO and J48 is 

shown in Figure 3 which indicates that SMO outperforms J48. 
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Fig. 2. Model building time analysis of the models with and without feature selection 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. ROC between J48 and SMO with 281 attributes (Sn_T_L) 

The accuracy percentage of the considered classifiers was computed and is shown as 

in Table-6. It is found that the time complexity and accuracy performance of the SMO 

algorithm outperforms all other algorithms. The proposed model achieved an accuracy 

of 97.04% with a standard deviation of 0.22, and a mean absolute error of 0.14. 

The comparison of obtained TPR, Precision, Recall, and F-measure for all the 

considered algorithms using selected attributes is presented in Table 8. Accuracy is the 

most intuitive performance measure but the ratio of correctly predicted classes to the 

total predicted observation i.e. precision helped to find out the percentage of our results 

that are relevant. From the experimental results, it was found that SMO achieved a 

precision of 95.7%, recall of 94.4% which indicates the ratio between correctly 

predicted positive observation and all observation in an actual class, and weighted 

average of precision and recall i.e. F-measure of 95.07%.  
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Table 8. Comparative results of considered classification algorithms 

Algorithms Accuracy (%) 
True positive 

rate (%) 
Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%) 

Dl4jMlp Classifier 95.21049 85.66 98.64 85.66 91.69 

Simple Logistic 96.79683 94.09 96.20 94.09 95.14 

Decision Table 78.76754 83.30 69.57 83.30 75.82 

J48 92.31239 91.39 92.64 91.39 92.02 

SMO 97.04088 94.43 95.72 94.43 95.07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Performance analysis of the SMO for all 12 activities 

The efficiency of the proposed model for each of the 12 activities in terms of TP 

Rate, precision, recall, and F-measure is shown in Figure 4. In previous researches the 

higher accuracy giving algorithms, Postural Transitions were not considered. Our 

proposed model gives an average TP Rate of 80.01% in postural transitions. Average 

percentage of other performance measures such as Precision, F-measure, and Recall 

obtained are 85.76%, 82.66%, and 80.18% respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Confusion matrix of the proposed model 
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The obtained confusion matrix is shown in Figure 5. From Figure 4 and Figure 5, it 

was observed that SMO performs well even after reducing the attributes to 50%. The 

confusion matrix indicates that more than 80% of postural transitions are true positives 

with least number of attributes. 

5. Proposed Cloud Architecture 

Utilizing a mobile’s limited resources, such as memory, energy, and embedded sensors, 

may lead to a decrease in the computation performance and efficiency of the system. It 

is also important to develop a model that is movable, consumes low battery, uses low-

cost sensors, gives high accuracy, and preserves the privacy of the user. So, the use of 

Mobile Cloud computing is a feasible solution as it combines mobile computing, cloud 

computing, and wireless networks [32]. This architecture provides an environment to 

continuously track and monitor the activities of elderly people irrespective of the 

availability of an Internet connection without invading their privacy. Figure 8 shows an 

overview of the proposed architecture. This proposed architecture has three Layers: 

Data Acquisition Layer (DAL), Edge Layer (EL), Cloud Computing Layer (CCL), and 

Output Layer (OL). The process starts with the collection of data from various wearable 

gadgets continuously, offloading it to the cloud after passing it through the Edge layer 

for pre-processing and partial computation where the emergency situation is detected. 

After localizing the source of the signal, an alert is sent to the family member, caretaker, 

or medical practitioner with the status. 

DAL: This layer deals with collecting the data that is continuously get generated 

from the wearable devices used by the elderly person. Functionalities for sensing real-

time data and a user interface for easy status access are provided. Based on the 

involvement of users with the proposed system, two categories of users are identified - 

Active Users and Passive Users [30]. The Active User module works on the elderly 

person’s side and activates their wearable sensors for real-time data collection. The 

current day’s advanced wearable devices embedded with sensors have been found to be 

instrumental in providing personalized health services. They can be classified based on 

the area of usage as follows. Head-mounted devices like helmets, glasses, etc., wearable 

for the wrist, which includes bracelets, watches, and gloves, etc., various e-textiles such 

as cloths, inner wares, etc. and somatosensory modulators like various sensory control 

devices [22]. These devices are helpful in monitoring cardiovascular signals, salivary 

contents, sweat contents, physical activities, and the physiological signals of the active 

user. Through this monitoring, various physiological parameters such as heart rate, pulse 

rate, level of glucose, sodium in the blood, amount of uric acid, lactate, and potassium, 

as well as physical parameters such as sleep time, sitting time, daily activity, stets counts 

can be obtained for analysis. The collected data from the Active user module will be 

sent to EL directly if the Internet connection is available. In case of unavailability of the 

Internet, the collected data are streamed to a Local Repository, with the help of Wi-Fi or 

Bluetooth. Next, on availability of Internet, when the device gets network access, the 

data collected are uploaded to the EL and the repository is flushed. Passive User is a 

part of OL. This category refers to the family members/ care givers or medical 

practitioners who need to access the collected sensor data and are to be contacted 
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immediately in case of any anomalous situation identified with the activities for the 

active user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Proposed HAR model in cloud architecture 

EL: This layer is responsible for carrying out the following functionalities. 

1) Pre-processing and cleaning: The received raw sensor data are pre-processed and 

data cleansing is applied for producing a usable dataset.  

2) Feature Selection: From all the features available in the dataset, only relevant 

features are selected for further processing to ensure smoother and faster analysis of the 

data in the later phases. 

CCL: In this layer of the proposed architecture, the data for selected features is 

stored, managed, and computed for activity recognition. The data is stored in the Cloud 

Server after the offloading from the EL. In the Computation module, the proposed 

classification model is deployed. When a request is sent for the status check of the 

elderly or patient from any passive user module, computation is performed on the stored 
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data, and activity status is sent to the user via the network selection module. If any 

unusual activity is recognized, then an alert is sent to the Passive user. 

OL: This layer is responsible for all the communication between passive users and 

the cloud server. When the associated medical practitioners or caregivers request the 

user activity data for analysis, so that information regarding any improvement or 

deterioration in health can be derived, the data is sent to the requester in OL post-

authentication process. Similarly, if any deviation in the regular pattern of received data 

is observed, the cloud server, after localization of the anomaly, generates an alert and 

sends it to the OL. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

Due to the busy lifestyle of the current generation, assisted living has become almost the 

need for all elderly people who spend most of their time alone at home. This paper 

focuses on a cost-effective, efficient model to provide elderly care without invading 

privacy. The proposed model is movable, consumes low battery, and uses low-cost 

sensors, which makes it cost-effective and affordable by general users. Genetic 

Algorithm is used here for feature selection, which removes many redundant features. 

SMO classifier is applied next on the dataset with selected features for activity 

classification. After the comparison of the obtained result with J48, Simple Logistic, 

DL4jmlp, and Decision table, it is found that the proposed model outperformed all other 

algorithms when applied on a dataset with feature selection using GA. For deployment 

of the model in the cloud, this paper also proposes a cost and privacy-preserving 

architecture. The highlights of the proposed architecture are sensor-based gadgets, local 

repositories, and edge layers. This proposed feature selection model adds to the 

efficiency and can be used to classify real-time data in the future. The objective of this 

proposed architecture is to help elderly individuals live independently within their 

respective homes while emergency assistance and support are provided through family 

members, caregivers, and associated medical practitioners.  

As a future scope of work, the suggested model is proposed to be implemented in a 

real-life scenario. The experimentation has been carried out only on HAPT dataset. The 

authors propose to test the model on a custom-built real-life dataset as well. 
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Abstract. Static source code analysis techniques are gaining relevance in auto-
mated assessment of programming assignments as they can provide less rigorous
evaluation and more comprehensive and formative feedback. These techniques fo-
cus on source code aspects rather than requiring effective code execution. To this
end, syntactic and semantic information encoded in textual data is typically rep-
resented internally as graphs, after parsing and other preprocessing stages. Static
automated assessment techniques, therefore, draw inferences from intermediate rep-
resentations to determine the correctness of a solution and derive feedback. Conse-
quently, achieving the most effective semantic graph representation of source code
for the specific task is critical, impacting both techniques’ accuracy, outcome, and
execution time. This paper aims to provide a thorough comparison of the most
widespread semantic graph representations for the automated assessment of pro-
gramming assignments, including usage examples, facets, and costs for each of
these representations. A benchmark has been conducted to assess their cost using
the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) as a baseline. The results demonstrate that the Code
Property Graph (CPG) is the most feature-rich representation, but also the largest
and most space-consuming (about 33% more than AST).

Keywords: semantic representation, source code, graph, source code analysis, au-
tomated assessment, programming.

1. Introduction

Reasoning over graph representations of source code has innumerous applications in a
wide variety of areas, ranging from software security (e.g., for detecting bugs [48, 15]
and vulnerabilities [25, 80], and de-obfuscating code [52, 4, 64]) to coding assistance and
computer science education (e.g., predicting variable and method names [1, 4], inferring
types [36, 47], detecting similar code [74, 34, 68, 50], inferring specifications [13], and
automated program repairing [14, 24]). Automated assessment has also been driving ef-
forts into such techniques [43], as “looking” directly at the source code can enable less
rigid assessment as well as richer and more formative-driven feedback than considering
the result of its execution.
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Achieving an effective representation for inference is a critical step in these techniques
because it is an important determinant of accuracy, performance, and cost. On the one
hand, encoding too much information leads to higher complexity. On the other hand, less
information can reduce the accuracy of the technique. As far as the authors are aware,
there is no comparison of these representations in the literature from a practical point of
view, let alone for our purpose of automatically generating feedback for programming
tasks. The goal of this work is to provide a detailed comparison of the most relevant
semantic graph representations of source code to find out which is the most adequate for
automatic feedback generation on programming assignments. Such a comparison should
not only reveal which aspects of the source code each representation captures and which
is the simpler representation that answers the questions at hand, but also suggest possible
new ways to explore some semantic graph representations for the purpose here intended.

This work constitutes an intermediate step to building ground to the decision of which
representation(s) to use in each phase of our novel automated feedback mechanism, that
given an incorrect attempt (1) selects the closest correct solution from the dataset of past
solutions and (2) identifies the differences between the wrong attempt and the correct one
selected. To this end, we briefly describe each representation and present some recent
work that uses them. We also perform feature coverage and a practical comparison of the
presented semantic graph representations. The results are shown and discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the most rel-
evant semantic graph representations of source code. Section 3 compares the presented
representations according to several aspects, using some typical program samples found
in introductory programming classes. Section 4 reviews and discusses results. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the main contributions of this study. Relevant literature work is
combined with the presentation of the representations and the discussion of results.

2. Intermediate Representations of Source Code

Research in the fields of program analysis and compiler design has developed a num-
ber of semantic graph representations of source code to reason about different aspects
of programs. This section presents the most relevant semantic graph representations of
source code for assessing submissions to programming assignments. Firstly, it introduces
the AST, i.e., the “mother” of all representations. After the AST, five flow-based repre-
sentations are introduced, namely the Control Flow Graph (CFG) and its interprocedural
variant, the Evaluation Order Graph (EOG), the Data Flow Graph (DFG), and the Call
Graph (CG). The two following subsections present two dependency-based representa-
tions, namely the Program Dependence Graph (PDG) and the System Dependence Graph
(SDG). Finally, the Code Property Graph (CPG), which combines syntax, flow, and de-
pendence information, is described.

Fig. 1 depicts the relationships between the selected semantic graph representations.
The nodes illustrate the semantic graph representations, whereas the edges denote the
relationships among them. There is a relationship between two representations if one is
“based” (i.e., captures information from) on the other. The edge direction indicates the
source of information. Syntax-based, flow-based, dependence-based, and mixed informa-
tion representations are highlighted in different grey levels.
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AST

DFG CFGEOG CG

PDG

SDG CPG

Syntax-based Flow-based Dependence-based Mixed

Fig. 1. Diagram view of the relationships between semantic graph representations

During the introduction of the representations, some exemplary graphs extracted from
the Python programs presented in Listing 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are depicted. These programs
are solutions to the following tasks

T1: enumerate even numbers from 1 to X (X = 10),
T2: calculate the factorial of Y using a recursive approach (Y = 10),
T3: sort an unordered array of Z numbers using QuickSort algorithm (Z = 10).

Listing 1.1. Python program to print even numbers from 1 to 10 (task T1)
1 X = 10
2 for i in range(1, X + 1):
3 if (i % 2) == 0:
4 print(i, end=" ")
5 print()

2.1. Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)

An AST is a finite, labeled, directed tree that models the syntactical structure of a pro-
gram. Its internal nodes correspond to operators, whereas leaves are the operands (sym-
bols) of the parent operator (e.g., variables, arguments, and constants). The AST preserves
information regarding types and locations of variable declarations, order and components
of statements, terms, operators, and their positioning in expressions, and the names and
assigned values of identifiers.

Differently from parse trees, the AST omits nodes and edges from syntax rules that
have no effect on the semantics of the program. For instance, grouping parentheses are
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Listing 1.2. Python program to calculate the factorial of 10 using a recursive ap-
proach (task S2)

1 def factorial(Y):
2 if Y == 0:
3 return 1
4 return Y * factorial(Y - 1)
5

6 Y = 10
7 factorial(Y)

Listing 1.3. Python program to sort an unordered array of 10 numbers using Quick-
sort algorithm (task S3)

1 def partition(arr, l, h):
2 pivot = arr[h]
3 i = l - 1
4 for j in range(l, h):
5 if arr[j] <= pivot:
6 i = i + 1
7 (arr[i], arr[j]) = (arr[j], arr[i])
8 (arr[i + 1], arr[h]) = (arr[h], arr[i + 1])
9 return i + 1

10

11 def quickSort(arr, l, h):
12 if l < h:
13 pi = partition(arr, l, h)
14 quickSort(arr, l, pi - 1)
15 quickSort(arr, pi + 1, h)
16

17 data = [8, 7, 6, 1, 0, 9, 2, 11, 10, 3]
18 Z = len(data)
19 quickSort(data, 0, Z - 1)
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not part of the AST as their grouping is already implicit in the structure of the AST.
Therefore, one way to build the AST is by performing a post-pass over the parse tree,
removing nodes and edges which do not belong to the abstract syntax. An alternative
way for programming languages described by context free grammars is to create the AST
in the parser. In this regard, rules that contribute to the AST insert a node in the AST,
whereas the symbols of the rule form edges. Figure 2 presents an AST extracted from
the Python program in Listing 1.2 (note that no particular order, other than the authors’
opinion, has been adopted while using the code listings in examples).

Fig. 2. Abstract syntax tree of the Python program in Listing 1.2

As ASTs are capable of maintaining a great amount of syntactic information from
the original source-code, they are ideal for tasks requiring regeneration of source code,
such as programming language translation [77], automatic parallelization tools [6], and
program rewriting [67].

2.2. Control Flow Graph (CFG)

The Control Flow Graph (CFG) [3] models the flow of control between the basic blocks
(i.e., maximal-length sequences of branch-free instructions) of a program. It consists of
a directed graph, whose nodes correspond to basic blocks and edges represent control
dependencies. The graph has two additional nodes, namely the entry block ENTRY –
which is the node through which the control enters the graph – and the exit block EXIT
– which is the node through which the control exits the graph –, such that each node has
at most two successors. For instance, Figure 3 depicts the CFG extracted from the Python
program in Listing 1.1.

Furthermore, two important concepts for a number of compiler optimizations and
detection techniques are related to the CFG, namely post-domination and control de-
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Fig. 3. Control flow graph of the Python program in Listing 1.1

pendency. The former is defined in Statement 1. For instance, in the CFG of Figure 3,
node for i in range(1, X + 1) and node X = 10 are post-dominated by node
print().

Statement 1 Consider the CFG G of a program. Let v1 and v2 be two nodes of G. Then,
v1 is post-dominated by a node v2 in G, if and only if every directed path from v1 to
EXIT contains v2.

The latter is defined in terms of post-domination relationship as in Statement 2. For
instance, in the CFG of Figure 3, node print(i, end=‘‘’’ is control-dependent on
node if (i % 2) == 0.

Statement 2 Consider the CFG G of a program and the nodes v3, v4 ∈ G. Then, v4 is
control-dependent on v3 if and only if

1. there is a directed path P from v3 to v4 with any v5 in P (excluding v3 and v4)
post-dominated by v4 and

2. v3 is not post-dominated by v4.

Therefore, the CFG is an essential structure for many optimization techniques and
static analysis tools, particularly because it facilitates locating inaccessible code and syn-
tactic structures of a program such as loops. There are many recent examples of such
techniques/tools in various areas of Computer Science, ranging from bug localization and
vulnerability detection [12, 18, 29] to code optimization [64].

2.3. Interprocedural Control Flow Graph (ICFG)

A CFG can handle only a single procedure. For investigating the control-flow in complete
programs, the Interprocedural Control Flow Graph (ICFG) is the representation to use.
The ICFG connects the multiple CFGs of a program into a single graph as follows.

– For every call instruction to a function F , insert a new edge from the call to the first
instruction of F , and
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– from every return statement of F , insert a new edge from the return to the instruction
following the call to F .

Rather than gathering information from each predecessor as usual during the analy-
sis, the first statement of a procedure loses all data-flow information about local variables
from the caller and adds details for parameters in the callee, initializing their values ac-
cording to the arguments provided in the call. For instructions immediately after a call,
they inherit the data-flow information from the previous instruction regarding local vari-
ables. Additionally, global variables are taken from the return instruction of the called
function, whereas the variable to which the result of the function call was assigned comes
from the data-flow about the returned value.

The ICFG is particularly useful for interprocedural optimizations, such as constant
folding, caller-site inlining, or elimination of dead code [53, 9, 40].

2.4. Evaluation Order Graph (EOG)

An Evaluation Order Graph (EOG) – primarily introduced in Fraunhofer’s implementa-
tion of the Code Property Graph (CPG) [21] – is an intraprocedural directed graph whose
vertices correspond to nodes from the AST and edges connect them in the order they
would be executed when running the program, similar to the CFG. The EOG is a variant
of the CFG with some subtle differences: (1) a procedure header is a node in the EOG,
while the CFG only considers the first executable statement of the procedure as a node;
(2) the beginning of a compound statement is a separate node in the EOG, while the CFG
does not consider it; (3) the EOG represents the “if” keyword and the condition as separate
nodes, while the CFG uses a single node; and (4) the EOG always ends in one (virtual) or
multiple return statements (i.e., a virtual return statement is created, if the actual source
code does not have an explicit one).

Therefore, comparing to the CFG in semantic terms, the EOG models the evaluation
order within expressions and has operator-level precision, which enables finer granular-
ity (more precision) in analysis. Figure 4 presents the EOG extracted from the Python
program in Listing 1.2. The interprocedural version of the EOG also follows a similar
approach to that of the ICFG (see Subsection 2.3), but for every call instruction to a func-
tion F , insert a new edge from the call to the F function declaration rather than the first
instruction of F .

2.5. Data Flow Graph (DFG)

A Data Flow Graph (DFG) is a directed labeled graph that models the program without
conditionals, i.e., using basic blocks. Edges of the graph represent paths over which data
is passed, whereas nodes are the producers and consumers of such data. Dynamically, a
node of the DFG accepts multiple data items from its inputs, performs some computation
with them, and passes the resulting items to its outputs. For instance, Figure 5 depicts the
DFG extracted from the Python program in Listing 1.1.

The DFG allows several analysis such as dead code detection, liveness analysis, and
variable misuse identification [2, 26] as well as performance optimizations through paral-
lelization [33].
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Fig. 4. Evaluation order graph of the Python program in Listing 1.2

2.6. Call Graph (CG)

The Call Graph (CG) [57] is a directed graph that connects nodes representing procedure
calls to procedure start nodes. The set of nodes consists of procedure calls and starts
only, whereas the edges are established between them from the start node of each routine
to the call nodes. Formally, a CG can be defined, from the set of control flow graphs
corresponding to the procedures of a program, as follows.

Statement 3 Consider the call graph G = (V,E) and the set of control flow graphs
F (so, Vf is the set of vertices of f ∈ F and Ef its set of edges) of a program. Then,
V = VC ∪ VS , where VC is the set of call instructions and VS is the set of procedure
starts in the source code, and the edge set E ⊆ V × V is defined as

E = {(c, s) : c ∈ VC , s ∈ VS(c)}∪
∪

(Vf ,Ef )∈F
{(s, c) : s ∈ VS , c ∈ VC : ∃s → c ∈ Vf} (1)

Assuming also that VS(c) is the procedure called by c ∈ VC . The call nodes should
have exactly one incoming edge in the CFG (i.e., from the procedure it belongs to), which
can be achieved by adding an empty node for nodes not meeting this requirement. Hence,
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Fig. 5. Data flow graph of the Python program in Listing 1.1

each call node also has only one outgoing edge in the CFG. Concerning the CG, a call
node also has exactly one incoming edge (from the start node). An example CG for the
Python program in Listing 1.3 is presented in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Call graph of the Python program in Listing 1.3

Call graphs are widely explored in the literature as they encode symbolic and topolog-
ical features of software that can be important in several different areas such as malware
detection [59, 17, 23], measuring software complexity [58, 49], bug detection [69, 61], and
unreachable code detection [56].

2.7. Program Dependence Graph (PDG)

A Program Dependence Graph (PDG) is a directed attributed graph that approximates
program semantics, explicitly encoding control and data dependence information of the
program [20]. Each node of the graph indicates a statement of the program such as an
assignment, an assertion, a method call, or a return, whereas an edge represents a depen-
dence, either regarding control or data, between two statements. For instance, given two
statements s1 and s2, there is a control dependence edge from s1 to s2 if and only if the
execution of s2 depends upon s1, and a data dependence edge if and only if a component
assigned at s1 is used in the execution of s2. Figure 7 depicts the PDG extracted from the
Python program in Listing 1.1. Dashed edges represent data dependencies, whereas solid
edges encode control dependencies.
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Fig. 7. Program Dependence Graph of the Python program in Listing 1.1

These graphs resort to control- and data-flow analysis to determine control and data
dependencies, respectively. The former are defined in terms of the CFG (see Subsec-
tion 2.2), while the latter can be formally defined in terms of the DFG as:

Statement 4 Consider G, a DFG of a program, then nodes s1, s2 ∈ G are data-dependent
if and only if there is a variable v such that

– s1 is an assignment to v,
– s2 uses v, and
– there is a path between s1 and s2 without an assignment to v.

In PDGs, dependencies connect the computationally relevant parts of the program
without requiring the unnecessary control sequencing present in the CFGs (see Subsec-
tion 2.2), which means they are immune to syntactic modifications such as renaming vari-
ables, reordering statements, among others. Hence, these graphs are adequate representa-
tions to measure semantic similarity between two codes and detect semantic clones [28,
46, 38].

2.8. System Dependence Graph (SDG)

A System Dependence Graph (SDG) [27] is an extension to the PDG (see Subsection 2.7)
to handle programs with multiple procedures and interprocedural calls. It models a lan-
guage in which a program consists of a main procedure and a set of auxiliary procedures,
to which parameters are passed by value. More formally, the SDG is a directed graph
G = (N,E), where N contains the nodes representing statements and predicates of the
program, and E is the set of edges depicting the dependencies between them.
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The SDG can be built from the PDGs of the several procedures, by connecting them
at call sites. This consists of linking the call node c to the entry node e of the called
procedure, through an edge from c to e, if there are no procedure parameters and returned
values. Procedure parameters and returned values, as well as potential side effects of the
called procedure, are modeled through artificial parameter nodes and edges created as
follows:

– For every passed parameter pi there exist two nodes, actual-in ai and formal-in fi,
connected via an edge ai →pi fi.

– For every modified parameter and returned value po there exist two nodes, an actual-
out ao and formal-out fo, connected via an edge fo →po ao.

– Nodes fi and fo nodes are control dependent on the entry node e of the called proce-
dure.

– Nodes ai and ao nodes are control dependent on the call node c.

In this way, it guarantees that any interprocedural effect of a procedure is propagated
through the call sites, enabling the computation of summary information about the impact
of all procedures directly or indirectly invoked. Figure 8 presents the SDG extracted from
the Python program in Listing 1.2.

Fig. 8. System Dependence Graph of the Python program in Listing 1.2

SDGs are the basis for several applications in program analysis, ranging from program
understanding [63, 45] and testing [31] to program slicing [79, 22].

2.9. Code Property Graph (CPG)

Code Property Graphs (CPGs) [76] combine three other intermediate representations, par-
ticularly ASTs, CFGs, and PDGs, into a joint data structure using the concept of property
graphs – a type of graph in which edges not only connect nodes, but also carry information
(e.g., a name, type, or other properties). To this end, each of the three graphs is, firstly,
converted into a property graph and then combined. The AST, which provides a detailed
decomposition of source code into language constructs, is expressed as a property graph
GA = (VA, EA, λA, µA), where VA is the set of AST nodes, EA are the corresponding
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edges of the tree which are labelled as such (i.e., AST nodes) by the labelling function
λA, and µA which assigns two properties, code and order, to each node. The value of
the former consist of the operator or operand the node represents, whereas the latter is the
index of the node in the ordered form of the tree.

Following the AST, we need to depict the CFG as a property graph GC = (VC , EC , λC , ·),
where VC relates to statements and predicates in the AST (i.e., all nodes in VA whose
property code corresponds to either a statement or a predicate). Moreover, the edge
labeling function λC assigns to each edge of the property graph a label from the set∑

C = {true, false, ϵ}, according to the condition of the source node.
The next step is to transform the PDG into a property graph. As described in Sub-

section 2.7, the PDG represents data and control dependencies between statements and
predicates and, thus, its nodes are the same as those from the CFG. In this sense, the PDG
can be depicted as a property graph GP = (VC , EP , λP , µP ), where EP is a new set of
edges and λP : EP −→ {C,D} is the corresponding edge labeling function that assigns
either label C or D if it matches control and data dependencies, respectively. The former
dependencies have an additional property condition indicating the state of the origi-
nal predicate (i.e., true or false), whereas the latter dependencies have an additional
property symbol holding the corresponding symbol.

Finally, the three property graphs are merged into a new graph G = (V,E, λ, µ).
The set of nodes V has the same elements of VA, whereas the set of edges E includes
all edges in the three graphs. Similarly, the labeling and the property function, λ and µ
respectively, are the combination of the homonymous functions of the three graphs (if they
exist there). As an example, Figure 9 presents the CPG extracted from the Python program
in Listing 1.2. Edges of the AST are traced in black, data dependencies are dashed, and
control dependencies are in red. Property edges are omitted.

Fig. 9. Code property graph of the Python program in Listing 1.2.
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The CPG was initially designed for finding vulnerabilities and detecting performance
and efficiency weaknesses in source code, having already been widely and successfully
applied in these tasks [76, 75, 80, 16]. The unique characteristics of this graph such as
the ability to encode both syntactic and semantic value while being language-agnostic,
make it attractive to other tasks (e.g., predicting names and repairing code). However,
primarily due to its recency, the potential of this representation in other scenarios is yet to
be explored.

3. Comparison

Determining the most effective semantic graph representation of source code for a spe-
cific task is a critical step of designing any source code analysis-dependent technique.
On the one hand, the more information is encoded, the more rich and accurate can be
the approach. On the other hand, too much information means higher costs, in particular,
regarding execution time and memory usage. Finding the right balance between expres-
siveness and cost is the challenge. To this end, both the expressiveness and cost of the
various semantic graph representations of source code have been compared. The follow-
ing subsections present the result of each comparison.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of the expressiveness of semantic graph representations of source
code.

Facet
Syntax Flow Dependence Mixed
AST CFG ICFG DFG EOG CG PDG SDG CPG

Control Dependency Y Y Y N Y N Y Y Y
Data Dependency Y N N Y N N Y Y Y
Multiple Procedures Y N Y Y N Y N Y Y
Interprocedural Calls Y N Y N N Y N Y Y
Multiple Types of Edges N N N N N N Y Y Y
Slicing Y N N Y N N Y Y Y
Flow-Sensitive Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Context-Sensitive Y N N N N N N Y Y
Inheritance & Polymorphism Y N N N N N N Y** [51] Y
Exception Handling Y N N N N N Y Y Y
Parameter Passing Y N Y N N N N Y Y
Reversibility Y* N N N N N N N Y*
* - cannot reverse to exact original source code
** - extended version

3.1. Expressiveness

From the literature and Section 2, it has been made clear that each semantic graph rep-
resentation of source code described has unique capabilities. To better understand them,
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Table 1 summarizes the expressiveness of the previously presented representations, in-
cluding: whether it encodes control and data dependencies, if it is limited to a single
procedure or captures multiple procedures, whether it can represent interprocedural calls,
whether it supports multiple types of edges, whether program slicing (i.e., a reduction
technique for capturing the statements that could affect the value of a variable at a spe-
cific point of interest) and flow- and context-sensitive analysis techniques can be applied,
whether it can describe inheritance and polymorphism, whether it correctly deals with
exception-handling constructs, whether parameter-passing information is represented, and
if the source code can be recovered.

Naturally, syntax-based representations are the the most feature rich, as Table 1 demon-
strates for the covered facets. They represent the program with all original language con-
structs as well as the order between statements, typically losing only ambiguous grammar
(e.g., white spaces, semicolons, trailing commas, etc) and comments. Therefore, they can
even be reverted to a source code equivalent (not exactly equal) to the original. Concern-
ing flow-based representations, these are sensitive to flow changes. They focus on either
the flow of control (e.g., CFG and EOG), in which case they contain information that
allows to infer control dependencies (except for the CG, which only captures procedures
and interprocedural calls), or the data flow, in which case they encode details about data
dependencies. Dependence-based representations, such as the PDG and the SDG, encode
program dependencies, both control, and data. The SDG can represent multiple proce-
dures, interprocedural calls, parameter passing, inheritance, and polymorphism. Both the
PDG and the SDG support program slicing and exception-handling constructs. While the
SDG is sensitive to the context, the PDG is flow-sensitive.

3.2. Benchmark

The extraction of semantic graph representations has been evaluated against the three
sample Python programs introduced in Section 2. To this end, an existing library – Fraun-
hofer’s CPG library [21] –, initially designed to extract the Code Property Graph (CPG)
out of source code in C/C++ (C17) and Java (Java 13), with experimental support for
several other programming languages such as Python, Golang, and TypeScript, has been
adapted. The changes were twofold: (1) extend the analysis with multiple passes to build
the different representations that were missing (e.g., CG and CFG); and (2) develop func-
tionality to export the representations into Comma-Separated Values (CSV), JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON), and DOT [65] formats.

The JSON serialization encodes all data into a single .json file, containing a list of
nodes, each having an ID, a list of their outgoing edges, and a key-value pair for each
node property. CSV serialization stores edge and node data in separate .csv files. The
CSV file with edges has a source and a target column, plus a column per edge property.
The node descriptor file contains an ID column and an additional column for each node
property being stored. DOT has been specifically designed to describe graphs and, thus,
its serialization adheres to the language. For the sake of this analysis, we have used the
CSV-based serialization.

Table 2 presents the results of the comparison of the semantic graph representations
of source code presented in Section 2 (ICFG has been omitted as it is easily obtained
from the CFG). It includes aspects such as the number of nodes, edges, and connected
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components, the size of the export (in kilobytes), the build complexity (n-pass means n
iterations over the AST), and whether it has edge properties.

Table 2. Results of the comparison of semantic graph representations of source code.

Nodes Edges Components Export Size (kB) Build
Compl.

Edge
Prop.IR T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

AST 30 23 99 29 22 98 1.7 1.5 7.1 - 0
DFG 4 5 27 4 3 42 2 3 0.2 0.2 7.1 1-pass 1
CFG 7 8 14 8 7 14 2 3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1-pass 1
EOG 20 17 67 21 15 67 2 3 0.7 0.6 2.7 1-pass 1
CG 1 2 3 0 2 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 1-pass 0

PDG 7 9 27 10 10 72 2 3 2.1 1.6 6.6 2-pass 1
SDG 7 13 43 10 16 96 2.2 1.7 6.9 2-pass 1
CPG 30 23 99 66 52 226 2.3 2.0 9.2 3-pass 4

The most expensive representation is the CPG, as Table 2 demonstrates. In the worst
case, the CPG has, in most implementations and in the one used here, the same amount
of nodes as the AST, which is roughly one intermediate node for each used programming
language construct plus the leaf nodes containing any parameters of these constructs. The
number of edges is always less or equal to the sum of the edges in the AST, the EOG (or
CFG, as in its original implementation), and the control and data dependencies between
the AST nodes.

4. Discussion

There are not many works published in the literature comparing the different intermediate
representations of source code. Nevertheless, a few exceptions exist. Arora et al. [7] pro-
vides a comparison of flow and dependence graphs based on features such as procedural
call, slicing, sensitivity, exception handling, and test case generation. For instance, they
conclude that the SDG is a feature rich representation comparing to a flow graph, support-
ing features like control, data and transitive dependence, single and multiple procedure,
inter- and intra-procedural calls, multiple types of edges, slicing, context-sensitivity, in-
heritance and polymorphism, test case generation and parameter passing, whereas the flow
graph is insufficient in representing data and transitive dependence, multiple procedures,
inter- and intra-procedural calls, multiple types of edges, slicing, context-sensitivity, in-
heritance and polymorphism.

In this work, we conduct a more practical-driven comparison of various semantic
graph representations of source code, measuring a number of aspects of the produced
graphs. From the results presented in Section 3, it is clear that encoding more informa-
tion has great impact on the graph size and, consequently, export size. On the one hand,
the CPG, which combines syntactic and semantic information consumes on average 1.33
times the disk space of the AST and has about 2.3 edges for each edge of the AST, while
having the same number of nodes. On the other hand, the CG is a very tiny graph whose
number of nodes matches the number of subroutines of the program plus the main routine
and the number of edges between any two nodes is at most 1.
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The CPG is the only graph representation larger and heavier than the AST. Never-
theless, it has a single connected component, similarly to the SDG, whereas the others
can have multiple connected components, typically one per procedure. Furthermore, the
CPG is also the only representation (besides the AST) which can be transformed back
to the original (or a similarly working) source code, as all the others lose important syn-
tactic meaning for this transformation (e.g., EOG loses data relationships, SDG ignores
instructions order, etc).

Concerning the build time (in terms of build complexity), the CPG is again the rep-
resentation with the highest cost, requiring three passes over the AST: two needed to
obtain the PDG (and CFG) and another to “combine” the three intermediate representa-
tions, particularly AST, CFG, and PDG. The SDG is the second in this matter, requiring a
connection step after the two passes required to build the PDGs. All other representations
(except the mentioned PDG) are built from the AST in a single pass.

Furthermore, we have evaluated the impact of such representations using real student
submissions in multiple programming languages to programming exercises of different
complexities. These submissions, taken from the PROGpedia dataset [44], refer to several
years within the 2003-2020 timespan of an undergraduate Computer Science course. We
have selected three correct submissions to each of four randomly chosen assignments
from the dataset (6, 16, 18, and 19). The first assignment involves array manipulation.
Assignment 16 requires string comparison. Assignment 18 challenges students to find
the minimum cost path in a graph. Finally, assignment 19 involves depth-first search in
graphs. The selected submissions for a given programming assignment adopt a similar
algorithmic strategy.

Table 3 presents the export sizes of the semantic graph representations for such sub-
missions, including the lines of code (LoC) and size of the original source code. The re-
sults support the previous conclusions regarding export sizes, i.e., the CPG has the highest
cost (approximately 1.5 times more disk space than the AST), while the CG has the low-
est. Regarding programming languages, the syntactic weight of Java is noticeable in most
examples through a typically heavier AST. The maximum build time registered in the
processed samples was 5.5 seconds for the CPG of the Java submission to programming
assignment 18. However, the extraction took 4.6 seconds per submission on average.

4.1. Use Case: Dead Code Analysis

Dead code encompasses any code that has no effect on the program’s behavior, including
both unused and unreachable code [55]. It is considered a harmful code smell that hin-
ders source code comprehension [37] and downgrades its maintainability [19] and perfor-
mance [66]. Examples of this anti-pattern include but are not limited to: (1) code after a
return statement, in the same block; (2) variable assigned but never used; (3) methods de-
fined but never called; and (4) code inside a conditional block whose condition is always
false.

Detecting instances of the first example requires a representation that captures the
possible flows of execution of the program. Therefore, the CFG (i.e., the ICFG version)
is the most minimal of the presented representations that could be used. Regarding ex-
ample (2), a representation that could support its detection needs to encode variables’
definition/usage lifecycle, which is exactly what DFG does. The CG, which represents
the function declarations and calls between them, is the lighter representation that can
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Table 3. Export sizes of semantic graph representations on PROGpedia dataset.

ID Prog. Lang. LoC
Size
(kB)

Export Size (kB)
AST DFG CFG EOG CG PDG SDG CPG

6
C 33 0.3 6.4 0.6 1.4 4.7 0.1 6.5 6.8 10.4
JAVA 25 0.5 7.9 0.7 1.9 5.0 0.1 6.4 6.7 12.4
PYTHON 20 0.4 7.0 0.6 1.3 4.6 0.1 6.1 6.3 11.2

16
C 46 0.6 7.8 0.6 1.9 5.5 0.2 5.9 5.9 11.9
JAVA 38 0.6 8.9 0.7 2.4 5.4 0.1 5.5 5.6 13.8
PYTHON 17 0.2 5.8 0.5 1.1 4.0 0.1 4.8 5.3 9.1

18
C 73 1.5 28.0 2.9 3.3 20.3 0.3 22.1 22.9 43.4
JAVA 107 2.1 37.6 3.0 3.9 24.2 0.5 26.5 27.8 57.4
PYTHON 47 1.4 27.3 1.9 3.1 17.7 0.3 20.8 21.5 37.6

19
C 98 1.9 39.3 4.4 4.8 25.7 0.2 28.2 28.4 63.9
JAVA 87 2.1 33.0 3.0 4.6 21.4 0.5 26.1 26.7 51.9
PYTHON 70 2.4 40.9 2.5 4.5 20.5 0.3 27.8 28.0 56.5

accurately identify instances of example (3) [42]. In this case, methods defined but never
called would not be connected to the main component. Finally, instances of the fourth
example demand knowledge about the flows of execution of the program and, in a few
cases, tracing usage/definition of variables used in the condition (note that the condition
is not evaluated, thus only obvious instances will be detected). The lighter representation
fulfilling these needs is the SDG, as the PDG cannot represent multiple procedures [8].
Furthermore, the SDG is able to capture all enumerated examples of dead code.

4.2. Use Case: Measuring Program Similarity

Measuring program similarity is a common approach in automated assessment with di-
verse applications. On the one hand, clustering programs facilitates the generation of feed-
back, as the same feedback given to a previous solution in the group likely fits the new
program. This is especially used in semi-automated assessment tools to reduce the number
of programs that the instructors need to analyze by reusing feedback given to a prior so-
lution to those marked as identical. Other techniques use a correct solution from the same
cluster as the attempt to match against and compute the differences to generate feedback
on correctness, possibly with fixes. On the other hand, plagiarism detection, which is a
must-have add-on to any automated assessment system, is also solved through similarity
measuring.

The similarity of programs is typically measured on intermediate representations of
source code. In particular, several recent works rely on semantic graph representations
due to their many advantages over textual representations, such as the ability to capture
programs’ strategy (e.g., iterative or recursive approach). This is the case of program
clustering, where it is typically intended to group programs adopting the same strategy
and/or at an identical phase of development. This is well-captured in the control flow of a
program. For instance, Naudé et al. [41] clusters programs by system dependence graph
similarity, with the goal of selecting the most similar model solution. This solution will be
compared against the attempt to measure program correctness. Zougari et al. [81] and the
prototype tool eGrader [5] follow the same approach, after a xUnit-based testing step that
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ensures incorrect submissions are not marked as correct, but using a control flow graph
and a combination of control and system dependence graphs as the graph representations,
respectively. LAV [71] also combines such approach based on the control flow graph
representation with bug finding and traditional blackbox testing techniques to estimate a
composed grade. Nevertheless, suggesting a correction to the program code as feedback
to the student, requires knowledge about the syntax [24].

In the case of plagiarism detection, these representations offer resilience against most
code obfuscation techniques such as renaming variables and classes, changing order of
independent instructions, among others [60, 10]. Even though plagiarism can be checked
using any of these representations, resilience to a specific obfuscation method as well as
the accuracy of the identified plagiarism pairs depend on the chosen representation. There-
fore, several semantic representations have been successfully explored such as control
flow graph [10], program dependence graph [60, 35], and system dependence graph [73].

4.3. Use Case: Automated Feedback on Correctness for Programming
Assignments

Automated feedback on students’ solutions to programming assignments is crucial for
them to develop practical programming skills. Even though the most widely adopted as-
sessment technique consists of executing the program with a specific input and comparing
the obtained output against the expected output [43], the feedback that can be generated
from such a technique is too limited for formative purposes [32]. Consequently, several
static analysis approaches have been introduced that reason over semantic representations
of the program’s source code to derive feedback to help learners understand and improve
their programs [43].

Evaluating the correctness of source code automatically through semantic represen-
tations cannot be done accurately, as any small modification (e.g., changing the order of
operands in a binary comparison) can affect the result of the program. Only the AST is
capable of representing such minor details, but classifying a program as correct or wrong
based on its AST requires the set of all correct AST solutions (infinite) to be known.
However, the logic behind correct solutions, greatly captured through semantic represen-
tations, is typically common to a group of solutions. The number of such groups can be
limited, e.g., solutions to calculate the factorial belong to one of two groups: recursive and
iterative. Solutions of the same group share certain characteristics such as the number of
loops, number of possible execution flows, or the variable usage/definition dependencies.

Based on that, several approaches measure the similarity of a submitted program’s
representation to that of known solutions, i.e., the more similar the program is, the better
grade it receives. In this sense, any of the representations can be used, but the CFG [70,
82] - which focuses on the structure of a program - is the most widely used. The PDG
(and its extension, the SDG) are also commonly used representations for similarity-based
grading [72], as besides structure information they also capture data dependencies. Even
though being fully similar to a solution does not guarantee the program’s correctness,
if differences are found they may contain good hints on improving both the program’s
correctness and quality (e.g., there is a nested loop, between X and Y , which could be a
simple loop).

Furthermore, after knowing the closest working solution, the ASTs of both the sub-
mitted program and the referred solution can be compared to find the minimal set of trans-
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formations that convert the submitted program into the correct solution [24]. Moreover,
the AST has also been used to learn program transformations that fixed students’ incor-
rect programs in the past, aiming to suggest fixes as feedback to students with similar
faults [54]. The CPG, even though compiles all information of the other representations
used, has not been explored yet in generating feedback on correctness for programming
assignments, due to its recency.

4.4. Summary

As these use cases demonstrate, representations may have different applications within the
same task. Hence, it is essential to thoroughly define the task requirements to choose the
representation that satisfies them at minimal cost. Table 4 summarizes the fulfillment of
the use cases’ requirements by representations. We have considered 3 levels of fulfillment:
complete (•), partial (◦), and none.

Table 4. Summary of the results of use case analysis

AST DFG CFG EOG CG PDG SDG CPG
Dead Code Analysis • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • •
Measuring Program Similarity Any can be applied, depends on what one wants to compare.
Automated Feedback on Correctness • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ •

5. Conclusions

Reasoning about semantic representations of source code is gaining popularity as a tech-
nique in automated assessment of programming assignments, mainly for generating feed-
back. Such representations are easily manageable by a computer, encoding a set of fea-
tures of the source code without unnecessary “noise”. As feedback provided by automated
assessment tools must be real-time and meaningful, selecting or deriving an appropriate
representation that optimizes both the quality of generated feedback and resource con-
sumption is crucial. However, there is no study that summarizes what each representation
offers and compares their practical costs, much less towards our goal.

This paper provides a brief summary of how most semantic graph representations are
constructed from the original source code, some of their recent applications reported in
the literature, and examples. In addition, a benchmark of the different representations has
been conducted to evaluate their cost, in terms of size and compilation complexity, using
the AST as a baseline. The results show that, on the one hand, the CPG is the most feature-
rich representation, but also the largest, i.e., it requires more edges, more properties on
the edges, and more space. On the other hand, the CG is the lightest representation, but it
only represents the calling relationships between the subroutines of the program.

We examined three use cases to determine which representations are more appropri-
ate for each. For the most common examples of dead code, the PDG is sufficient. As for
measuring source code similarity, we can do on any representation, but to achieve a good
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balance between accuracy and resilience to obfuscation, it is common to use representa-
tions that encode control flow (CFG or EOG). The last use case refers to our main target,
i.e., the automatic generation of correctness feedback for programming assignments. Typ-
ically, this requires both syntactic and structural information. There are approaches that
use CFG, PDG, SDG, and AST, as well as some that combine multiple representations in
the same or separate phases. Therefore, we propose that our automated feedback mecha-
nism should use (1) a control flow-based representation (e.g., CFG or EOG) to select the
closest correct solution from the dataset of past solutions and (2) a representation com-
bining syntactic and structural details to find out the meaningful differences between the
wrong attempt and the correct one selected. For this, we can explore the CPG (which re-
mains unexplored behind security topics) as the EOG is already part of it and it combines
syntactic and structural data, having a cost not significantly greater than the sum of any
two other representations providing such information. Furthermore, since it is a queryable
graph, instructors can query it for bad coding patterns and identify common errors, among
other things.

With this in mind, we have already collected and published a dataset – PROGpe-
dia [44] – composed of the CPGs of the source code submitted on an automated assess-
ment system to 16 programming exercises proposed in multiple years within the 2003-
2020 time span to undergraduate Computer Science students. Considering the goal of our
project (i.e., build a novel automated feedback mechanism), this dataset (the first of its
type) is useful as it concentrates on the semantic and syntactic value of the source code
of all previous attempts to solve a set of programming problems. Therefore, for any new
attempt we can: (1) match it with the group of solutions following the same/similar strat-
egy; (2) identify the closest correct solution; and (3) derive feedback from the differences
that transform the current CPG into a correct one. Furthermore, these data can also help
understanding the students’ program development process, the relationship between the
different problem-solving strategies and difficulty in achieving a correct solution, among
other research problems.

Admittedly, some semantic graph representations, such as the Program-derived Se-
mantics Graph (PSG) [30] and the Context-Aware Parse Tree (CAPT) [78], were not
considered in this study due to a lack of both space and time to implement their extraction
algorithm. These representations, as well as those that encode the dynamic behavior of a
program, such as the Program Interaction Dependency Graph (PIDG) [11], are definitely
worthy of a new study.

Several platforms for programming education could make use of these findings. These
include not only automated assessment tools such as those described in the latest literature
review of the area [43], but also intelligent tutoring systems [39], program visualization
tools [62], among others. The improvements made to the existing CPG tool [21] are avail-
able upon request to the first author’s email.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel multi-class support vector classification
and regression (MSVCR) algorithm with multiple kernel learning (MK-MSVCR).
We present a new MK-MSVCR algorithm based on two-stage learning (MK-MSVCR-
TSL). The two-stage learning aims to make classification algorithms better when
dealing with complex data by using the first stage of learning to generate ”repre-
sentative” or ”important” samples. We first establish the fast learning rate of MK-
MSVCR algorithm for multi-class classification with independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) samples amd uniformly ergodic Markov chain (u.e.M.c.) smaples,
and prove that MK-MSVCR algorithm is consistent. We show the numerical inves-
tigation on the learning performance of MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm. The exper-
imental studies indicate that the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm has better
learning performance in terms of prediction accuracy, sampling and training total
time than other multi-class classification algorithms.

Keywords: multi-class classification, multiple kernel learning, learning rate, sup-
port vector classification and regression.

1. Introduction

Support vector machine (SVM) is an effective and famous algorithm with good general-
ization ability for classification. In practical problems, there are many multi-classification
problems such as fault diagnosis problems, disease classification and so on. Many SVM-
based methods are used to handle multi-class classification problems [2,27,18,32]. For
multi-class SVM, there are two main frameworks: “all-together” method [27,18,9] and
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“decomposition-reconstruction” method [3,10,15]. For the “all-together” method, we usu-
ally obtain a discrimination function by solving a single majorization problem such as
AIO method [27,18,11,9]. For the “decomposition-reconstruction” method, the discrimi-
nation function is obtained by handling a series of binary classification problems, which
consist of two classical approaches, “one-versus-rest” (OVR) method [3,10] and “one-
versus-one” (OVO) method [15]. The disadvantage of OVR method is that almost all the
binary problems are unbalanced and the shortcoming of OAO method is that for each
binary category, the information of the remaining categories is neglected. Thus a new
method, support vector classification and regression for multi-class classification prob-
lem, is proposed by Angulo et al. [1]. The information of all samples is used to classify
by MSVCR algorithm. MSVCR has been regarded as a very important method to conquer
the disadvantages of tradition multi-class classifications algorithms [1,8,7].

SVM solves nonlinear classification problems by introducing kernel functions, called
kernel methods. Although the kernel method can be used to solve some complex prob-
lems, it brings many interdisciplinary challenges in statistics, optimization theory and
applications [1]. Choosing the optimal kernel and its parameters often has to be decided
by a human user with prior knowledge of the data. In other words, the classical classifier
is based on a single kernel, while in practice, the ideal classifier is usually based on the
combination of multiple kernels, i.e. multiple kernel learning.

Therefore, multiple kernel learning has been widely concerned and studied. For exam-
ple, Lanckriet et al. [16] introduced the method which learns the kernel matrix with semi-
definite programming to search the optimal of unrestricted kernel combination weights
and showed that multiple kernel learning is comparable with the best soft margin SVM
for radial basis function (RBF) kernel. Luo et al. [20] introduced a theoretically moti-
vated and efficient online learning algorithm for the multiple kernel learning problem. In
recent years, the multiple kernel learning method of iteratively updating kernel weights to
obtain the optimal kernel combination has been successfully applied in many fields. For
example, Chavaltada et al. [5] proposed a method of automated product categorisation
by using multiple kernel learning to improve feature combination in e-commerce. Wil-
son et al. [28] applied multiple kernel learning to genomic data mining and prediction.
Lauriola et al. [17] enhanced deep neural networks via multiple kernel learning, and the
method proposed in [17] gave an effective way to design the output computation in deep
networks. Wang et al. [26] propose a novel depth-width-scaling multiple kernel learning
(DWS-MKL) algorithm that can adapt to data of different dimensions and sizes. In addi-
tion, machine learning algorithms are used in various fields, such as weather forecasting
and smart city construction [4,33].

However, when the sample size is large, the complexity of the multi-core learning
algorithm is very high. This means that although multiple kernel learning methods have
good learning performance, and multiple kernel learning methods are usually very time-
consuming and difficult to achieve even when the training sample size is large. Then a
problem is posed:
How to reduce the algorithmic complexity of the multiple kernel learning method while
maintaining the better classification accuracy?

To solve this problem, we present the idea of two-stage learning for multiple kernel al-
gorithm in this paper. The reasons of introducing two-stage learning are as follows: First,
the capacity of data is growing rapidly and the scale of data is getting larger and larger, so
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the classical multiple kernel learning methods usually time-consuming and even difficult
to implement in the case of a large training sample size. Second, the larger the amount of
data, the lower the value density of data will be, which means that there are many noise
samples in big data. A large number of machine learning experiments indicate that the
noise samples will not only lead to the increase of storage space, but also affect the ac-
curacy and efficiency of learning. By the statistical learning theory in [25], the samples
that are closer (or the closest) to the interface of different classes datasets are “impor-
tant” samples for classification problem. Thus, the two-stage learning aim to generate the
“representative” or “important” samples by using the first stage learning. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first algorithm of multiple kernel learning method to deal with multi-class
classification non-i.i.d. samples. Therefore, in this paper we analyse the generalization of
MK-MSVCR method for u.e.M.c. samples and i.i.d. observations, respectively. The main
innovations of this paper can be stated as follows.

• The generalization bound of MK-MSVCR based on u.e.M.c. samples is obtained
and the optimal learning rate is established.

• A new MK-MSVCR algorithm, MK-MSVCR-TSL is proposed. The numerical ex-
periments show that the proposed algorithm has competitive performance.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows. Section 2 formulates the classical
MSVCR with multiple kernel learning. Section 3 introduces a new MK-MSVCR algo-
rithm based on two-stage learning (MK-MSVCR-TSL) and analyzes algorithmic com-
plexity. The main theoretical results of the proposed MK-MSVCR with u.e.M.c. and i.i.d.
samples are given in Section 4. The numerical experimental studies are presented in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. MK-MSVCR learning machine

We assume that the training set z = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 are drawn from an unknown probability
distribution ρ defined on the space Z = X × Y , where X is the input space and Y is
the corresponding output space. For multi-class problems, we usually assume that yi ∈
{1, . . . , k}, where k is the number of class.

The classifier of MSVCR algorithm depends on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS) HK . Furthermore, for the given training set z, a decision function ϕ(x) is found
with outputs {−1, 0,+1}:

ϕ(xj) =

+1, j = 1, . . . ,m1

−1, j = m1 + 1, . . . ,m1 +m2

0, j = m1 +m2 + 1, . . . ,m.

Without loss of generality, m12 = m1 +m2 patterns corresponds the case of two classes
to be separated, and m3 = m−m12 patterns corresponds the case of rest classes, which
will be labeled 0. The multi-class classification framework of MSVCR can be stated as
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follows:

fz =arg min
f∈HK

λ∥f∥2K +
1

m12

m12∑
j=1

ξj +
1

m3

m∑
j=m12+1

(φ+
j + φ−

j )

s.t. yj(

m∑
i=1

αiK(xj , xi)) ≥ 1− ξj , j = 1, . . . ,m12,

− ε− φ−
j ≤

m∑
i=1

αiK(xj , xi) ≤ ε+ φ+
j , j = m12 + 1,m12 + 2, . . . ,m,

ξj , φ
+
j , φ

−
j ≥ 0, 0 ≤ ε < 1.

In practice, an ideal classifier is usually based on a combination of multiple kernels.
Thus we also present the MSVCR algorithm based on multiple kernels learning as fol-
lows. We assume that there are n positive definite kernels K1, . . . ,Kn, each RKHS Hp is
associated with a Mercer kernel Kp : X ×X → R, 1 ≤ p ≤ n. By the reproducing prop-
erty of Hp, we have ⟨Kp,x, g⟩Kp

= g(x),∀x ∈ X,∀g ∈ Hp. Let C(X) be the space of
continuous functions with the norm ∥fp∥∞ = supx∈X |fp| and κ = supx∈X

√
Kp(x, x).

It follows that ∥fp∥∞ ≤ κ∥fp∥Kp
,∀fp ∈ Hp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n. We finally use the multiple

kernel space H̄K = HK1
× · · · × HKn

. H̄K is an RKHS with the kernel K̄(·, x), which
has following form:

K̄(·, x) =
n∑

p=1

dpKp(·, x),

where
∑n

p=1 dp = 1, dp ≥ 0. Therefore, any f ∈ H̄K has the form f =
∑n

p=1 dpfp, fp ∈
Hp. The MK-MSVCR algorithm depends on RKHS H̄K , which is defined as

fz =arg min
f∈H̄K

λ

n∑
p=1

dp∥fp∥2Kp
+

1

m12

m12∑
j=1

ξj +
1

m3

m∑
j=m12+1

(φ+
j + φ−

j ) (1)

s.t. yj(

m∑
i=1

αiK̄(xj , xi)) ≥ 1− ξj , j = 1, . . . ,m12,

− ε− φ−
j ≤

m∑
i=1

αiK̄(xj , xi) ≤ ε+ φ+
j , j = m12 + 1,m12 + 2, . . . ,m,

ξj , φ
+
j , φ

−
j ≥ 0, 0 ≤ ε < 1,

n∑
p=1

dp = 1, dp ≥ 0.

Here, λ controls the complexity of the function in the multiple kernel space. For sim-
plicity, we take dp = 1/n in this paper. The corresponding decision function ϕz(x) of
MK-MSVCR algorithm (1) is defined as

ϕz(x) =

+1, if fz(x) ≥ ε0
−1, if fz(x) ≤ −ε0
0, otherwise,

(2)
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where ε0 is a threshold value.
Define loss function V (yj , f(xj)) = C1(1−yjf(xj))+ ·1{yj ̸=0}+C2(yj−f(xj))

2 ·
1{yj=0}, where C1, C2 are two positive constants. The MK-MSVCR algorithm (1) can be
written as

fz = arg min
f∈H̄K

{ 1

m

m∑
i=1

V (yj , f(xj)) + λ∥f∥2K
}
, (3)

where ∥f∥2K = 1
n

∑n
p=1 ∥fp∥2Kp

is regularization term and λ > 0 is a regularization
parameter. The empirical risk and the corresponding generalization error are defined as
Ez(f) = 1

m

∑m
i=1 V (yi, f(xi)), E(f) = E[V (y, f(x))] =

∫
Z
V (y, f(x))dρ, then the

MK-MSVCR algorithm (3) can be rewritten as fz = argminf∈H̄K

{
Ez(f) + λ∥f∥2K

}
.

3. Algorithm and Algorithmic complexity

In this section, we present the MK-MSVCR algorithm with two-stage learning (MK-
MSVCR-TSL) and then we analyze the algorithmic complexity of the MK-MSVCR-TSL
algorithm.

3.1. MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm

Inspired by the works in [22,21,13,34], We combine the MK-MSVCR algorithm that
the multiple kernel multi-class classification algorithm for processing more complex data
with two-stage learning (MK-MSVCR-TSL) to improve the classification rate without
reducing the classification accuracy. Now the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm can
be stated as follows.

For simplicity, all the experimental results of this paper are based on q = 1. In the
preprocessing step, all data are normalized to avoid the influence of numerical range on
characteristic attributes and make numerical calculation easier [14,19]. We use a random
process to divide each data sets into two different parts, where four quarters is divided
into the training set Dtrain, one quarter is divided into the test set Dtest. Let k be the
number of classed, m be the total number of training samples. For MK-MSVCR algorithm
based on randomly independent samples, we sample m training samples that are drawn
randomly from the given training set Dtrain and denote it as z. Training the sample set
z by algorithm (3) and obtain a classifier ϕz. We test ϕz on the given testing set, and
calculate the corresponding misclassification rate. For MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm, we
state the algorithm as follows: (i) for the first stage, we sample randomly N = m/2
training samples that are drawn randomly from the given training set Dtrain and denote it
as z0. Training z0 by algorithm (3) and obtain a classifier ϕz0 . (ii) for the second stage, we
use ϕz0 to define the acceptance probabilities and generate the Markovian chain samples
z1, which consist of N samples. Training the sample set z1 by algorithm (3) and obtain
a classifier ϕz1 . (iii) We test ϕz1 on the given testing set, and calculate the corresponding
misclassification rate.

Remark 1. To have a better understanding of Algorithm 1, we give the following remarks.
Since we only have the training set Dtrain, to define the transition probabilities of Marko-
vian resampling, we first draw randomly a training set z0 with N training samples, and
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Algorithm 1: MK-MSVCR-TSL
Input: Dtrain, m,N .
Output: ϕz(x).
For each sample z ∈ Dtrain, compartmentalize the training set into three parts: zero class,

positive class, negative class;
(the first stage) generate randomly N samples z0 := {zt}Nt=1 from Dtrain;
get a model fz0 by algorithm (3) with z0 and its corresponding classifier ϕz0 ;
(the second stage)
generate randomly a sample za from Dtrain; zi+1 ← {za};
countya ← countya + 1;
repeat

generate another random sample zb from Dtrain;
P = e−ℓ(ϕ

zi
,zb)/e−ℓ(ϕ

zi
,za);

if P = 1 and ya = yb and countyb < N/k then
add zb to zi+1; countyb ← countyb + 1;

else if (P = 1 and ya ̸= yb and countyb < N/k) or (P < 1 and countyb < N/k)
then

add zb to zi+1; countyb ← countyb + 1;
end
If ℓ candidate samples zb can not be accepted continually, then accepting zb; za ← zb;

until size(zi+1) ≥ N ;
get the model with zi+1, and obtain the decision function ϕzi+1 by equation (2);
return ϕz = ϕzq ;

obtain a preliminary learning classifier ϕz0 . Then we use the information of ϕz0 to de-
fine the transition probabilities P (or P1,P2,P3 defined in Algorithm 1). Since these
acceptance probabilities P,P1,P2,P3 are positive, we can obtain an u.e.M.c sequence
z1. Specially, if the acceptance probabilities P,P1,P2,P3 are equal to 1, which is the
case of random resampling. This reflects that the classical MSVCR algorithm based on
i.i.d. samples can be regarded as the special case of Algorithm 1 with q = 0, N = m,
and the acceptance probabilities P,P1,P2,P3 are equal to 1. This implies Algorithm 1
extended the classical MSVCR algorithm introduced in [1] from i.i.d. samples to non-
i.i.d. samples. In addition, since as the value e−ℓ(ϕzi ) of the current sample za is smaller,
the acceptance probabilities will be smaller, which implies that the candidate sample zb
will be accepted with a smaller probability, which means that generating the Markovian
samples zj(1 ≤ j ≤ q) will be time-consuming. To quickly draw the Markovian samples
z1, we use the technical parameters ℓ = 30 in the following all the experimental results.

3.2. Explanations of algorithm

(i) Comparing Algorithm 1 with algorithm introduced in [7]
Dong et al. aim to extend the case of i.i.d. samples to non-i.i.d. samples, and study

the theory and algorithm of non-i.i.d. multi-classification methods in [7]. However, we
are now working to extend single kernel learning to multiple kernels learning, studying
the theory and algorithm of non-i.i.d. multiple kernels multi-classification methods. SVM
can solve nonlinear classification problem by kernel method. Choosing the optimal ker-
nel from a set of candidates and its parameters is a central choice, which usually must be
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made by a human user using the prior knowledge of data. In other words, the classical
kernel-based classifiers are based on a single kernel. With the advent of the big data era,
the data is diversified and the data characteristics are complicated. In practice, an ideal
classifier is usually based on a combination of multiple kernels. For complex big data
samples, we hope to use multiple kernels learning to improve classification efficiency
without increasing classification time. Dong et al. pointed out in [7,9] that a proper q
value can reduce the sampling and training total time of the algorithm without reducing
the accuracy for Markovian resampling. If the total time is a concern, we should choose
a smaller q value. Multiple kernels learning can effectively reduce the misclassification
rates. However, because the combined kernel learning takes time, in order to effectively
reduce the total time, we choose a smaller q value, let q=1 in this paper. So we propose
MK-MSVCR-TSL method. The effectiveness of our method is also proved in the follow-
ing experimental comparison.
(ii) Comparing Algorithm 1 with algorithm introduced in [1]

Comparing Algorithm 1 with algorithm introduced in [1], we can find that the differ-
ences are obvious: First, Algorithm 1 is a multiple kernels algorithm while the algorithm
presented in [1] is a single kernel learning. This implies that Algorithm 1 extended the
algorithm presented in [1] from a single kernel to the case of multiple kernels. In other
words, the algorithm of [1] is a special case of Algorithm 1 proposed in this paper. Second,
the algorithm presented in [1] is for the case that the samples are random and independent.
However, our proposed Algorithm 1 is designed for not random and independent samples.
This implies that Algorithm 1 improve algorithm of [1].
(iii) Comparing Algorithm 1 with algorithm of [31]

we can find that although Algorithm 1 has many steps similar to that of [31] and the
two same technical parameters are adopted, the differences are obvious: First, Algorithm
1 is a multiple kernels algorithm while the algorithm presented in [31] is a SVM algorithm
with a single kernel. Second, Algorithm 1 is a multi-class classification algorithm while
[31] is a two-class classification algorithm. This implies that algorithm of [31] can be
regarded as the special case of Algorithm 1 with k = 2 and N = m/2. Third, the total size
of training samples for [31] is 2m, which is double times of the size m for the classical
algorithm. This implies that compared to the classical SVM, algorithm of [31] is time-
consuming. While the learning process of Algorithm 1 can be seen as 2 times “batch
learning”, and the total size of training samples is m = 2N , which is same as the classical
SVM.

3.3. Algorithmic complexity

There are m samples. Here k is the number of class. In Algorithm 1, the complexity of
a single kernel MSVCR is O(K(K−1)

2 m3). In this paper, we choose the mean weights as
the kernel weights of MK-MSVCR. Therefore, the complexity of MK-MSVCR algorithm
is about O(K(K−1)

2 m3). But in Algorithm 1, we divided m training samples into q + 1

pieces, thus, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is about O(K(K−1)
2 ( m

q+1 )
3). If we assume

(q + 1) ≈ mγ for any γ > 0, it is obvious that the complexity of our proposed MK-
MSVCR-TSL algorithm in this paper is lower than that of the classical MK-MSVCR.
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4. Estimating the Generalization Bounds

In this section, our target is to bound the generalization of MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm.
In this paper we first consider the case of uniformly ergodic Markov chain (u.e.M.c.)
observations. As the special case of u.e.M.c., we also consider i.i.d. samples.

By the definitions of the acceptance probabilities in Algorithm 1, we can find that the
acceptance probabilities are positive. In addition, the size m of training samples is finite.
By the theory of Markov chain [24], we can conclude that the samples generated in Algo-
rithm 1 is uniformly ergodic Markov chains (u.e.M.c.). Then we present the definition of
u.e.M.c. as follows: Let (Z,A) be a measurable space, and {Zt}t≥1 be a Markov chain
with transition probability measures Pn(S|zj), S ∈ A, zj ∈ Z . Pn(S|zj) is defined as
Pn(S|zj) = P{zj+n ∈ S|Zi, i < j, Zj = zj}.

For any S ∈ A, zj ∈ Z , if the transition probability Pn(S|zj) satisfies Pn(S|zj) =
P{zj+n ∈ S|Zj = zj}, which is the so called the Markov property of {Zt}t≥1. This
property indicates that given the current state zj , the past state zi, i < j is independent
of the future state zn+j . By these notations, the definition of u.e.M.c. is given as follows
[23].

Definition 1. A Markov chain {Zt}t≥1 is uniformly ergodic, if for some β < 1, φ <
∞, ||Pn(·|z) − ϖ(·)||TV ≤ φβn, for all n = 1 , 2 , . . . , where ϖ(·) is the stationary
distribution of {Zt}t≥1, || · ||TV is the total variation distance, which is defined as ||µ1 −
µ2||TV = supS∈A |µ1(S)−µ2(S)| for two measures µ1, µ2 defined on the space (Z,A).

To measure the generalization ability of MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm, we should
bound the excess generalization error E(fz)−E(fB), where fB is the minimizer of E(f)
for all measurable function f . The corresponding best classifier ϕB is the Bayes rule,
ϕB := argminj∈Y

∑
y∈Y Py(x) · 1{y ̸=j}, x ∈ X . To estimate E(fz) − E(fB), we also

present the following some definitions and assumptions.

Definition 2. [29] We call the function fB is approximated if there exists a constant Cq

with an exponent 0 < q ≤ 1 such that D(λ) satisfies D(λ) ≤ Cqλ
q for any λ > 0.

For simplicity, we take Cq = 1 in this paper. Since the minimization (3) is taken for
the discrete quantity E(f), bound the excess generalization error involves the capacity of
H̄K . In this paper the capacity of function set is managed by the covering number.

Definition 3. For a subset F of a metric space and ϵ > 0, the covering number N (F , ϵ)
is the minimal n1 ∈ N such that there exist n1 disks with radius ϵ covering F .

For R > 0, BR = {f ∈ H̄K : ||f ||K ≤ R}. It is a subset of C(X) and the covering
number is well defined [31,29,35]. For any ϵ > 0, N (ϵ) = N (B1, ϵ) is expressed as the
covering number of B1.

Definition 4. [29] The RKHS H̄K is said to have a polynomial complexity exponent s >
0 if there is some constant Cs > 0 such that lnN (ϵ) ≤ Cs(1/ϵ)

s,∀ϵ ≥ 0.

Assumption 1 For {Hp}np=1, Hp is separable with respect to the norm RKHS, and we
set κ = supx∈X

√
Kp(x, x) ≤ 1. In this paper, we assume that there exists a constant

M ≥ 0, we have fB ≤ M [12], and C = max{C1, C2} = 1.
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Our main results on the generalization of MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm are stated as
follows.

Theorem 1. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is an u.e.M.c. sample. For any 0 < δ < 1, with
probability at least 1− δ, inequality

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤3D(λ) +
224(

√
D(λ)/λ+R)2∥Γ0∥2 ln( 2δ )

m

+ 2
(448∥Γ0∥2CsR

s+2

m

) 1
s+1

is valid provided that m ≥ 448R∥Γ0∥2 ln(2/δ)(ln(2/δ)/Cs)
1/s.

Corollary 1. Let z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm be an u.e.M.c. sample. Taking λ = ( 1
m )

1
1+s , we

have that for any 0 < δ < 1, the following inequality is valid with probability at least
1− δ,

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤ C(
1

m
)

1
1+s ,

where C = 896∥Γ0∥2R2(4Cs
1

s+1 + 4 ln(2/δ) + 3).

Theorem 2. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is an i.i.d. sample. For any 0 < δ < 1, with
probability at least 1− δ, the inequality

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤D(λ)
(
2 +

14 ln(2δ )

mλ

)
+

14R2 ln( 2δ )

m

+
ln( 2δ )

m
+ 2

(300R2Cs(4R)s

m

) 1
s+1

is valid provided that m ≥ 74R ln(2/δ)(ln(2/δ)/Cs)
1/s.

Corollary 2. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is an i.i.d. sample. Let λ = ( 1
m )

1
1+s . For any

0 < δ < 1, we have that the inequality

E(fz)− E(fB ≤ Ĉ(
1

m
)

1
1+s

is valid with probability at least 1−δ, where Ĉ = 600R2(4Cs
1

s+1 +ln(2/δ)) is a constant.

Theorems 1-2 and Corollaries 1-2 will be proved in Appendix B. Besides, in order to
have better showing these theoretical results above, we give the following remarks.

Remark 2. By Corollaries 1-2, we have that E(fz)− E(fB) → 0, as m → ∞. This
means that the MK-MSVCR algorithm based u.e.M.c. (or i.i.d.) samples is consistent. To
our knowledge, all these results above are the first works on this topic.
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5. Numerical Studies

In this section, We compare Algorithm 1 with the support vector classification regression
machine for multi-class classification (MSVCR) [1], the MSVCR algorithm with multi-
ple kernel learning (MK-MSVCR), the mean weighted multiple kernel SVM [13] with
OVO method (MKSVM-OVO), the mean weighted multiple kernel SVM [13] with OVA
method (MKSVM-OVA). MKSVM-OVO is a algorithm that the mean weighted multi-
ple kernel support vector machine is combined with one-versus-one strategy to handle
multi-class classification, and MKSVM-OVA is a algorithm that the mean weighted mul-
tiple kernel support vector machine is combined with one-versus-rest strategy to handle
multi-class classification.

5.1. Datasets and experimental setup

We use 9 public datasets from UCI5 datasets: Connect4, Postures, Swarm, Twitter, Pavia,
TV News, Mnist, Proyecto, Kegg. For each dataset, we first divide randomly each data
sets into the training set Dtrain and the test set Dtest. The information of these datasets
is summarized in Table 1. All experiments were run on Intel 2.80GHz E5-1603 v4 CPU
with MATLAB 2018a.

Table 1. 9 Public Datasets

Dataset ♯Dtrain ♯Dtest ♯Input Dimension ♯Class

Connect4 50668 16889 126 3
Postures 58571 19524 36 5
Swarm 54036 18012 200 6
Twitter 169850 56616 77 9
Pavia 120000 28152 102 9
TV News 97263 32422 132 10
Mnist 45000 15000 780 10
Proyecto 47010 15670 7 21
Kegg 49152 16384 25 25

All the experimental results are based on 50 times repeated experiments and the fol-
lowing 8 kernels: a linear kernel K(a, b) = a′b, three polynomial kernels K(a, b) =
(1 + a′b)d with d = {2, 3, 4} and four RBF kernels K(a, b) = exp(−∥a − b∥2/2σ),
where σ is chosen from the set {0.001, 0.01, 1, 10}. The other parameters of algorithms
are also obtained through 10-fold cross-validation from [10−3, 10−2, . . . , 103]. For ex-
perimental results of classical MSVCR algorithm with single kernel, we choose the best
results between among 8 kernels.

Now, we state our experimental process as follows: (i) Train z and obtain a classifier
ϕz by Algorithm 1. (ii) Test the classifier on the given testing set and calculate the cor-
responding misclassification rates. (iii) Do process (i)-(ii) above under the same samples
z by the above 4 multi-class classification algorithms, respectively. (iv) Repeat process

5 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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(ii)-(iii) above for 50 times and calculate the average misclassification rates of 5 algo-
rithms, respectively. In this paper, we use “MSVCR”, “MK-MSVCR” , “MK-OVO” and
“MK-OVA” to refer the experimental results of MSVCR, MK-MSVCR, MKSVM-OVO
and MKSVM-OVA algorithms based on randomly independent samples, respectively.

5.2. Comparison of misclassification rates

We show the average misclassification rates of 5 algorithms in Tables 2-3.

Table 2. Average misclassification rates (%) with m = 9000

Dataset MK-MSVCR-TSL MK-MSVCR MSVCR MK-OVO MK-OVA
Connect4 30.04±0.39 30.90±0.42 33.59±0.40 32.39±0.42 33.59±0.48
Postures 21.59±0.32 23.49±0.35 28.02±0.36 24.07±0.39 26.49±0.39
Swarm 35.13±0.36 36.93±0.38 39.15±0.41 38.45±0.47 39.48±0.49
Twitter 11.73±0.29 15.17±0.31 20.21±0.35 17.18±0.37 16.50±0.40
Pavia 20.97±1.09 22.78±1.61 29.18±1.61 27.36±1.01 26.52±1.40
TV News 30.43±0.31 33.96±0.30 35.23±0.35 33.42±0.31 33.50±0.31
Mnist 11.02±0.32 13.96±0.41 16.66±0.35 16.06±0.51 15.54±0.42
Proyecto 33.44±0.31 34.93±0.35 36.13±0.29 35.43±0.39 35.45±0.45
Kegg 33.95±0.34 35.11±0.30 38.11±0.38 36.30±0.53 36.89±0.47

Table 3. Average misclassification rates (%) with m = 25000

Dataset MK-MSVCR-TSL MK-MSVCR MSVCR MK-OVO MK-OVA
Connect4 28.01±0.33 29.91±0.35 31.62±0.35 31.49±0.50 31.85±0.45
Postures 18.90±0.34 25.27±0.33 28.87±0.39 27.51±0.41 29.40±0.40
Swarm 33.11±0.32 35.92±0.34 38.16±0.41 36.51±0.51 36.53±0.34
Twitter 10.01±0.25 16.37±0.31 21.21±0.36 20.40±0.33 17.94±0.40
Pavia 19.90±1.01 26.15±1.55 30.01±1.44 32.58±0.84 32.61±1.50
TV News 28.43±0.32 31.92±0.35 34.25±0.34 31.45±0.39 32.49±0.32
Mnist 10.98±0.34 13.86±0.37 16.06±0.39 14.58±0.34 15.47±0.36
Proyecto 31.50±0.34 34.92±0.35 35.15±0.30 34.38±0.43 34.36±0.45
Kegg 31.44±0.29 33.90±0.35 35.24±0.36 34.44±0.42 34.53±0.43

By Tables 2-3, we can find that for m = 9000 (or m = 25000), the means of mis-
classification rates of the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm are less than that of other
multi-class classification algorithms, and the standard deviations of misclassification rates
for the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm are also less than that of other multi-class
classification algorithms. In detail, according to the experimental results of MSVCR and
MK-MSVCR algorithms with randomly independent samples, we can find that the means
of misclassification rates of the proposed MK-MSVCR algorithm are less than that of
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MSVCR algorithms, it is imply that for more complex and larger multi-classification data,
multiple kernel learning can effectively improve the classification accuracy.

Table 4. Wilcoxon tests of average misclassification rates for 5 algorithms

Comparison R+ R− Hypothesis(α = 0.05) Selected
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MK-MSVCR 0 45 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MSVCR 0 45 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MK-OVO 0 45 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MK-OVA 0 45 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL

In Table 4, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (α = 0.05)[?] to verify whether
there exist statistical significance between the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm and
other 4 algorithms by using the mean of misclassification rates presented in Table 3. By
Table 4, we can find that the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL has better performance com-
pared to other 4 multi-classification algorithms.

In order to have a better showing the learning performance of the proposed MK-
MSVCR-TSL algorithm more clearer, we present Figures 1-6 to compare 50 times mis-
classification rates of MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm with that of other algorithms. Here,
we use “red cross”, “blue square”, “green circle” and “magenta asterisk” to denote the
misclassification rates of MSVCR, MK-MSVCR, MKSVM-OVO and MKSVM-OVA al-
gorithms based on randomly independent samples, respectively. Here m is the size of
training sample, and the number of repeat experiments and the misclassification rates are
represented on the horizontal axis and the vertical axis, respectively.
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Fig. 1. 50 times experimental misclassification rates for m = 10000: (a) Connect4; (b)
Postures; (c) Swarm

By Figures 1-6, we can find that for the same size (m = 10000 or m = 20000) of
training sample, all the 50 times misclassification rates of MK-MSVCR-TSL are generally
smaller than that of other multi-class classification algorithms. This means that in terms
of classification accuracy, our algorithm has obvious advantages. And we can find that as
the sample size increases, the advantages of our proposed algorithm are more obvious.
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(c)

Fig. 2. 50 times experimental misclassification rates for m = 10000: (a) Twitter; (b)
Pavia; (c) TV News.
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(c)

Fig. 3. 50 times experimental misclassification rates for m = 10000: (a) Mnist; (b)
Proyecto; (c) Kegg
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(c)

Fig. 4. 50 times experimental misclassification rates for m = 20000: (a) Connect4; (b)
Postures; (c) Swarm

5.3. Comparison of total time

We show the sampling and training total time of 5 algorithms in Tables 5-6.
By Tables 5-6, we can find that for m = 9000 (or m = 25000), the sampling and

training total time of the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL is shorter than that of other 4
multi-classification algorithms. Combined with Tables 2-3, for the experimental results
of MK-MSVCR-TSL and MK-MSVCR algorithms, we can find that the sampling and
training total time of the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm is shorter than that of
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(b) (c)

Fig. 5. 50 times experimental misclassification rates for m = 20000: (a) Twitter; (b)
Pavia; (c) TV News
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(c)

Fig. 6. 50 times experimental misclassification rates for m = 20000: (a) Mnist; (b)
Proyecto; (c) Kegg

Table 5. Sampling and training total time (s) for m = 9000

Dataset MK-MSVCR-TSL MK-MSVCR MSVCR MK-OVO MK-OVA
Connect4 3834.00 8270.45 5264.87 9930.60 7305.26
Postures 8053.02 23431.51 8914.51 18711.38 15302.13
Swarm 3809.33 9610.83 4088.25 10514.35 8484.36
Twitter 1543.39 5027.24 2532.39 4739.51 4243.14
Pavia 3163.18 9340.25 5231.44 8631.60 8369.17
TV News 2038.28 5349.02 2454.38 4936.21 3696.07
Mnist 913.72 5381.88 1865.35 5691.39 8170.49
Proyecto 2935.07 8138.91 3519.49 9287.14 8036.25
Kegg 3836.14 13796.48 5103.23 12364.96 13505.16
Sum of Time 30126.14 88346.59 38973.91 84807.14 77112.03

MK-MSVCR algorithms, it is imply that for more complex and larger multi-classification
data, our algorithm has obvious advantages in terms of sampling and training total time
while ensuring certain classification accuracy.

In Table 7, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (α = 0.05)[?] to verify whether
there exist statistical significance between the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL algorithm and
other 4 algorithms by using the sampling and training total time presented in Table ??.
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Table 6. Sampling and training total time (s) for m = 25000

Dataset MK-MSVCR-TSL MK-MSVCR MSVCR MK-OVO MK-OVA
Connect4 5009.91 10303.13 7041.91 12343.38 11069.20
Postures 11819.79 43427.13 13434.19 40741.38 36957.31
Swarm 9153.73 23429.15 13007.13 31245.58 29894.29
Twitter 3968.61 15353.13 7872.34 10013.18 8943.33
Pavia 8468.84 20311.17 12935.34 38031.12 35085.71
TV News 2351.95 7360.40 5340.13 7671.83 7052.36
Mnist 2368.15 8689.35 3399.91 9400.62 10261.12
Proyecto 6054.01 12437.59 8695.15 14343.83 12118.36
Kegg 9846.13 30971.74 19678.04 35083.51 29836.58
Sum of Time 59041.13 172282.79 91404.15 198874.44 181218.27

By Table 7, we can find that the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL has better performance
compared to other 4 multi-classification algorithms.

Table 7. Wilcoxon tests of sampling and training total time for 5 algorithms

Comparison R+ R− Hypothesis(α = 0.05) Selected
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MK-MSVCR 0 55 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MSVCR 0 55 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MK-OVO 0 55 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL
MK-MSVCR-TSL vs. MK-OVA 0 55 Rejected MK-MSVCR-TSL

6. Conclusions

In this paper we firstly considered the generalization bounds of MSVCR algorithm with
multiple kernels based on u.e.M.c. samples. As its application, we also established the
generalization bounds of MK-MSVCR algorithm for the case of i.i.d. samples and ob-
tained the fast learning rate of MK-MSVCR algorithm for u.e.M.c. and i.i.d. samples,
respectively. In addition, we also introduced a new algorithm, the MK-MSVCR-TSL, and
showed that the experimental results of the proposed algorithm for public datasets. The
experimental results shown that the means of misclassification rates of the MK-MSVCR-
TSL and MK-MSVCR are smaller than the classical MSVCR introduced in [1], which
implies that the proposed multiple kernel learning can obviously improve the learning
performance of the classical MSVCR for large sample size. The experimental results also
shown that not only the means of misclassification rates of the MK-MSVCR-TSL are
smaller than other multi-class classification algorithms, but also the sampling and train-
ing total time of the MK-MSVCR is less than that of other multi-class classification al-
gorithms, which implies that the proposed MK-MSVCR-TSL have obvious competitive
strength for learning performance. In other words, the two-stage learning from the given
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datasets is a new strategy of improving the learning performance of the classical MSVCR
algorithm. Moreover, the experiments display that the proposed algorithm is valid and
competitive compared to other multiple kernels multi-class classification methods.

Based on the existing work, there are still several open issues worth further research.
For example, applying our method to deep neural networks, using the idea of distributed or
parallel to accelerate our method. These problems mentioned above are under our current
investigation.

Appendix A

In this section, we give the proof of the main results.

Proposition 1. Let fλ = argminf∈H̄K

{
λ∥f∥2K + E(f)

}
, D(λ) = E(fλ) − E(fB) +

λ∥fλ∥2K . For any z ∈ Zm, λ∥fz∥2K ≥ 0, we have that inequality

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤ {T1 + T2}+D(λ),

is valid, where

T1 :=E(fz)− Ez(fz)− E(fB) + Ez(fB),
T2 :=Ez(fλ)− E(fλ)− Ez(fB) + E(fB).

Proof: Since for any z ∈ Zm, λ∥fz∥2K ≥ 0, we have the following error decomposition
inspired by idea from [30],

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤E(fz)− E(fB) + λ∥fz∥2K
={E(fz)− Ez(fz) + Ez(fz)− E(fB) + Ez(fB)− Ez(fB)
+ Ez(fλ)− Ez(fλ)− E(fλ) + E(fλ) + E(fB)− E(fB)}
+ {λ∥fz∥2K − λ∥fλ∥2K + λ∥fλ∥2K}

={E(fz)− Ez(fz)− E(fB) + Ez(fB)}
+ {Ez(fλ)− E(fλ)− Ez(fB) + E(fB)}
+ {Ez(fz)− Ez(fλ) + λ∥fz∥2K − λ∥fλ∥2K}
+ {E(fλ)− E(fB) + λ∥fλ∥2K}

=T1 + T2 + T3 +D(λ) ≤ T1 + T2 +D(λ)

The last inequality above is follows from the fact that T3 ≤ 0 since by the definiton fz, we
have Ez(fz)+λ||fz||2K ≤ Ez(fλ)+λ||fλ||2K . D(λ) is called the regularizing error, which
is independent of the sample z, but is dependent of the space HK . Then we complete the
proof of Proposition 1.

To prove our results presented in Section 3, our main tools are as follows.

Lemma 1. [29] Let ξ be a random variable on a probability space Z with mean E(ξ),
variance σ2(ξ) = σ2, and satisfying |ξ(z)− E(ξ)| ≤ Mξ for almost all z ∈ Z. Then for
all ε > 0,

P
{ 1

m

m∑
i=1

ξ(zi)− E(ξ) ≥ ε
}
≤ exp

{
− mε2

2(σ2 + 1
3Mξε)

}
.
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Lemma 2. [29] Let G be a set of functions on Z such that for some cρ ≥ 0, |g−E(g)| ≤
B almost everywhere and E(g2) ≤ cρE(g) for each g ∈ G. Then for every ε > 0 and
0 < α ≤ 1,

P
{
sup
g∈G

E(g)− 1
m

∑m
i=1 g(zi)√

E(g) + ε
≥ 4α

√
ε
}
≤ N (G, αε) exp

{
− α2mε

2cρ +
2
3B

}
.

Lemma 3. [31] Let G be a countable class of bounded measurable functions, and Z be a
u.e.M.c. sample set. Assume that 0 ≤ g(z) ≤ CG for any g ∈ G and for any z ∈ Z. Then
for any ε > 0, we have

P
{ 1

m

∑m
i=1 g(zi)− E(g)√
E(g) + ε

≥
√
ε
}
≤ exp

{ −mε

56CG∥Γ0∥2
}
,

where ||Γ0|| =
√
2/(1− β

1/2n1

1 ), and β1, n1 are two positive constants independent of
m.

Lemma 4. With all notations as that in Lemma 3, then for ∀ε > 0, we have

P
{
sup
g∈G

1
m

∑m
i=1 g(zi)− E(g)√
E(g) + ε

≥ 4
√
ε
}
≤ expN (G, ε)

{ −mε

56CG∥Γ0∥2
}
.

Lemma 5. [6] Let c1, c2 > 0, and p1 > p2 > 0. Then, the equation xp1 −c1x
p2 −c2 = 0

has a unique positive zero x∗. In addition, we have x∗ ≤ max{(2c1)1/(p1−p2), (2c2)
1/p1}.

Proposition 2. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is an u.e.M.c. sample. For any 0 < δ < 1,
the following inequality is valid with confidence at least 1− δ/2,

T1 ≤ 1

2
[E(fz)− E(fB)] + ε∗(m, δ/2),

where ε∗(m, δ
2 ) = max

{
448∥Γ0∥2R2 ln( 2

δ )

m , ( 448∥Γ0∥2CsR
s+2

m )
1

s+1

}
.

Proof: Set ξ1 = V (y, f)− V (y, fB). It is clear that ξ1 varies among a set of functions in
accordance with the varying sample z. Let GR =

{
g|g(z) := V (y, f) − V (y, fB), f ∈

BR

}
. We have

E(g) =E(f)− E(fB) ≥ 0,
1

m

m∑
i=1

g(zi) = Ez(f)− Ez(fB),

g(z) =C1[(1− yf(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+] · 1{y ̸=0}

+ C2[(f(x)− fB(x))(f(x) + fB(x))] · 1{y=0}.

Since ∥f∥∞ ≤ ∥f∥K ≤ R and |fB(x)| ≤ M almost everywhere, by the restriction
M ≤ R and C = max{C1, C2} = 1, we have

|g(z)| ≤ C1(R+M) + C2(R+M)(R+M) ≤ 4R2.
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It follows that |g(z)− E(g)| ≤ 8R2 almost everywhere, and

g2 =[C1((1− yf(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+) · 1{y ̸=0}

+ C2(f
2(x)− f2

B(x)) · 1{y=0}]
2

=C2
1 [(1− yf(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+]

2 · 1{y ̸=0}

+ C2
2 [f

2(x)− f2
B(x)]

2 · 1{y=0}

≤CC1[(1− yf(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+](R+M) · 1{y ̸=0}

+ CC2[f
2(x)− f2

B(x)](R
2 +M2) · 1{y=0}

≤2R2 · [C1((1− yf(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+) · 1{y ̸=0}

+ C2(f
2(x)− f2

B(x)) · 1{y=0}].

Thus E(g2) ≤ 2R2E(g), and

sup
f∈BR

E(f)− E(fB)− (Ez(f)− Ez(fB))√
E(f)− E(fB) + ε

= sup
g∈GR

E(g)− 1
m

∑m
i=1 g(zi)√

E(g) + ε
.

Applying Lemma 4 to the function set GR, we have that inequality

sup
f∈BR

E(f)− E(fB)− (Ez(f)− Ez(fB))√
E(f)− E(fB) + ε

= sup
g∈GR

E(g)− 1
m

∑m
i=1 g(zi)√

E(g) + ε
≤

√
ε

holds with probability at least 1−N (GR, ε) exp
{
− mε

56·4R2·∥Γ0∥2

}
.

By Definition 4, we have

P
{

sup
f∈BR

E(f)− E(fB)− (Ez(f)− Ez(fB))√
E(f)− E(fB) + ε

≥
√
ε
}

≤N (GR, ε) exp
{
− mε

224R2∥Γ0∥2
}

≤ exp
{
Cs(

R

ε
)s − mε

224R2∥Γ0∥2
}
.

Let δ = exp
{
Cs(

R
ε )

s − mε
224R2∥Γ0∥2

}
. Solving this equation with respect to ε, by

Lemma 5, we have

ε = ε∗(m, δ) = max
{448R2∥Γ0∥2 ln( 1δ )

m
, (
448∥Γ0∥2CsR

s+2

m
)

1
s+1

}
.

It follows that the following inequality holds with the probability at least 1− δ

E(f)− E(fB)− (Ez(f)− Ez(fB)) ≤
1

2
[E(f)− E(fB)] + ε∗(m, δ).

Replacing f by fz, we have that the following inequality

T1 = E(fz)− E(fB)− (Ez(fz)− Ez(fB)) ≤
1

2
[E(fz)− E(fB)] + ε∗(m, δ/2)

is valid with probability at least 1 − δ
2 . Therefore, we complete the proof of Proposition

2.
By making use of the similar proof method as that in Proposition 2, and Lemma 2, we

have
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Proposition 3. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is an i.i.d. sample. For any 0 < δ < 1, we
have that the following inequality holds with confidence at least 1− δ/2,

T1 ≤ 1

2
[E(fz)− E(fB)] + ε̄(m, δ/2),

where ε̄(m, 2/δ) = max
{

300R2 ln(2/δ)
m , ( 300R

2Cs(4R)s

m )
1

s+1

}
.

Proposition 4. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is a u.e.M.c. sample. For any 0 < δ < 1, we
have that the following inequality holds with the probability at least 1− δ/2,

T2 ≤ 1

2
D(λ) +

112(
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 · ∥Γ0∥2 ln( 2δ )

m
.

Proof: By the definitions of fλ and D(λ), we have λ∥fλ∥2K ≤ E(fλ)−E(fB)+λ∥fλ∥2K =

D(λ). It follows that |fλ∥∞ ≤ ∥fλ∥K ≤
√

D(λ)/λ. Set ξ2 = V (y, fλ)− V (y, fB), we
have

ξ2 =C1(1− yfλ(x))+ · 1{y ̸=0} + C2(y − fλ(x))
2 · 1{y=0}

− C1(1− yfB(x))+ · 1{y ̸=0} − C2(y − fB(x))
2 · 1{y=0}

=C1[(1− yfλ(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+] · 1{y ̸=0} + C2[f
2
λ(x)− f2

B(x)] · 1{y=0},

then T2 = 1
m

∑m
i=1 ξ2(zi)− E(ξ2). Since |fB | ≤ M ≤ R almost everywhere, we have

|ξ2| ≤|C1[(1− yfλ(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+] · 1{y ̸=0}

+ C2[(fλ(x)− fB(x))(fλ(x) + fB(x))] · 1{y=0}|

≤C(
√

D(λ)/λ+R) + C(
√

D(λ)/λ+R)(
√

D(λ)/λ+R)

≤2(
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 := 2b.

Hence |ξ2 − E(ξ2)| ≤ Mξ2 := 4b, |ξ2| ≤ 2(
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 := 2b. Moreover, we have

E(ξ22) =E[C1((1− yfλ(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+) · 1{y ̸=0}

+ C2(fλ(x)
2 − fB(x)

2) · 1{y=0}]
2

=E{C1[(1− yfλ(x))+ − (1− yfB(x))+] · 1{y ̸=0}}2

+ E{C2[(fλ(x)− fB(x))(fλ(x) + fB(x))] · 1{y=0}}2

≤C2∥fλ(x)− fB(x)∥2ρ + C2∥fλ(x)− fB(x)∥2ρ(
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2

≤C2(∥fλ(x)− fB(x)∥2ρ + λ∥fλ∥2K) + C2(∥fλ(x)− fB(x)∥2ρ
+ λ∥fλ∥2K)(

√
D(λ)/λ+R)2

≤C2D(λ) + C2D(λ)(
√

D(λ)/λ+R)2

=D(λ)(1 + (
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2) = D(λ)(1 + b).

Applying Lemma 3, we have that for any ε > 0,

P
{ 1

m

∑m
i=1 ξ2(zi)− E(ξ2)√

E(ξ2) + ε
≥

√
ε
}
≤ exp

{ −mε

56 · ∥Γ0∥2 · 2b

}
.
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It follows that for any 0 < δ < 1, with probability at least 1− δ, inequality

1

m

m∑
i=1

ξ2(zi)− E(ξ2) ≤
1

2
D(λ) +

112(
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 · ∥Γ0∥2 ln( 2δ )

m

is valid. Then we accomplish the proof of Proposition 4.
Similar to the proof of Proposition 4, we obtain the following bound of T2 for i.i.d.

samples.

Proposition 5. Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is an i.i.d. sample. For any 0 < δ < 1, the
following inequality holds with the probability at least 1− δ/2,

T2 ≤ D(λ)
(
1 +

7 ln( 2δ )

mλ

)
+

7R2 ln( 2δ )

m
+

1
2 ln(

2
δ )

m
.

Proof: Applying Lemma 1, by Proposition 4, we have that for any t > 0, 1
m

∑m
i=1 ξ2(zi)−

E(ξ2) ≤ t, with confidence at least

1− exp
{
− mt2

2(σ2(ξ2) +
1
3Mξ2t)

}
≥1− exp

{
− mt2

2[D(λ)(1 + b) + 1
3 · 4bt]

}
=1− exp

{
− mt2

2D(λ)(1 + b) + 8
3bt

}
.

Select t∗ as the only positive solution of the equation

− mt2

2D(λ)(1 + b) + 8
3bt

= ln δ.

So, 1
m

∑m
i=1 ξ2(zi)− E(ξ2) ≤ t∗ holds with probability 1− δ. Then

t∗ =

4b
3 ln( 1δ ) +

√
( 4b3 ln( 1δ ))

2 + 2D(λ)(1 + b)m ln( 1δ )

m

≤
8b ln( 1δ )

3m
+

√
2D(λ)(1 + b) ln( 1δ )

m

≤
8b ln( 1δ )

3m
+D(λ) +

(1 + b) ln( 1δ )

2m
.

Recall b = (
√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 ≤ 2(D(λ)/λ+R2). It follows that

t∗ ≤ D(λ)
(
1 +

7 ln(1δ )

mλ

)
+

7R2 ln( 1δ )

m
+

1
2 ln(

1
δ )

m
.

Then we accomplish the proof of Proposition 5.
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Appendix B

Proof of Theorem 1: Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is a u.e.M.c. sample. Similar to the
proof of Theorem 2, we have that for any 0 < δ < 1, with probability at least 1 − δ, the
inequality

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤3D(λ) +
224 · (

√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 · ∥Γ0∥2 ln( 2δ )

m

+ 2
(448∥Γ0∥2CsR

s+2

m

) 1
s+1

is valid provided that m ≥ 448R∥Γ0∥2 ln(2/δ)(ln(2/δ)/Cs)
1/s. Then, we accomplish

the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary 1: Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is a u.e.M.c. sample. According

to Definition 2, D(λ) ≤ λq . Then for any 0 < δ < 1, with probability at least 1 − δ, we
have

E(fz)− E(fB)

≤3D(λ) +
224 · (

√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 · ∥Γ0∥2 ln( 2δ )

m
+ 2ε∗(m, δ/2)

≤3D(λ) +
224 · (

√
D(λ)/λ+R)2 · ∥Γ0∥2 ln( 2δ )

m

+
896∥Γ0∥2R2 ln( 2δ )

m
+ 2(

448∥Γ0∥2CsR
s+2

m
)

1
s+1

≤C
(
λq +

λq−1

m
+

1

m
+

λ(q−1)/2

m
+

1

m
+ (

1

m
)

1
1+s

)
,

where C = 896∥Γ0∥2R2(4Cs
1

s+1 + 4 ln(2/δ) + 3).
Let λ = ( 1

m )
1

1+s and q close to 1, so the inequality

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤ C
(
λq +

λq−1

m
+

1

m
+

λ(q−1)/2

m
+

1

m
+ (

1

m
)

1
1+s

)
≤ C(

1

m
)

1
1+s

is valid with probability at least 1− δ, where C = 896∥Γ0∥2R2(4Cs
1

s+1 +4 ln(2/δ)+3)
is a constant. Then, we finish the proof of Corollary 1.

Proof of Theorem 2: Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is i.i.d. sample. With the bounds
of T1(Prop.3), T2(Prop.5) and D(λ)(Def.3), we have that with confidence 1− δ,

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤ T1 + T2 +D(λ)

≤1

2
[E(fz)− E(fB)] +D(λ)

(
1 +

7 ln( 2δ )

mλ

)
+

7R2 ln( 2δ )

m
+

1
2 ln(

2
δ )

m
+ ε(m, δ/2).

For ε(m, δ/2), the inequality ( 300R
2Cs(4R)s

m )
1

s+1 ≥ 300R2 ln(2/δ)
m is valid with m ≥

74R ln(2/δ)(ln(2/δ)/Cs)
1/s, we get ε(m, δ/2) = (300R

2Cs(4R)s

m )
1

s+1 . Thus, for any 0 <
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δ < 1, with probability at least 1− δ, we have

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤D(λ)
(
2 +

14 ln(2δ )

mλ

)
+

14R2 ln( 2δ )

m

+
ln( 2δ )

m
+ 2

(300R2Cs(4R)s

m

) 1
s+1

.

Then, we finish the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Corollary 2: Assume z = {zi}mi=1 ∈ Zm is i.i.d. sample. According to

Definition 2, D(λ) ≤ λq . Then for any 0 < δ < 1, with probability at least 1−δ, we have

E(fz)− E(fB)

≤D(λ)
(
2 +

14 ln(2δ )

mλ

)
+

14R2 ln( 2δ )

m
+

ln( 2δ )

m
+ 2ε(m, δ/2)

≤λq(2 +
14 ln(2δ )

mλ

)
+

14R2 ln( 2δ )

m
+

ln( 2δ )

m

+
600R2 ln( 2δ )

m
+ 2(

300R2Cs(4R)s

m
)

1
s+1

≤Ĉ
(
λq +

λq

mλ
+

1

m
+

1

m
+

1

m
+ (

1

m
)

1
1+s

)
,

where Ĉ = 600R2(4Cs
1

s+1 +ln(2/δ)). Let λ = ( 1
m )

1
1+s and q close to 1, so the inequality

E(fz)− E(fB) ≤ Ĉ
(
λq +

λq

mλ
+

3

m
+ (

1

m
)

1
1+s

)
≤ Ĉ(

1

m
)

1
1+s

is valid with probability at least 1−δ, where Ĉ = 600R2(4Cs
1

s+1 +ln(2/δ)) is a constant.
Then, we accomplish the proof of Corollary 2.
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Abstract. Microservice architectures (MSA) are becoming a preferred architec-
tural style for data-driven applications. A transaction within MSA can include re-
mote calls to multiple services, turning it into a distributed transaction. Participating
services may have their own data stores running local transactions with varying le-
vels of transactional support and consistency guarantees. Coordinating distributed
transactions in such an environment is a key challenge for MSA. The existing ap-
proaches are either highly consistent at the expense of scalability or scalable at the
expense of consistency. Furthermore, implementing any of them requires architec-
tural and code adaptation. In this article, we present the Service Proxy Transaction
Management (SPTM) approach, which offers scalable reads and ACID transactions
in MSA. The novelty of this approach is that it is based on intercepting inbound
messages to services, rather than having services directly communicate with a trans-
action manager. As a result, transaction management is completely transparent to
services and has little-to-no impact on code or architecture. We provide experimen-
tal results showing that SPTM can outperform lock-based approaches by up to a
factor of 2, while still providing high consistency without the scaling bottleneck
associated with locking.

Keywords: distributed transaction management, consistency, microservice, saga,
2pc, acid, base.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, there has been a shift from traditional, monolithic services to MSA uti-
lizing multiple small services for data-driven applications. The trend has spread to many
areas of the software industry, such as smart cities [55,46,10], e-commerce and finan-
cial systems [57,40], driving assistance [53], and edge computing [27]. The general idea
is to split a complex domain into subdomains and assign each to a service. Ideally, ser-
vices are small, mostly self-contained, and communicate with other services only when
their domain boundary is crossed. This leads to improvements in scalability, robustness,
and development flexibility enabled by loose coupling between services [48,45,66]. But
MSA also brings new challenges to the table, with data management being one of the
major categories [48,45,66]. One notable challenge in this category is facilitating trans-
actions, which arises from the way they are executed in MSA. With a monolithic service,
a transaction is comprised of a set of direct function calls to different submodules. The
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transaction and the data it handles are under the control of the monolithic service. In con-
trast, transactions in MSA include inter-service remote calls via messaging protocols such
as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or, more commonly, HTTP Secure (HTTPS). The
communication in this manner happens at the service communication level.

Each service may have its own data store in a database-per-service fashion, with which
it communicates at the database communication level. A particular data store used by a
particular service might be chosen to address the specific needs of the service. For exam-
ple, a service responsible for connections between people in a social network application
would benefit the most from a graph database. This is known as the polyglot persistence
paradigm [30], and applying it creates a heterogeneous environment of data stores. Pro-
viding a uniform level of consistency and transactional support is difficult even in homo-
geneous environments; heterogeneity takes it to another level of complexity. Transactional
support and consistency levels offered by data stores in a system following the polyglot
persistence principle are hardly ever uniform. For example, while relational databases are
highly consistent with full transactional support, NoSQL data stores come with low con-
sistency levels and transactional limitations. For instance, popular NoSQL data stores,
such as Elasticsearch [16] and Cassandra [17], ensure atomicity only at the level of indi-
vidual documents.

1.1. Motivation

Even if all the data stores in a system were identical, the challenge of coordinating a dis-
tributed transaction is still present. A distributed transaction in MSA is composed of mul-
tiple local transactions, each running on a different data store. Data stores have no inherent
mechanism to connect local transactions to a larger context of a distributed transaction.
Thus, distributed transaction coordination must be built on top of the data stores. Further-
more, transactional properties, such as Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability
(ACID) guarantees, do not extend beyond local transactions. This means that even if a
distributed transaction is composed entirely of local ACID transactions, it is not ACID by
default.

Workloads in MSA generally fall under two broad categories: Online Analytical Pro-
cessing (OLAP) and Online Transactional Processing (OLTP). OLAP is characterized by
complex, long-running ad hoc queries over many items. In contrast, OLTP is character-
ized by short-lived transactions on a small number of items, usually involving write op-
erations. OLTP appears in data-driven applications very often [48]. An example of OLTP
is a typical e-commerce scenario: a user checks out a product, product stock is updated,
and payment is made. Within MSA, each step may be carried out by a different service in
a distributed transaction. ACID guarantees are natural requirements for OLTP workloads
due to the high consistency demands of data-driven applications handling them.

The level of consistency of a transaction can be tied to its isolation level [69]. Isolation
level is defined by how many isolation anomalies [6] it allows to happen: fewer anoma-
lies indicate a higher isolation level. An isolation anomaly is an unwanted effect on data
caused by concurrent execution of transactions. An example of an isolation anomaly is
Lost Update [1], in which a transaction can overwrite the result from another active trans-
action. Consider an example with transactions T1 and T2 that attempt to increment value
i=1. Both T1 and T2 read the value i=1 and write the incremented value, which is i=2. The
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expected outcome would be i=3, but a result from one of the transactions is effectively
lost.

Isolation levels are defined in the order from the least to the most restrictive, as
follows: READ UNCOMMITED, READ COMMITED, CURSOR STABILITY, REPEAT-
ABLE READ, SNAPSHOT, and SERIALIZABLE [6]. The higher the level, the more checks
a system must run. This ultimately means that a higher isolation level leads to higher con-
sistency, but at the cost of lower performance. A high consistency level is also commonly
referred to as strong or strict consistency, whereas lower consistency levels are referred to
as weak consistency.

Existing approaches to handling distributed transactions are synchronous and strongly
consistent, or asynchronous and weakly consistent. The shortcomings of synchronous ap-
proaches are attributed to the locking of involved items [67,28], which is absent in asyn-
chronous approaches. The asynchronous approaches in turn bring challenges related to
weak consistency, such as transactions reading uncommitted values. There is a space of
solutions to be explored that avoids locking, while still offering a high consistency level.
Existing approaches also incur changes to both new and ongoing projects. Code and
sometimes architectural changes are necessary to accommodate the chosen distributed
transaction handling approach. Developers must be familiar with how distributed trans-
actions work within an approach to effectively apply it. This is a notoriously difficult
topic, so minimizing this requirement can be a huge boon to the development process.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of good and intuitive abstractions to help developers tackle
this issue, particularly for strongly consistent approaches, which can be a large barrier to
adoption [41,42].

1.2. Contribution

In this article, we describe Service Proxy Transaction Management (SPTM), an approach
to distributed transaction management in MSA that provides ACID guarantees for OLTP
workloads. ACID is provided even in heterogeneous data store environments, in which
not all data stores have ACID capabilities. SPTM combines the lock-free mechanism of
asynchronous approaches with the high consistency of synchronous approaches by mask-
ing intermediate results of ongoing transactions. SPTM also aims to be as non-invasive
to the existing codebase as possible with a low-performance overhead. It does so by in-
tercepting, evaluating, and modifying messages at the service communication level. From
the developer’s perspective, a distributed transaction within SPTM is a collection of re-
mote service calls with no additional libraries or frameworks, making the approach easy to
understand and use. We believe that offering transparent ACID capabilities with the flex-
ibility to combine it with both synchronous and asynchronous messaging makes SPTM
very valuable for microservice developers. We also explore the possibilities and limits of
the approach in which transactions are managed at the service communication level, using
only the information available in the messages.

1.3. Article structure

In addition to the Introduction and Conclusion, the article comprises five sections. In the
Related work section, we present and compare existing approaches to SPTM. The SPTM
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approach is described in the Service Proxy Transaction Management — SPTM section. In
the Evaluation section, we run benchmarks on an SPTM implementation and compare it
to an implementation of another commonly used approach. We also discuss and explain
the results of benchmarks. In the Threats to validity section, we briefly present factors that
could affect the results of this article, primarily the ones presented in the Evaluation sec-
tion. In the Limitations and future work section, we describe what the current limitations
are and how we plan to overcome them.

2. Related Work

There are several research threads that work on addressing the problem of facilitating dis-
tributed OLTP transactions in MSA from various angles. While they are very distinct from
each other, every thread exhibits three main characteristics: (i) support for synchronous
and asynchronous execution, (ii) consistency guarantees and ACID support, and (iii) im-
pact on the codebase and the software design. In this section, we compare current ap-
proaches through the prism of these characteristics. We have found that none fill the niche
of both synchronous and asynchronous execution support, high consistency and ACID
support, and low impact on the codebase — all of which SPTM strives to offer.

Two-phase commit protocol (2PC) can be considered a good match for OLTP work-
loads due to its synchronous nature and high consistency. As the name suggests, 2PC
carries out transaction execution in two phases: the prepare phase and the commit phase.
In the prepare state, participants check if conditions for applying changes. If the check
passes, the changes are applied in the commit phase. The phases are coordinated by a
transaction coordinator component that sends messages to participants. During the execu-
tion of both phases, locks are kept on the items involved in the transaction.

The locking mechanism of 2PC is a bottleneck for scalability and its main downside
[67,28]. Furthermore, the 2PC coordinator acts as a single point of failure in the system:
new transactions cannot be accepted nor executed if the coordinator is unavailable. 2PC
also heavily relies on all data stores providing commands for controlling a transaction
flow like BEGIN, COMMIT, and ABORT in SQL. Meeting this requirement is not always
possible in heterogeneous data store environments. For these reasons, 2PC is now rarely
used in practice within MSA [48]. There are also several 2PC variants, such as Distributed
Strong Strict Two-Phase Locking (SS2PL) [8] and 2PC* [28] which scale better, but still
fall behind approaches that eschew locking. 2PC only supports synchronous execution
with high consistency across all variants. It also comes with code changes and design
limitations, as it requires the use of client libraries and narrows the selection of data stores
to transactional ones.

Despite falling out of focus of literature and open-source MSA projects in the recent
years, 2PC is still present in industry and academia. It is still being used in industry with
at least 8-16% practitioners claiming they use it [48], while also being present in research,
with some more recent papers still referencing it or using it for comparison [28,73].

Saga is a pattern used for coordinating distributed transactions in Event-Driven Archi-
tecture (EDA). It consists of a series of subtransactions carried out by multiple services.
Transactions are coordinated by creating an event signaling that the next subtransaction
should start. This can be done in two ways [63]:
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– Orchestrated Saga utilizes a central coordinator that coordinates subtransactions.
When a service finishes a subtransaction, it notifies the coordinator. The coordinator
in turn creates an event for the next service to start its subtransaction. Orchestrated
Sagas help implement complex transactions by having them defined in the coordina-
tor, with all the steps clearly laid out. The main disadvantage is that the coordinator
is a potential point of failure. It is also a complex component to develop and maintain
[52].

– Choreographed Saga has no central coordinator. Instead, each service creates an
event that will trigger the next subtransaction. More complex transactions can be
harder to implement and understand when compared to Orchestrated Saga, but the
availability is better due to not having a coordinator that is a potential point of failure.

Saga relaxes ACID in favor of Basically-Available, Soft-state, Eventually-Consistent
(BASE) [61]. Given a proper application of Saga and BASE, some of the ACID guarantees
can be supported to an extent:

– Relaxed atomicity is achieved by undoing the results of a failed transaction with
compensating operations. For example, a compensating operation for creating a user
would be deleting the user.

– Strong consistency is replaced by eventual consistency. A properly implemented Saga
pattern guarantees that the system will eventually reach a consistent state.

– Isolation is not supported to any extent. Active transactions can see intermediate re-
sults of other active transactions.

– Durability can be supported if events are persisted. Replaying an event will execute
the corresponding transaction once again. This can be useful when, for example, the
effects of a transaction are lost.

Issues arising from favoring BASE over ACID are some of the major pain points
for developers [48,45,66]. These include non-atomic message processing, feral ordering,
and isolation anomalies. Still, despite the issues and the expressed importance of ACID
by developers [45], Saga remains the most popular approach in MSA because the loose
coupling of transaction participants is perceived as a good fit for MSA [48,45]. Despite
claims within both white and grey literature that Saga scales better than 2PC, we have
found only one research paper that directly compares the two approaches [26].

Saga only supports asynchronous, eventually consistent transactions, which is the ex-
act opposite of what 2PC has to offer. It also has a large impact on software design by
requiring the application to apply the EDA.

Transaction coordinators are a loose group of approaches for distributed transac-
tion handling in MSA applications. Although this landscape is quite varied, all of the
approaches either fall into synchronous, highly consistent and asynchronous, eventually
consistent categories. Granola [13] and CloudTPS [70] use the classic locking mechanism
of 2PC facilitated by a transaction coordinator to ensure high consistency across multiple
heterogeneous data stores. Cherry Garcia [14] works on the same principle, but has no
central transaction manager. Instead, the transaction state is embedded in the data store
objects as a part of the metadata. This comes at the cost of Cherry Garcia being lim-
ited to only data stores that provide Test-and-Set operators, which enables atomic writes
on an object in a single instruction. ReTSO [43] works by combining data-store meta
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fields and centralized transaction manager to provide SNAPSHOT ISOLATION consis-
tency level. The transaction state is managed by the Timestamp Oracle component, which
is a bottleneck and the single point of failure of the solution. Typhon [3] uses a separate
layer for transactional metadata and instead relies on Vector Clocks [56] to avoid cen-
tralized timestamp generation, but only comes with causal consistency guarantees. GRIT
[68] executes transactions optimistically, by first capturing read and write sets, before
logically committing and physically materializing the changes in data stores. It comes
with a large architectural requirement: not counting microservices and data stores, GRIT
brings six additional components into the application. Furthermore, data stores must sup-
port multi-versioning and snapshot reads, further narrowing down the available options.
All of the discussed approaches come with client libraries or large design limitations, like
the aforementioned Test-and-set requirement of Cherry Garcia, or the specific technol-
ogy stack imposed by Narayana. Ultimately, none fulfills the criteria of supporting highly
consistent synchronous and asynchronous transactions with low impact on the codebase.

Federated databases (FDS) [65] and Polystores [31] tackle the data management
issue by acting as a query execution layer on top of all data stores in a system. This way,
a heterogeneous data store environment appears to be homogeneous to a service. A single
language is used for querying and manipulating all the data in a system. A service working
with data is unaware from which data store the data originates. This is a major upside
of Polystores, which keeps services unaffected by the choice of data store technologies.
However, there is an overhead added by underlying data migrations involved in query
execution. The overhead is acceptable for OLAP workloads but is not favorable for short-
lived transactions of OLTP workloads. Transactions on Polystores are asynchronous and
eventually consistent, due to how data is replicated between data stores. The impact on
the code is minimal as long as services are already using a querying language offered by
the polystore. Polystores also bring a limitation to the choice of data stores, as only the
ones supported by the polystore can be used.

Database transaction middlewares follow the principle of separation of concerns to
bring transactional properties to heterogeneous data store environments. They are similar
to FDS and Polystores from the perspective of layered data store approach. The general
approach of this thread of work is to add a transactional layer to separate transaction
execution from data storage, which is delegated to data stores. MIDDLE-R [59], Calvin
[67], Bolt-On Consistency [5], Deuteronomy [50] follow this principle by adding a layer
responsible for transaction execution, fault tolerance, and logical replication across dif-
ferent data stores, regardless of their transactional or replication capabilities. As a result,
transactional properties and safety guarantees are unified across all data stores. This way
strong consistency can be achieved for both synchronous and asynchronous transactions
in MSA applications. SPTM takes this thread of work and applies it to microservices
instead of data stores, but leaves the microservice source code intact.

Transaction middlewares for Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) are one of the more
recent developments in the area of transaction management. Their primary objective is
twofold: to act as a cache for objects used in ongoing transactions, and to provide a
certain level of consistency guarantees. HydroCache [71] and FaaSTTC [54] are prime
examples in this category that offer Transactional Casual Consistency level (TCC) [2],
while also improving the overall performance of transactions in a FaaS context. While
TCC is weaker than Snapshot Isolation, it is currently noted as being the highest con-
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sistency level achievable without a consensus [4]. Transaction middlewares offer client
libraries for reading and writing objects within a transactional context that need to be ex-
plicitly invoked in the client code. Strong consistency is supported for both synchronous
and asynchronous transactions, but code and architecture need to be adapted to use the
middleware.

In Table 1 we present an overview of related work compared by the characteristics
defined at the beginning of this section. For this comparison, we consider the consistency
level as high if it offers stronger guarantees than causal consistency [69]. TCC and SNAP-
SHOT ISOLATION are examples of such levels. We show that the existing approaches
do not cover the desired characteristics of synchronous and asynchronous support, high
consistency, and low impact on the codebase and the software design. At best, some ap-
proaches, such as transactional FaaS middlewares, cover the first two characteristics. The
latter is never considered, which is a gap that SPTM aims to address.

Table 1. Overview of related work
Approach Sync/Async Consistency Code and design impact
2PC Sync High - Client libraries

- Data stores must all be transactional
Saga Async Eventual - Must apply the EDA defensive cod-

ing due to BASE (e.g. message re-
play, atomic processing)

CloudTPS [70]
Granola [13]

Sync High - Client libraries

Cherry Garcia [14] Sync High - Client libraries data store Test-and-
set operation

ReTSO [43]
Typhon [3]

Both High - Client libraries

GRIT Async Eventual - Architecture must be adapted to im-
plement GRIT

FDS and Polystores Async Eventual - Can only use data stores supported
by the Polystore/FDS

Database transaction mid-
dlewares

Both High - Client libraries
- Can only use data stores supported
by the Polystore/FDS

Transaction middlewares
for FaaS

Both High - Client libraries

3. Service Proxy Transaction Management — SPTM

In this section, we present the SPTM approach. First, we provide a high-level overview of
the SPTM approach and provide a list of requirements that a system must fulfill in order
to utilize SPTM. Then, we delve into more details on how SPTM assigns and identifies
transactions and involved objects from messages. Afterward, we describe how SPTM
can achieve fault tolerance and scalability. Next, we present a reference architecture for
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the client-server messaging model. Finally, we highlight how SPTM differs from related
work.

3.1. Overview of the SPTM Approach

Microservices provide a set of functions that can be invoked remotely, called endpoints.
Similarly to regular functions, an endpoint defines a name, a set of parameters, and a
return value. The name is usually given as a path or a Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
The parameters and the results of an endpoint are sent via the network within messages.
The format of these messages is defined in a message schema. Endpoints and rules on
how to use them form an Application Programming Interface (API) of a service.

SPTM is an approach for transaction management with a focus on transparency to
reduce the impact on microservice source code. It does so by fulfilling the following
responsibilities:

– R1 Message metadata retrieval: SPTM retrieves the information on which mes-
sages can be involved in transactions and how data objects (DO) can be extracted and
identified from them.

– R2 Message interception: Inbound and outbound messages are intercepted and their
contents are inspected and modified.

– R3 Transaction context and data object detection: This includes transaction iden-
tifiers, transaction state transition commands, and DOs involved in the transaction.

– R4 Transaction lifecycle management: Transaction state is transitioned based on
transaction commands or message success status.

– R5 Data object version control: DOs modified by a message are stored within a ver-
sion control storage. This version control storage is then used to replace uncommitted
DOs with their committed versions.

– R6 Distributed state management: The updated transaction and version control
storage states are distributed to multiple nodes for scaling and fault tolerance.

The SPTM approach is designed to work with any type of messaging protocol, as long
as it meets the following four criteria. First, messages must contain a metadata (header)
section that can carry additional data, such as the HTTP header section. Second, mes-
sages must contain information identifying the name of the endpoint of a service. Third,
messages must be able to carry a payload that can be parsed and inspected. Fourth, the
messaging protocol allows for building a layered system, in which a participant cannot
tell if it is directly communicating with another participant or not. Specifically, a proxy
can be installed between any two participants.

The SPTM approach can be applied to both synchronous and asynchronous messag-
ing patterns. Transactions in both synchronous and asynchronous usually begin with a
synchronous message that confirms that the operation is accepted. This is sufficient for
SPTM to build and detect the transactional context, as long as the followup messages
belong to the same transaction.

SPTM is not an all-or-nothing choice and can be applied to a selection of endpoints
in a system. Those endpoints need to satisfy the following three criteria. First, the end-
points are using a messaging protocol that meets the requirements of SPTM. Second, only
the DOs identified from the messages involved in the endpoint are used in a transaction.
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This includes all the messages generated during the endpoint execution, not just the re-
quest and the response exchanged in client-server communication. Third, the values in
the metadata/header section generated and used by SPTM must not be modified after a
transaction starts. They should also be propagated in all of the messages generated by an
endpoint that are part of a single transaction.

3.2. Message Metadata Retrieval, Message Interception, and Data Object
Detection

In this subsection, we delve into details about how SPTM deals with message metadata
retrieval, message interception, and data object detection.

A DO is a key-value structure containing data about an entity handled by an applica-
tion. Each key is associated with a field of the corresponding entity, with at least one field
acting as an identifier (ID). The ID field can be used to uniquely identify the instance of
the entity which is represented by the DO. DOs are carried within messages at the service
communication level in a data serialization format. A DO representing a user in JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) format is presented in Listing 1. The user is uniquely identified
by the ”id” field and carries information about a person named John Doe.

Listing 1. An example of a user DO in JSON format
{

"id": 123,
"email": "johndoe@email.com",
"firstName": "John",
"lastName": "Doe"

}

SPTM works on the premise that messages exchanged at the service communication
level contain enough information to determine what DOs are involved and the operation
applied to them. This is particularly true for Representational State Transfer (REST) [29].
Consider a typical REST request PUT /user/123. One can conclude that this is an update
on a user type, judging from the /user prefix. The /123 suffix indicates that it is a user with
identifier 123. PUT indicates that this is an update operation; a new version of the object
will be created.

Operation type on a DO can be CREATE, READ, UPDATE, or DELETE (CRUD).
Complex operations on multiple DOs commonly used in MSA can be defined as a com-
position of CRUD operations on individual DOs. To ensure atomicity, compensating oper-
ations can be defined as operations with the opposite effect. CREATE is compensated with
DELETE, and vice-versa. UPDATE can be compensated with another UPDATE carrying
the previous value of a DO. The limitation is that SPTM must be able to create a compen-
sating operation out of the information available in the original operation. For example,
a CREATE operation must contain an identifier that would be used by the compensating
DELETE operation.

To our knowledge, there are no strict rules or standards on how a message schema is
defined. Still, no matter the schema, messages can contain enough information to detect
DOs and determine the operation type. A developer may, for example, choose the Remote
Procedure Call style (RPC) over REST for user updates. RPC user update can be defined
as POST /updateUser. The URL /updateUser indicates that this is an update on the user
object, while the message body carries a user DO that contains the identifier 123.
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Since there are no certain assumptions that we can make about message schema at
the service communication level, developers must provide the message metadata. SPTM
does not have a prescribed way of gathering message metadata but has the requirement
of low impact on the source code. We see several ways of achieving this. For example,
analysis of a microservice’s source code could reveal what endpoints are used and what
DOs are involved in transactions. The same goes for API specifications, such as OpenAPI
for REST [21], or Protocol Buffer definitions for gRPC [23]. A dedicated configuration
file can also be provided to SPTM, which could be hand-written or generated from the
source code. Finally, messages can be extended with metadata that can be evaluated on-
the-fly. The on-the-fly message schema inspection is the most flexible as it can adapt to
message schema changes, in contrast to other approaches presented here, which operate
offline. On the other hand, the offline approaches do not bring as much runtime overhead,
as most of the computation is already done before runtime.

SPTM has no information about the semantics of a model nor its constraints. Instead, it
relies on microservice logic to check the correctness of the detected DOs. This is achieved
by optimistically passing them to the microservice, which will determine the outcome
of the operation. Subsequent read requests will have their responses replaced by either
committed DOs, or DOs written by the transaction in which the request belongs. Allowing
writes to finish lets SPTM avoid locking which is a commonly cited problem with 2PC.

In summary, DOs are detected within requests and responses based on a provided con-
figuration. This configuration contains a list of involved services, their endpoints, what
DOs they carry, and operation type. Operation types are the standard CRUD. Each end-
point definition also carries information about how to evaluate and identify DOs. For
example, a PUT /users/123 request applies an update based on the JSON message body
to the user 123. Endpoints can optionally define a rollback (compensating) endpoint. For
example, user creation can be compensated by user deletion.

3.3. Transaction Context, Transaction Lifecycle Management and Data Object
Version Control

In this subsection, we delve into details about how SPTM deals with transaction lifecycle
management and data object version control.

Since distributed transactions within MSA are spread across multiple remote calls,
there is a need to correlate messages to a transaction. This information is carried within a
transaction context via message headers. Specifically, transaction context is an identifier
carried via Begin-Txn, Commit-Txn, Abort-Txn, and Txn-Id message headers. A Univer-
sally Unique Identifier (UUID) value is chosen because generating such an identifier does
not require coordination. A transaction is created by an SPTM node in the STARTED state
as soon as a Begin-Txn value is encountered for the first time, with the value used as the
transaction ID. If a transaction with the detected ID already exists, the transaction is in-
stead rejected and the client can choose to restart the transaction with a new Txn-Id value.
This is the start transaction lifecycle as illustrated in Fig. 1. Subsequent messages carry-
ing the same Txn-Id value belong to the same transaction. If any of the messages fail, the
transaction transitions to the FAILED state and is aborted. Compensating messages are
then sent where necessary and the transaction transitions into the ROLLED BACK state if
they all succeed. Otherwise, it transitions to the ROLLBACK FAIL state. Transactions can
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be committed or aborted by sending the transaction ID in the Commit-Txn or the Abort-
Txn header, transitioning them to the COMPLETED or FAILED states, respectively.

STARTED

COMPLETED

All done

Operation fails

TIMED_OUT

ROLLED_BACK ROLLBACK_FAIL

Operation fails

All done

FAILED

Commit-Txn detectedNo activity

Operation fails / Abort-Txn detected

Txn-Id detected

Fig. 1. SPTM transaction lifecycle

SPTM maintains a version chain with multiple versions of a single DO. When a trans-
action modifies a DO, a new version of the DO is added to the version chain. Transactions
can access adequate DO versions using transaction timestamps, which can be physical
or logical. Using physical timestamps over logical timestamps could be considered more
practical, but runs the risk of clock skew if timestamp generation is not centralized [47].
A timestamp is generated when a transaction starts, which is then used for subsequent
operations, regardless of the physical time of the operation. Transactions can only access
committed DO versions with starting time before and ending time after the timestamp, or
written by themselves.

Conflict detection is initiated on a transaction commit. SPTM goes through versions
of DOs involved in a transaction and looks for write-write dependencies in the following
manner. Consider a scenario with a transaction T1, that writes a new version v1 on DO1
at time t1. A write-write dependency is detected for transaction T1 if there is a transaction
T2 at time t2 that: (i) is in the COMMITTED state, (ii) has written a new version v2
on DO1, and (iii) t2 > t1. Read-write and write-read dependencies are necessary for
SERIALIZABLE isolation level [60], but would require a consensus for reads as well,
which would adversely affect performance. Therefore the maximum supported isolation
level offered by SPTM is SNAPSHOT ISOLATION.

Conflict resolution is done in the first-writer-wins or last-writer-wins approach. Nor-
mally, the last-writer-wins approach carries the risk of messages being ordered differently
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than what SPTM had observed, potentially violating the happens-before relation between
transactions. Consider a scenario in which SPTM receives a message from T1 writing a
version v1 of DO at t1, and T2 writing a version v2 at t2. SPTM observes that t1 < t2,
but once messages are sent out to the microservice, they can be processed in any order.
The risk is increased with the number of components involved in the processing, which is
commonly at least two: microservice and its data store. Furthermore, even if the order of
processing on all of the involved components stays identical, the responses could arrive in
a changed order. Consider that tw1 and tw2 are the times of response for write operations
and tdb1 and tdb2 are data store write times of T1 and T2 respectively. If tdb1 < tdb2, but
tw2 < tw1, SPTM would conclude that t2 < t1 and abort T2. This is not a problem as
long as all read and write operations are served through SPTM, as it possesses a consistent
snapshot in which T1 is committed and T2 is aborted. First-writer-wins approach might be
a better choice if retrying a transaction is less expensive than compensating it, for exam-
ple when compensations are needed for aborted transactions. However, first-writer-wins
effectively behaves pessimistically: all newly started transactions modifying a DO that is
modified by an active transaction will be aborted.

Traditional database transactions are directly tied to database connections: when a
database connection is closed, the transaction ends. With SPTM, transactions can span
many independent messages. Services can fail while processing messages, leading to
abandoned transactions. Abandoned transactions take up resources indefinitely and can
cause all future transactions to be aborted due to conflicts, should the SPTM implemen-
tation use first-writer-win conflict resolution. Transactions that have not seen activity for
an extended period will transition into the TIMED OUT state and are treated identically
to FAILED transactions.

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the concurrency control scheme described by SPTM. For
simplicity, we use integers both for transaction identifiers and timestamps. The blue value
is the latest committed value, while the green value is the value written by the ongoing
transaction started by the green writer. Both readers access the value at timestamp T=6,
which falls within the timespan of both versions. The green reader can see uncommitted
values written by the green writer due to them being in the same transaction. The blue
reader cannot see the uncommitted value because it is a part of another transaction.

3.4. Distributed State Management

In this subsection, we delve into details about how SPTM can deal with distributed state
management.

SPTM is able to operate on multiple nodes by replicating transaction state changes
and DO version chain updates. There are several potential points at which updates can be
sent to the cluster:

1. Option 1 — After each message: SPTM sends an update containing the new trans-
action state and newly extracted DOs whenever a new message is processed.

2. Option 2 — On transaction state change: SPTM sends the new transaction state
and DO deltas only when a transaction is transitioned to a new state.

3. Option 3 — Periodically: SPTM sends transaction state and DO deltas at fixed time
periods, when a certain number of operations has been executed, or using a combina-
tion of both.
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ID Val Status

1 111 COMPLETED

1 222 COMPLETED

Start

1

3

End

3

NULL

1 333 STARTED 5 NULL

Txn-Id=2
T=6

READ 1
RESULT: 222

Txn-Id=1
T=5

 UPDATE 1
VAL: 333

Txn-Id=1
T=5

 UPDATE 1
VAL: 333

Writer Service

Reader

SPTM

Txn-Id=1
T=6

READ 1
RESULT: 333

Reader

Fig. 2. Concurrency control overview of SPTM

Options should be chosen carefully based on architecture and workload profiles. For
example, Option 1 offers the lowest replication lag, but also incurs the highest overhead
because updates are sent out on each update. It is suitable for architectures in which mul-
tiple nodes can work on a single transaction with high consistency. On the other hand,
shared-nothing architectures would benefit more from Option 2 and Option 3. The key
design choice here is whether to partition the system on DOs or transactions. Partitioning
on DOs is desirable for traditional OLTP workloads in which there are groups of interde-
pendent DOs that are frequently processed together [44]. Such DOs can be collocated on
a single node for highly efficient in-memory operations. Distributed state change is nece-
ssary only when a transaction operates on multiple unrelated DOs, or to replicate state
for fault tolerance. On the other hand, partitioning on transactions could be more efficient
when processing multiple unrelated DOs, but has a risk of conflicting writes on DOs.

3.5. Reference Architecture

In this subsection, we present a reference architecture that can be used to implement an
SPTM transaction manager. In this particular case, we focus on the client-server commu-
nication model. Fig. 3 illustrates the reference architecture and its six components: one
for each of the responsibilities defined in Section 3.1.

Metadata retriever is the component that fulfills R1. It reads message metadata from
a configuration file, which is either generated from the API specification of a microservice
or manually created by its developers. Metadata information is then passed on startup to
an SPTM node to be used by other components. We use denoted lines in Fig. 3 for this
activity to emphasize that it does not happen during runtime.

Message interceptor is the component that fulfills R2. It is a proxy that can inter-
pret, load, and modify messages of the chosen protocol. Once it detects a request message
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Message
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Context
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DO version
storage

Distributed state
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ServiceClient
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node N...

Metadata
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Fig. 3. SPTM reference architecture

matching a rule in the configuration file, it loads the payload and additional data, such as
headers, into memory to be processed based on the transaction context. Once the process-
ing is finished, a new connection to the intended microservice is created and the content
modified by other components is sent through it. After receiving the response message,
the payload, headers, and status are sent to the context manager. If the transaction fails, the
response message is modified to reflect transaction failure, usually by setting the appro-
priate status code. Otherwise, the response message is loaded and processed identically
to the request message. The only exception is that the modified content is sent back to the
connection that carried the request message instead of creating a new one.

Context manager is the component that fulfills R3. It builds a transaction context,
which consists of transaction information and DOs involved in the message. Transaction
information carries the transaction timestamp, which the context manager uses to fetch
DO versions available to the transaction. These DO versions are then used by the message
interceptor to replace the original DOs found in the message payload.

Transaction lifecycle manager is the component that fulfills R4 and is responsible
for keeping track of transaction information. This includes their status, timestamp, and
dependencies. It is also responsible for transitioning the transaction state and triggering
the corresponding actions, such as sending out compensating messages when specified.
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DO version storage is the component that fulfills R5 and is responsible for managing
DO versions and providing DO versions for a given timestamp. It is also responsible for
detecting conflicting DO operations done by different transactions.

Distributed state manager is the component that fulfills R6. It manages the dis-
tributed state through the use of durable logs. A durable log contains basic information
about a state update and is first stored on a local disk to ensure durability. At first, the log
is uncommitted and its effects are not applied. It is then distributed across the network to
other SPTM nodes: nodes two through N in Fig. 3. These nodes persist the durable log
on their local disks and apply the changes, before sending back a confirmation message.
Once the number of confirmations reaches a certain threshold, e.g., the majority of nodes
have sent a confirmation, the durable log is committed and its effects are applied.

3.6. Differences to Related Work

In this subsection, we present the rationale behind SPTM and how it differs from existing
approaches.

There are two key differences between the existing approaches and the SPTM ap-
proach. First, SPTM strives to be non-invasive, with little-to-no impact on the code. This
lifts the burden of distributed transactions from developers, allowing them to focus on ap-
plication logic. Second, SPTM intercepts, evaluates, and modifies messages at the service
communication level. Other approaches operate at the database communication layer: as
a proxy to a data store, by embedding metadata in the data store, or as a standalone com-
ponent that the service must use.

We chose SPTM to operate at the service communication level because REST style
with HTTP appears to be the de facto standard in the industry. In Table 2 we show the
technology choices of eight open-source MSA projects. The table, alongside industry
studies [9], reveals that HTTP/REST is the only constant across all services, unlike data
stores that are more varied. Relational databases are most common but are too different
even among themselves. Supporting all of them with a single solution is not a simple task:
it remained an unresolved challenge of FDS [11].

The results of industry studies cannot be extended to the entire industry due to sample
size. However, we believe they provide a good case that there is much less variance in
service level protocols than in data stores. Operating at the service communication level
allows SPTM to cover more ground with a single implementation. The SPTM approach is
applicable to any protocol and style beyond HTTP/REST, such as gRPC [20] or GraphQL
[19]. Furthermore, it allows SPTM to support both synchronous and asynchronous mes-
saging, as long as the chosen messaging protocol satisfies the requirements of the SPTM,
as defined in Section 3.1.

4. Implementation

As a part of our research, we implemented a transaction manager called fed-agent that fol-
lows the reference architecture defined in Section 3.5. It is written in the Go programming
language [18], with a focus on the REST architecture and JSON DOs.

Message metadata is provided in a configuration file and is built using the same build-
ing blocks used to define a microservice endpoint. These are the URL, the message body,
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Table 2. Overview of technologies in open source MSA projects
Project Languages Messaging Data stores

eShopOnContainers [32] C#, .NET HTTP REST, Rab-
bitMQ

SQL Server, Redis

ESPM [33] Java, Spring HTTP REST, Rab-
bitMQ

MySQL, Redis

LakesideMutual [35] Java, Spring HTTP REST, Rab-
bitMQ

H2

FTGO [34] Java, Spring HTTP REST, Kafka MySQL, DynamoDB
Vert.x Blueprint [39] Java, Spring HTTP REST, Kafka MySQL, MongoDB,

Redis
Sentilo [36] Java, Spring HTTP REST, Kafka MongoDB, Elastic-

search, Redis
Spring Pet Clinic [38] Java, Spring HTTP REST HSQLDB, MySQL
Sock Shop [37] Java, Spring, Go HTTP REST, Rab-

bitMQ
MySQL, MongoDB

the headers, and the method. In Listing 2 we show a configuration example for a single
HTTP/REST endpoint. PUT /user/{id} request is an UPDATE operation on a user iden-
tified from the path parameter id. The request field describes the content of the request. It
is a JSON object, as described by the content type field. It contains a single user DO, that
can be identified by reading the id property of the JSON object within the message body.
The configuration also describes a compensating operation in the rollback field. The tar-
get field contains the name of the endpoint that will undo the effects of this operation. It
is the same endpoint, but the data field has a data source subfield specifying how to form
a compensating operation. In this instance, the last committed version of the DO should
be used in the request body of the compensating operation.

Not all messages need to be intercepted by fed-agent though and it should be posi-
tioned within the architecture in a manner that only adds overhead where necessary. More
specifically, only messages involved in OLTP workloads should be considered. When an
HTTP request is received, fed-agent first checks if the URL is specified in the configura-
tion. If not, the request is passed through to the microservice and is ignored by fed-agent.
Otherwise, fed-agent copies the payload and deserializes its JSON payload for inspection
before passing the unmodified request to the microservice. After receiving the response,
fed-agent does a series of operations depending on the operation type. In the case of
writes, fed-agent first checks the response code. If the code is not in the success range,
i.e. 2XX, the transaction state is set to FAILED, and the update is sent via consensus. Oth-
erwise, DOs are extracted from the request payload based on the configuration rules and
added to the DO version store. The new versions are then sent out via consensus and the
state is reconstructed by the followers. For reads, fed-agent deserializes the JSON payload
and extracts all the DOs from it. Then it finds the last committed version of each DO and
replaces their occurrences in the payload before sending the modified response payload
to the client.

Listing 2. Fed-agent configuration example for a user update endpoint
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{
name = "update-user-profile"
idempotent = true
method = "PUT"
path = "/user/{id}"
type = "UPDATE"
request {

content_type = "json"
entities {

user {
id_source = "body"
id_path = "id"

}
}

}
response {
}
rollback {

target = "update-user-profile"
data {

content_type = "json"
entities {

user {
data_source = "version"
data_target = "body"

}
}

}
}

}

To provide a high level of isolation and consistency, fed-agent needs to ensure that
intermediate results of active transactions are not visible to other transactions. For this
purpose, a concurrency control scheme needs to be in place. We chose Multi-version con-
currency control (MVCC) [7] using timestamp ordering (MVTO) [72] as the concurrency
control scheme in fed-agent. There are also two other MVCC variants: two-phase lock-
ing (MV2PL) and optimistic (MVOCC). We find these less suitable due to the following
reasons. MV2PL acquires locks on DOs, which can lead to deadlocks and connection
exhaustion. MVOCC works by holding on to changes until the end of the transaction, at
which point all of the changes are sent to storage, or in this case, services. This is not
desirable for two reasons. First, fed-agent has no information about data constraints and
validation: they are delegated to the services. Therefore, fed-agent cannot determine the
validity of DOs in a message until it gets a response from a service. Second, applying all
changes at the end of a transaction can generate a burst of messages in a short period. The
pressure created by a large burst of messages can disrupt microservices, leading to failed
messages. Failed requests can trigger compensating messages, which amplifies the issue.
However, as an SPTM implementation, fed-agent keeps a consistent snapshot of DOs and
compensating operations are not necessary if all reads and writes go through fed-agent.
We leave this as an option to allow for eventual consistency of DOs, in case they need to
be accessed directly in data stores.

Fed-agent periodically runs a background routine that deletes data from finished trans-
actions and progresses active transactions toward their finished state. A transaction is in a
finished state if its status is COMPLETED, ROLLED BACK, or ROLLBACK FAIL. Fed-
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agent first goes through finished transactions and deletes their DO versions from the DO
version store. The only exceptions are DO versions from COMMITTED transactions that
are the last committed version for their respective DOs. Then, fed-agent tries to progress
currently active transactions. A transaction is moved from STARTED to TIMED OUT
state if there have been no operations within a configured period. Compensating opera-
tions for TIMED OUT and FAILED transactions are attempted for a configured number
of retries or until a configured period is passed before transitioning to ROLLED BACK or
ROLLBACK FAIL.

With fed-agent, we chose Option 1 from Section 3.4 for distributed state management.
Fed-agent uses the Raft [58] consensus protocol for transaction tracking. A fed-agent
cluster has one leader and multiple followers that can serve reads. Updates to transaction
statuses and the version chain are accepted by the leader and replicated to followers on
each intercepted message. Having more followers increases availability, fault tolerance,
and read parallelism at the cost of write performance. Should the leader become unavail-
able, one of the followers can become the new leader. The new leader then triggers the
recovery process for in-flight messages: messages that were detected and passed to a ser-
vice, but a response was not registered. Since no response is received, the transaction state
cannot be determined and it must be either replayed or aborted. If a message is marked as
idempotent in the configuration, it can be replayed safely. Otherwise, the corresponding
transaction must be aborted to maintain consistency.

Transaction updates are made durable by writing a log to persistent storage. A log
contains information about a non-read transaction operation, namely its type, timestamp,
and data. After accepting a non-read operation, the leader writes a log to the local disk and
sends it over the network to followers. Upon receiving the log, the followers also write the
log to disk and send a confirmation back to the leader. Once the majority of nodes have
confirmed a log write, the transaction state is successfully updated. The more nodes there
are in a cluster, the longer this process takes. However, having a larger cluster increases
availability, as a cluster will continue to operate as long as the majority of nodes are
online. Larger clusters also offer improved read parallelism, due to the higher number of
followers that can serve reads. This trade-off between write performance and availability
plus read parallelism can be tuned by adjusting the size of the cluster.

In Fig. 4, we depict a scenario in which the results of a write operation served by
the leader are replicated to followers to be provided to readers. Dashed lines are used
to denote replication via consensus protocol, while solid lines are used to denote direct
communication from transaction participants. After the green writer creates a new DO
version, it is replicated to both followers. The green reader can then read the new value
without accessing the leader.

Fed-agent has two distinct modes of operations: single-node and multi-node. In multi-
node mode, fed-agent creates a Raft consensus group with a single leader and multiple
followers. All write operations are handled by the leader since they can affect fed-agent’s
state by modifying a transaction’s status and the DO version store. Physical timestamps
are used to order these updates and are only generated by the leader, which eliminates the
risk of clock skew at the expense of write throughput. Operations are sent out to followers,
which then execute them in the ascending timestamp order to construct the global state. In
contrast, read operations do not generate any further network communication as they do
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Leader

ID Val Status

1 222 COMPLETED

1 333

Start

3 NULL

STARTED 5 NULL

End

Follower

ID Val Status

1 222 COMPLETED

1 333

Start

3 NULL

STARTED 5 NULL

End

Follower

ID Val Status

1 222 COMPLETED

1 333

Start

3 NULL

STARTED 5 NULL

End

Writer

ReaderReader

Fig. 4. A fed-agent cluster consisting of a leader serving writes and followers serving
reads

not modify the state of fed-agent. Single-node mode avoids all consensus-related modules
and directly writes updates to the local storage for persistence.

Fed-agent mostly operates in-memory to minimize its overhead. We believe that the
in-memory storage architecture is well-suited for this case, as the memory footprint of ac-
tive transaction data is usually small enough to fit even into the memory of programmable
network switches [51]. DOs from active transactions are stored in a DO version store in
the memory of the fed-agent process, which offers SNAPSHOT isolation level [1]. The
minimum information necessary for crash recovery is stored within logs on the persistent
storage on each transaction operation. These logs can be replayed to restore the pre-crash
state of fed-agent. Periodic snapshots of the state are also stored to reduce the number of
logs that need to be replayed during recovery.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate SPTM by comparing fed-agent to 2PC and Saga as main rep-
resentatives of their categories, due to how ubiquitous they are in MSA applications. For
both comparisons, we used mostly identical setups, with only a message queue compo-
nent added in for Saga. Transactions used in the benchmarks are implemented to result
in the same state in both synchronous and asynchronous versions, used by 2PC and Saga
comparisons respectively.
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5.1. Setup

We ran benchmarks on an e-commerce system for an online video game. In this system, a
user can buy appearances for their in-game characters, called skins. There are four services
involved in buying a skin: store-service, payment-service, game-service, and gateway-
service. The responsibilities of services are as follows: store-service keeps track of user
credits and skin prices, payment-service manages payments, game-service stores a list of
skins available to a user, and gateway-service coordinates transactions made by a user.
Each service is a REST service implemented in Go that uses PostgreSQL 13 [22] as the
underlying database in a database-per-service fashion. Only the standard Go libraries and
low-level database drivers are used for the implementation.

We define BuySkin transaction offered by gateway-service. The workflow is shown in
Fig. 5:

1. GetUserBuyInfo: Sends a request to the store-service to check if the user has the credit
to buy the skin.

2. MakePayment: Create a payment with a value equal to the skin’s price and send it to
payment-service.

3. AddUserSkin: Make the skin available to the user by updating the user profile in
game-service.

4. UpdateUserCredit: Redact price from user credits and send an update to store-service.

gateway-service

BuySkin

store-service

canUserBuy

GetUserBuyInfo(userId, skinId)

payment-service game-service

MakePayment(userId, skinId)

success

AddUserSkin(userId, skinId)

success

UpdateUserCredit(userId, skinId)

success

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram of BuySkin transaction

The setup was deployed on the Amazon EC2 service with each service, database,
and client deployed on a separate t3.2xlarge instance (8vCPU, 32GB RAM) [15]. The
isolation level of PostgreSQL transactions was set to REPEATABLE READ so that 2PC
matches the isolation level of fed-agent.

Benchmarks are executed by starting an HTTP client calling the BuySkin endpoint
with a random skin ID. Since transactions can abort due to a conflict, the client retries the
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transaction until it succeeds with a two-minute timeout. Time until transaction success is
measured and referred to as execution time. We also track the number of aborted transac-
tions to help understand the execution time better. We compare execution time for 2PC,
Saga, and fed-agent on the following dimensions:

– Concurrency: number of parallel clients, i.e., threads calling the BuySkin endpoint.
– Contention: number of concurrent clients attempting to modify the same DO, con-

trolled via distribution. Distribution defines the probability for a DO to be accessed
by a transaction. It can be uniform, hotspot, or Zipfian. Uniform distribution chooses
a DO uniformly at random, while Zipfian chooses a DO according to the Zipfian dis-
tribution, resulting in a small number of popular DOs. Hotspot distribution defines
two parameters: the fraction of operations accessing “hot” DOs and the size of the
“hot” dataset. Uniform and Zipfian distributions are the most common distributions
in web services [12], while hotspot gives us better control over contention scaling.

We formulate the following scenarios for benchmarks:

– Scenario 1 — Uniform distribution: the number of parallel clients is scaled from
0 to 200 using a uniform distribution. The purpose is to examine the behavior of
systems under high concurrency and low-medium contention.

– Scenario 2 — Zipfian / extreme contention: The number of parallel clients is scaled
from 0 to 60 using Zipfian distribution. The purpose is to examine the behavior of the
systems under extreme contention.

– Scenario 3 — ”Hot” dataset: The number of parallel clients is 100 using hotspot
distribution. We define a ”hot” dataset of DOs as 2.5% to 10% of the total dataset,
which is accessed by 20% of all operations. The purpose is to examine the impact of
scaling contention level on the behavior of the systems.

Each run of each scenario executes 30,000 transactions on the dataset of 1,000 skins
and one user. Since a user-skin reference is considered a standalone object, having exactly
one user is sufficient to test concurrency and contention. It also allows us to better control
those two parameters by keeping the user fixed and changing the distribution of skins.

5.2. Comparison with 2PC

In this subsection, we compare fed-agent with a 2PC implementation by comparing the
transaction execution times of both. A 2PC implementation is close to the fed-agent: a
distributed transaction is a sequence of HTTP requests. This makes direct comparison
with 2PC implementation rather straightforward.

We only compare a single-node fed-agent cluster to 2PC for one main reason. During
our testing, we noticed that having multiple 2PC coordinators does not improve trans-
action execution time. This is because the main work is done by databases, not the co-
ordinators. The coordinators only facilitate the transactions by opening and maintaining
connections to databases that have a finite connection pool. Multiple coordinators enable
the system to open connections faster, practically letting the system exhaust the connec-
tion pool earlier. Since the goal of this benchmark is to measure transaction execution
time, developing a highly complex, multi-node 2PC implementation will not meaning-
fully contribute to the comparison.
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This comparison employs two separate BuySkin versions in gateway-service: one us-
ing 2PC (BuySkin2PC) and one using fed-agent (BuySkinFedAgent). Both versions bring
minor tweaks to the original BuySkin transaction. For BuySkin2PC, gateway-service gene-
rates and sends a Txn-Id header containing a transaction ID with each request. Services
correlate this value to a local database transaction that is active until the global transac-
tion finishes. For BuySkinFedAgent, gateway-service generates and sends a Txn-Id header
containing a transaction ID with each request. Fed-agent takes care of the transaction
management with no additional changes to services.

It should be noted that each run had to be split into 15 iterations of 2,000 transactions
due to 2PC implementation blocking indefinitely after a certain time under high loads.
Fed-agent was more resilient in this regard and would continue working, but would block
for almost a minute before continuing due to high IO activity on the fed-agent node. We
attribute this to benchmarks hitting the Amazon AWS I/O throughput limit for the instance
types used [15].

Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b contain benchmark results for low contention (under 20% aborts)
and increasing concurrency. Fed-agent is slightly slower than 2PC when the number of
concurrent users is low. Fed-agent’s overhead is relatively constant compared to execution
time, making it more noticeable at low loads. As the load increases, fed-agent execution
becomes almost twice as fast as that of 2PC. Fed-agent exhibits a 20% aborted transaction
rate which, while twice as high as that of 2PC, is still low enough that it does not lead to
performance degradation.
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Fig. 6. The effects of the number of concurrent clients for scenario 1 (uniform
distribution)

Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b contain benchmark results for extreme contention and moderate
concurrency (scenario 2). The results show that 2PC and fed-agent behave comparably
for abort rates up to 90%. Beyond that point, fed-agent starts to fall behind. We attribute
this primarily to fed-agent’s usage of MVOCC, which is inherently worse for high abort
rates than MV2PL used by the combination of PostgreSQL and 2PC.

We have observed that roughly 10% of 2PC transactions were dropped and never
completed in the timeout period for 40 and 60 thread benchmarks. That likely happened
because services maintain open database connections throughout the execution of a trans-
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action, exhausting the I/O resources of the EC2 instance [15]. Fed-agent did not have this
problem because database connections are short-lived in this case. We believe that this is
an indication of the bottleneck of 2PC that prevents it from scaling.
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Fig. 7. The effects of the number of concurrent clients for scenario 2 (Zipfian / extreme
contention)

Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b show the effects of contention on execution time (scenario 3).
Contention is scaled by keeping the number of concurrent users at 100, while scaling the
“hot” dataset from 20% to 2.5% of the entire dataset. Each operation has a 20% chance
of accessing a DO from the “hot” dataset in all runs. We see that fed-agent performs
slightly better than 2PC until roughly 60% abort rate. Fed-agent starts to quickly fall
behind beyond 70% abort rate for 100 concurrent users.

Scenario 2 and scenario 3 benchmarks reveal that rollbacks have the highest impact
on Fed-agent’s performance. Fig. 9a and Fig 9b show the total number of transaction at-
tempts during the execution of scenario 2 and scenario 3 respectively. Despite a similar
abort percentage, the total number of requests is disproportionately higher for fed-agent.
For example, for 60 concurrent users using Zipfian distribution, for a 2% difference in
abort rate, there is a 30% difference in total attempts. We suspect this discrepancy was
caused by two things. The first is the first-write-wins conflict resolution of the fed-agent:
once a transaction has written a new value for a DO, all transactions attempting to update
the same DO are aborted. The second is fed-agent’s eager conflict detection: transaction
conflict detection is done on each transaction status update, not just before committing.
This is an implementational choice not imposed by the SPTM approach. Both properties
can lead to a high number of short-lived aborted transactions, which is potentially detri-
mental to performance for high abort rates. Future research will focus on lowering the
number of aborts or sending fewer compensating messages whenever possible.

In conclusion, fed-agent performs better than 2PC in high concurrency, low-medium
contention scenarios while offering similar isolation and consistency levels. 2PC outper-
forms fed-agent in scenarios with high abort rates. It should be noted that fed-agent roll-
back mechanism always sends compensating operations when a transaction fails. 2PC is
not safe from this either: if a database transaction fails to commit in the commit phase,
other database transactions within the distributed transaction need to be compensated. The
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Fig. 9. Total number of requests scenario 2 (Zipfian / extreme contention) and scenario 3
(”hot” dataset)

2PC implementation used in benchmarks does not support this. The absence of rollback
messages could have a noticeable impact on the performance for high contention and
bring 2PC execution time closer to that of fed-agent. The biggest caveat to using a 2PC is
the fact that it is only applicable if all underlying databases are transactional. Fed-agent
does not have this requirement. Furthermore, 2PC was observed to stop accepting trans-
actions after hitting a certain amount of requests, most likely caused by the connection
pool exhaustion and locking. The benchmarks on fed-agent show that an implementa-
tion of SPTM can offer high consistency while being scalable and non-intrusive to the
application code.

5.3. Comparison with Saga

In this subsection, we compare fed-agent with a Saga implementation by comparing the
total execution time of all transactions, rather than individual execution times. We take
both finished and compensated transactions into account.

The Saga implementation uses RabbitMQ [24] to pass transaction messages between
participants. We only compare a single-node fed-agent cluster to a single-node RabbitMQ
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cluster with default configuration and durable message queues. The RabbitMQ instance is
hosted on a separate machine. RabbitMQ clients utilize a connection-per-thread approach
instead of a channel-per-thread approach to maximize throughput. The number of open
connections is equal to the number of client threads used in the benchmark.

This comparison employs two separate BuySkin versions in gateway-service: one for
Saga (BuySkinSaga) and one for fed-agent (BuySkinFedAgent). BuySkinFedAgent is iden-
tical to the one used in comparison with 2PC. BuySkinSaga is a choreographed Saga
implementation of BuySkin that uses RabbitMQ messages. We choose the choreographed
approach to avoid additional message passing between participants and the coordinator
that would negatively affect the performance. Each subtransaction of BuySkinSaga has a
compensatory transaction that undoes its effects, while BuySkinFedAgent does not need
them. Each subtransaction also sends an acknowledgment back to the RabbitMQ clus-
ter once a message is successfully processed, or a negative acknowledgment if it fails.
Both BuySkin variants are started by the gateway-service, with BuySkinFedAgent syn-
chronously returning a response once the transaction finishes and BuySkinSaga being
asynchronous, returning a success when a transaction is accepted. In both cases, a trans-
action is started by an HTTP request from the test client. We also modify benchmarks so
that Saga executions can detect conflicts by adding a unique constraint on the relationship
between user and weapon skins.

Fig. 10a contains benchmark results for low contention (under 20% aborts) and in-
creasing concurrency, and Fig. 10b contains benchmark results for extreme contention
and moderate concurrency (scenario 2). Both benchmarks reveal that Saga vastly outper-
forms fed-agent when the number of threads is less than 20 due to the disparity of syn-
chronous and asynchronous message processing in the test setup. The test client works by
sending HTTP requests sequentially in the specified number of threads. Since fed-agent
transactions appear to be synchronous to the clients, the system’s resources will remain
underutilized as transactions are started one by one in a low number of threads. On the
other hand, starting a Saga transaction is much faster because the gateway-service only
needs to send a RabbitMQ message and return a positive response. As a result, the test
client starts all of its transactions much faster in the lower thread range, allowing the sys-
tem to better utilize its resources. This difference is gone as soon as the system becomes
saturated with more concurrent client threads (>20). Fed-agent has identical execution
times across all of the scenarios as Saga when the number of threads is over 20, while
also offering higher consistency.

Fig. 10c show the effects of a small ”hot” dataset on execution time (scenario 3). Fed-
agent has no need for compensations, leading to a 50–60% faster execution than Saga.
Saga degraded in performance in this scenario but not in scenario 2 because scenario 2
did not reach the concurrency level needed to cause a high number of compensations.

In conclusion, our benchmarks show that Saga vastly outperforms fed-agent in scenar-
ios under 20 concurrent users. This happens because transactions are started much faster
asynchronously by the test client when the system is not saturated. Both perform equally
in low-to-moderate contention scenarios, with fed-agent offering high-consistency and
ACID properties. In high-contention scenarios, fed-agent outperforms Saga by a wide
margin, due to Saga needing to compensate failed transactions, whereas fed-agent does
not. We also report that the implementation of a choreographed Saga is more challenging
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Fig. 10. Execution times of fed-agent and Saga across all scenarios

than that of fed-agent because the developer needs to take care of message acknowledg-
ment, compensations, retries, and tracking of decentralized transaction execution.

5.4. Overhead Characteristics

In this subsection, we measure the overhead of fed-agent as the difference between the
execution time of direct microservice calls and calls via fed-agent. We consider the impact
of cluster size and payload size on read and write overheads. We run all benchmarks in
a single thread to better isolate the overhead from other factors, such as concurrency and
contention.

In Fig. 11 we show that a single-node fed-agent cluster adds 0.5ms to reads and 2ms
to writes. Moving to a multi-node cluster shifts fed-agent into another operation node,
causing a large increase in overhead. Read and write overhead increase to 3ms and 10ms,
respectively. Each node beyond the second adds roughly 0.5–1ms overhead for both reads
and writes. The number of messages to reach consensus increases with cluster size, in-
creasing the overhead.

The main component of write overhead is the persistence of transaction logs. A single-
node fed-agent cluster persists logs to the local disk only and does not need to send them
via the network for consensus, leading to a much lower overhead.

The main component of read overhead is transaction conflict detection. Reading trans-
action status in a single-node cluster is done by directly accessing the local storage. How-
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Fig. 11. The effect of cluster size on write and read overhead

ever, reads in multi-cluster deployment need to be linearizable [69] to ensure that the
previously made changes are applied first. This is necessary to provide high consistency,
but it adds an overhead that increases with cluster size. We believe that a weaker consis-
tency level could suffice and would noticeably lower the overhead.

In Fig. 12 we show the effects of payload scaling on write operations. Network com-
munication is needed to reach a consensus on the new transaction state. Transaction status
update message contains the original payload, hence the potential impact of payload size
on performance. Reads do not update the transaction state, so they are left out of the
benchmarks. Payload is scaled to 2kB because most HTTP REST JSON API implemen-
tations appear to have payload sizes of 1–2kB, with the median of around 1500B [62].

In both single-node and three-node clusters scenarios, we show the trendline due to the
stochastic nature of network latency. For a single-node cluster, write overhead increases
by 0.7ms. The increase is attributed to proxying a larger request and the extra time needed
to store the payload in the local storage. There is no additional network communication
in the single-node cluster, hence a low overhead. The three-node cluster needs to reach a
consensus for each write, adding up to 3ms of additional overhead.
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In conclusion, the overhead of a single-node fed-agent cluster for a typical MSA appli-
cation is expected to be 0.5ms for reads and 2ms for writes. We believe that the overhead
can be negligible in an application with usual response times of tens of milliseconds. A
multi-node cluster offers higher availability and read parallelism, but increases the over-
head to 3ms for reads and 10ms for writes.

5.5. Isolation Level

Fed-agent implements the MVOCC scheme as specified by the SPTM approach. Proper
implementation of said scheme should lead to the SNAPSHOT isolation. As we are not
aware of any tool for formal validation of isolation levels, we implement a test suite
attempting to cause isolation anomalies [6]. If anomalies do not occur, we consider the
system to be operating at the corresponding isolation level. Read Skew and Write Skew
anomalies are not considered because fed-agent supports a limited set of predicate-based
operations. Phantom Read is the exception and could still occur, as shown in the tests.
Cursor Lost Update is not considered because fed-agent has no notion of cursors. The
tests are defined as follows:

– P0 Dirty Write: this phenomenon occurs when a transaction overwrites a value writ-
ten by another active transaction. The test attempts to manifest the anomaly by start-
ing transactions T1 and T2 simultaneously, each updating the same user with a dif-
ferent value. T1 commits before T2, which leads to T2 getting aborted to maintain
consistency.

– P1 Dirty Read: this phenomenon occurs when a transaction reads a value written
by another active transaction. The test attempts to manifest the anomaly by starting
transactions T1 and T2 simultaneously, each updating the same user with a different
value. Both T1 and T2 update the user before reading the new value. Both T1 and T2
only see the value they modified, meaning that Dirty Read did not occur.

– P2 Non-Repeatable Read: consider a transaction T that reads a value before and
after it is modified by another transaction. If T reads a different result both times,
Non-Repeatable Read has occurred. The test attempts to manifest the anomaly by
starting transactions T1 and T2 simultaneously. T1 reads the value of a user before
and after T2 updates it. Since both reads yielded the same result, Non-Repeatable
Read did not occur.

– P3 Phantom Read: consider a scenario in which a transaction does a predicate-based
read, and another transaction does a write that adds a DO to the result set. If the
predicate-based read is repeated and it captures the new value, Phantom Read has
occurred. The test attempts to manifest the anomaly by starting transactions T1 and
T2 simultaneously. T1 reads all skins for a user, which is a predicate-based search. T2
then updates values for one of the skins and adds a new skin to the set. T1 then repeats
the original read. Since the result stayed the same, Phantom Read did not occur.

– P4 Lost Update: this phenomenon occurs if active transactions read and modify the
same value. The test attempts to manifest the anomaly by starting transactions T1 and
T2 simultaneously. Both T1 and T2 read user credit and increase it by a fixed value.
T1 commits before T2, which leads to T2 getting aborted to maintain consistency.

We ensure that the tests are deterministic by artificially pausing a transaction execu-
tion when a state in which an isolation anomaly can happen is reached. Then, another
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transaction that attempts to cause a data anomaly executes and the state is checked. We
also define tests with invariants that would be violated if data anomalies happened. For
example, the total sum of funds across all bank accounts should stay constant before and
after the test run, or state of a product must not be a negative number.

5.6. Threats to validity

In this subsection, we briefly discuss the threats to the validity of the results of our re-
search. The biggest threats are those related to the implementation of SPTM, 2PC, and
Saga in the Evaluation section. We identify the following:

– 2PC and Saga implementations were specifically built for the purpose of evaluation of
fed-agent. While it was built with great care, there could be another way to implement
2PC or Saga which would lead to a different evaluation outcome.

– The choice of messaging technology is an important one when implementing Saga.
We chose RabbitMQ as it is, in our judgment, a good representative of how a Saga
would be implemented in practice due to its popularity. Other message queue tech-
nologies, such as ZeroMQ [25], could lead to a lower execution time. However, we
believe that the characteristics of Saga, such as a high number of compensations un-
der heavy contention, ultimately have a bigger impact the benchmark results than a
choice of technology within the same family.

– The evaluation was made on a specific use case: an e-commerce application. We ac-
knowledge that there are different use cases that have different performance profiles,
and thus universal claims cannot be extrapolated from a single comparison.

– The evaluation was not made on a real production system, but on a system built to
simulate one. Production systems can be expected to be much more complex, and
evaluations within them could lead to different outcomes.

– The evaluation was done on a public cloud provider, namely Amazon Web Services
(AWS). This takes away control from us over variables such as network availability
and resource contention.

6. Limitations and Future Work

SPTM relies on messages containing enough information to keep track of DO values
throughout transaction execution. To our knowledge, there is no rule enforcing the mes-
sage schema in any API style. What can be defined are the levels of information availabil-
ity:

1. Level 1 — Messages contain neither DO nor any other identifying information. For
example, ”count recently added items”.

2. Level 2 — Messages do not contain DO but contain identifying information. For
example, an increment endpoint for a product stock that returns an empty response.

3. Level 3 — Messages contain partial or convertible DO. For example, an update end-
point that takes or returns partial DO information, or a search endpoint that returns a
modified DO.

4. Level 4 — Messages contain the full DO. Single DO format is used for all endpoints
handling a type.
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SPTM can handle level 1 endpoints if they behave as materialized views. These end-
points can, in some cases, provide enough additional information and auxiliary endpoints
for SPTM to estimate the state. Consider a “top 10 selling products” endpoint. A service
can provide the count for 10+N products, where N is the buffer in case one of the items
of lower placement enters the top 10. Additionally, the service provides a rule to incre-
ment the appropriate top 10 record on the ”buy” endpoint hit. For more complex rules,
snapshotting of endpoints on each DO modification is necessary. This means that in the
previous example, the ”buy” endpoint would cause SPTM to re-fetch DOs from ”top 10
selling products”.

Handling level 2 endpoints is possible if a corresponding read endpoint is provided.
In that case, SPTM can track reads on DOs and add them to the version chain. Detected
DOs can be used to allow subsequent reads to see a consistent state. If no DO version is
known, it is pre-fetched before proceeding with the transaction.

This approach can also be applied to level 3. Alternatively, a conversion algorithm is
provided to SPTM, either via a Domain Specific Language (DSL) or a plug-in system.
Level 4 endpoints are fully compatible with SPTM and require no modifications.

We expect level 3 and level 4 endpoints to be the most common for OLTP workloads,
as it is characterized by short-lived operations on clearly identifiable DOs. Level 1 end-
points serve to connect OLTP results with OLAP data stores, so they are also expected
to appear quite commonly. We conjecture that level 2 endpoints could be considered bad
practice, as they do not align with any of the major API styles, such as REST. Therefore,
we believe that supporting level 1 and level 3 endpoints should be prioritized in the future
work before adding support for level 2 endpoints.

In this article, we present an implementation that only considers Option 1 from Section
3.4 for distributed state management. Furthermore, it can only scale reads horizontally,
and not writes. In the future, we intend to explore Options 2 and 3 and see how writes can
be scaled horizontally within SPTM. We intend to do so by using Conflict-free Replicated
Data Types (CRDT) [64] and the MVOCC approach of private transaction workspaces
[49]. Transactions are assigned to an SPTM node with a hashing function at the start,
which will execute all transaction-related operations in-memory. Messages are sent over
the network only once a transaction is finished, minimizing the total number of messages.

Because SPTM operates at the service communication layer, it does not prevent ser-
vices from accessing uncommitted DO values by directly accessing a data store. We see
three potential solutions:

– Service endpoints can be defined as microtransactions: each endpoint can read or
write only DOs identifiable from the request or the response. A static analysis tool
examining the source code and suggesting changes to fit this criteria can be imple-
mented and provided to developers. However, we recognize that this can be quite
restrictive for some systems.

– A service can explicitly ask SPTM what DOs are visible to a transaction. This adds
additional overhead and has the potential to violate non-invasiveness property of
SPTM.

– Libraries for multiple languages can be developed that inject active values into the
persistence layer of a service. This approach should be the least invasive out of the
three if properly implemented. The main drawback is that libraries need to be imple-
mented for multiple target languages.
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Having a low-to-no impact on existing systems is an important goal of SPTM. In the
future, we will be looking into reducing the usage overhead by generating configuration
files from existing code or documentation. The first step in this direction would be gen-
erating configuration files from language-agnostic documentation specifications, namely
Swagger and OpenAPI. Implementing language-specific support for a choice of popular
programming languages would come after that.

7. Conclusion

In this article, we introduce the SPTM, a transaction handling approach that supports
ACID transactions for OLTP workloads in MSA. A transaction manager implemented in
the SPTM approach is easy to use and has a very low impact on code or architecture.

We compare an implementation of SPTM, called fed-agent, to 2PC and Saga imple-
mentations in a lab-grown e-commerce system. The results show that fed-agent outper-
forms the 2PC implementation by a factor of two for low-medium contention levels. It
falls short only in extremely high contention scenarios. As the contention increased in our
benchmarks, the 2PC implementation ran into locking bottlenecks that stopped the system
from accepting new transactions. Fed-agent did not run into this issue and would continue
to work beyond the bottleneck point of 2PC. The comparison with Saga shows that fed-
agent achieves similar performance, while providing high consistency. We also measure
the overhead of fed-agent and show that it can be negligible for MSA applications with
typical response times of tens of milliseconds.

We provide empirical evidence showing that fed-agent supports ACID transactions at
the SNAPSHOT ISOLATION level, which is on par with 2PC using a typical relational
database. We believe that having transparent ACID transactions improves the develop-
ment of MSA in two major ways. First, developers do not need in-depth knowledge of
how distributed transactions work to effectively implement them. Second, having ACID
transactions for both synchronous and asynchronous message processing helps with data
consistency, primarily by reducing the amount of data issues caused by concurrent execu-
tion.
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Abstract. The sparse matrix/vector product (SpMV) is a fundamental operation in
scientific computing. Having access to an efficient SpMV implementation is there-
fore critical, if not mandatory, to solve challenging numerical problems. The ARM-
based AFX64 CPU is a modern hardware component that equips one of the fastest
supercomputers in the world. This CPU supports the Scalable Vector Extension
(SVE) vectorization technology, which has been less investigated than the classic
x86 instruction set architectures. In this paper, we describe how we ported the SPC5
SpMV framework on AFX64 by converting AVX512 kernels to SVE. In addition,
we present performance results by comparing our kernels against a standard CSR
kernel for both Intel-AVX512 and Fujitsu-ARM-SVE architectures.

Keywords: SpMV, vectorization, AVX-512, SVE.

1. Introduction

The sparse matrix/vector product (SpMV) is a fundamental operation in scientific comput-
ing. It is the most important component of iterative linear solvers, which are widely used
in finite element solvers. This is why SpMV has been and remains studied and improved.

Most of the studies work on the storage of sparse matrices, the implementation of
SpMV kernels for novel hardware, or the combination of both.

In a previous work [7], we proposed a new sparse matrix storage format and its cor-
responding SpMV kernel in a framework called SPC5. The implementation was for x86
CPUs using the AVX512 instruction set architectures, and it was efficient for various types
of data distribution.

In the current work, we are interested in porting this implementation on ARM SVE
[21,4,3] architecture. In other words, we aim at keeping the SPC5 storage format but
create computational kernels that are efficient on ARM CPUs with SVE.

AVX512 and SVE instruction set architectures are different in their philosophies and
features. Consequently, as it is usually the case with vectorization, providing a new com-
putational kernel is like solving a puzzle: we have the operation we want to perform on
one side and the existing hardware instructions on the other side.
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The contribution of the paper is to depict a new SpMV kernel for ARM SVE, and to
demonstrate its performance on several sparse matrices of different shapes. A secondary
contribution is the description of our new AVX512 implementation, which is much sim-
pler than the previous assembly implementation, while still delivering the same perfor-
mance.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we start by describing the vectoriza-
tion principle, then the SpMV operation and the challenges of its efficient implementation,
and finally provide the specificities of SPC5. Then, in Section 2.4, we present our SPC5
implementation with SVE. Finally, we study the performance of our implementation in
Section 4.

2. Background

2.1. Vectorization

Vectorization, also named SIMD for single instruction multiple data [11], is a key mecha-
nism of modern processing units to increase the performance despite the clock frequency
stagnation. As its name suggests, the idea consists in working on several elements stored
in vectors instead of scalar distinct elements. As such, instead of performing operations on
one element at a time, we perform the operations on vectors of elements using a vector in-
struction set architecture (ISA) that supports vector instructions. We provide a schematic
view of the concept in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a scalar operation, a vectorial operation and a vectorial operation
with predicate. Each of the three instructions is performed with a single instruction

Vectorization is straightforward when we aim to apply the same operation on all the
elements of a vector. However, the principle is challenging when we have divergence,
i.e., we do not apply the exact same operations on all the elements, or when we need
to perform data layout transformations, i.e., the input/output data blocks from the main
memory that are loaded from (stored to) vectors are not contiguous, or we need to shuffle
the data inside the vectors.

Moreover, not all instruction sets support the same operations, making each imple-
mentation specific to a given hardware. Consequently, what could be done with a single
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instruction in a given instruction set, might need several instructions in another. For exam-
ple, non-contiguous stores (scatter), non-contiguous loads (gathers), or internal permuta-
tion/merging of vectors are not available in all existing instruction sets and not necessarily
similar when they are supported.

Many computational algorithms use conditional statements, therefore several solu-
tions have been proposed to manage vector divergences. The first one is the single in-
struction multiple thread (SIMT) programming model, as used in CUDA and OpenCL.
While the programmer expresses its parallel algorithm as if independent execution threads
would be used, it is actually large vector units that will perform the execution, where each
thread will be an element of the vector. The hardware takes care of the coherency during
the execution.

The second mechanism is the use of a vector of predicates, where each predicate tells
if an operation should be applied on an element of the vector. When the elements of a
vector should follow different execution paths (branches), all paths will be executed but
predicate vectors will ensure to apply the correct operations. The ARM SVE technology
uses this mechanism, and most instructions can be used with a predicate vector. Simi-
lar behavior can be obtained with classic x86 instruction sets using, for example, binary
operations to merge several vectors obtained through different execution branches.

2.2. Related Work on Vectorized with SVE

Developing optimized kernels with SVE is a recent research topic [18,14,2,25,10]. A
previous study [1] has focused on the modelling and tuning of the A64FX CPU. The
authors implemented the SELL-C-σ SpMV kernels and tuned it for this hardware. This
kernel was originally made for GPUs but works well on CPUs too. However, the format
is very different from the CSR format and requires a costly conversion step, which we
aim to avoid. Additionally, the authors have performed important tuning for each matrix,
by permuting the matrix or performing costly parameter optimization, where we want to
provide a unique solution.

2.3. SpMV

The SpMV operation has been widely studied. This operation is memory bound in most
cases with a low arithmetic intensity. Consequently, a naive vectorization usually does not
provide significant benefits if the arithmetic intensity remains unchanged. This is why the
storage of the sparse matrix is usually the central point of improvement.

Each new ISA can potentially help to create new storage formats that take less memory
and/or that can be vectorized more efficiently.

For example, consider the more simple storage format called coordinates (COO) or
IJV, where each non-zero value (NNZ) is stored with a triple row index, column index
and floating point value. In this case, for each NNZ we need two integers and one floating
point value. Not only this format is heavy but it is difficult to vectorized its corresponding
SpMV kernel.

Another well-known storage format is the compressed sparse row (CSR), where the
values of the same row are stored contiguously such that there is no need to store an
individual row index per value. With the CSR, each NNZ needs a single integer, which is
the column index, decreasing the memory footprint up to 33% compared to COO/IJV.
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Following this idea, plenty of storage formats have been proposed. Many of them also
tried to obtain a format that can be computed efficiently for a given architecture.

Some of the first block-based formats are the block compressed sparse row storage
(BCSR) [20] and its extensions to larger blocks of variable dimension [24,13] or to
unaligned block compressed sparse row (UBCSR) [23]. However, in these formats, the
blocks have to be filled with zeros to be full. For these formats, the blocks were aligned
(the upper-left corner of the blocks start at a position multiple of the block size). While
the blocks are well suited for vectorization, the extra zeros can dramatically decrease the
performance.

More recent work has focused on GPUs and manycore architectures. Among them,
the references are the ELLAPACK format [17], SELL-C-σ [15] defined as a variant of
Sliced ELLPACK, and the CSR5 [16] format that we used as reference in our previous
study.

The Cuthill-McKee method from [8] is a well-known technique for improving the
bandwidth of a matrix to have good properties for LU decomposition. It does so by apply-
ing a breadth-first algorithm on a graph which represents the matrix structure. While the
aim of this algorithm is not to improve the SpMV performance, the generated matrices
may have better data locality.

Another method [20] has been specifically designed to increase the number of contigu-
ous values in rows and/or columns. This method works by creating a graph from a matrix,
where each column (or row) is a vertex and all the vertices are connected with weighted
edges. The weights represent the interest of putting two columns (or rows) contiguously.
By solving the traveling salesman problem (TSP) to obtain a path that goes through all
the nodes but only once and that minimizes the total weight of the path, we can find a
permutation of the sparse matrix that should be better divided into blocks. This means
that we should have fewer blocks and the blocks should contain more NNZ elements.

Several updates to the method have been presented in [23,19,5] using different for-
mulas. While the current study does not focus on the permutation of matrices, it is worth
noting that enhancing the matrix’s shape, as in other approaches, would likely lead to
improved kernel efficiency by reducing the number of blocks.

2.4. SPC5

The SPC5 format consists in using a block scheme without adding additional zeros. SPC5
can be seen as an extension of the CSR format, but where the values of each row are
split into blocks. Each block starts with a NNZ at column c and includes the next NNZ
values until column c+VEC SIZE-1 if they exist. Consequently, in the worst case a block
contains a single value, and in the best case VEC SIZE values. Then, for each block, we
use a mask of bits to indicate which of the NNZ values in the block exist. As a result,
in a poor configuration, SPC5 will have the same memory footprint as the CSR plus one
bit mask per NNZ. On the other hand, in the other extreme scenario, SPC5 will save one
integer for each value added to a block since we can retrieve the corresponding column
index from c and the position of the NNZ in the block.

The SPC5 format has been extended so that a block is mapped to several rows. This is
helpful if there are NNZ values closed (NNZ of consecutive rows that have closed column
index) such that the values loaded from the vector x can be used more than once and that
the column index of the block is reused for more NNZ.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the CSR and SPC5 formats. In this figure, we use the β(1,4) format,
which means that each block is on a single row and of length 4. In the CSR format, the
original row idx array is compacted to have a single index per block instead of an index
per NNZ. The mask array indicates the positions of the next NNZ in the block, and the
corresponding column index can be obtained by summing the block’s column index with
the corresponding bit position in the mask

In the rest of the document, we refer to β(r, VEC SIZE) when the blocks are over
r rows and of length VEC SIZE. In the original study, we were also using blocks of
V EC SIZE/2 but not in the current study. We give an example of CSR and SPC5 in
Figure 2.

3. SPC5 Implementation

We provide the SPC5 SpMV pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
First, we initialize an index to progress in the array of NNZ values, at line 3. Since we

have no way to know where the values of a given block are located in the array, we have
to increase the index with the number of values of each block that has been computed.
This is visible at line 16 for the scalar version, line 21 for AVX512, and line 28 for SVE.

At line 5, we iterate over the rows with a step r. For each row segment, we iterate over
the blocks at line 8. For each block, we load its column index at line 9.

Then, we process each row of the block. We start by getting the mask, at line 11,
that tells us what are the NNZ that exist in the row of the block. A naive implementation
consists in testing the existence of each possible value, at line 14, and performing the
computation if needed, at line 15. However, this loop over the NNZ can be done with a
few instructions in AVX512, at line 20. In this case, we load a vector from x that matches
the column index, and expand the NNZ from the value array into a vector.

The expand operation does not exist in SVE. Consequently, the same behavior is ob-
tained using different instructions. First, we need a filter vector that contains 2i at position
i, see line 4. Then, we compute a binary and operation between the filter vector and the
mask, such that only the position for which a NNZ exist will not be zero. We do this
operation at line 23 and get the active elements at line 24. Second, instead of expanding
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the NNZ values, as with AVX512, we compact the values from x, at line 26. Doing so,
we can simply load the right number of NNZ and leave them contiguous in the resulting
vector, before performing the computation. A schematic view of the two approaches is
provided in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the loading and computation of one row of a block. The mask is
represented from the most significant bit (MSB) to the least significant bit (LSB),
whereas the vector elements are represented from the first element to the last element.
Hence, the 1s in the mask 1101 correspond to the elements N, M, and L (in this order)

Finally, we update y at the end of the algorithm (at line 32) for each of the rows that
have been proceeded.

3.1. Optimizing the Loading of x

In AVX512, the values from x are loaded into a SIMD vector without pruning. This means
that no matter how many NNZ are in the block or how many values we need from x,
VEC SIZE values will be loaded from memory. It is possible to prune/filter the values,
but this will imply an extra cost (i.e., using a more expensive instruction like gather) and
would certainly have no benefit as the AVX512 SIMD load instruction is translated into an
efficient memory transaction. Consequently, in AVX512, the main optimization consists
in loading the values from x once for all the rows of a block, which allows accessing the
memory once and using the resulting vector r times.
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ALGORITHM 1: SpMV for a matrix mat in format β(r, c). The lines in blue • are to
compute in scalar and have to be replaced by the line in green • to have the vectorized
equivalent in SVE or in red • with AVX

Input: x : vector to multiply with the matrix. mat : a matrix in the block format β(r, c). r, c
: the size of the blocks.

Output: y : the result of the product.
1 function spmv(x, mat, r, c, y)
2 // Index to access the array’s values
3 idxVal← 0
4 filter← [1 << 0, ...., 1 << VS-1]
5 for idxRow← 0 to mat.numberOfRows-1 inc by r do
6 sum[r]← init scalar array(r, 0)
7 sum[r]← init simd array(r, 0)
8 for idxBlock← mat.block rowptr[idxRow/r] to mat.block rowptr[idxRow/r+1]-1

do
9 idxCol← mat.block colidx[idxBlock]

10 for idxRowBlock← 0 to r do
11 valMask← mat.block masks[idxBlock × r + idxRowBlock]
12 // The next loop can be vectorized with vexpand

13 for k← 0 to c do
14 if bit shift(1 , k) BIT AND valMask then
15 sum[idxRowBlock] += x[idxCol+k] * mat.values[idxVal]
16 idxVal += 1
17 end
18 end
19 // To replace the k-loop AVX512

20 sum[idxRowBlock] += simd load(x[idxCol]) *
simd vexpand(mat.values[idxVal], valMask)

21 idxVal += popcount(valMask)
22 // To replace the k-loop SVE

23 mask vec = svand(svdup(valMask), filter)
24 active elts = svcmpne(mask vec, 0)
25 increment = count(active elts)
26 xvals = svcompact(active elts, simd load(active elts, x[idxCol]))
27 block = simd load(svwhile(0, increment), mat.values[idxVal])
28 idxVal += increment
29 sum[idxRowBlock] += block * xvals
30 end
31 end
32 for idxRowBlock← idxRow to r+idxRow do
33 y[idxRowBlock] += sum[r]
34 y[idxRowBlock] += simd hsum(sum[r])
35 end
36 end
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With SVE, it is different and we have mainly three alternatives:

– Loading the values from x without pruning, as with AVX512, and then compacting
the obtained vector for each row of the block. We refer to this strategy as single x
load.

– Loading a different vector for each row of the block, as shown in Algorithm 1. We
refer to this strategy as partial x load.

– Combining the predicates of several rows of the block by merging their predicates/masks
to load all the values that are needed by the block, but not more. In our study, we left
this approach aside, as different tests we have conducted have shown poor perfor-
mance.

The performance gains we can expect from the different strategies depend on the
way the load is actually performed by the hardware. In fact, the main point is to know if
the hardware can make faster memory transactions when some elements of the predicate
vector used in the load are false. If the hardware actually loads VEC SIZE values from
the memory but then only copies the ones that have their corresponding predicate value
true to the SIMD vector, we should not expect any benefit. Moreover, ARM SVE can be
seen as an interface, hence it can be implemented by the hardware differently such that
the behavior can also change from one vendor to another.

3.2. Optimizing the Writing of the Result in y

In the SIMD implementation, we have to perform the reduction (i.e., the horizontal sum)
of r vectors to add them to y and store the result.

A straightforward approach is to call a single reduction instruction per vector, as both
AVX512 and SVE support such an operation. However, this means that we will perform
r individual summations between the reduced values and the values from y, and that we
will also access the memory r times (actually 2× r, since we load values from y, perform
the summation, and write back to y).

To avoid this, we propose a possible optimization that consists in performing the re-
duction of all the vectors manually to obtain a single vector as output, and then performing
a vectorial summation with y.

With AVX512, this manual multi-reduction can be implemented by playing with AVX
and SSE registers and using the horizontally add adjacent pairs instruction (hadd). The
operation is done without any loop.

With SVE, we do this using odd/even interleave instructions (svuzp1 and svuzp2). In
this case, we need a loop because the length of the vectors is unknown at compile time.

4. Performance Study

4.1. Configuration

We assess our method on two configurations:

– Fujitsu-SVE: it is an ARMv8.2 A64FX - Fujitsu with 48 cores at 1.8 GHz and 512-
bit SVE [12], i.e. a vector can contain 16 single precision floating-point values or 8
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double precision floating-point values. The node has 32 GB HBM2 memory arranged
in four core memory groups (CMGs) with 12 cores and 8GB each, 64KB private L1
cache, and 8MB shared L2 cache per CMG. We use the GNU compiler 10.3.0.

– Intel-AVX512: it is a 2 × 18-core Cascade Lake Intel Xeon Gold 6240 at 2.6 GHz
with AVX-512 (Advanced Vector 512-bit, Foundation, Conflict Detection, Byte and
Word, Doubleword and Quadword Instructions, and Vector Length). The main mem-
ory consists of 190 GB DRAM memory arranged in two NUMA nodes. Each CPU
has 18 cores with 32KB private L1 cache, 1024KB private L2 cache, and 25MB
shared L3 cache. We use the GNU compiler 11.2.0 and the MKL 2022.0.2.

4.2. Test Cases

We evaluated the performance of our proposed SPC5 SpMV kernels 4 on a set of sparse
matrices taken from the University of Florida sparse matrix collection (UF Collection) [9].
It includes a dense matrix of dimension 2048. The results of the dense matrix are expected
to provide an upper bound on the performance of the kernels, as all blocks will be full. Of
course, our kernels are not well-designed or optimized for a dense matrix-vector product.
The properties of the matrices are given in Table 1.

We evaluated the performance of four kernels: β(1, VS), β(2, VS), β(4, VS), and β(8,
VS), where VS is the vector size. We also provide the filling of the blocks when we format
the matrices to the corresponding block sizes. The filling can be up to 80% for nd6k but
as low as 1% for wikipedia-20060925. (It is obviously 100% for the dense matrix.)

We performed the computation in single precision (float/f32) and double precision
(double/f64).

The original AVX implementation was written in assembly language, while our cur-
rent implementation is written in C++ with intrinsic functions. Consequently, the AVX
and SVE kernels have very similar structures.

4.3. Results

The results are organized as follows. In the first part, we evaluate the difference of using
the manual multi-reduction (described in Section 3.2) vs. the native SIMD horizontal
summation in Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b), for Fujitsu-SVE and Intel-AVX respectively. For
Fujitsu-SVE, we also evaluate the use of full vector load of x (described in Section 3.2).
Then, we provide the detailed results for all the matrices and the selected configuration
in Figures 5 and 7. Finally, we provide an overview of the parallel performance when the
computation is naively divided among the threads in Figure 8.

Comparisons of the Different Optimizations. We provide the performance results of the
different implementations in Table 2.

In Table 2 (a), we evaluate the use of manual multi-reduction and the single load of the
x vector for the Fujitsu-SVE architecture. There is no difference in most cases, and it is
always meaningless for β(2,VS). The β(4,VS) and β(8,VS) kernels react differently with
the optimizations and improve slightly. The small change in using the multi-reduction
comes from the small difference in latencies between the two approaches. The reduce

4 The code is available at https://gitlab.inria.fr/bramas/spc5

https://gitlab.inria.fr/bramas/spc5
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Table 1. Matrix set for computation and performance analysis. We provide the
percentage of filling of the blocks for double (left) and single (right) precision

Name Dim NNZ NNZ
Nrows

β(1, V S) β(2, V S) β(4, V S) β(8, V S)

bundle 513351 20208051 39.365 72% | 55% 70% | 54% 64% | 50% 51% | 46%
CO 221119 7666057 34.6694 18% | 9% 18% | 9% 17% | 9% 16% | 8%
crankseg 63838 14148858 221.637 66% | 49% 59% | 44% 49% | 37% 38% | 29%
dense 2048 4194304 2048 100% | 100%100% | 100%100% | 100%100% | 100%
dielFilterV2real 1157456 48538952 41.9359 31% | 20% 22% | 14% 15% | 10% 11% | 7%
Emilia 923136 41005206 44.4195 50% | 31% 43% | 28% 34% | 24% 24% | 18%
FullChip 2987012 26621990 8.91258 24% | 13% 17% | 10% 13% | 7% 8% | 5%
Hook 1498023 60917445 40.6652 51% | 34% 43% | 29% 33% | 23% 24% | 17%
in-2004 1382908 16917053 12.233 48% | 31% 38% | 25% 30% | 19% 21% | 14%
ldoor 952203 46522475 48.8577 87% | 55% 79% | 51% 67% | 44% 51% | 34%
mixtank 29957 1995041 66.5968 31% | 20% 24% | 16% 17% | 11% 12% | 8%
nd6k 18000 6897316 383.184 80% | 71% 76% | 68% 71% | 64% 64% | 58%
ns3Da 20414 1679599 82.2768 14% | 7% 8% | 4% 4% | 2% 2% | 1%
pdb1HYS 36417 4344765 119.306 77% | 65% 72% | 60% 63% | 54% 54% | 46%
pwtk 217918 11634424 53.389 74% | 56% 74% | 55% 73% | 54% 65% | 53%
RM07R 381689 37464962 98.1557 61% | 41% 51% | 34% 40% | 28% 31% | 25%
Serena 1391349 64531701 46.3807 51% | 34% 43% | 29% 33% | 23% 24% | 17%
Si41Ge41H72 185639 15011265 80.8627 32% | 18% 31% | 17% 28% | 15% 22% | 13%
Si87H76 240369 10661631 44.3553 21% | 11% 21% | 11% 20% | 10% 17% | 9%
spal 10203 46168124 4524.96 74% | 69% 45% | 37% 25% | 23% 13% | 12%
torso1 116158 8516500 73.3182 81% | 63% 80% | 62% 77% | 59% 58% | 55%
TSOPF 38120 16171169 424.217 94% | 88% 93% | 87% 92% | 85% 89% | 82%
wikipedia-20060925 2983494 37269096 12.4918 13% | 6% 6% | 3% 3% | 1% 1% | 0%

instruction (addv) has a latency of 12 cycles [12]. Our multi-reduction has a latency of
around 96 cycles for two vectors (considering the following latencies uzp1 6, uzp2 6,
whilelt 4 and full vadd 22), and it is almost the same cost for 4 or 8 vectors. Disabling
the x load optimization almost always degrades performance for the β(4,VS) kernel but
seems to improve the performance for the β(8,VS). This is surprising, as we would expect
that the larger the blocks would be, the more benefit we would have to load the vector from
x completely. From our understanding, the cost of a load depends on the location of the
data it requests but not on the fact that the data it requests could be located in different
cache lines. This explains why the optimization has a limited impact, as a partial load will
move the data to the cache and speedup the next partial loads. Since the β(4,VS) is faster
than β(8,VS), we consider the best configuration to be with both optimizations turned on.

In Table 2 (b), we evaluate the use of manual multi-reduction on Intel-AVX512 ar-
chitecture. The performance increases slightly with the use of manual multi-reduction
in some cases. For instance, the best performance on average is obtained with β(4,VS)
and for this configuration, using the manual multi-reduction has no impact (double) or
increases the speedup by 0.1 (float). The explanation is as follows: the reduce intrinsic
function ( mm512 reduce add ps) is not actually a real hardware instruction, but a call
to a function provided by the compiler [22]. Its implementation 5 is very similar to our
manual multi-reduction, with the main difference being that we try to factorize the in-

5 https://github.com/gcc-mirror/gcc/blob/9d7e19255c06e05ad791e9bf5aefc4783a12c4f9
/gcc/config/i386/avx512fintrin.h#L15928

https://github.com/gcc-mirror/gcc/blob/9d7e19255c06e05ad791e9bf5aefc4783a12c4f9/gcc/config/i386/avx512fintrin.h#L15928
https://github.com/gcc-mirror/gcc/blob/9d7e19255c06e05ad791e9bf5aefc4783a12c4f9/gcc/config/i386/avx512fintrin.h#L15928
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Fig. 4. Performance in Giga Flop per second for sequential computation in double and
single precision for our SPC5 kernels on Fujitsu-SVE architecture for all the matrices of
the test set

structions to reduce several SIMD vectors at the same time. This allows us to obtain a
SIMD vector as output, which can then be used to update y with vectorized instructions.
In the end, the performance difference between the two approaches is limited. However,
for the rest of the study, we consider that the best Intel-AVX512 configuration is to use
manual multi-reduction.
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Fig. 5. Performance in Giga Flop per second for sequential computation in double and
single precision for our SPC5 kernels on Fujitsu-SVE architecture. Speedup of SPC5 is
computed against the scalar sequential version and written above the bars
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x load / CSR β(1,VS) β(2,VS) β(4,VS) β(8,VS)
reduction f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32

CO

Yes/Yes 0.3 0.4 0.4 [x1.2] 0.4 [x1.2] 0.5 [x1.6] 0.6 [x1.6] 0.6 [x1.7] 0.6 [x1.8] 0.5 [x1.3] 0.5 [x1.5]
Yes/No 0.5 [x1.4]
No/Yes 0.5 [x1.5] 0.5 [x1.5] 0.6 [x1.6] 0.5 [x1.5] 0.6 [x1.6]
No/No 0.5 [x1.5] 0.5 [x1.5] 0.6 [x1.6] 0.5 [x1.5] 0.6 [x1.6]

dense

Yes/Yes 0.4 0.4 2.8 [x7.1] 5.5 [x13.9] 3.4 [x8.6] 6.8 [x17.1] 3.5 [x8.8] 7.0 [x17.7] 2.5 [x6.4] 5.7 [x14.3]
Yes/No 6.9 [x17.5] 6.5 [x16.4] 2.5 [x6.3] 6.4 [x16.0]
No/Yes 2.8 [x7.0] 3.3 [x8.5] 6.8 [x17.2] 3.0 [x7.7] 6.4 [x16.1] 3.1 [x7.9] 6.4 [x16.1]
No/No 2.8 [x7.0] 5.5 [x13.8] 3.3 [x8.5] 6.8 [x17.2] 3.0 [x7.7] 6.4 [x16.2] 3.1 [x7.9] 6.4 [x16.1]

nd6k

Yes/Yes 0.4 0.4 2.0 [x5.2] 3.2 [x8.2] 2.4 [x6.3] 4.1 [x10.5] 2.5 [x6.4] 4.3 [x11.1] 1.8 [x4.6] 3.3 [x8.3]
Yes/No
No/Yes 2.2 [x5.8] 3.9 [x9.9] 2.0 [x5.2] 3.6 [x9.3]
No/No 2.2 [x5.8] 3.9 [x9.9] 2.0 [x5.2] 3.6 [x9.3]

average

Yes/Yes 0.2 0.2 0.5 [x3.0] 0.7 [x4.1] 0.6 [x3.6] 0.9 [x5.2] 0.7 [x3.7] 1.0 [x5.6] 0.5 [x2.6] 0.8 [x4.3]
Yes/No 1.0 [x5.5]
No/Yes 0.6 [x3.5] 0.9 [x5.0] 0.6 [x3.3] 0.9 [x4.8] 0.5 [x2.9] 0.8 [x4.6]
No/No 0.6 [x3.5] 0.9 [x5.0] 0.6 [x3.3] 0.9 [x4.8] 0.5 [x2.9] 0.8 [x4.6]

(a) Fujitsu-SVE

x load / CSR MKL β(1,VS) β(2,VS) β(4,VS) β(8,VS)
reduction f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32 f64 f32

CO No/Yes 1.4 1.9 1.9 [x1.3] 2.3 [x1.2] 1.3 [x0.9] 1.4 [x0.8] 1.6 [x1.1] 1.9 [x1.0] 1.7 [x1.2] 1.9 [x1.0] 1.6 [x1.1] 1.9 [x1.0]
No/No

dense No/Yes 1.2 1.3 2.3 [x1.9] 3.6 [x2.8] 3.7 [x3.0] 8.3 [x6.4] 4.1 [x3.4] 9.5 [x7.3] 4.3 [x3.6] 11.2 [x8.6] 4.4 [x3.6] 10.8 [x8.3]
No/No 9.4 [x7.2] 10.6 [x8.1] 4.2 [x3.4] 11.0 [x8.5] 11.0 [x8.5]

nd6k No/Yes 1.2 1.4 2.2 [x1.8] 2.8 [x2.0] 2.9 [x2.4] 6.2 [x4.5] 3.4 [x2.8] 7.3 [x5.4] 3.4 [x2.8] 7.4 [x5.4] 3.4 [x2.8] 7.4 [x5.4]
No/No 2.8 [x2.1] 6.3 [x4.6] 7.3 [x5.3] 7.6 [x5.6] 7.1 [x5.2]

average No/Yes 0.6 0.8 0.9 [x1.5] 1.2 [x1.6] 1.0 [x1.6] 1.7 [x2.3] 1.2 [x1.8] 2.0 [x2.6] 1.2 [x1.8] 2.0 [x2.7] 1.1 [x1.7] 1.9 [x2.5]
No/No 1.1 [x1.7] 1.8 [x2.4] 2.0 [x2.6] 1.8 [x2.4]

(b) Intel-AVX512

Table 2. Performance in Giga Flop per second for sequential computation in double and single precision for our SPC5 kernels on
Fujitsu-SVE and Intel-AVX512 architectures. Speedup of SPC5 is computed against the scalar sequential version, we print the values only
when there is a difference with the first version (above one digit difference in the speedup). We provide the results for the CO, dense and
nd6k matrices, and the average based on all the matrices from the test set. We compare the the loading of full x vectors per block (SVE and
AVX512), and the use of manual multi-reduction against vectorial reduction (SVE only). The scalar and β(1,VS) and MKL versions are
expected to remain unchanged, differences for these kernels are from noise.
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Best Configuration Detailed Results. We provide the complete results for Fujitsu-SVE in
Figures 5 and 4. The results for Intel-AVX are shown in Figures 7 and 6.

In Figure 5, we can see that the performance of the SPC5 kernels is clearly related to
the block filling. The performance model can be described as a constant cost per block
that seems independent of the number of blocks or the number of NNZ. This means that
the performance can be easily predicted from the block filling.

We also note that the performance increases as we increase the size of the blocks up
to 4×VS, but then it decreases for 8 × V S. This is more visible in Figure 5, where β(8,
VS) is the slowest SPC5 kernel in most cases.

The behaviors in single and double precision are similar. For some matrices, such
as ns3Da, SPC5 is even slower than a simple CSR implementation. This means that the
overhead of using vectorial instructions outweighs the benefits of vectorization since the
block filling is very low.

The computation on the matrix TSOPF, which has a very high block filling, achieves
performance almost equivalent to the dense matrix case. Finally, we can see the average
performance in Figure 5 (last bars). While the speedup against CSR is significant, the raw
performance is low compared to the peak performance of the machine.

The results for Intel-AVX are slightly different. In Figure 7, we can see that while
there is a correlation between the block filling and the performance, the relationship is
less clear than for Fujitsu-SVE.

We also note that the performance increases with the block size, such that the best
performance is achieved with β(8, VS). This is even more visible in Figure 7.

Contrary to Fujitsu-SVE, the performance obtained for TSOPF is not close to the
dense matrix case. This means that while the blocks are almost full, the fact that we have
to jump over the vector x has a negative impact on the performance.

The performance of SPC5 on Intel-AVX is higher than those obtained with Fujitsu-
SVE for almost all matrices. Finally, SPC5 is faster than the Intel MKL CSR kernel for
most matrices, but can be slower if there are less than two values per block.

Parallel Performance Overview. In Figure 8, we provide the results for the parallel exe-
cutions. For the Fujitsu-SVE hardware, Figure 8a, for some matrices the speedup is above
42 (the number of cores). This is possible because the matrices are split and allocated by
the threads such that each thread has its data on the memory nodes that correspond to its
CPU core. In addition, the split of the matrices and the use of all the cores can result in
using the cache more efficiently.

For the Intel-AVX512 hardware, Figure 8b, the executions on the dense matrix have
poor performance for small blocks. This is clear that the x vector will be fully loaded
for each row, such that the cache performance is tied to the final execution performance.
We can notice that the speedup around 15 is far from the number of CPU cores (36).
The workload balance between the threads is similar to the Fujitsu-SVE configuration,
therefore, we consider that the difference comes from the memory organization and use.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a new version of our SPC5 framework, which remains efficient on ar-
chitectures with AVX512 and is now compatible with ARM architectures with SVE. The
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Fig. 6. Performance in Giga Flop per second for sequential computation in double and
single precision for our SPC5 kernels on Intel-AVX architecture for all the matrices of
the test set

same sparse matrix format can be used to target both ISA, allowing for interoperability
and the use of a single framework on x86 and ARM-based architectures.

The SPC5’s SpMV kernels are implemented differently, as they rely on an expand
mechanism of the NNZ (AVX512) or a compaction of the x vector (SVE). The perfor-
mances we obtained are usually higher than a simple CSR kernel if there is more than a
single NNZ per block. The β(1,∗) format has a low conversion cost as it leaves the array
of NNZ unchanged compared to CSR, which makes it easy to plug in existing CSR-based
applications.

In a future work, we would like to investigate if we could use a hybrid format, i.e., a
format where we could have blocks of different sizes including blocks of scalar, to avoid
using vectorial instructions when there is no benefit.

Acknowledgments. This work used the Isambard 2 UK National Tier-2 HPC Service 6 operated
by GW4 and the UK Met Office, which is an EPSRC project (EP/T022078/1). We also used the
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Fig. 7. Performance in Giga Flop per second for sequential computation in double and
single precision for our SPC5 kernels on Intel-AVX512 architecture. Speedup of SPC5 is
computed against the scalar sequential version and written above the bars
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Fig. 8. Performance in Giga Flop per second for parallel computation in double and
single precision for our SPC5 kernels on Fujitsu-SVE and Intel-AVX512 architectures.
Speedup of parallel SPC5 is computed against the same sequential version and written
above the bars. We provide the results for the CO, dense and nd6k matrices, and the
average based on all the matrices from the test set.
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Abstract. In recent years, several proposals have been based on Artificial Intelli-
gence techniques for automatically detecting the presence of pests and diseases in
crops from images usually taken with a camera. By training with pictures of af-
fected crops and healthy crops, artificial intelligence techniques learn to distinguish
one from the other. Furthermore, in the long term, it is intended that the tools de-
veloped from such approaches will allow the automation and increased frequency
of plant analysis, thus increasing the possibility of determining and predicting crop
health and potential biotic risks. However, the great diversity of proposed solutions
leads us to the need to study them, present possible situations for their improvement,
such as image preprocessing, and analyse the robustness of the proposals examined
against more realistic pictures than those existing in the datasets typically used.
Taking all this into account, this paper embarks on a comprehensive exploration
of various AI techniques leveraging leaf images for the autonomous detection of
plant diseases. By fostering a deeper understanding of the strengths and limitations
of these methodologies, this research contributes to the vanguard of agricultural
disease detection, propelling innovation, and fostering the maturation of AI-driven
solutions in this critical domain.

Keywords: Plant Disease Detection, Classification, Image Preprocessing, Deep Learn-
ing.

1. Introduction

The growing interest of the agri-food sector in the new solutions that digitalisation can
provide, and the support given to their development by public administrations and differ-
ent organisations, is facilitating an increasing number of technological initiatives at the
international and national levels.

One factor influencing crop yields is the possible incidence of pests and diseases. To
reduce their impact, farmers make recurrent use of phytosanitary products. In this way,

⋆ This paper is an extended version of an ASSIA workshop paper.
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the development of potentially dangerous populations can be controlled, thus ensuring
production. This group also includes herbicides, which prevent competition for nutrients,
water, and the establishment of the main crops with other unwanted plants.

In many cases, given the uncertainty of the time of pest emergence and its virulence,
farmers often carry out preventive treatments. Over the last few years, the cost of these
treatments has shown a clear upward trend. For example, in Spain, the average price per
hectare has gone from 50 euros in 2009 to 88 euros in 2019 4. In other words, in just 11
years, this component has undergone an increase of more than 76%.

Within the same EU strategy to reduce the environmental impact of European agricul-
ture, another objective has been set to reduce the use of phytosanitary products by 50%
and make more rational use of these products from both an environmental and economic
point of view. To achieve this, digitalisation is presented as an essential tool. In this sense,
disease detection and pest evolution models can be created so that treatments are only
carried out when they pose a risk to production.

According to this, plant disease is nowadays a significant concern in agriculture. There
are many involved counterparts, from economic to climatic and social consequences.
Early disease detection and control is one of the cornerstones of preventing economic
waste and production losses. Plant disease detection is a complex task and has been tra-
ditionally done by ocular inspection and through the personal experience of farmers.
One of the main concerns is to be as quick as possible to detect the disease before it
spreads through the land. Furthermore, the plant is not necessarily affected by a single
disease; multiple conditions can show up simultaneously, increasing the detection diffi-
culty. Hence, the wide variety of plants combined with the different diseases nowadays
makes experts fail in their tasks. With the significant increase of digital imagery, there is
an opportunity to generalise the expert’s knowledge and use image processing for auto-
matic plant disease detection.

Soil analysis is traditionally done using satellite and hyperspectral images, which per-
mits the study of wide land extensions and characteristics that humans cannot see. The
counterpart of this type of analysis is that the quantity of available images is limited, and
that concrete diseases can only be seen at the field level. As for hyperspectral images, the
equipment needed is expensive. To make the disease detector system accessible, it must
be low-cost so anyone can use it. It should work with images in the visible range, that is,
in RGB space.

The current situation in the agricultural sector exacerbates the problems of lack of
experts and, therefore, of time available to detect plant diseases. In this sense, the auto-
matic detection of plant diseases plays a crucial role in overcoming these problems and
providing an alternative solution to the damage caused by plant diseases.

Automatic identification of plant diseases presents several challenges ranging from
problems in the capture process, such as noise or fog over the camera, to unwanted infor-
mation in the images themselves, such as an inappropriate background, the soil itself, or
other plants that interfere with the identification.

Deep learning-based solutions are considered the most suitable for this type of prob-
lem. Deep Learning techniques, particularly Convolutional Neural Networks, rely on
weight optimisations, searching for maxima in the parameter space. In terms of statistical
results, e.g. in edge detection, they have achieved exceptional results, even surpassing hu-

4 https://www.mapa.gob.es/es/estadistica/temas/publicaciones/anuario-de-estadistica/
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man performance [30]. As a counterpart, due to their nature, neural networks can undergo
with difficulties to adapt to real scenarios when the tested data is considerably different
from the training data [28]. Even so, there are still aspects to be taken into account since
the proposed models are very dependent on the characteristics of the dataset used. Al-
ternative datasets more adjusted to real situations can easily alter the accuracy of deep
learning-based solutions.

This work reviews the most relevant network architectures used in the literature to
detect plant disease. The experiments are conducted to classify individual diseases in plant
images. Moreover, we analyse and compare their performance and investigate whether
preprocessing the images before the training step impacts the correct classification. As it
is difficult to say whether preprocessing has a real impact, we evaluate the different image
set variants over a real image synthetic dataset, analysing the robustness of each network
configuration.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review related work in the au-
tomatic detection of plant disease. Then, Section 4 presents the use of preprocessing as
the first step before training image classification networks along with the network fami-
lies used. Following this, Section 5 shows the experimental framework devised. Finally,
a discussion is presented in Section 5.1 along with some conclusions about the results
obtained.

2. Related Work

Automatic plant disease detection is a classification problem done through the analysis
of image features, which can be as various as geometric or colour features. In addition,
specific indexes such as the NDVI-index, which measure the level of green on images,
are commonly used (but in hyperspectral images). As a similar index type, but for visible
range images, alternatives are used, such as the VARI index or the vNDVI index [7].

As indicated by Barbedo [3] and Hasan [16], there are a series of challenges when
identifying plant diseases and managing crops automatically (as seen in Figure 1). One of
the main problems with focussing the interest on the plant or leaf itself is the background
removal, which can be soil or other plants. In addition, capture level problems can be
an issue as brightness or occlusions. In terms of the disease itself, there might not be a
unique disease or different diseases can have similar characteristics or might not be ideally
defined.

Some of these challenges might be tackled through a pre-processing step, where an
image is treated, so that spurious information is removed, e.g. background segmentation
or texture removal (smoothing [25, 29]) or even image improvement (e.g. contrast en-
hancement [23]).

Once the images have been processed, they can be classified by two types of tech-
niques. On the one hand, Machine Learning (ML) techniques aim at classifying plant dis-
eases based on different features extracted from images (geometric characteristics, colour
information, gradients, etc.). Different classifiers such as Support Vector Machines [6,31],
K-means classifier [13], and Random Forest [20] are used to detect different plant dis-
eases. These techniques need a very precise human-made solution (ground truth) and as-
sistance to be performant. They work well when there is a limited amount of data. On the
other hand, despite their lack of explainability, Deep Learning (DL) approaches have been
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Fig. 1. Challenges in plant disease detection and crop management [16]

extensively used nowadays and report promising results. In the literature, some recurrent
examples of well-known Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are used to detect plant
diseases. As is well known, even if there are increasingly more available images to work
with, the quantity/quality is limited to learning in a specific task. In those cases, Transfer
Learning is used to build a network based on pre-trained information and adapted to the
concerned task. These networks are pre-trained on large datasets e.g. ImageNet [8]. This
process takes the first layer of the trained network and removes the last layers adapting
them to the specific task and training only these last steps. In this way, the specific task is
not trained from scratch, and the computing time is shortened. The most common and ef-
ficient networks in the literature are Alexnet [21], ResNet50 [18], VGG16 [36], Inception
V3 [37]. EfficientNet [38] can also be considered a group of networks, as there are 8 types
of subnets.

We can see in [14] that their model, based on ResNet50 and pre-trained on Imagenet, is
robust against field information (soil, background, etc...), obtaining an accuracy of 98.5%
with synthetic soil background and 72.03% on real field images. They work with data aug-
mentation and real field images from plants to do so. In addition, as the same disease on
different plants is considered a different class, the authors propose to use a species-specific
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classification as the disease symptoms can be pretty similar. In this way, geometric, colour,
and texture features are learnt and then incorporated into the baseline model.

Atila et al. propose in [2] the use of EfficientNet in its different variants (B0 to B7).
The particularity of this neural network is that, as a first step, it determines the best scaling
dimensions and it does not use the well-known Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) as an activa-
tion function, using the Swish function instead. In this work, the model is pre-trained with
ImageNet and adapted by removing the Fully Conected layers with 1000 outputs to fit the
39 possible outputs of the PlantVillage dataset. The results obtained with their proposal
get an accuracy beyond 99.6% compared to state-of-the-art neural nets, all pre-trained
with ImageNet.

An interesting approach is that of Schwarz Schuler et al. [35] which propose an
InceptionV3 based architecture where the image processing is separated into two branches
where each image channel, in Lab colour space, is treated separately and then fused to
better adapt to the inherent characteristics of each channel. The authors test their approach
by varying the importance of each channel with the percentage of filters used for each of
the branches. The performance of the process in all cases is greater than 99% of accuracy.

An alternative approach to mostly used network architecture is that of Capsule Net-
works [32] which fixes one of the significant drawbacks of a standard CNN. CNNs do not
consider the possible feature hierarchy in an image considering similar images as equal
even when they are not. In the work presented by Samin et al. [33] the Capsule Network
approach is used without using Transfer Learning, obtaining an accuracy of 93.07%.

More recently, a lightweight CNN approach was based on Inception and Residual
connection [17]. The proposed approach extracts better features from the input images.
This is done by replacing the standard convolution by a depth-wise separable convolution
combined with a point-wise convolution, which results in fewer parameters as well as
a speed-up in the processing. The resulting performance with the approach presented is
99.39% accuracy.

After studying the state-of-the-art, it can be seen that there are currently a multitude
of proposals, most of them based on deep learning techniques that offer promising re-
sults from the existing datasets. However, there are specific gaps that we think should be
analysed. On the one hand, some works suggest the need for image pre-processing before
classification; in our opinion, this aspect should be studied in greater detail as it may allow
for an improvement in the classification process. On the other hand, most of the works are
evaluated against a so-called ideal dataset. Using more realistic datasets to validate exist-
ing models would allow for analysis of their possible robustness. Nevertheless, [5] is an
interesting approach, but as they are working with infrared images, they would need to
use infrared cameras when applied to the real world, which are expensive to deploy.

In summary, the reviewed works exhibit several shortcomings. First, there is a com-
mon challenge in background removal, which includes soil or other plants. This issue can
be addressed through pre-processing steps, such as background segmentation and texture
removal. Additionally, the variability in disease symptoms and the lack of a unique or
well-defined disease pose challenges. To tackle this, the proposed work employs a species-
specific classification approach, which considers the similarity of symptoms among dis-
eases within a species. Moreover, most of the existing works rely on ideal datasets for
evaluation, which may not reflect real-world conditions. To address this, the proposed
work emphasizes the need for more realistic datasets to validate models and analyze their
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robustness. Additionally, some works suggest image pre-processing before classification,
and the proposed work aims to delve deeper into this aspect to potentially improve the
classification process. Finally, while the reviewed works primarily focus on deep learning
techniques, the proposed work offers a comprehensive comparative study of various ap-
proaches, including deep learning and alternative network architectures. This comparative
analysis helps identify the strengths and weaknesses of different methods and contributes
to a better understanding of plant disease detection techniques. In the following section,
the proposed study is presented.

3. Contextualizing Plant Disease Detection

This section provides a comprehensive overview of the problem statement, research ob-
jectives, and motivation driving our study on evaluating a collection of different neural
network architectures for plant disease detection.

3.1. Problem Statement

The accurate classification of plant diseases is a matter of utmost importance in contempo-
rary agriculture. With the global population rising and increasing pressure on sustainable
food production, the need for precise disease detection has never been greater.

Early and precise disease identification facilitates timely intervention, curbing the
spread of infections and minimising crop losses. This ensures a stable food supply to meet
the demands of growing populations. Accurate classification ensures that infected produc-
tions are promptly identified and removed, safeguarding consumer health and maintaining
the reputation of agricultural products. Reducing chemical pesticide use and optimising
resource allocation in farming can be achieved through targeted disease management,
contributing significantly to sustainable agricultural practices.

However, several challenges and implications loom over the issue of plant disease
classification. Misclassification can lead to unnecessary treatments or neglect of infected
plants, resulting in economic losses for farmers. In addition, it can lead to environmen-
tal pollution and harm to non-target species and compromise food security by reducing
crop yields and impacting the availability and affordability of agricultural products. Ac-
curate datasets for plant disease classification are essential for advancing research in crop
protection and breeding resilient plant varieties.

3.2. Objectives and motivation

Our proposal investigates various deep learning models’ effectiveness in the automated
detection and classification of plant diseases, rigorously evaluating their performance.
Based on the performance measures obtained, we determine which neural network archi-
tectures and transfer learning strategies yield the best results for plant disease detection.
With the proposed experiments, we bridge the gap between research and practical applica-
tion by developing a user-friendly tool that can assist farmers in identifying plant diseases
quickly and accurately.

Our motivation to embark on this study is grounded in the pressing need to address the
challenges posed by plant diseases in agriculture. We aspire to provide a practical and ef-
ficient solution to the longstanding problem of plant disease detection, making a tangible
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impact on the agricultural industry. Ensuring a stable and secure food supply for current
and future generations is a driving force behind our work, guarding crop yields against the
persistent threat of plant diseases, contributing to reducing environmental impact due to
excessive pesticide use and promoting responsible farming practices. By exploring novel
approaches for automated disease detection in plants, we seek to advance the fields of
computer vision and machine learning, pushing the boundaries of technological innova-
tion.

4. Preprocessing and Classification models

In this Section, we briefly present the preprocessing step that we use as a primary task to
train the networks and build specific sets of images with regularisation and sharpening.
We also present the different network architectures we put to the test and the different
parameters we configure.

4.1. Preprocessing

As the first task in this work, we consider the preprocessing step inspired by the Bezdek
Breakdown Structure (BBS) [4] for edge detection. Four steps characterise the process:
image conditioning, feature extraction, blending and scaling.

This structure helps to understand edge detection as four independent phases. For
our purpose of interpreting plant leaf classification using Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN), in some way, we take the first step of the BBS as the input of our neural system.
We do not consider the rest of the steps as they are edge-detection-specific.

Image conditioning focuses on removing noise, or additional information that is not
needed for the process it is undergoing (in this case, feature extraction in the different
layers of the network).

It is a cornerstone task as it removes spurious information on the image due to the
capture process or reduces texture information. In our approach, we propose to use The
Gravitational Smoothing (GS) process [25] as a conditioning step in the preprocessing.
This preprocessing step is done to all the images of the dataset in order to obtain a vari-
ation that will be used for training purposes individually without mixing the new images
with the original ones.

GS is a content-aware smoothing method that adapts the image regularisation based
on local information, as opposed to Gaussian smoothing, whose main problem is the
blurring of objects in the image. GS simulates the movement of pixels in a 5D spatial-tonal
space, bringing closer or moving away similar/dissimilar pixels. This behaviour allows us
to control the blurring effect by removing unwanted information such as textures while
preserving abrupt tonal changes (e.g. significant colour variation). In this technique, each
pixel is considered a particle in the space that exerts an attractive or repulsive force on
every surrounding pixel. Then the total force over a pixel is the sum of all individual forces
around a pixel. Each force is computed as the product of a gravitational constant G and
the inverse of the distance in the spatial-tonal space. Additionally, this force model can be
used oppositely, changing the direction of the forces. Using GS in this way enhances the
image’s characteristics, highlighting the differences, which in our case can be beneficial
to detect the diseased regions better. An example of the resulting images obtained can be
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seen in Figures 2(a)-2(b), where we apply the smoothing and sharpening version of GS to
an original leaf image.

4.2. Deep Neuronal Network Description

Different network architectures were evaluated to perform this classification of plant dis-
eases to determine which configuration allowed the best results to be obtained. Different
aspects were taken into account, such as transfer learning, data augmentation and the
end device: server or edge device. In order to obtain the different networks, a series of
hyperparameters were modified to each of the networks. In order to determine which con-
figuration allowed the best results to be obtained.

The hyperparameters presented below were the result of an extensive iterative process.
These specific hyperparameters were identified as the ones yielding the most favorable
outcomes during the validation phase. Notably, the decision to set the number of training
epochs at 7 emerged from a careful consideration of model performance. Extensive ex-
perimentation revealed that increasing the number of epochs led to a phenomenon known
as overtraining, where the model became overly specialized to the training data, compro-
mising its generalization capability. Conversely, reducing the number of epochs resulted
in markedly suboptimal results, indicating the need for a moderate yet effective training
duration. This strategic choice of 7 epochs reflects a delicate balance, ensuring that the
model captures underlying patterns without succumbing to overfitting, thus optimizing its
predictive capacity.

– Epochs: 7
– Network: InceptionV3, MobilenetV2, NASNetMobile, Efficientnet-B0, EfficientnetV2-

Imagenet1k, EfficientNet-Imagenet21k
– Learning rate: 0.001
– Transfer learning (Tl): Yes or No
– Data augmentation (Da): Yes or No
– Dataset: Raw, Mixed, Smoothed, Sharpened

Each of the different networks used has several characteristics that make them stand
out from each other. Out of these characteristics we can highlight the ability to be used in
systems with ARM architecture. Specifically, if it is possible to run the model efficiently
on Edge devices, TPU (Tensor Processing Unit), CPU or GPU. The characteristics of each
of the networks used are described below.

Inceptionv3 [37], [26] is an image recognition architecture that has been shown to
achieve an accuracy of better than 78.1% on the ImageNet dataset. The Inceptionv3 model
comprises symmetric and asymmetric building blocks, including convolutions, mean re-
duction, maximum clustering, concatenations, dropouts and fully connected layers. Batch
normalisation is a widely used technique in Inception v3 and is applied to activation in-
puts. Inception v3 uses the Softmax function to perform the loss function calculation,
which is ideal for non-binary classifications.

The MobileNetV2 [34] network is an evolution of its predecessor MobileNetV1.
These networks belong to a family of neural networks widely used in computer vision.
They are general-purpose networks designed especially for use on mobile devices and
work very well on devices such as a Raspberry Pi [12]. MobileNetV2 is a significant
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improvement over MobileNetV1 and presents a breakthrough in visual recognition on
low-power devices. It enables devices to perform classification, object detection and se-
mantic segmentation. In the NASNetMobile [27] network, the authors propose to search
for an architectural block using a small dataset, in order to then be transferred to a larger
dataset. In the NASNet network, they first seek to obtain the best convolutional layer using
the CIFAR-10 dataset. Once this layer is obtained, it is applied to the ImageNet dataset,
stacking more copies of the obtained convolutional layer. At the same time, the authors of
the NASNet network propose a new regularisation technique called ScheduledDropPath,
which significantly improves generalisation in NASNet models. One of the advantages of
the NASNet network is the reduction of the generated model size.

EfficientNet [38] is a convolutional neural network architecture and scaling method
that uniformly scales all depth/width/resolution dimensions using a composite coefficient.
Unlike conventional practice that arbitrarily scales these factors, the EfficientNet scaling
method uniformly scales the network’s width, depth and resolution with a set of fixed
scaling coefficients.

EfficientNet-B0 [38] is one of the configurations of the EfficientNet family that aims
to scale ConvNets, maintaining and even surpassing their efficiency. Scaling is uniformly
performed by a given coefficient unlike other methods where it is done arbitrarily. The
variant B0 is the basic one and is based on the bottleneck residual blocks from Mo-
bileNetV2. EfficientnetV2-B0 [39] is an evolution of the previous family of neural nets
that improves in terms of training times and parameter efficiency. In addition, the authors
perform a reduction of a network that is almost 6.8 times smaller. In our experiments,
we use two variants of EfficientNetV2-B0, one pre-trained over a subset of Imagenet
(EfficientnetV2-Imagenet1k) and the other over the complete Imagenet (EfficientNet-
Imagenet21k).

4.3. Discussion

The use of different types of neural network models makes it possible to determine which
type of network has the best classification rate. However, the use of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) has been widely used in the classification of plant diseases from RGB
images [22]. However, these models do not necessarily focus on the visible parts affected
by a plant disease for classification, and can sometimes take into account irrelevant back-
grounds or healthy parts of the plant.

However, each of the models you mentioned, InceptionV3, MobileNetV2, Efficient-
Net and EfficientNetV2-B0, has unique architectural features that may make them suitable
for plant disease classification. Here is a brief discussion of each:

1. InceptionV3: This model is known for its inception modules, which allow for effi-
cient computation and deep networks through a carefully crafted design1. The in-
ception modules help the network learn useful representations at multiple scales,
which can be beneficial for plant disease classification where symptoms can vary
in size [10].

2. MobileNetV2: This model introduces two new features to the architecture: Linear
Bottlenecks and Inverted Residuals [11] [24]. The use of linear bottlenecks is to
maintain the representational power. The inverted residuals allow for a reduction in
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computational complexity. This makes MobileNetV2 a lightweight model that can be
used on devices with limited computational resources.

3. EfficientNet: EfficientNet uses a new scaling method that uniformly scales all di-
mensions of depth/width/resolution using a simple yet highly effective compound co-
efficient. This could potentially capture more complex features in the images, making
it suitable for plant disease classification [1].

4. EfficientNetV2-B0: This model improves upon EfficientNet by introducing a form
of progressive learning mechanism which expands the network topology gradually
over the course of training process improving the model’s learning capacity. This
could be particularly useful in plant disease classification where the dataset might be
imbalanced [9].

The choice of a model may depend on several aspects, such as the size and quality of
the dataset, the available computing resources and the specific needs of the task. For exam-
ple, MobileNetV2 may be the best choice if you are working with limited computational
resources due to its remarkable efficiency. On the other hand, if you are dealing with a
large and intricate dataset, EfficientNet or EfficientNetV2-B0 might be more suitable op-
tions given their ability to handle complex features. The choice of a model may depend
on several aspects, such as the size and quality of the dataset, the available computing
resources and the specific needs of the task. For example, MobileNetV2 may be the best
choice when working with limited computing resources due to its remarkable efficiency.
On the other hand, when datasets are large and intricate, EfficientNet or EfficientNetV2-
B0 may be more suitable options given their ability to handle complex features. On the
other hand, it is important to generate instances that reflect real-world scenarios, all in
order to improve the performance of the machine learning model. However, it is crucial to
understand that not all data augmentation techniques are a one-size-fits-all solution for all
datasets. In the experiments conducted, image transformations and rotations were applied,
a technique that is usually reserved for image datasets.

5. Experimental Framework

In this Section, we compare the most usual proposals found in the literature for plant
disease detection. In Section 5.1, we briefly introduce the dataset used for our experiments
as well as the performance measures we used to quantify the results. In Section 5.2, we
show the quantitative results obtained in the comparison along with its analysis.

5.1. Dataset and Quantification of the Results

For our experiments, we have put to the test our proposal with the PlanVillage dataset [19]
which contains 54303 images of healthy and diseased leaf plants classified by species and
disease, having a total of 38 classes.

In addition, the data set has three different types of images available. The main raw
image is an RGB colour space image taken on a uniform background. In addition, there
is a grey-scale version of the previous image. And finally, a segmented version, where the
background has been removed and only contains the leaf information.

From the original dataset, we prepare four different derivatives:
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– RAW: It consists of images of the original dataset with colour and background.
– Mixed: Contains a mixture of RAW images, rotated and with background removed.
– Smoo: This dataset contains images of RAW where the background has been re-

moved, and the leaf has been smoothed with the gravitational algorithm.
– Sharp: The images in this dataset are similar to those in Smoo but inverting the sense

of the force over each pixel and sharpening the tonal variations.

(a) RAW (b) Smoothed (c) Sharpened (d) Synthetic

Fig. 2. Example images in PlantVillage dataset [19] from class Grape Esca (Black Measles) with
the different preprocessings and from the PlantVillage synthetic dataset. (a) shows the original raw
image, (b) is the preprocessed image applying smoothing, (c) is the preprocessed image using sharp-
ening and (d) is the generated image adding grass background

The dataset and its derivatives were divided into three subsets with an 80/20 ratio,
80% for training, 10% for testing and the remaining 10% for validation.

Furthermore, to verify the robustness of each of the tested configurations, we trained
them with a modified version of the PlantVillage dataset, where the uniform background
was removed and replaced with a field image. In this way, more realistic images are sim-
ulated. This modified dataset introduced in [15] is called synthetic PlantVillage dataset
(Synth-PV).

To interpret the results obtained in the confusion matrices, where True Positive (TP ),
True Negative (TN ), False Positive (FP ) and False Negative (FN ) are extracted, we
quantify the results using the following well-known Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and
Fβ measures:

Prec =
TP

TP + FP
, Rec =

TP

TP + FN
, Fβ = (1 + β2)

Prec ·Rec

β2 · Prec+Rec
.

We select the values of β = 0.5 and β = 1 as the most commonly used in the
literature. In particular, The F1 score balances precision and recall, making it valuable
when both measures are important. Taking the harmonic mean of precision and recall
provides a more comprehensive assessment of a model’s performance, especially in tasks
where false positives and false negatives have distinct consequences, such as medical
diagnosis or plant disease detection. In addition, we use Accuracy and Loss metrics for
the training and validation phases.

Combining all the six selected networks, we are to analyse along with the possible
parameters that we configure (transfer learning and data augmentation) with two possibil-
ities each one and the four different sets generated from the original PlantVillage dataset,
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we have 96 different configurations. To facilitate analysis and visualisation of the results,
we separate the 96 experiments into two blocks separated by whether they are mobile-
orientated network architectures (Inception v3, MobileNetV2, NASNetMobile), shown
in Table 1, or high-performance-computer-orientated (EfficientNet-based), presented in
Table 2.

5.2. Discussion

In this subsection, we expose and analyse the results obtained with the training and testing
with the different network models over the original PlantVillage dataset with the proposed
preprocessing step in the first phase. We then show the test results obtained with the
previously trained models in the synthetic PlantVillage dataset.

We show the different results of the train, validation, and test in Tables 1-2. We can
see that the accuracy obtained during the training phase is very similar and relatively high
for all the experiments, going from 0.850 to 0.993. This great value decays as validation
is performed. In this case, we obtain values between 0.578 and 0.992. The results indi-
cate that all those networks prepared for mobile devices get lower results, which is the
expected behaviour, as they are optimised for limited-power devices. Despite their op-
timized architecture designed for limited devices, these models perform quite well. For
instance, NasNetMobile achieves an accuracy validation score of 0.968, which is not too
far behind the top performer, EfficientNetV2, with a validation accuracy of 0.992. As a
general overview, we can extract from the training results, on the one hand, that fine-
tuning (Ft) and data augmentation are not beneficial if we look at the training accuracy
but permits us to retain it in the validation step for the mobile-oriented Nets. On the other
hand, when viewing EfficientNet experiments, we can see that data augmentation does not
benefit the training and validation accuracy, as the best results are obtained only by fine-
tuning. During the training and validation phase, the best performers are E63 and E64, that
is, EfficientNet-B0 and EfficientNetV2-B0 using fine-tuning but not data augmentation.

If we observe more locally at each network type, for Inception v3, the best perfor-
mance in terms of validation accuracy is E2, using the Raw data set and without fine-
tuning or data augmentation. The same behaviour happens with MobileNetV2, but in
the case of NASNetMobile, the best performer in this terms is also obtained in the Raw
dataset but using fine-tuning and data augmentation. Regarding EfficientNet results, the
best performer configuration using EfficientNet-B0 uses fine-tuning and data augmenta-
tion over the Raw dataset, just the opposite to mobile-orientated designs. When observing
both EfficientNetV2-B0 with transfer learning from a subset of Imagenet and the com-
plete one, we can see that we have to use fine-tuning but not data augmentation to obtain
the best result.

Once the models are trained, we evaluate them during the test phase obtaining the
quantitative results in Tables 3-4 with the measures indicated in Section 5.1. We tested
our trained models with the corresponding test partition images of each model, and to
analyse its robustness to real field images, we also tested each model with the Synthetic-
PV dataset. As can be seen, the best performers with the original dataset usually decay
with the synthetic one. For example, in the case of experiments with mobile-oriented nets
(E1 − E48), the best performer in terms of original images is E21, but its performance
decays by approximately 76%, and the best one in terms of real synthetic images is E17
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maintaining its performance with a decay 24 %. This tells us it is more robust to interfer-
ence from the leaf context. The same behaviour occurs in the case of EfficientNet-based
experiments. The best performer is not robust and loses 76% of its performance. Instead,
the best performance in the Synthetic dataset has a decay of 25 %.

In a more detailed analysis of the test results, looking at ∇F1 by network type, we
can see that with Inception v3 and MobileNetV2, excluding E14 due to its low results
in both the original and synthetic data sets, the most stable configurations are E2 and
E18, which match the results of the training phase. In the case of NASNetMobile, the
stables experiment is E42, which is not among the best performers in the training phase.
Additionally, the best performer using NASNetMobile during training decays 46%.

On the other side, as for EfficientNet-B0 experiments, the more robust configuration
is E75, which has been trained over the Mixed dataset. However, close to the most stable
experiment, we find those who have been trained with Smoo and Sharp preprocessing,
such as E81 or E60, respectively. In the case of EfficientNetV2-B0 with transfer learning
with the Imagenet subset, we obtain slightly less stable results, being the best E61, that is,
using the Mixed dataset. With this network family, all other configurations have more than
50% performance variation. Finally, looking at the EfficientNetV2-B0 with the complete
Imagenet transfer learning, the most stable configuration is E74, trained with the Mixed
dataset. Then, With a nearly a 30% decay in the F1 measure, we have configurations
trained with Smoo preprocessing (E56 and E80).

As a result of the database validation process, a series of metrics were extracted for
each of the experiments conducted to determine which of the experiments and which
network architecture is the best for classifying plant diseases. Figure 3 shows a plot of
the Nightingale rose, which is a plot on a polar coordinate grid. This radial graph divided
each of the 48 experiments into equal segments. The distance of each segment from the
centre of the polar axis depends on the value of each score it represents. In this way, each
of the rings from the centre of the polar grid represents a higher value of each score. Four
colours will be used to differentiate each of the sockets in the following graphs, the blue
colour represents the F1 score of the models, the yellow colour represents the F0.5, the
green colour represents the Recall, and the red colour represents the Precision.

Figure 3 shows the scores obtained from the 96 experiments with the different net-
works. Figure 3 (a) shows the scores for the networks launched on Edge devices: Mo-
bileNet, Inception v3 and NASNetMobile. Figure 3 (b) shows the scores obtained for
EfficientNet networks, which can be executed on devices with higher-performance com-
puters. As shown in Figure 3 (a), the scores obtained are very unstable compared to those
in Figure 3 (b).

Although both networks used the same dataset, the internal architectures of each net-
work make a difference.

To sum up, in this work we have analysed different network architectures and con-
figurations for the automatic detection of plant disease. We have also tested our trained
models, evaluating their robustness and behaviour with different image alterations and
synthetic images that simulate a real environment.

The results obtained have shown in a primal analysis that the best performers dur-
ing the training phase tend to have a significant decay in the test phase on real-context
simulated images. Therefore, models with near-the-top best performers but slightly more
restrained results are more stable when used in real scenarios. We have also noticed that
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# Network Ft Da Data Accuracy T Accuracy V Loss T Loss V

E1 InceptionV3 ✗ ✗ Mixed .967 .858 .122 .500
E2 InceptionV3 ✗ ✗ Raw .940 .924 .212 .279
E3 InceptionV3 ✗ ✗ Sharp .917 .905 .277 .325
E4 InceptionV3 ✗ ✗ Smoo .939 .915 .213 .297
E5 InceptionV3 ✓ ✗ Mixed .975 .825 .285 .962
E6 InceptionV3 ✓ ✗ Raw .979 .578 .300 .909
E7 InceptionV3 ✓ ✗ Sharp .973 .844 .327 .889
E8 InceptionV3 ✓ ✗ Smoo .971 .902 .323 .569
E9 InceptionV3 ✗ ✓ Mixed .922 .811 .261 .630
E10 InceptionV3 ✗ ✓ Raw .867 .884 .435 .389
E11 InceptionV3 ✗ ✓ Sharp .850 .872 .494 .418
E12 InceptionV3 ✗ ✓ Smoo .876 .912 .414 .300
E13 InceptionV3 ✓ ✓ Mixed .963 .790 .328 .247
E14 InceptionV3 ✓ ✓ Raw .968 .735 .341 .368
E15 InceptionV3 ✓ ✓ Sharp .957 .679 .383 .951
E16 InceptionV3 ✓ ✓ Smoo .955 .909 .383 .549
E17 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✗ Mixed .988 .908 .062 .315
E18 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✗ Raw .980 .966 .095 .138
E19 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✗ Sharp .966 .941 .136 .220
E20 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✗ Smoo .974 .953 .109 .176
E21 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✗ Mixed .980 .878 .178 .533
E22 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✗ Raw .979 .940 .196 .360
E23 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✗ Sharp .974 .958 .210 .279
E24 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✗ Smoo .976 .953 .207 .326
E25 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✓ Mixed .961 .891 .144 .354
E26 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✓ Raw .938 .939 .220 .221
E27 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✓ Sharp .915 .926 .291 .271
E28 MobileNetV2 ✗ ✓ Smoo .930 .942 .242 .206
E29 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✓ Mixed .969 .853 .217 .655
E30 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✓ Raw .972 .959 .229 .257
E31 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✓ Sharp .964 .797 .247 .057
E32 MobileNetV2 ✓ ✓ Smoo .965 .933 .252 .377
E33 NasNetMobile ✗ ✗ Mixed .972 .871 .122 .451
E34 NasNetMobile ✗ ✗ Raw .948 .930 .203 .260
E35 NasNetMobile ✗ ✗ Sharp .928 .915 .264 .309
E36 NasNetMobile ✗ ✗ Smoo .949 .939 .206 .241
E37 NasNetMobile ✓ ✗ Mixed .984 .903 .323 .625
E38 NasNetMobile ✓ ✗ Raw .985 .943 .336 .503
E39 NasNetMobile ✓ ✗ Sharp .980 .957 .360 .430
E40 NasNetMobile ✓ ✗ Smoo .983 .952 .350 .477
E41 NasNetMobile ✗ ✓ Mixed .931 .815 .240 .621
E42 NasNetMobile ✗ ✓ Raw .898 .880 .363 .421
E43 NasNetMobile ✗ ✓ Sharp .874 .893 .429 .385
E44 NasNetMobile ✗ ✓ Smoo .900 .925 .357 .284
E45 NasNetMobile ✓ ✓ Mixed .978 .870 .351 .729
E46 NasNetMobile ✓ ✓ Raw .979 .968 .364 .396
E47 NasNetMobile ✓ ✓ Sharp .971 .935 .389 .503
E48 NasNetMobile ✓ ✓ Smoo .971 .954 .391 .446

Table 1. PlantVillage experiments with 7 Epochs, feature vector model using InceptionV3, Mo-
bileNetV2 and NasNetMobile networks. Fine-tuning (Ft) and Data augmentation (Da) use are in-
dicated with a cross (✗) and a tick (✓), differentiating the train (T) and validation (V) values. The
maximum values for Accuracy and minimum values for Loss are shown in bold
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# Network Ft Da Data Accuracy T Accuracy V Loss T Loss V

E49 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✗ Mixed .989 .926 .065 .254
E50 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✗ Mixed .991 .947 .045 .186
E51 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✗ Mixed .993 .946 .052 .193
E52 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✗ Raw .984 .976 .087 .114
E53 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✗ Raw .987 .980 .064 .091
E54 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✗ Raw .990 .983 .071 .091
E55 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✗ Smoo .975 .967 .124 .146
E56 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✗ Smoo .983 .976 .079 .103
E57 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✗ Smoo .980 .978 .102 .119
E58 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✗ Sharp .973 .958 .127 .174
E59 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✗ Sharp .978 .971 .097 .127
E60 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✗ Sharp .977 .966 .115 .138
E61 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✗ Mixed .990 .946 .048 .197
E62 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✗ Mixed .989 .958 .053 .154
E63 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✗ Mixed .993 .960 .156 .286
E64 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✗ Raw .990 .992 .047 .042
E65 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✗ Raw .989 .991 .052 .043
E66 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✗ Raw .989 .986 .173 .180
E67 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✗ Smoo .988 .982 .058 .078
E68 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✗ Smoo .987 .981 .057 .081
E69 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✗ Smoo .986 .976 .183 .221
E70 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✗ Sharp .990 .981 .049 .090
E71 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✗ Sharp .987 .969 .058 .141
E72 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✗ Sharp .988 .975 .182 .216
E73 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✓ Mixed .970 .920 .122 .264
E74 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✓ Mixed .978 .923 .090 .267
E75 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✓ Mixed .975 .915 .106 .298
E76 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✓ Raw .962 .961 .160 .166
E77 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✓ Raw .969 .964 .123 .138
E78 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✓ Raw .969 .963 .134 .148
E79 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✓ Smoo .943 .949 .218 .198
E80 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✓ Smoo .958 .965 .155 .136
E81 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✓ Smoo .957 .965 .176 .150
E82 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✗ ✓ Sharp .942 .939 .222 .229
E83 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✗ ✓ Sharp .950 .942 .176 .202
E84 Efficientnet-B0 ✗ ✓ Sharp .947 .954 .208 .174
E85 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✓ Mixed .984 .938 .069 .220
E86 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✓ Mixed .982 .921 .078 .286
E87 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✓ Mixed .981 .959 .198 .286
E88 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✓ Raw .986 .981 .061 .079
E89 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✓ Raw .984 .979 .068 .096
E90 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✓ Raw .984 .988 .192 .180
E91 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✓ Smoo .980 .980 .081 .081
E92 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✓ Smoo .979 .981 .085 .087
E93 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✓ Smoo .979 .978 .213 .216
E94 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet1k ✓ ✓ Sharp .978 .952 .086 .166
E95 EfficientnetV2-B0-imagenet21k-ft1k ✓ ✓ Sharp .977 .940 .092 .206
E96 Efficientnet-B0 ✓ ✓ Sharp .978 .957 .215 .297

Table 2. PlantVillage experiments with 7 Epochs, feature vector model using EfficientNet-B0,
EfficientNetV2-B0 pre-trained with imagenet-ilsvrc-2012-cls and EfficientNetV2-B0 pre-trained
with full ImageNet and fine-tuned with imagenet1k networks. Fine-tuning (Ft) and Data augmenta-
tion (Da) use are indicated with a cross (✗) and a tick (✓), differentiating the train (T) and validation
(V) values. The maximum values for Accuracy and minimum values for Loss are shown in bold
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# Prec. Prec.′ ∇Prec. Rec. Rec.′ ∇Rec. F0.5 F ′
0.5 ∇F0.5 F1 F ′

1 ∇F1

E1 .901 .643 .258 .917 .538 .379 .902 .552 .350 .905 .519 .386
E2 .807 .733 .074 .843 .691 .152 .806 .699 .107 .812 .681 .131
E3 .893 .652 .241 .884 .479 .405 .888 .516 .372 .884 .461 .423
E4 .907 .612 .295 .879 .496 .383 .893 .520 .373 .883 .476 .407
E5 .849 .579 .270 .681 .341 .340 .724 .356 .368 .673 .304 .369
E6 .855 .502 .353 .860 .296 .564 .843 .285 .558 .838 .245 .593
E7 .911 .493 .418 .857 .268 .589 .887 .281 .606 .866 .237 .629
E8 .862 .527 .334 .817 .291 .526 .833 .294 .538 .812 .247 .565
E9 .878 .645 .232 .881 .495 .386 .876 .525 .351 .875 .475 .400
E10 .813 .694 .119 .827 .568 .259 .805 .586 .219 .802 .549 .253
E11 .878 .654 .223 .844 .495 .349 .866 .541 .324 .854 .484 .370
E12 .890 .647 .243 .876 .505 .371 .884 .529 .355 .879 .486 .393
E13 .915 .314 .601 .894 .209 .685 .901 .175 .726 .890 .164 .726
E14 .709 .637 .071 .504 .399 .104 .547 .426 .121 .479 .371 .107
E15 .883 .549 .333 .862 .215 .647 .866 .264 .602 .856 .192 .663
E16 .915 .318 .597 .915 .181 .734 .902 .122 .780 .899 .109 .790
E17 .958 .709 .249 .968 .574 .394 .960 .592 .368 .963 .552 .410
E18 .881 .744 .137 .904 .665 .239 .882 .669 .212 .886 .644 .242
E19 .933 .692 .241 .939 .475 .463 .932 .489 .443 .932 .442 .490
E20 .957 .612 .345 .947 .496 .450 .954 .490 .463 .951 .457 .493
E21 .980 .429 .550 .982 .255 .727 .980 .264 .716 .980 .221 .759
E22 .829 .616 .212 .852 .465 .386 .813 .456 .356 .807 .423 .384
E23 .962 .428 .534 .934 .305 .629 .952 .257 .695 .942 .235 .707
E24 .851 .338 .512 .802 .147 .655 .814 .143 .670 .792 .117 .675
E25 .940 .696 .244 .939 .503 .435 .939 .567 .372 .938 .507 .430
E26 .881 .719 .162 .897 .650 .247 .881 .643 .238 .883 .623 .260
E27 .904 .641 .263 .899 .406 .493 .900 .486 .414 .897 .415 .482
E28 .940 .611 .328 .935 .510 .425 .937 .494 .443 .935 .468 .467
E29 .974 .481 .493 .974 .323 .651 .973 .266 .707 .973 .249 .724
E30 .852 .658 .193 .862 .375 .487 .836 .419 .417 .831 .358 .473
E31 .868 .422 .446 .846 .222 .624 .839 .214 .625 .823 .187 .635
E32 .952 .196 .756 .926 .124 .802 .941 .105 .836 .932 .087 .845
E33 .915 .570 .345 .922 .451 .471 .915 .446 .469 .917 .410 .507
E34 .813 .630 .182 .851 .553 .297 .812 .558 .254 .816 .531 .284
E35 .912 .540 .372 .909 .395 .514 .909 .363 .546 .907 .341 .566
E36 .931 .578 .353 .905 .398 .507 .922 .369 .553 .913 .339 .574
E37 .946 .671 .274 .927 .404 .523 .936 .440 .496 .927 .377 .550
E38 .951 .632 .318 .943 .343 .599 .944 .368 .576 .940 .307 .633
E39 .951 .430 .520 .922 .243 .679 .941 .241 .700 .930 .210 .720
E40 .944 .138 .805 .928 .098 .830 .936 .059 .877 .929 .051 .878
E41 .882 .542 .339 .891 .391 .500 .882 .374 .508 .884 .336 .548
E42 .787 .632 .155 .810 .535 .275 .780 .527 .253 .779 .504 .275
E43 .892 .538 .354 .880 .416 .464 .886 .397 .489 .881 .376 .505
E44 .914 .590 .324 .891 .451 .440 .906 .428 .478 .896 .403 .493
E45 .968 .417 .550 .978 .290 .688 .969 .289 .679 .972 .255 .717
E46 .916 .672 .244 .927 .490 .437 .913 .492 .421 .914 .449 .465
E47 .886 .445 .441 .853 .213 .640 .861 .228 .633 .841 .188 .653
E48 .965 .541 .423 .938 .244 .694 .958 .256 .702 .949 .221 .728

Table 3. Resulting test performance of the configurations trained with the parameters in Table 1
over the original data set and its pre-processed variants along with those obtained with the Synth-
PV dataset and its difference. The maximum values for Prec., Rec and Fβ values and minimum
values for ∇ are shown in bold
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# Prec. Prec.′ ∇Prec. Rec. Rec.′ ∇Rec. F0.5 F ′
0.5 ∇F0.5 F1 F ′

1 ∇F1

E49 .893 .591 .302 .835 .408 .427 .872 .412 .460 .851 .369 .482
E50 .912 .803 .108 .887 .666 .220 .904 .699 .205 .895 .659 .236
E51 .931 .733 .198 .909 .619 .290 .924 .608 .316 .917 .578 .339
E52 .973 .667 .305 .969 .408 .560 .972 .424 .548 .971 .373 .598
E53 .971 .814 .157 .974 .709 .265 .971 .707 .264 .972 .685 .286
E54 .976 .700 .276 .968 .600 .368 .973 .607 .366 .970 .575 .395
E55 .956 .651 .304 .953 .472 .481 .955 .443 .512 .954 .416 .538
E56 .971 .777 .193 .968 .677 .290 .970 .695 .275 .969 .659 .309
E57 .970 .708 .262 .965 .574 .391 .968 .559 .408 .966 .532 .433
E58 .949 .639 .309 .933 .416 .517 .943 .388 .554 .937 .365 .572
E59 .965 .776 .188 .960 .541 .418 .963 .614 .349 .961 .542 .418
E60 .955 .678 .276 .944 .558 .385 .951 .535 .415 .947 .512 .434
E61 .926 .779 .147 .886 .573 .313 .911 .646 .265 .897 .583 .314
E62 .931 .558 .373 .909 .288 .621 .918 .341 .577 .910 .282 .628
E63 .940 .734 .205 .931 .566 .365 .935 .608 .327 .931 .549 .382
E64 .990 .700 .290 .990 .426 .564 .990 .462 .528 .990 .404 .586
E65 .991 .472 .519 .989 .266 .723 .991 .269 .722 .990 .222 .768
E66 .986 .586 .400 .984 .313 .671 .985 .318 .667 .984 .285 .699
E67 .982 .382 .600 .982 .146 .836 .981 .177 .804 .981 .141 .840
E68 .985 .556 .428 .979 .258 .721 .983 .273 .710 .981 .220 .761
E69 .969 .551 .417 .960 .328 .631 .966 .381 .585 .963 .320 .643
E70 .976 .384 .592 .967 .238 .729 .973 .260 .713 .969 .223 .746
E71 .967 .494 .473 .969 .142 .827 .966 .151 .815 .966 .105 .861
E72 .965 .707 .258 .969 .434 .534 .965 .481 .484 .966 .420 .546
E73 .889 .592 .297 .853 .443 .410 .877 .423 .454 .864 .392 .472
E74 .910 .788 .122 .849 .654 .194 .885 .679 .205 .863 .643 .219
E75 .879 .712 .167 .826 .566 .260 .859 .554 .304 .839 .524 .314
E76 .952 .642 .309 .945 .473 .472 .949 .461 .487 .946 .422 .524
E77 .960 .804 .155 .962 .717 .245 .959 .734 .224 .959 .704 .255
E78 .961 .758 .202 .951 .608 .342 .958 .626 .331 .954 .588 .366
E79 .949 .575 .374 .914 .432 .482 .937 .381 .556 .925 .359 .566
E80 .958 .756 .201 .960 .646 .313 .958 .652 .305 .957 .617 .339
E81 .954 .687 .266 .949 .539 .409 .952 .569 .383 .949 .526 .422
E82 .933 .527 .406 .896 .374 .522 .917 .360 .557 .905 .339 .566
E83 .939 .722 .216 .927 .495 .432 .931 .568 .363 .925 .501 .424
E84 .951 .638 .312 .941 .462 .478 .948 .482 .465 .944 .449 .494
E85 .909 .618 .291 .882 .391 .491 .896 .423 .473 .885 .374 .511
E86 .909 .598 .311 .845 .355 .490 .884 .379 .505 .860 .332 .528
E87 .940 .798 .141 .926 .433 .493 .935 .536 .399 .929 .449 .480
E88 .972 .758 .213 .964 .461 .502 .965 .485 .480 .962 .425 .536
E89 .976 .564 .412 .975 .408 .567 .975 .410 .565 .974 .362 .612
E90 .984 .661 .322 .990 .401 .589 .984 .455 .528 .986 .400 .586
E91 .979 .245 .734 .973 .144 .829 .977 .120 .857 .975 .096 .879
E92 .982 .349 .633 .979 .168 .810 .981 .156 .825 .980 .141 .839
E93 .972 .467 .504 .969 .241 .728 .970 .259 .711 .969 .218 .751
E94 .929 .650 .279 .941 .279 .661 .927 .330 .597 .928 .281 .647
E95 .930 .606 .324 .930 .310 .620 .921 .348 .573 .918 .290 .628
E96 .930 .574 .356 .921 .259 .662 .922 .298 .624 .917 .245 .672

Table 4. Resulting test performance of the configurations trained with the parameters in Table 2
over the original data set and its pre-processed variants along with those obtained with the Synth-
PV dataset and its difference. The maximum values for Prec., Rec and Fβ values and minimum
values for ∇ are shown in bold
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(a) Edge-Architecture (b) Higher Performance Computer

Fig. 3. Performance results obtained by each of the 96 experiment configurations with the PlantVil-
lage datasets and its pre-processed variants

(a) Edge-Architecture (b) Higher Performance Computer

Fig. 4. Performance results obtained by each of the 96 experiment configurations with the synthetic
PlantVillage dataset

those configurations trained over preprocessed dataset tend to be more stable and robust
during the validation process with the simulated data.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we have analyzed different network architectures and configurations for the
automatic detection of plant disease. We have shed light on several important aspects
while acknowledging its inherent limitations. We have recognized potential biases in the
dataset used, stemming from factors like geographical and temporal distribution of dis-
eases, which can influence model performance. Furthermore, the complex real-world con-
text of plant disease management introduces confounding factors such as weather condi-
tions, soil quality, and agricultural practices, which must be considered when interpreting
our results.
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Throughout our research, we have grappled with the trade-offs between precision and
recall, recognizing that achieving high precision may entail the risk of missing some cases
while emphasizing recall can lead to more false alarms. These trade-offs underscore the
need for a nuanced approach that can be tailored to specific agricultural scenarios and
disease management strategies.

While subject to these limitations, our findings hold significant promise for practical
applications in agriculture and plant disease management. The deep learning models and
strategies identified can be valuable tools in real-world scenarios. They can facilitate early
disease detection, providing farmers with timely information for proactive intervention.
Moreover, the analyzed models can contribute to precision farming by pinpointing af-
fected areas within fields, thus reducing the indiscriminate use of pesticides and minimiz-
ing environmental impact. This aligns with the global push toward sustainable agriculture,
where minimizing chemical inputs is a key goal.

Looking ahead, our research opens doors to further exploration. Addressing dataset
biases through more extensive and diverse data collection efforts can result in more ro-
bust models with broader applicability. Investigating the generalization of our models
to different geographical regions and agricultural settings is another promising avenue.
Additionally, interdisciplinary collaboration with plant pathology, agriculture, and envi-
ronmental science experts can enhance the practicality and real-world relevance of our
disease detection models. Developing interactive systems that involve farmers and agri-
cultural experts in the decision-making process is another avenue to explore, allowing for
more context-aware disease management.
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Abstract. Rural mobility research has been left aside in favor of urban transporta-
tion. Rural areas’ low demand, the distance among settlements, and an older pop-
ulation on average make conventional public transportation inefficient and costly.
This paper assesses the contribution that on-demand mobility has the potential to
make to rural areas. First, demand-responsive transportation is described, and the
related literature is reviewed to gather existing system configurations. Next, we de-
scribe and implement a proposal and test it on a simulation basis. The results show
a clear potential of the demand-responsive mobility paradigm to serve rural demand
at an acceptable quality of service. Finally, the results are discussed, and the issues
of adoption rate and input data scarcity are addressed.

Keywords: Demand-responsive, Transportation, Rural mobility, Simulation.

1. Introduction

Demand-responsive transportation (DRT) was first developed in the UK in the 1960s as
a means of rural transportation [22] with a flexible route and dial-a-ride program. In the
past, it has been utilized to provide on-demand transportation services for those who are
physically disabled. These early initiatives depended on government money, and if that
funding was cut off, they eventually ceased to exist. In fact, funding has always been a ma-
jor problem in DRT because, typically, a transportation mode’s flexibility results in greater
operational costs [8,10]. Public transportation companies have rekindled their interest in
DRT systems in today’s environment of dial-a-ride private transportation [11] (taxi, Uber,
Cabify) powered by smartphones and applications. The reason is twofold: On the one
hand, the technological advancements in computation and electronics make it possible to
solve complex problems such as online vehicle scheduling, routing and detouring in brief
computational times. Moreover, the popularization of smartphones has made on-demand
mobility more accessible than ever for the newer generations. Finally, the advances in
autonomous mobility made demand-responsive transportation more promising. On the
other hand, the flexibility and responsiveness of DRT are intuitively good attributes for
an environmentally conscious, more sustainable transportation mode that may be able to
reduce empty-vehicle displacement, thus reducing energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions.

The interest of the research community in DRT has been rising in the last few years,
although most of the studied and proposed systems are developed for high-density urban
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areas. In contrast, the application of DRT solutions to rural settlements or areas is less ex-
plored. Rural areas count with scattered residents, a low level of transportation demand,
and, on average, an older population with respect to urban areas. Its usual transportation
methods feature a single line with a mid-to-high capacity vehicle and a low frequency.
The lack of quality public transportation is reflected in the usage of individual motor-
ized transport, which is the most popular form of transportation in some rural areas [24].
DRT seems appropriate to fit rural demand and has the potential to cut operating costs
while being more sustainable thanks to its on-demand activation. In addition, passenger
experience could be improved by lower waiting and riding times.

There are a few works that analyze the potential of DRT for rural mobility. The authors
of [6,21] propose the replacement of the traditional transportation services of specific rural
areas with a DRT alternative. Both works find a better overall efficiency with DRT com-
pared to the fixed service. Particularly, the results in [6] show a decrease in the amount
of traveled kilometers, operational costs, and greenhouse gas emissions per passenger.
Other analytical works such as [30,1] focus on the adoption rate of these services among
rural inhabitants. Their findings show a potential niche market for DRT transportation and
explicit relevant factors that the user takes into account to switch to a new transportation
service. Finally, the work in [23] goes over rural DRT services from a customer satis-
faction perspective, evidencing a concerning conflict between user expectations and the
actual system operation. The authors underscore the importance of the analysis of the
rural area and the characterization of its potential customer needs for a successful DRT
application. All the research cited above shows that several authors from different contexts
find the use of DRT as a potential solution for improved rural mobility. However, there is
a noticeable lack of papers that bring more intelligent techniques to rural mobility.

Urban areas have always had a steady flow of quality proposals, such as [16,31], fo-
cused on optimizing their processes. However, rural areas find a clear lack of proposals.
Specifically, our current research is motivated by the literature gap regarding the appli-
cation of intelligent techniques for rural DRT services. The main objective of this line of
work is the development of practical solutions for dynamic, flexible, reliable, and eco-
nomically viable rural mobility. Working on such a goal, this paper characterizes DRT
systems, assessing each of the challenges their design and implementation implies. Given
the specific issues of rural areas, we theorize that the DRT paradigm might be a good fit to
provide displacement services to their inhabitants. We prove our hypothesis by describing
and implementing a system, which is later tested by simulating its operation in a real rural
area. The results show the system achieves a good quality of service over a wide area with
a reduced fleet of smaller (with respect to public buses) vehicles. Our work contributes to
the rural mobility research field with the introduction of an algorithm that schedules both
the static and online operation of the proposed DRT service. In addition, our results show
the potential DRT has to modernize and improve rural transportation systems.

This work is an extended version of the paper “Demand-responsive Mobility for Ru-
ral Areas: A Review” [19], presented at the 20th International Conference on Practical
Applications of Agents and Multiagent Systems (PAAMS 2022). The rest of the paper
is structured as follows. Section 2 dissects DRT through the review of relevant literature
works. Then, Section 3 describes the proposed system, its components, and the algorithms
that make it work. Section 4 presents the use case and the simulation results. Section 5
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discusses the introduction of DRT to rural areas in accordance with our results. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the work and states possible future directions for our research.

2. Demand-responsive Transportation Description

A DRT system is composed of a series of subsystems, each in charge of solving one
of the many challenges a transportation system involves. These subsystems are highly
configurable and can be adapted to the concrete mobility needs of a specific area. Because
of that, the variety of DRT services is vast. Nevertheless, all of them deal with a concrete
set of issues presented below:

– Planning of services and scheduling of requests. Whether it is performed in advance
or in real-time after receiving transportation requests, a DRT operator must plan the
operation of its fleet according to its resources. Depending on the type of system,
such planning may include routing and stop assignment. In addition, in a request-
based system, passengers must be assigned to a vehicle (or a concrete line) that will
serve them. This assignment implies the rescheduling of the vehicle planning to in-
clude new customers while worsening as little worse as possible other passengers’
experiences.

– Optimizing fleet resources. The goal is to select the appropriate vehicles with a con-
crete capacity such that the operation of the DRT system yields an acceptable quality
of service while being economically viable and sustainable.

– Demand prediction and estimation can be a complementary feature of DRT systems
used to optimize their operation. Such a feature can be implemented based on histor-
ical data or prediction techniques to control future and current demand. Many solu-
tions require the passengers to explicitly state their desire to use the service by issuing
a request.

– Validation through the definition of appropriated metrics to evaluate and compare
different configurations.

Solutions to the above issues are dependent on the concrete type of DRT system that
will be implemented in addition to the modeling and optimization techniques used for that.
Following, we describe the different characteristics that a DRT system can have (Section
2.1) and the techniques that have been observed in the literature for their implementa-
tion (Section 2.2). Finally, we enumerate the optimization perspectives of the reviewed
material (Section 2.3).

2.1. System Types

DRT systems have a series of standard elements present in all of them. Different authors
apply different labels to those elements. For the current section, we have followed the
terminology described in this survey [28].

In a DRT system, a service is the departure of a vehicle to serve the transportation re-
quests it has assigned. One service is generally tied to a concrete area or line the transport
will follow. In contrast, a route is the concrete path the vehicle follows, connecting all
the pickups and drop-offs. A route does not necessarily include all existing stops in a line
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or area. Customers are picked up and dropped off in a predefined set of stops within the
serviced area or line. Alternatively, a door-to-door service can be offered, in which any
user-specified location within a particular area may act as a stop. This type of mobility
is thought to be shared; i.e.: multiple customers are served by the same vehicle. Typi-
cal vehicle choices for demand-responsive services include a taxi-like car with a capacity
of 4 passengers, vans with 8 to 12 seats, and mini-buses or buses with 16 to 22 seats,
respectively.

Many use cases exist for demand-responsive transportation. Specifically, for rural
DRT, we find the following: transportation within rural settlements, transportation be-
tween rural settlements, and transportation between rural and urban settlements. In prac-
tice, these cases can be reduced to two systems: many-to-many, with multiple origins and
destination locations, and many-to-one, where origin and destination locations share a
unique pick-up or drop-off point. The last type is usually the so-called feeder line, where
flexible transportation service is used to move passengers to another, less accessible ser-
vice (for instance, communications from rural settlements to an airport). Figure 1 shows
a schematic representation of the commented use cases.

(a) Within a rural settlement (b) Between rural settlements (c) Between rural and urban
settlements

Fig. 1. Observed use cases for rural demand-responsive transportation systems. Boxes
indicate rural/urban settlements. Black dots represent stops. Dashed lines represent
demand-responsive lines. Pictures (a) and (b) are cases of many-to-many transportation,
while (c) represents a many-to-one model

If the customer is required to send a request to access transport, then the service is pro-
vided on-demand. The time between sending a request and the customer’s pick up is the
lead time, and it is used to adapt the fleet operation or planning to include such a request.
In a stop-based operation, the customer will be assigned a stop from which they will be
picked up. On-demand systems can operate based on reservations issued in advance by
the users, and in real-time, accepting last-minute bookings. The more complete systems
employ a hybrid approach, accepting advanced reservations as well as real-time traveling
requests. DRT systems that are not on-demand are also possible. These systems consider
current demand or demand predictions for service planning but do not require requests to
run.

The period of time for which the DRT service is planned and optimized is referred to
as planning horizon. The duration of planning horizons is usually a whole day. In addition,
the operator may plan for a few hours to adapt to high/low demand periods. According
to the influence of the demand data on the service planning, the system will be fully-
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flexible if routes are planned from scratch according to current demand, or semi-flexible if
a predetermined plan exists but vehicles are allowed to modify it influenced by demand.

2.2. Modeling and Optimization Techniques

Once the concrete type of DRT system has been chosen, it must be modeled and tested to
check its performance and adjust its attributes. We will discuss below the different steps
this involves, citing relevant research and their authors’ methods. Please be aware that not
every paper cited in this section explores rural DRT.

Most rural DRT works are set in a concrete rural settlement or area. In general, the
main transportation network (roads, highways) of the area is mirrored thanks to services
like OpenStreetMap (http://openstreetmap.org) or OpenSourcingRoutingMa-
chine (OSRM, http://project-osrm.org) [9]. Ideally, the actual organization of
the area, its types of districts, population, or socio-economic reality, among others, should
also be considered. Authors in [15] describe a seven-step analysis method for optimizing
any transportation system based on reproducing the features of the currently implemented
transport service (that would potentially be replaced) Alternatively, some works employ
grid-like modelings of the area where the system will run [5].

Demand modeling is also crucial. Passenger demand has two main aspects: (1) fre-
quency and intensity and (2) shape (location of origin-destination pairs). Demand at-
tributes can be extracted from datasets of different transportation modes and extrapolated,
as in [13], where taxi data is used. Moreover, real data of pilot DRT services [26,7] can be
reproduced when available. However, the most observed technique is the use of synthetic
demand data that can be generated statistically [5], based on socio-demographic informa-
tion [29], via surveys [15,24,9] or generated in a (semi-)random [27] way according to
the properties of the reproduced area (population, age, occupation, vehicle ownership).
Finally, if traffic intensity data is available, it is useful to include it in the model, although
not as relevant for rural areas with respect to city-centered studies since the former tend
to have lower intensity.

The operation of the DRT system requires automated planning and scheduling of ve-
hicle services. At the same time, these tasks need information on the time and traveled
kilometers that a concrete detour would imply, which makes routing algorithms also nec-
essary. In addition, since it is common to find online systems that accept real-time re-
quests, the computation time for detours and new request insertions must be kept low. The
use of multi-modal planning [9] is common to solve the scheduling of vehicle services.
Moreover, some simulation platforms, such as MATSim [2] include their own imple-
mentations of the algorithms mentioned above. These implementations usually employ
(meta)heuristic techniques [29] that optimize vehicle-passenger assignments (insertion
heuristics [4], for instance) or vehicle routing in a short computational time. Besides that,
other less exploited techniques, such as automated negotiation, could be used to decide
assignments from a decentralized perspective [3].

Finally, to observe the system’s dynamics and its operation and adjust its attributes,
it is necessary to simulate it. This can be performed through mathematical modeling [15]
provided detailed data is available. However, a more popular way of achieving this is
through multi-agent simulation (MAS). Among the observed choices, we find NetLogo
[25], used in [14], the already mentioned MATSim and even custom simulators [20,9].

http://openstreetmap.org
http://project-osrm.org
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2.3. Optimization Goals

The main goal of people transportation services is to supply the displacement needs of
its users. Ideally, the operation of the service shall be performed by optimizing three fac-
tors: (1) the economic viability of the service; (2) the customer’s experience (or quality
of service); and (3) the sustainability of the service. These three factors are translated into
scopes when it comes to transportation research, and thus we can find works that asses
one (only operator perspective [18]), or many of them from a multi-objective perspec-
tive (passenger and operator perspectives [17]), The optimization of customer experience
implies the reduction of passenger travel times, whereas economic viability is ensured
by reducing operational costs. Finally, optimizing sustainability requires reducing vehicle
traveled kilometers or the total fleet operational time.

The greatest challenge of demand-responsive transportation systems is finding the
equilibrium among the factors above to offer a competitively-priced, economically viable,
and flexible mobility alternative to private cars and traditional public transportation. For
the case of rural DRT, economic viability is especially difficult, taking into account the
relatively low demand.

In this section, DRT research has been dissected by reviewing various works. The
enumeration of its many configuration options is crucial to plan the correct system ac-
cording to the characteristics of the area of application. In addition, knowing how authors
model and implement their proposals facilitates future research. Coming up, we introduce
a proposal for a dynamic DRT system that aids in improving rural mobility.

3. System Proposal

We propose an on-demand, stop-based, many-to-many, and fully-dynamic ride-sharing
transportation system to give service to rural areas. A fleet of vehicles provides displace-
ment services with a variable capacity. Each vehicle will follow its own itinerary: the list
of stops it will visit during its operation, ordered in time. We assume that users of the
system issue travel requests through an application. A travel request indicates the location
and time window in a simple manner, such as “Pickup at stop A after 8:30, and dropoff at
B by 9:00”.

The implementation of our proposal is based on the work in [12]. Our system is man-
aged by a centralized scheduler which allocates each travel request to a vehicle’s itinerary.
The scheduler has two modes of operation: (1) offline planning of services and (2) online
scheduling of incoming travel requests. In offline operation, the scheduler prepares the
fleet’s itineraries for the following service period (i.e., hours, the following day), finding
the optimal allocation of bookings (requests issued in advance). In contrast, during ser-
vice hours, when the fleet is operating, the scheduler works in online mode, listening to
incoming requests and allocating them as they are issued. Figure 2 presents a schematic
representation of the scheduler’s operation, in which the allocation of a request to an
itinerary is referred to as a trip insertion.

The scheduler allocates the requests to itineraries such that the system-wide objective
function is optimized. Such an objective is the minimization of the fleet’s operational
time, thus reducing the operational costs of the whole system.

Following, we present the system elements together with their attributes and describe
the insertion searching procedure that the scheduler implements.
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Fig. 2. Operation modes of the proposed transportation system scheduler. Offline refers
to static planning of services, whereas online mode indicates the real-time allocation of
incoming travel requests

3.1. Definitions

Before describing the request allocation algorithm, it is necessary to define the system’s
elements. This section briefly enumerates those elements and attributes, giving impor-
tant notions to understand our implementation. The time units employed in the following
formulation are minutes, as these better serve the purposes of our experimentation.

Itineraries. The fleet is managed by the scheduler, a centralized entity with updated in-
formation about each vehicle’s itinerary, capacity, and location. An itinerary is equivalent
to the vehicle it represents. An itinerary is mainly characterized by its stop list, an ordered
list of stops that the vehicle will visit, including the time of arrival to and departure from
each of them. Even though an itinerary has additional attributes, we underscore that when
the text mentions the insertion of an element in an itinerary, it is referring to the itinerary’s
stop list, as it can be deduced. The attributes of an itinerary I are:

– vehI : Vehicle represented by itinerary I .
– capI : Capacity of vehI .
– I’s stop list: List of stops of the itinerary; it has at least two stops.

• Sstart
I : Stop where vehI begins its shift, including location and time window.

• Send
I : Stop where vehI ends its shift, including location and time window.

– nextI : Next stop of vehI within I’s stop list.
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– costI : Total amount of time that vehI will spend driving to complete the itinerary.

At the beginning of the operation, an itinerary per fleet vehicle is created. The stop list in
those itineraries only contains the stop where its vehicle begins its shift and, subsequently,
the stop at which finishes it. As travel requests are assigned to vehicles, the stop list of the
vehicle’s itinerary is updated, inserting new stops in visiting order. Because of that, the
stop list represents the route the vehicle will follow to complete its itinerary.

Trip. The scheduler receives travel requests from the system customers. The request is
the explicit petition for displacement. Such a petition describes the displacement in what
we call a trip. A trip indicates the need for a certain number of passengers to move from
its origin stop to its destination stop. Accepting a request implies that the trip it defines
has been inserted in an itinerary, and thus its customers will be serviced. The attributes of
a trip t are:

– npasst: Number of passengers traveling as a group on the trip.
– SOR(t): Pickup stop with location and time window.
– SDEST (t): Drop-off stop with location and time window.
– I(t): Itinerary to which the trip is assigned if any. I(t) ̸= ∅ implies SOR(t), SDEST (t) ∈

I(t)’s stop list.

The time window associated with stop SOR(t) defines the earliest and latest possible
times at which the customers can be picked up. Similarly, SDEST (t)’s time window de-
fines the earliest and latest drop-off time for the customers. For further clarification on a
stop’s time window, please refer to the definition of Stops. The wider the time window of
a request, the more flexibility the system has to allocate its trip.

Stops. A stop represents a physical location within the transportation service infrastruc-
ture where customers can board or lay off a vehicle. In our problem formulation, a stop
must be part of a trip or an itinerary. Stops have a time window associated with them. The
time window indicates to the scheduler the period of time a stop must be serviced, un-
derstanding the service of a stop as the service of the passengers associated with it.When
part of a trip, a stop S has the following attributes:

– tstartS : Soonest time at which the stop can be visited by a vehicle. Start of the time
window.

– tendS : Latest time at which the stop can be visited by a vehicle. End of the time win-
dow.

– tservS : Time employed by a vehicle for passenger pick-up and drop-off at the stop.

In addition, when a stop S is part of the stop list of itinerary I , it has the following
attributes, which come in handy to check the feasibility of trip insertions. As a reminder,
vehI indicates the vehicle that follows itinerary I .

– tarrivalS : Time at which vehI arrives to S.
– tdepartureS : Time at which vehI departs from S.
– wserv

S : Service window at S, indicating the time taken by passengers boarding or
laying off vehI in S.
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– wwait
S : Waiting window at S, during which vehI waits in S until the departure time.

– npassS : Number of passengers boarded in the vehI on departure from S.

Given the above attributes, the time window of a stop is defined as follows:

tstartS ≤ tarrivalS , [wserv
S ], [wwait

S ], tdepartureS ≤ tendS

The vehicle visiting a stop can arrive to it at time tstartS as the soonest. Then, the
service interval [wserv

S ] begins, in which passengers are going on or off the vehicle. Fol-
lowing, the vehicle may wait at the stop for a defined waiting interval [wwait

S ]. At the end
of such a waiting period, the vehicle departs from the stop, which may be at time tendS at
the latest.

The particular arrival and departure times to a stop are determined according to a
dispatching strategy. A dispatching strategy defines the use of the so-called slack time,
the period of time during which the vehicle does not yet need to leave the stop where it
is stationary (represented by wwait

S in our formulation). A general dispatching strategy
would be departing the current stop as soon as possible, providing the earliest possible
service to those customers of the following stop. In contrast, other strategies force the
vehicle to wait at its current stop as much as possible, hoping new requests will be issued
and thus having more stationary vehicles to assign them to. For this work, we make use
of a hybrid strategy. Vehicles will depart from a stop to ensure the earliest feasible service
to the following stop. When the vehicle has slack time, it waits at a stop to maximize the
chance of inserting an incoming request.

Insertions. An insertion indicates the feasibility of allocating the trip of a request to
a particular itinerary. Moreover, it indicates the positions within the itinerary’s stop list
where each trip stop will be inserted. The scheduler looks for all feasible insertions of a
trip and implements the best one.

Given a trip t, its insertion in an itinerary I implies finding appropriate spots within
I’s stop list to visit t’s SOR(t) and SDEST (t). The visit to SDEST (t) must be subsequent
(but not necessarily directly after) to that of SOR(t). A trip insertion will always increase
the itinerary’s duration (costI ).

We define a trip insertion πij with the following attributes:

– I(π): Itinerary in which the trip will be inserted.
– i: Position within I’s stop list where SOR will be inserted.
– j: Position within I’s stop list where SDEST will be inserted.
– ∆ij : Time increment incurred by inserting π in I .

Let us have insertion πij that allocates trip t = ⟨SOR, SDEST ⟩ to itinerary I =
[Sstart

I , S1, . . . , Sn, Send
I ]. The insertion implies creating two new connections in the

itinerary: (Si−1 → SOR) and (Sj−1 → SDEST ), finally obtaining I = [Sstart
I , S1,

. . . , Si−1, SOR, . . . , Sj−1, SDEST , . . . , Sn, Send
I ]. Keep in mind that we could have

Sj−1 = SOR, as the destination stop could be visited immediately after the origin stop.
The implementation of a trip insertion modifies the planned operation of the vehi-

cle to whose itinerary the trip is allocated. Such a modification may occur during the
reservation-based operation of the system or in real-time while the vehicle is already in
service. In the former case, the time windows associated with each stop in the vehicle’s
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itinerary are updated taking into account the visit to the inserted trip stops. In the latter
case, time windows are adjusted in the same manner, but the vehicle may need to change
its route to reflect the changes in its itinerary’s stop list. Such a change of route, however,
will not break the time window of any already scheduled stop, as that is taken into ac-
count by our scheduling algorithm (see Insertion feasibility checks, under Section 3.2 for
further details).

Cost computation & Objective function. As commented on the definition of an itinerary,
its cost is equivalent to the time the vehicle it represents spends traveling throughout its
list of stops. Given an itinerary I with stop list = [S0, S1, . . . , Sn−1, Sn], its costI would
be computed by adding the traveling time between every two consecutive stops in its stop
list. Let us assume a function travelT ime(x, y), which, given service stops x and y, re-
turns the time taken by a fleet vehicle to travel from x to y in minutes. For an itinerary I
with n stops in its stop list, the cost would be computed as shown in Equation 1.

costI =

n−1∑
i=0

travelT ime(Si, Si+1), ∀ S ∈ I (1)

Given a fleet F of vehicles, the system’s objective function is to minimize the total ve-
hicle travel time or distance. This implies direct benefits for both passengers (shorter trips)
and the service provider (less operational costs). Such an objective is achieved by the way
in which requests are allocated to vehicles. These allocations are done with the insertion
search procedure, which works by iteratively finding the best possible insertion for each
of the pending requests and implementing it. The search for the best insertion is guided
by the cost increment ∆ that each feasible insertion may incur to an itinerary’s cost costI .
Therefore, the system’s objective function can also be described as the minimization of
the sum of the cost of each itinerary, as represented by Equation 2.

min(
∑

costI), ∀ I ∈ F (2)

3.2. Insertion Search Procedures

An insertion search procedure is the action of finding the best position within an itinerary
to allocate a request’s trip. In other words, the best moment to visit the trip’s origin stop
and the same for the destination. Our system implements two insertion search procedures,
each for an operation mode (online, offline). Following, both procedures are briefly de-
scribed, together with the system constraints that ensure the consistency of itineraries as
trips are inserted.

Offline insertion search. The offline insertion procedure allocates all bookings to the ini-
tially empty itineraries of the fleet. The bookings’ trips are inserted one by one, according
to issuing time, in the best possible itinerary, i.e., the one that minimizes operational time.

The search works as follows: While there are non-allocated requests, the scheduler se-
lects the next request and extracts its trip t. Given t, with origin stop SOR and destination
stop SDEST , we want to obtain all feasible insertions of that trip within all itineraries of
the fleet. Algorithm 1 receives the SOR, SDEST , and an itinerary I with N stops. Then,
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Algorithm 1: Search for feasible insertions within an itinerary I

Data: SOR, SDEST , I
Result: All feasible insertions of SOR, SDEST in I

1 found← [ ] ; /* List to store feasible insertions */
2 n← 0 ; /* Pointer to first stop, N = number of stops in I */
3 while n < N do
4 R← I[n] ; /* Select stop in position n */
5 if (R→ SOR) is feasible then
6 i← n+ 1 ; /* Position to insert SOR */
7 I ′ ← I .insert(SOR, i), recalculate time constraints;
8 m← i ; /* Pointer to SOR */
9 while m < N do

10 R← I[m] ;
11 if (R→ SDEST ) is feasible then
12 j ← m+ 1 ; /* Position to insert SDEST */
13 I ′′ ← I ′.insert(SDEST , j), recalculate time constraints;
14 ∆ij ← costI′′ − costI ; /* Increase in duration */
15 found← found+ (πij ,∆ij);
16 else
17 m← m+ 1 ; /* Go to next stop */
18 end
19 end
20 else
21 n← n+ 1 ; /* Go to next stop */
22 end
23 end
24 return found ;

it returns all feasible insertions found for trip t in I . This is done for all itineraries of the
fleet, and all the returned insertions are ordered according to their time increment ∆. The
scheduler then implements the insertion with a lower ∆. The request is rejected if the
procedure does not find any feasible insertion.

As it can be seen, Algorithm 1 tries to insert SOR in every possible position within
I . Once a feasible position is found for SOR, it is inserted in a copy of I , and the time
windows of other stops are updated, thus creating itinerary I ′. Then, the process tries to
insert SDEST in the position of all stops subsequent to SOR in I ′. Once a feasible position
is found for SDEST , it is inserted in a copy of I ′, and the time windows of other stops are
updated, thus creating itinerary I ′′. We have found a feasible insertion at this point, so the
algorithm computes its time increment (comparing I ′′ and I’s costs) and stores it before
continuing the exploration. Please note that I ′ and I ′′ are simply auxiliary itineraries; thus,
neither I nor the stops in t are modified by the search algorithm. The described procedure
constitutes a complete exploration of the possible insertions, allowing the scheduler to
implement the optimal one.

Online insertion search. The online insertion procedure works similarly to the offline
one but considers the current position of the vehicles within their itineraries. There-
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fore, given a trip t and an itinerary I being considered for its insertion, assuming vehI

is traveling the connection (R → nextI), Algorithm 1 only explores positions within
[nextI , S

end
I [ for the insertion of the trip’s origin and destination stops.

If the trip’s origin stop were to be scheduled in nextI ’s position, we would have an
immediate request, which implies the rerouting of vehI , changing its following stop from
nextI to SOR.

Insertion feasibility checks. For the system to work correctly, all itineraries must be
consistent. This consistency is enforced through time and capacity constraints.

Let S be a stop in an itinerary I . Let vehI be the vehicle represented by itinerary
I , with a capacity of capI . Let npassS be the number of passengers on board vehI on
departure from S. The capacity constraint states that: npassS ≤ capI , ∀S ∈ I . Simply
put, the number of passengers on departure from any of the stops of an itinerary can be,
at most, the capacity of the vehicle following such an itinerary.

Concerning time constraints, the system implements the following:

– All passengers must be picked up within the time window specified by their request’s
start time and the maximum waiting time.

– All passengers must get to their destination before their request’s end time.
– All stops must have service windows contained within their arrival and departure.
– All stops must be reached within their time window.

An insertion will be feasible if the insertion of its trip in its itinerary does not violate
any of the above constraints. The developed insertion search procedure returns only fea-
sible insertions. Because of that, the insertion of a trip in an itinerary will never cause any
inconsistencies or constraint violations.

Computational complexity. The presented insertion search procedures perform an ex-
haustive analysis of every possible position in which to allocate a trip within all the fleet’s
itineraries. This procedure composes a subproblem of the resolution of the whole DRT
service, which will be solved once all travel requests have been dealt with.

Regarding the trip insertion search procedure, its computational complexity depends
on the number of stops that the itinerary being explored contains. Such a number of stops,
in addition, is generally incremented every time a trip is inserted in the itinerary. This
causes the search for trip insertion at the beginning of the operation to be less complex
than towards its end. Assuming an itinerary has n stops, the complexity of the search is
of O(n2), as the algorithm checks each feasible position for the trip’s origin stop and,
for each of these positions, explores all feasible positions for the destination stop, using
two nested loops. In practice, the actual search for an insertion is less costly, as the many
restrictions that a feasible insertion has to preserve facilitate early discarding of invalid
positions within the stop list.

When it comes to the complexity of solving the scenario, we must take into account
that the aforementioned search is performed for every travel request (trip) and every vehi-
cle (itinerary) in the fleet. Thus, the computational complexity of allocating T trips within
I itineraries is of O(T × I × n2).

As it can be understood, the service schedules travel requests iteratively according
to their issuance time, following a FIFO logic. This way of operating is mandatory in
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the online scheduling of requests, as future demand is unknown. Because of that, the
resolution of the proposed DRT service is performed greedily and is sensitive to the order
in which requests are fed to the scheduler. To palliate this, improvement procedures could
be implemented, which considered global cost optimizations over a solved scenario.

4. Experimental Results

This section tests the proposed system’s potential to satisfy rural mobility demand. For
that, we defined simulations that reproduce the system’s operation over a concrete rural
area. Following, the rural area where the simulations are set is described. Then, the results
of various simulations are presented, showing the evolution of the overall service quality
of the system according to demand intensity and fleet size.

Fig. 3. Rural sub-area chosen for the deployment of the proposed system. The area
features many small-to-medium-sized settlements. The northern part of the area shows
the city of Valencia, Spain

4.1. Rural Use Case Description

A rural sub-area of the region of Valencia, Spain, was chosen for the deployment of
the demand-responsive service. For that, we departed from the existing public interur-
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ban bus service of the Valencian Community, which connects many rural settlements be-
tween them and with the region’s main cities. The dataset3, publicly accessible thanks
to the Generalitat Valenciana (https://linkshortner.net/kkvFj, accessed on
December 15th, 2022), contains information on the different transportation lines, routes
and stops the service offered. Specifically, it describes 722 lines with a total of 4562
stops. From those, only the elements lying inside the area shown in Figure 3 were kept.
That amounted to 88 lines and 341 stops, shown in Figure 4. Since we propose dynamic
DRT, the bus lines effectively disappeared, as now vehicles move freely between the stops
scheduled in their itinerary. The existing stops, however, were clustered so that any two
stops were at least 500 meters apart. With this, the final distribution of 99 stops that can be
seen in Figure 5 (left) is obtained. With fewer stops and longer distances between them, a
better representation of interurban displacement is achieved.

Fig. 4. Bus lines (left) and stops (right) the public interurban bus service defines in the
assessed rural area

The deployment area features mainly small-to-medium-sized towns located in rural
contexts. It can also be noticed how the urban density increases in the northern part of
the area, which is closer to the city of Valencia. Our proposal aims to provide on-demand
transportation to citizens of the shown settlements, such as Alginet, Algemesı́, Silla, Pi-
cassent, and El Saler, to mention a few. Figure 5 (right) shows a close-up in which the
location of stops can be better appreciated. Specifically, it shows the town of Sueca and
many smaller settlements nearby.

3 https://dadesobertes.gva.es/va/dataset/gtfs-itineraris-horaris-transport-public-interurba-autobus-comunitat-
valenciana

https://linkshortner.net/kkvFj
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Fig. 5. Final distribution of 99 stops over the chosen deployment area (left). All stops are
at least 500 meters apart. The image on the right shows a close-up view of small
settlements in the southeastern part of the area, near the town of Sueca

With respect to the displacement demand, the dataset did not provide usage data. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available usage data for interurban dis-
placement within the chosen region. Rural transportation demand has a lower intensity
than that of a city, and given the service area, it tends to be widely distributed in space.
With that in mind, a synthetic demand generator was employed to feed data to the simu-
lations.

The demand generator receives geolocated population information of the service area
to create demand according to it. The more population nearby a stop, the more probable it
is to be selected as the trip’s origin. The destination stop of the request, however, is chosen
randomly among all stops, considering a configurable minimum trip distance. Longer trip
distances favor the reproduction of interurban displacements. In addition, each request
can have between 1 and 5 passengers with respect to given probabilities (less probable
the more people). The demand is uniformly distributed throughout the service hours of
the system. The end of a request’s time window (the time at which the passengers need
to be at their destination) is computed according to a chosen maximum waiting time (at a
stop to be serviced) and the direct travel time between origin and destination. The direct
travel time is multiplied by a configurable factor. The higher this factor, the wider the time
window, and thus the more flexibility the system has to serve the request.
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4.2. Service Quality Assessment

The proposed system has been tested through many 14-hour services (07:00 AM to 09:00
PM) simulations with different amounts of vehicles and travel requests. Inspired by the
reviewed literature, a fleet of 10 vans, each with a capacity for eight people, was fixed
for the first round of experiments. The vans were deployed from a warehouse in Valencia
(the northern part of the service area) at 06:00 AM, an hour before the first requests could
be scheduled. Similarly, the drivers had to end their shift at the warehouse no later than
10:00 PM.

With regard to the demand, a total number of travel requests was specified and then
generated as described above in Section 4.1. The demand is divided into 50% of bookings
(scheduled before the system’s operation) and another 50% of real-time requests. Each re-
quest could have either 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 passengers with a probability of 0.6, 0.15, 0.125, 0.1,
and 0.025, respectively. Finally, a minimum trip distance of 2,000 meters and a maximum
waiting time of 15 minutes were chosen. It must be noted that the different probabilities
that influence demand generation determine the importance of the subsequent results. For
the purposes of demonstrating the proposed algorithm’s operation, those probabilities de-
fined above have been used. We remark that the results presented below are dependent on
the specific demand generation. Nevertheless, their assessment can give insights to guide
future work in this field.

With the fixed fleet of 10 vans, we explored the system’s service quality as the number
of requests increased. Service quality is defined as the percentage of accepted requests
with respect to the total number of requests. In addition, the time that passengers wait for
a vehicle to pick them up is included as an additional measurement of service quality. As
commented above, for a request to be accepted, their passengers must be picked up before
a wait of 15 minutes. Nevertheless, waiting times closer to such a maximum indicate
worse passenger experiences. Because of that, our results reflect the average waiting time
of all accepted passengers, together with its standard deviation. Table 1 shows our first
results. The running time of the most complex simulation was 30 seconds, being executed
in a machine running Windows 11 with an Intel Core i7-10750H CPU at 2.60GHz and
16GB of memory.

The system maintained near-perfect service quality in runs with 100 to 300 requests
(rows 1 to 5). As it can be seen in the last column, given a particular fleet, the system
tries to schedule trips so that all vehicles are employed. Only in the first run, with 100
requests, a vehicle is unused. With 350 requests, the system maintains an acceptable ser-
vice quality with 84.29% of scheduled requests. From 400 requests on, the service quality
decays, lowering to 70% with 450 requests and 62.8% with 500 requests. These last three
runs present an unacceptable quality of service (< 80%) based on similar works of the
literature. With regards to the average waiting times, results show how these increase pro-
portionally to the number of requests. The standard deviation, however, is kept around 5
minutes throughout all executions. This fact reflects the high variability among each of
the individual waiting times, which in turn is motivated by the differences among the gen-
erated trips. The obtained average times indicate that most of the passengers are picked
up relatively soon after the issuance of their travel requests.

Fleet size. After the initial experimentation, the fleet was varied by adding or subtracting
a few vehicles. Once again, the aim was to observe service quality and vehicle usage
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Table 1. Service quality evolution with increasing demand and a fixed fleet of 10 vehicles
Requests req/hour Vehicles Capacity Service quality (%) Avg. pax wait (min) Fleet usage

100 ∼8 10 8 100.00 3.5 ± 5.0 9/10
150 ∼11 10 8 99.33 4.4 ± 5.2 10/10
200 ∼15 10 8 99.00 4.3 ± 5.1 10/10
250 ∼18 10 8 96.00 4.8 ± 5.0 10/10
300 ∼22 10 8 89.67 5.0 ± 4.9 10/10
350 ∼25 10 8 84.29 5.5 ± 5.3 10/10
400 ∼29 10 8 74.75 6.1 ± 5.2 10/10
450 ∼33 10 8 70.00 6.2 ± 5.1 10/10
500 ∼36 10 8 62.80 6.5 ± 5.3 10/10

evolution. For these tests, the number of requests increased from 200 to 500 in 50 request
intervals. Table 2 presents all the runs. The results indicate that reducing the fleet also
reduces the amount of demand the system can appropriately manage, as can be expected.
Similarly, with a more significant fleet, the quality of service is preserved above the 70%
margin for higher intensities of demand. Even in runs with a more extensive fleet, the
system achieves a uniform division of requests among vehicles, employing all of them.
The pattern of evolution of passenger waiting times is observed to be the same as in the
previous experimentation, having standard deviations approaching 5 minutes across all
the tested parameter combinations.

Fig. 6. Visualization of service quality according to various number of requests and fleet
sizes
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Table 2. Service quality evolution with different fleets ranging from 8 to 12 vehicles and
various demand intensities
Requests req/hour Vehicles Capacity Service quality (%) Avg. pax wait (min) Fleet usage

200 ∼15 8 8 94.50 4.2 ± 5.0 8/8
250 ∼18 8 8 83.60 5.5 ± 5.1 8/8
300 ∼22 8 8 76.67 6.3 ± 5.2 8/8
350 ∼25 8 8 69.43 5.9 ± 5.3 8/8
400 ∼29 8 8 60.50 6.4 ± 5.1 8/8
450 ∼33 8 8 56.22 6.5 ± 5.2 8/8
500 ∼36 8 8 50.60 6.9 ± 5.3 8/8

200 ∼15 9 8 98.50 4.5 ± 5.3 9/9
250 ∼18 9 8 92.00 4.8 ± 4.9 9/9
300 ∼22 9 8 85.00 5.2 ± 4.9 9/9
350 ∼25 9 8 78.57 5.9 ± 5.3 9/9
400 ∼29 9 8 69.75 6.2 ± 5.0 9/9
450 ∼33 9 8 64.00 6.5 ± 5.1 9/9
500 ∼36 9 8 56.20 6.5 ± 5.2 9/9

200 ∼15 11 8 99.50 4.2 ± 5.1 11/11
250 ∼18 11 8 98.00 4.7 ± 5.1 11/11
300 ∼22 11 8 93.67 4.4 ± 4.9 11/11
350 ∼25 11 8 89.71 5.1 ± 5.1 11/11
400 ∼29 11 8 83.25 5.6 ± 5.0 11/11
450 ∼33 11 8 74.89 6.0 ± 5.0 11/11
500 ∼36 11 8 67.40 7.0 ± 5.3 11/11

200 ∼15 12 8 99.50 4.2 ± 5.1 12/12
250 ∼18 12 8 99.20 4.3 ± 4.9 12/12
300 ∼22 12 8 97.67 4.3 ± 4.8 12/12
350 ∼25 12 8 93.43 4.9 ± 5.1 12/12
400 ∼29 12 8 86.25 5.4 ± 5.0 12/12
450 ∼33 12 8 80.22 6.1 ± 5.2 12/12
500 ∼36 12 8 73.80 6.4 ± 5.3 12/12
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The graph on Figure 6 visually represents the results of Tables 1 and 2, showing the
evolution of the service quality provided by fleets of various vehicles with respect to an
increasing number of requests. Table 3 summarizes all results, showing the lower bounds
of acceptable service quality found for each combination of demand and fleet size.

Table 3. Lower bound of acceptable service quality found for all combinations of
demand intensity and fleet sizes
Requests req/hour Vehicles Capacity Service quality (%) Avg. pax wait (min) Fleet usage

250 ∼18 8 8 83.60 5.5 ± 5.1 8/8
300 ∼22 9 8 85.00 5.2 ± 4.9 9/9
350 ∼25 10 8 84.29 5.5 ± 5.3 10/10
400 ∼29 11 8 83.25 5.6 ± 5.0 11/11
450 ∼33 12 8 80.22 6.1 ± 5.2 12/12

Vehicle capacity. The final parameter that was assessed was vehicle capacity. The above
simulations were run with fleets of 8 to 12 vehicles but changing their capacity to that of
a minibus, ranging from 16 to 22 passengers. The results in terms of quality of service,
however, were very similar to what has been presented so far. This indicates that, given
the shape of the generated demand, vehicle capacity was not a bottleneck of the system,
and rejected requests were motivated by time window incompatibilities and not because
of capacity constraints. We must acknowledge, however, that the conclusions drawn from
this study of vehicle capacity are only applicable to the specific generated demand. From
a general perspective, varying the capacity of fleet vehicles could have a great impact on
the system’s performance, which is what motivated this final experimentation.

5. Discussion

Given the results summarized in Section 4.2, we can conclude that dynamic DRT is a good
fit for the synthetically generated rural mobility demand. The inefficiency of traditional
interurban public mobility options in rural contexts comes from the shape of its demand.
Vehicles with a high occupancy ratio, scheduled in periodic lines, tend to drive mostly
empty, therefore being costly to maintain for public transport providers. The proposed
system tackles these problems by ensuring maximum fleet usage, taking advantage of
every present vehicle. In addition, this behavior eases the consideration of adding new
vehicles to the fleet, as the fleet administrator has the certainty that it will be exploited
and thus not a waste of resources.

With regard to the economic viability of the system, having a smaller fleet of smaller
vehicles implies lower maintenance and salary expenses. Furthermore, if autonomous mo-
bility becomes feasible in the future, economic expenses would lower even more due to
the avoidance of driver salaries. Our experimentation has not explicitly considered the
service’s environmental impact. Nevertheless, the proposed system has features which
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indirectly contribute to a better sustainability. On the one hand, the objective function re-
duced vehicle travel time which, in turn, would reduce any type of emissions stemming
from the fleet. In addition, we assess a reduction of such a fleet, achieving a similar level
of service quality while cutting costs. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the environment
is better preserved because the fleet makes journeys only when necessary. Moreover, these
journeys are more cost-effective due to the higher occupancy of the vehicles.

As seen throughout Section 2, demand-responsive systems present a high number of
operation modes and configurable parts. The present work describes one of the many ap-
proaches that could work to modernize and improve rural mobility. Ideally, the proposed
system would completely replace the inefficient, traditional transportation options. How-
ever, in reality, the adoption rate of DRT tends to be low, even more in rural contexts, due
to the necessity to explicit a travel request. The easiest methods to do so consist of smart-
phone applications and call centers, being the former generally harder to manage for the
older population. Because of that, the deployment of a demand-responsive system would
initially complement the current mobility options providing, for instance, connection to
the most stranded settlements with the main means of public transportation.

Finally, we want to assess the lack of publicly available demand data, which hardens
the research on rural mobility. In the context of rural DRT, this issue is aggravated by
the lack of rural-specific or low-demand datasets. There are a small number of DRT pilot
projects, and among them, an even smaller number share the collected data. Still, the data
that can be found about pilot projects is very dependent on the specific area and the socio-
demographic context where the pilot took place. To deal with data shortage, synthetic data
generation is often employed, basing generation on population, age, occupation, and any
other kind of survey that characterizes the potential users of the system.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, DRT has been characterized, together with the challenges rural mobility
presents for the implementation of efficient modes of public transportation that satisfy the
population. A DRT system has been proposed to match the rural mobility demand and
provide such a quality service. The system has been described in depth, implemented,
and tested by means of simulations. A rural area in the region of Valencia, Spain, has
been chosen for the deployment of the system. The mobility demand, in terms of travel
requests, has been generated with a synthetic demand generator according to the popula-
tion of the deployment area and a series of configurable parameters. The research results
prove the potential that DRT holds to develop dynamic, reliable, and cost-effective public
transportation in the rural context. This research contributes with a system proposal and
its validation to the field of rural mobility, which has a general lack of innovation when it
comes to displacement proposals.

In terms of future research, we observe two paths. On the one hand, the proposed
system can be further improved. Different system configurations must be assessed to find
the best match for the deployment area. In addition, the parameters of the proposed sys-
tem could also be fine-tuned through more experimentation. To further improve results,
global optimization techniques can be implemented in order to further optimize the ob-
tained itineraries. For instance, considering request exchange among vehicles could de-
crease global costs. Finally, we would like to include transfer operations as an option for
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the scheduler to allocate requests. These operations have the potential to simplify the fleet
operation, cutting costs. On the other hand, regarding experimentation, it would be inter-
esting to assess the impact of different levels of demand dynamism, tighter request time
windows, or different dispatching strategies, to mention a few. Finally, simulation results
could be enhanced by considering factors such as vehicle autonomy or strategic agent
behavior.

As closing remarks, we want to state that there is a need for specific investigations on
the successful implementation of DRT. To bridge such a gap, researchers must go beyond
service quality to focus on the adoption rate and usage of the system. For instance, we
believe in the potential pricing policies that could both attract new users to the system
and, in addition, influence how they use it to improve the overall quality of service.
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Abstract. An individually rational agent will participate in a multi-agent coali-
tion if the participation, given available information and knowledge, brings a pay-
off that is at least as high as the one achieved by not participating. Since agents’
performance and skills may vary from task to task, the decisions about individual
agent-task assignment will determine the overall performance of the coalition. Max-
imising the efficiency of the one-on-one assignment of tasks to agents corresponds
to the conventional linear sum assignment problem, which considers efficiency as
the sum of the costs or benefits of individual agent-task assignments obtained by
the coalition as a whole. This approach may be unfair since it does not explicitly
consider fairness and, thus, is unsuitable for individually rational agents’ coalitions.
In this paper, we propose two new assignment models that balance efficiency and
fairness in task assignment and study the utilitarian, egalitarian, and Nash social
welfare for task assignment in individually rational agents’ coalitions. Since fair-
ness is a relatively abstract term that can be difficult to quantify, we propose three
new fairness measures based on equity and equality and use them to compare the
newly proposed models. Through functional examples, we show that a reasonable
trade-off between efficiency and fairness in task assignment is possible through the
use of the proposed models.

Keywords: Task Assignment, Multi-Agent Systems, Fairness , Efficiency, Resource
Allocation, Multi-Agent Coordination

1. Introduction

An individually rational agent operates within a decision-making context, driven by self-
interest to ensure that it attains a payoff or utility that is at least as favourable as its
best alternative, including the option of not participating. When a coalition is formed by
individually rational agents, they share a common objective, even though the agents them-
selves may possess distinct, potentially conflicting interests. They collaborate by pooling

⋆ Corresponding author
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their capabilities and/or resources to efficiently carry out designated tasks, often achieving
synergistic outcomes that surpass what they could accomplish individually. In this con-
text, agents strive to achieve superior performance through collective action. Instances of
such coalitions can be observed in various domains, including emergency services (e.g.,
[26]), agricultural cooperatives (e.g., [28]), taxi and ride-sharing services (e.g., [5, 27]),
as well as smart grids (e.g., [36]), among others.

Of our concern in this paper is the one-on-one agent-task assignment in a coalition
composed of individually rational agents. We assume a centralised decision-making pro-
cess (or an algorithm) that is in charge of deciding which agent is assigned to each task.
From a utilitarian point of view, an optimal solution would be the assignment that pro-
duces the lowest overall cost (or the highest benefit) for the coalition as a whole. However,
the most efficient solution for the overall system may create large differences among the
agents in terms of their individually assigned costs (we refer to this as an “unfair” as-
signment). The perception of an unfair task assignment solution may motivate unsatisfied
agents to leave the coalition, putting the survivability of the same at risk. Thus, assignment
decisions should be made based on minimising overall assignment costs and considering
social welfare and fairness.

The linear-sum assignment problem, related to the topic of this paper, is a largely
studied generally computationally easy problem that maximizes the efficiency of a multi-
agent system without considering fairness. Exact solutions for this problem can be pro-
duced efficiently even for problem instances with a very large number of agents and tasks.
However, to the best of our knowledge, related work on balancing fairness and efficiency
in task assignment is scarce. Therefore, in this work, we explore the means of balancing
the overall cost and fairness in task assignment in agent coalitions. These two aspects are
generally opposed, i.e., solution approaches focusing on cost minimisation are likely to
produce unfair assignments for some agents, while fair assignments may be far from the
minimum cost solution for the coalition as a whole. In this paper, we study the trade-off
between these two requirements and focus on finding task assignment solutions that are as
fair as possible while not overly penalising the overall coalition’s assignment cost. This
implies finding efficient and fair assignments considering the distribution of individual
costs among coalition members.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we propose three new fair-
ness measures for a multi-agent system composed of self-concerned individually rational
agents: Egalitarian Fairness Measure (EFM), Relative All-to-all Fairness measure (RAF),
and Overall Relative Opportunity Cost Fairness (OROCF) measure. Then, we present two
new one-on-one task assignment models that maximise the social welfare of the system
while balancing efficiency and fairness: an envy-free utilitarian model that uses the util-
itarian social welfare function while constraining the differences in the costs between
agents, and the Nash model that optimises the Nash product of assigned tasks’ benefits or
costs of individual agents composing the system. We choose Nash social welfare due to
its structure (being a product of costs) that explicitly balances efficiency and fairness.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of
the state of the art. In Section 3, we give motivation for this work and define the general
problem of one-on-one task assignment. We propose new equality and equity fairness
measures in Section 4 and introduce a linearised model for the calculation of one of the
more computationally complex fairness measures. The two new proposed mathematical
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models for efficient and fair task assignment are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents
simple functional tests and discusses how the presented models differ based on the pro-
posed fairness measures. Following these functional tests, in Section 7, we compile the
results of many experiments to have a complete overview of the strengths and weaknesses
of each model. In Section 8, we conclude the paper by giving an overview of the results
and discuss the potential of the new proposed models and fairness measures to make a fair
and efficient task assignment. We also give lines of future work to improve the proposed
assignment models and fairness measures.

2. State of the Art

The assignment of resources, chores, or tasks in a multi-agent coalition may vary when
defining fairness and efficiency depending on agents’ mutual inter-dependencies and their
relation with the coalition’s objectives (e.g., [8, 11, 29]).

In this paper, we study balancing fairness and efficiency in the allocation of indivisible
goods (resources, chores, or tasks) (e.g., [12]), and, more specifically, in the one-on-one
assignment of tasks to agents in a cooperative multi-agent coalition composed of individ-
ually rational agents.

Cooperative decision making considers working toward a shared goal even though its
ownership is not shared [33], as opposed to collaborative decision making, which consid-
ers a goal that is shared and owned by all agents in a coalition. Thus, cooperative decision
making results are generally differentially beneficial to different agents [30], while col-
laboration is generally about equally sharing efforts, costs, and benefits.

Cooperative multi-agent task allocation problem was studied in, e.g., [18, 23, 27]. This
problem has many different real-world applications where fairness can be a challenge. For
example, in spatial crowdsourcing [42], there is a need to minimise the payoff difference
among workers while maximising the average worker payoff. Similarly, in ride-share plat-
forms, it was shown in [32] that, during high-demand hours, lacking any consideration of
fairness and seeking only an optimal number of trips could lead to increased societal bi-
ases in the choice of the clients. This problem is relevant for many other applications
including manufacturing and scheduling, network routing and the fair and efficient ex-
ploitation of Earth Observation Satellites, among others (e.g., [11]).

Various fairness measures exist for different contexts, e.g., machine learning (e.g.,
[14]), neural networks (e.g., [34]) and algorithm development (e.g., [20]). Fairness is stud-
ied as well in other contexts, like the multi-winner voting problem and recommender sys-
tems (e.g., [40]), but also in decision making (e.g., [37]). The importance of the individual
perception of fairness within a system to keep individual satisfaction high is emphasised
in [38]. In the Machine Learning context, the potential contradiction between individual
and group fairness is studied in [6]. Some works study more generally the concepts of
distributive justice, equality and equity (e.g., [13]).

The two most well-known fairness measures for the allocation of indivisible goods
include max-min and proportional allocation. The max-min fairness aims to maximize
the utility of the agent who contributes the least to the overall utility of the system. In
other words, it ensures that the agent with the smallest contribution still receives as much
utility as possible, while proportional fairness dictates that each agent should receive at
least one-nth of the utility they would have obtained if they were the sole recipient of
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the goods. Max-min fairness is generalised in the case of resource allocation for systems
with different resource types in [17] while max-min fairness, proportional fairness and
balanced fairness are compared in the setting of a communication network of processor-
sharing queues in [7]. Additionally, in resource allocation, there can be agents desiring
some tasks (resources) more than others, or there can even be agents desiring tasks given
to other agents, creating envy in the system (e.g., [11]). Envy-freeness criterion implies
that an allocation should leave no agent envious of the other (e.g., [9]). However, it is not
always enough to achieve envy-freeness for a fair solution (e.g., [2, 22]).

Balancing fairness and efficiency in divisible resource sharing was studied in, e.g.,
[1], while the related work on the competitive counterpart of cooperative systems usually
studies finding a Pareto-optimal and fair allocation of indivisible items aiming at maximis-
ing (computationally expensive) Nash welfare (e.g., [4, 19, 41]). Proving the existence of
such an allocation for an arbitrary number of agents is still an open problem [3].

Various social welfare concepts play an important role in balancing between efficiency
and fairness. Their modelling and importance in enhancing the quality of task allocation
are studied in [11]. In this work, we study egalitarianism and utilitarianism in this regard.
Egalitarianism is a trend of thought in political philosophy that favours equality among the
individuals composing the coalition no matter what their circumstances are (e.g., [16]).
Utilitarianism, on the other hand, is a theory of morality that advocates actions that max-
imise happiness or well-being for all individuals while opposing the actions that cause
unhappiness or harm. When directed toward making social and economic decisions, a
utilitarian philosophy aims at the improvement of the coalition as a whole (e.g., [31]).

The Nash social welfare combines efficiency and fairness considerations. This func-
tion, or variants of it, are studied in literature considering, e.g., fairness in the ambulance
location problem [21], and in allocating indivisible goods [10]. The multi-agent resource
allocation problem considering Nash social welfare (the product of the utilities of the
individual agents) is studied in [35].

This paper is an extended version of [15], where we previously studied the problem of
balancing efficiency and fairness in linear-sum one-on-one task assignment. To the best
of our knowledge, most of the related works treat efficiency in terms of proportionality in
competitive multi-agent systems and propose computationally expensive models suitable
for instances with a relatively small number of agents and tasks. In this paper, we propose
two scalable computationally efficient models for task assignment in cooperative multi-
agent systems, Nash model and envy-free utilitarian model, both with quality of solution
guarantees. The proposed models balance efficiency in terms of overall system cost and
the proposed fairness measures.

3. Motivation and problem definition

Most of the state-of-the-art literature on task assignment generally focuses on the effi-
ciency of the assignment in terms of cost minimisation or benefit maximisation and does
not consider fairness in the process, thus optimising only the system’s overall general as-
signment cost or benefit (e.g., time, distance, monetary value, etc.). It is noteworthy that,
from an optimisation standpoint, the task of maximising the overall benefit of multi-agent
task assignments can be effectively converted into a cost-minimisation problem by simply
inverting the values associated with agent-task assignment benefits.
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The overall cost-minimisation approach in multi-agent task assignment is equivalent
to optimising utilitarian social welfare function, a concept from welfare economy that
sums the utility of each individual to obtain society’s overall welfare (see, e.g., [11, 39]).
All agents are treated the same, regardless of their initial level of utility or cost distribu-
tion among the tasks. This strategy is admissible in the case of a single decision maker,
but might be unacceptable when multiple self-concerned and individually rational agents
must mutually decide on the assignment of tasks.

Let us introduce a simple example showing how unfair a task assignment optimising
a utilitarian social welfare function can be. Let us consider 3 self-concerned, individually
rational agents (a1, a2, a3) that need to be assigned in a one-on-one manner to a set of
3 tasks (k1, k2, k3) and vice versa. The cost matrix containing the assignment costs for
these agents and tasks is shown in Table 1a.

Table 1. Example of a cost matrix and different one-on-one task assignment solutions
with minimum overall cost (in bold)

(a) Cost Matrix

k1 k2 k3
a1 50 60 70
a2 30 40 50
a3 10 50 30

(b) Solution s1

k1 k2 k3
a1 50 60 70
a2 30 40 50
a3 10 50 30

(c) Solution s2

k1 k2 k3
a1 50 60 70
a2 30 40 50
a3 10 50 30

(d) Solution s3

k1 k2 k3
a1 50 60 70
a2 30 40 50
a3 10 50 30

By applying the conventional (linear-sum) task assignment model (i.e., the utilitarian
social welfare model) that minimises the overall assignment cost of the system without
considering fairness (see, e.g., [24, 27]), we might get the assignments (called solution
s1) marked in bold in Table 1b where agent a1 is assigned to task k2, agent a2 is assigned
to task k1 and agent a3 to task k3. The overall (minimum) assignment cost found by this
model is 120. However, if we focus on its cost distribution over individual agents, we see
large discrepancies. Indeed, the cost of agent a1 is 60, while the cost of a2 (and a3) is only
30. Thus, a1 is charged twice more than a2 (and a3). In Table 1d (i.e., solution s3), this
difference is even larger resulting in a 7 times larger cost of the worst-off concerning the
best-off agent. Generally, an upper bound on the difference in the assignment cost is the
maximum value in a given cost matrix. In centralised systems, where agents are owned
and controlled by a single decision-maker, this would not cause any problems. However,
in the case of decentralised systems composed of self-concerned and individually rational
agents, such an unfair solution might result in the worst-off agents leaving the system due
to the lack of fairness in the solution.

Table 1c shows a fairer solution (that we name s2) where the costs of the agents
are as close as possible, thus minimising the envy of agents. This is an ideal situation
regarding fairness in this case where all agents are assigned tasks of similar costs. Notice
that, here we did not sacrifice efficiency to achieve balanced individual costs. In case of
repetitive task allocations, the assignments can be altered to further facilitate balance in
the accumulated assignment costs.
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Problem definition. Given are a set of agents a ∈ A and a set of tasks k ∈ K that form
a weighted complete bipartite graph G = (A

⋃
K,E) with edge set E = A × K and

with given edge weights cak on each edge (a, k) ∈ E, where cak is the cost of assigning
task k to agent a, for all a ∈ A and k ∈ K. W.l.o.g, we assume that the cardinality of the
two sets is equal, i.e., |A| = |K|. In the case of unequal cardinality, we add a sufficient
number of dummy vertices and assume that cak = 0 where a ∈ A or k ∈ K are dummy
vertices. Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that agents are indexed from 1 to |A|, i.e.,
A = {1, . . . , |A|}. The objective is to assign agents a ∈ A to tasks k ∈ K in a one-on-
one manner and, therefore, find a perfect matching among vertices in A and vertices in
K considering both assignment efficiency and fairness. An edge (a, k) is matched if its
(two) extreme vertices a ∈ A and k ∈ K are mutually matched, and matching is perfect
if every vertex in A is matched (assigned) to exactly one vertex in K, and vice versa. The
following is the mathematical formulation of these constraints.

∑
k∈K

xak = 1,∀ a ∈ A (1)
∑
a∈A

xak = 1,∀ k ∈ K (2)

xak ∈ {0, 1},∀ a ∈ A,∀ k ∈ K (3)

where xak is a binary decision variable equal to 1 if agent a ∈ A is assigned to task k ∈ K,
and zero otherwise. Constraints (1) and (2) assure that there is one-on-one assignment for
each agent a ∈ A and task k ∈ K, respectively. Constraints (3) fix the ranges of the
decision variables.

4. Proposed fairness measures

In this section, we propose three new fairness measures for quantifying the balance be-
tween fairness and efficiency in task assignment from the egalitarian and equity points
of view. All the fairness measures are fractions ranging between 0 and 1. We avoid the
division by 0 in some extreme cases by adding a very small number ϵ (e.g., ϵ = 1e−10) to
both the numerator and the denominator of these fractions.

The proposed fairness measures should be computed only for non-dummy vertices in
the bipartite graph that represents the agents and tasks to ensure that these measures can
still reach either the value of 0 or 1.

4.1. Egalitarian Fairness Measure (EFM)

Egalitarian Fairness Measure (EFM) focuses on the assignment cost faced by the worst-
off agent (i.e., the agent with the highest assignment cost in a given feasible solution).
Given the assignments xsol

ak ,with a ∈ A and k ∈ K, of a feasible solution sol, EFM is
computed as follows:

EFM(sol) =
cmax − cwo

sol + ϵ

cmax − cwo
min + ϵ

(4)

where cmax = maxa∈A,k∈K{cak} is the maximum value in the cost matrix, cwo
sol =

maxa∈A{
∑

k∈K cakx
sol
ak } is the cost paid by the worst-off agent in the given solution,
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and cwo
min is the minimum (or the preferred) cost that the same agent could pay for task

assignment. In particular, cwo
min is the optimal solution of the given mathematical problem:

cwo
min = minλ (5)

s.t. (1)–(3) and ∑
k∈K

cakxak ≤ λ,∀ a ∈ A (6)

λ ≥ 0 (7)

where constraints (6) impose the upper limit on the cost (λ) paid by the worst-off agent,
and Constraints (7) fix the range of the additional variable λ. When the worst-off assigned
cost cwo

sol is equal to cmax, EFM(sol) will equal zero (ignoring ϵ). On the other hand,
when cwo

sol is equal to cwo
min, EFM(sol) will equal one; moreover, this also occurs when

there exists an agent a ∈ A such that cak = cmax, for all k ∈ K.
For the cost matrix given in Table 1a, where cmax = 70 and cwo

min = 50, we calculate
the EFM(sol) for each solution reported in Tables 1b–1d. All the solutions reported in
Table 1, have a minimum overall assignment cost equal to 120, while the values of cwo

sol are
cwo
s1 = 60, cwo

s2 = 50, and cwo
s3 = 70, for the solutions reported in Table 1b, Table 1c, and

Table 1d, respectively. EFM(sol) value for these solutions are: EFM(s1) =
70−60
70−50 =

0.5, EFM(s2) =
70−50
70−50 = 1, and EFM(s3) =

70−70
70−50 = 0.

According to the EFM measure definition, solution s2 is the fairest one. Note that the
increase in EFM value in solution s2 corresponds to a distribution of the costs that leaves
the worst-off agent better off than in s1, and that solution s3 leaves the worst-off agent
with the worst possible (highest) cost. Note that, generally, there may be multiple such
distributions.

4.2. Relative All-to-all Fairness (RAF) measure

Relative All-to-all Fairness (RAF) measure evaluates fairness at a society level by taking
into account every agent’s assignment in comparison with the others. The measure con-
siders the squared differences of the assignment costs of each agent concerning the costs
of all the others, as seen in Equation (8).

wsol =
∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

(
∑
k∈K

cakx
sol
ak − ca′kx

sol
a′k)

2 (8)

Then, relative all-to-all fairness is computed as follows:

RAF (sol) =
wmax − wsol + ϵ

wmax − wmin + ϵ
, (9)

where wmax and wmin represent the maximum and the minimum value for the RAF fair-
ness measure that should be calculated a priori for a specific data set. They are modelled
as follows:

wmin = min
∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

(
∑
k∈K

cakxak − ca′kxa′k)
2, (10)
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and

wmax = max
∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

(
∑
k∈K

cakxak − ca′kxa′k)
2, (11)

both s.t. (1)–(3).
For the cost matrix given in Table 1a, the two components of RAF that are independent

of the assignment solution are wmax = 5400 and wmin = 0, related to solutions smax,
with xsmax

13 = xsmax
22 = xsmax

31 = 1, and smin, with xsmin
11 = xsmin

23 = xsmin
32 = 1,

respectively. The values wsol for the solutions reported in Table 1b, 1c and 1d are ws1 =
1800, ws2 = 600, and ws3 = 5400, respectively. Related RAF values are: RAF (s1) =
5400−1800
5400−0 = 0.67, RAF (s2) =

5400−600
5400−0 = 0.89, and RAF (s3) =

5400−5400
5400−0 = 0.

Also according to the RAF measure, solution s2 is the fairest one and the order of the
three solutions is the same as for EFM. This is not surprising as both measures evaluate the
equality of a solution. However, s2 is not the absolute fairest solution which, concerning
this indicator, is x11 = x23 = x32 = 1 where all the agents pay the same cost; in this
case, the RAF value is equal to 1. This is also not surprising as this particular measure
considers not only the worst-off agent, but all of them, therefore making it less likely that
one of the solutions with minimum cost also has the highest fairness value.

Linearisation of the RAF measure. It is computationally expensive to find the maxi-
mum value wmax and the minimum value wmin for the RAF fairness measure since their
models (10) and (11), respectively, are composed of quadratic terms. This is especially
the case in larger problem instances.

To fix this issue, in this section, we simplify the RAF measure by making a linear
model that will be easier to solve. We first modify the RAF formula by exchanging the
quadratic expressions with the absolute ones and then linearise the latter ones.

RAF measure with absolute values. We present in the following the proposed modified
models, replacing the quadratic terms with absolute ones, subject to the same constraints
as before.

w′
min = min

∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

|
∑
k∈K

cakxak − ca′kxa′k|, (12)

and

w′
max = max

∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

|
∑
k∈K

cakxak − ca′kxa′k|, (13)

both s.t. (1)–(3).

Minimising the RAF measure with linearised absolute values. In order to determine the
optimal value of w′

min in (12) subject to (1)–(3), we linearise objective function (12) by
adding new constraints and continuous free variables raa′ , for all a, a′ ∈ A, with a < a′,
as follows.
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w′
min = min

∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

raa′ , (14)

s.t. (1)–(3), and

raa′ ≥
∑
k∈K

[cakxak − ca′kxa′k],∀ a, a′ ∈ A, with a < a′, (15)

raa′ ≥
∑
k∈K

[ca′kxa′k − cakxak],∀ a, a′ ∈ A, with a < a′, (16)

Maximising the RAF measure. In order to determine the optimal value of w′
max in (13)

subject to (1)–(3), next, we add other constraints and binary variables yaa′ , ∀ a, a′ ∈ A,
with a < a′, in our problem. We let M = 2 · maxa∈A,k∈K{cak} be a parameter that is
introduced for constraints (20) and (21) to select the largest of the two possible terms. We
present next the modified problem.

w′
max = max

∑
a∈A

∑
a′∈A|a′>a

raa′ , (17)

s.t. (1)–(3), and

raa′ ≥
∑
k∈K

[cakxak − ca′kxa′k],∀ a, a′ ∈ A with a < a′, (18)

raa′ ≥
∑
k∈K

[ca′kxa′k − cakxak],∀ a, a′ ∈ A with a < a′, (19)

raa′ ≤
∑
k∈K

[cakxak − ca′kxa′k] +M × yaa′ ,∀ a, a′ ∈ A with a < a′, (20)

raa′ ≤
∑
k∈K

[ca′kxa′k − cakxak] +M × (1− yaa′),∀ a, a′ ∈ A with a < a′, (21)

yaa′ ∈ {0, 1},∀ a, a′ ∈ A with a < a′, (22)

4.3. Overall Relative Opportunity Cost Fairness (OROCF)

Overall Relative Opportunity Cost Fairness (OROCF) focuses on evaluating equity among
the agents by taking into account the missed opportunities in terms of the assignment cost
for each agent. The opportunity cost (e.g., [25]) is the concept in the microeconomics of
lost benefit that would have been derived by an agent from an option not chosen. As the
reference value, we consider a task of the minimum cost and normalise the difference in
the cost value between the assigned task and the best-off task (the task with minimum
cost) over the amplitude of costs for each agent, as seen in Equation (23).
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ysol =
∑
a∈A

∑
k∈K cakx

sol
ak −mink∈K {cak}+ ϵ

maxk∈K {cak} −mink∈K {cak}+ ϵ
(23)

OROCF (sol) =
ymax − ysol + ϵ

ymax − ymin + ϵ
, (24)

where ymax, ymin represents the maximum and the minimum value of Equation (23)
given Constraints (1)–(3).

The values ysol for the solutions reported in Tables 1b, 1c and 1d are ys1 = 1, ys2 = 1,
and ys3 = 1.5, respectively. For the cost matrix given in Table 1a, the two components
of OROCF that are independent of the assignment solution are ymax = 2, for xsmax

13 =
xsmax
21 = xsmax

32 = 1, and ymin = 1, for xsmin
11 = xsmin

22 = xsmin
33 = 1. Related OROCF

values are: OROCF (s1) =
2−1
2−1 = 1, OROCF (s2) =

2−1
2−1 = 1, and OROCF (s3) =

2−1.5
2−1 = 0.5.

Note that OROCF value is the highest both for s1 and s2, meaning that these solu-
tions offer the lowest highest opportunity cost for the sum of all agents. The reader can
verify that the solution x11 = x23 = x32 = 1 would be the worst choice for agents a2
and a3 and would give a value of OROCF equal to 0.

5. Proposed models considering fairness and efficiency

In this section, we propose new models that mitigate the equity issues posed by the classi-
cal linear-sum assignment model (e.g., [8]) and achieve a solution that is as fair as possible
while sacrificing as little as possible the overall system’s efficiency.

5.1. Nash Model for task assignment

The proposed Nash Model is inspired by the Nash social welfare function, a well-studied
social welfare function in which the goal is to maximize the product of the utility functions
of the agents composing the system. The proposed model is given next:

min
∏
a∈A

∑
k∈K

cakxak (25)

s.t. (1)–(3). Since Eq. (25) is a nonlinear objective function, solving the above problem is
computationally expensive. We propose next its linearised equivalent, which is possible
due to the one-on-one assignment constraints (1)–(3).

max
∑
a∈A

∑
k∈K

log(M − cak)xak (26)

s.t. (1)–(3), where M > maxk∈K,a∈A {cak}.
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5.2. Envy-free utilitarian model for task assignment

We propose the envy-free utilitarian model that focuses both on efficiency and fairness.
We introduce the fairness variable fu to ensure that all the costs for each agent are inside
a certain interval that shrinks as fu becomes smaller. The model is defined as follows:

min αfu + (1− α)

∑
k∈K

∑
a∈A cakxak

|A|
(27)

s.t. (1)–(3), and∑
k∈K

cakxak −
∑

k∈K

∑
a∈A cakxak

|A|
≤ fu,∀ a ∈ A (28)

fu ≥ 0, (29)

where fairness weight α in objective function (27) ranges between 0 and 1 and is used
to weigh the fairness fu and the average cost paid by the agents’ coalition∑

k∈K

∑
a∈A cakxak/|A|; when α = 0, the model only considers the cost without con-

sidering fairness and vice versa for its value equal to 1. Constraints (28) guarantee that,
for each agent, the difference between the cost of its assigned task and the average of the
costs of the assigned tasks for all the agents is less than the value fu. Constraint (29) fixes
the range of variable fu.

6. Functional tests

To evaluate the performance of the Nash model and the Envy-free Utilitarian model,
we randomly generate three cost matrices (Table 2) with costs ranging from 1 to 1000.
The models were solved for each matrix using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio
20.0.1.

Table 2. Example cost matrices

(a) Functional test 1

k1 k2 k3
a1 382 816 366
a2 846 544 175
a3 578 824 526

(b) Functional test 2

k1 k2 k3
a1 450 895 358
a2 856 233 449
a3 890 672 976

(c) Functional test 3

k1 k2 k3
a1 683 170 699
a2 943 364 894
a3 557 741 127

To compare the efficiency of the models presented in Section 5, we calculate the fol-
lowing normalised efficiency indicator (Eff ):

Eff(sol) =
zmax − zsol + ϵ

zmax − zmin + ϵ
(30)

where zsol =
∑

k∈K

∑
a∈A cakx

sol
ak with xsol

ak being the solution returned by the consid-
ered model. The values zmax and zmin are, respectively, the maximum and the minimum
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values of
∑

k∈K

∑
a∈A cakxak given Constraints (1)–(3). Table 3 shows the results of our

experiments.

Table 3. Results and Comparison
Functional test 1

Model Eff EFM RAF OROCF

Nash 0.91 1 1 1
Envy-free (α = 0) 1 0.07 0 0.68

Envy-free (α ≥ 0.5) 0.91 1 1 1
Functional test 2

Model Eff EFM RAF OROCF

Nash 0.93 1 0.91 1
Envy-free (α = 0) 1 0.28 0.17 0.92

Envy-free (α = 0.5) 0.93 1 0.91 1
Envy-free (α ≥ 0.9) 0 0 1 0
Functional test 3

Model Eff EFM RAF OROCF

Nash 0.93 1 0.73 1
Envy-free (α = 0) 1 0 0 0.99

Envy-free (α = 0.5) 0.93 1 0.73 1
Envy-free (α = 0.7) 0.59 0.94 0.93 0.64
Envy-free (α ≥ 0.9) 0.05 0.19 1 0.06

The case when α = 0 corresponds to the case when we are optimising the global cost
only (utilitarian social welfare function). We get very low values of fairness for this case
according to our prior assumptions. It is interesting to notice similarities when we set the
α value to 0.5. Indeed, in that case, the Envy-free Utilitarian model and the Nash model
have the same behaviour and give us the same solutions. These solutions for α = 0.5 are
ideal for the fairness indicators EFM and OROCF in our three tests, while RAF also
increases significantly. Moreover, the efficiency (Eff ) is greater than 0.9. Equality and
equity can be improved without a significant decrease in efficiency. We notice in tests 2
and 3 that, generally, the higher the value of α, the lower the overall system’s efficiency.
This shows that striving for too much equality can be highly detrimental to the system’s
efficiency and even equity. The results for the cost matrix in Table 1a also support this
claim in case α = 1. Here, allocation x11 = x23 = x32 = 1 is an egalitarian allocation
that decreases efficiency and equity simultaneously since agents a2 and a3 are allocated
to their worst-off tasks and the overall allocation cost is 150 instead of the minimum cost
of 120.

7. Simulation experiments

In this section, we perform simulation experiments to evaluate how the proposed models
behave from the scalability standpoint.

For these experiments, 20 cost matrices C = {cak|a ∈ A, k ∈ K} where |A| = |K|
of size 5, 10 and 20 were created, with each cost cak randomly obtaining a value from 1 to
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Table 4. Results depending on problem size
Size 5

Model Eff EFM RAF OROCF z

Nash 1.00 0.95 0.77 0.99 1402
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 0.89 0.75 1.00 1399

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 0.99 0.96 0.77 0.99 1405
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 0.94 1.00 0.82 0.94 1520

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 0.73 0.89 0.91 0.73 1913
Envy-free (α = 1) 0.41 0.62 0.94 0.41 2513

zmin = 1339; zmax = 3408
Size 10

Model Eff EFM RAF OROCF z

Nash 1.00 0.95 0.87 1.00 1439
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 0.93 0.87 1.00 1438

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.00 0.99 0.88 1.00 1466
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 0.97 1.00 0.89 0.98 1626

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 0.87 0.98 0.96 0.88 2330
Envy-free (α = 1) 0.47 0.59 0.99 0.48 5235

zmin = 1438; zmax = 8602
Size 20

Model Eff EFM RAF OROCF z

Nash 1.00 0.95 0.94 1.00 1522
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 0.95 0.94 1.00 1522

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 1610
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.99 1789

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 0.92 0.99 0.98 0.92 2924
Envy-free (α = 1) 0.46 0.52 0.97 0.46 10687

zmin = 1522; zmax = 18473

1000 following a uniform law of probability. This results in a total of 60 instances that we
test in the experiments in Table 4. For the envy-free utilitarian model, α takes the values
of 0 (the classical utilitarian model), 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 (considering only fairness fu).

Table 4 lists the average results for size n = 5, 10, 20, respectively, where z is the
average value of the sum of the assignment costs. It is to be noted that RAF this time
is calculated using the RAF minimisation and maximisation models from section 4.2. In
addition, the zmin and zmax values from the efficiency formula Eff (30) are given just
after the sub-table for each problem size.

Experiments results considering only lower bound. Table 5 presents the values of
our four fairness measures as a ratio of their absolute values to their lower bounds. The
experiments in this section were conducted on randomly generated instances of varying
sizes: 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100, with 20 instances for each size.

This allows for a comparison of the models based solely on their relative performance
to the lower bound, rather than taking into account both bounds. In this way, the difference
between the models is clearer compared to the results of Table 4.

The fairness measures are calculated as follows:
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Table 5. Results depending on problem size with only lower bounds
Size 5

Model Eff ′ EFM ′ RAF ′ OROCF ′

Nash 1.00 1.05 2.17 1.02
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 1.09 2.25 1.02

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.01 1.04 2.15 1.04
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 1.11 1.00 1.90 1.67

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 1.42 1.04 1.41 3.52
Envy-free (α = 1) 1.92 1.30 1.21 12.72

Size 10
Model Eff ′ EFM ′ RAF ′ OROCF ′

Nash 1.00 1.11 1.93 1.00
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 1.15 1.96 1.01

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.02 1.02 1.86 1.05
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 1.13 1.00 1.76 1.35

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 1.63 1.03 1.32 2.94
Envy-free (α = 1) 3.87 2.00 1.10 10.37

Size 20
Model Eff ′ EFM ′ RAF ′ OROCF ′

Nash 1.00 1.22 1.63 1.00
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 1.22 1.63 1.00

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.06 1.01 1.49 1.15
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 1.17 1.00 1.52 1.51

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 1.91 1.04 1.23 3.58
Envy-free (α = 1) 7.23 3.02 1.39 19.89

Size 50
Model Eff ′ EFM ′ RAF ′ OROCF ′

Nash 1.00 1.24 1.15 1.02
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 1.30 1.16 1.02

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.03 1.01 1.09 1.09
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 1.33 1.00 1.23 2.05

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 2.22 1.05 1.03 4.80
Envy-free (α = 1.00) 30.50 11.57 1.03 86.73
Size 100

Model Eff ′ EFM ′ RAF ′ OROCF ′

Nash 1.00 1.25 1.07 1.00
Envy-free (α = 0) 1.00 1.15 1.08 1.00

Envy-free (α = 0.25) 1.01 1.00 1.05 1.04
Envy-free (α = 0.5) 1.53 1.00 1.48 2.53

Envy-free (α = 0.75) 2.41 1.48 1.98 3.77
Envy-free (α = 1.00) 56.67 16.84 1.02 156.86

– EFM ′ = cwo
sol/c

wo
min

– RAF ′ = wsol/wmin

– OROCF ′ = ysol/ymin

– Eff ′ = zsol/zmin,
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where the used terminology is explained in Section 4. The values for these metrics are
in the range [1.0,+∞], with 1.0 indicating the best performance. The table shows the
average for the values obtained on 20 samples.

7.1. Interpretation of the results

The different models offer a good choice to pick from depending on the desired goal. In
the case that the system is aiming at giving the agents a similar cost, then using the envy-
free utilitarian model and increasing the value of α will considerately help. If however, the
system is aiming at an all-round and fast solution for allocating the tasks with both equity
and equality taken into account, then the Nash model will work very well. Indeed, if we
compare the Nash model to the Utilitarian model (α = 0), which gives us the best solution
for the system taken as a whole in terms of the cost paid by the agents, for each size we can
notice that all the fairness measures are better, closer to 1.0. What is even more noticeable
is that while being fairer overall, the efficiency of the Nash model is really good, with the
global cost of the solutions being roughly just as low as the Utilitarian model (α = 0).

As we can see in Table 5, the Envy-Free Utilitarian Model (EFUM) decreases its effi-
ciency as α increases, since a higher α gives more importance to the fairness (envy-free)
part. If α = 0, only the utilitarian part is considered, thus the optimal utilitarian solution
is obtained (Eff ′ = 1). The Nash model turns out to be optimal, from the utilitarian point
of view, in most experiments (on average, Eff ′ = 1).

The egalitarian fairness metric (EFM) measures how much the cost of the worst-off
agent is kept as low as possible in a given agent-task assignment. Total envy-freeness (α =
1) is not the best option because it is possible to obtain higher differences among assigned
costs (lower envy-freeness) even at a lower cost for the worst-off agent. Conversely, the
optimal utilitarian solution (α = 0) does not consider the worst-off agent cost at all and
obtains a much higher EFM ′ value. The best result from the egalitarian (EFM) point of
view is obtained by the EFUM with α values near 0.5, i.e. with a balance between the
fairness and utilitarian perspectives. The Nash model behaves quite similarly to the total
envy-freeness (α = 1) since it obtains the optimal solution in most of our experiments.

Regarding RAF, while it seems that increasing α for the EFUM gives better results
with smaller problem sizes, it is not consistent with size 20 (α = 0.5 and α = 1), size 50
(α = 0.5) and size 100 (α = 0.5 and α = 0.75). The Nash model, as mentioned above,
behaves very similarly to EFUM with α = 0, thus it obtains bad results from the RAF
measure point of view.

With regards to OROCF measure, EFUM is better for smaller α, i.e. in case we give
more importance to efficiency than to envy-freeness. We assume this is because OROCF
measures the loss against the most efficient solution from each local viewpoint. Since the
Nash model obtains the optimal solution in most of the cases, its OROCF ′ value can be
also very good (1).

7.2. Run time comparison

Table 6 shows CPLEX solving times (in seconds) we obtain when comparing the initial
quadratic version of RAF and the absolute version of RAF, for both minimising and max-
imising the related evaluation functions. The values shown are an average of 20 samples
for each size n = 5, 8, 10.
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Table 6. RAF run time comparison depending on size
Quadratic RAF run time (s) Absolute RAF run time (s)

size Min Max Min Max
5 0.066 0.113 0.035 0.110
8 1.329 2.575 0.075 2.323
10 354.104 456.932 0.368 57.183

We can see a huge improvement (reduction) in the time it takes for the solver to find
the solution for both the minimisation and the maximisation of the modified RAF measure
with absolute terms in comparison with the one with quadratic terms. This difference is
more noticeable with matrices of bigger size.

Now, looking at the average solving time for our models on the graphs of Fig. 1, tested
with four values of alpha for the envy-free model which are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0, we
can see that using the Utilitarian and Nash models we get the fastest results, with roughly
half a second of running time even for problems of size 200.

When solving the Envy-free model, we observe an exponential increase in the solving
time, with problems not being solved optimally after one hour for even small sizes of the
problem when alpha gets close to 1.

Stars in yellow in the graph indicate problem sizes for which CPLEX was unable to
find an optimal solution within an hour. In such instances, we used the relative Mixed
Integer Programming (MIP) gap to assess the proximity of the found solution to the opti-
mal solution. The MIP gap serves as an indicator of the proximity of the current solution
to the optimal solution. It is defined as the difference between the upper bound (repre-
senting the best-known upper bound on the objective value obtained thus far) and the
lower bound (representing the best-known lower bound on the objective value obtained
thus far), divided by the absolute value of the upper bound. This measure, expressed as a
precentage, provides a relative value, offering insights into the potential further reduction
in the objective value of the model after the prescribed one-hour run-time limit.

Here, when α = 0.75, the gap is 52% on average for problems of size 100, and it
is 76% on average for problems of size 200. When α = 1.0, the gap is 100% even for
problems of size 20, 50, 100 and 200. An MIP gap of 100% is a clear indication that the
solver has not yet been able to find a feasible solution within the defined constraints and
within the prescribed one-hour run-time limit.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the means of balancing efficiency and fairness in one-on-one
agent-task assignment in agent coalitions composed of individually rational agents. Here,
an agent decides to collaborate with other agents only if it brings an individual benefit that
is at least as good as when not collaborating. In this regard, we studied the utilitarian, egal-
itarian and Nash social welfare, the concepts from economics and philosophy that may
be applied in such multi-agent coalitions to tackle this issue. Since quantitative fairness
measures for task assignment are scarce and/or missing, we proposed three new fairness
measures: egalitarian fairness measure (EFM), relative all-to-all fairness measure (RAF),
and overall relative opportunity cost fairness (OROCF) measure. Moreover, to improve
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(a) Utilitarian Model (b) Nash Model

(c) Envy-free Model (α = 0.25) (d) Envy-free Model (α = 0.5)

(e) Envy-free Model (α = 0.75) (f) Envy-free Model (α = 1.0)

Fig. 1. Run time of the models depending on problem size
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the performance of the conventional task assignment model, we proposed the Nash model
for the one-on-one task assignment that minimises the product of the costs of each agent
considering one-on-one assignment constraints and the envy-free utilitarian model that
combines the envy-freeness concept, equity and the utilitarian social welfare measure.
The performed simulation experiments show that by using our newly proposed models,
we can achieve better fairness in terms of the proposed measures with little sacrifice in
the overall efficiency and that the envy-free utilitarian model can be adjusted depending
on the need for fairness in a coalition.

The potential impact of the proposed models and fairness measures in real-world ap-
plications is substantial. To implement the proposed system effectively, it is imperative to
establish an a priori agreement or contract defining the efficiency and fairness measures
for the multi-agent coalition.

In the domain of ride-sharing and delivery services, companies like Uber and Lyft can
employ these models to optimize efficiency while ensuring fairness among their drivers.
This approach can lead to improved driver satisfaction and retention rates. Additionally,
in labour markets and the gig economy, these concepts can be harnessed to allocate free-
lance and short-term work equitably through digital platforms. This benefits both workers
and employers by fostering a more engaged and content workforce. Furthermore, our
proposed models and fairness measures may be invaluable in supply chain management,
disaster response coordination, environmental conservation efforts, healthcare settings,
academic research collaborations, and smart grid management. These models excel at pro-
moting computationally efficient task allocation that strikes a balance between efficiency
and fairness, potentially resulting in enhanced productivity, coordination, and cooperation
across a diverse range of industries and sectors.

In future work, we plan to further study fairness measures, particularly the one encom-
passing both equality and equity to better support decision-making in collaborative and
cooperative open societies where agents can enter and leave the system at any time based
on their momentary interest. Moreover, we will focus on the three-index assignment prob-
lem where each agent requires a tool to perform a task. The assignment here is also per-
formed in a one-on-one manner. Similarly, crafting a multi-objective model which consid-
ers equality, equity and fairness for such a problem is a challenge worth facing henceforth
due to the importance of its impact in versatile real-world applications. These include
emergency services, agriculture fleet task coordination, delivery services, waste manage-
ment, construction and infrastructure projects, utility maintenance, and home healthcare,
among others.
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Abstract. Using reinforcement learning (RL) to support agents in making deci-
sions that consider more than one objective poses challenges. We formulate the
problem of multiple agents learning how to travel from A to B as a reinforcement
learning task modeled as a stochastic game, in which we take into account: (i) more
than one objective, (ii) non-stationarity, (iii) communication of local and non-local
information among the various actors. We use and compare RL algorithms, both
for the single objective (Q-learning), as well as for multiple objectives (Pareto Q-
learning), with and without non-local communication. We evaluate these methods
in a scenario in which hundreds of agents have to learn how to travel from their
origins to their destinations, aiming at minimizing their travel times, as well as the
carbon monoxide vehicles emit. Results show that the use of non-local communi-
cation reduces both travel time and emissions.

Keywords: reinforcement learning, multi-agent systems, multi-objective reinforce-
ment learning, route choice.

1. Introduction

Recent publications in the area of multi-agent systems are showing the value of using
multi-objective reinforcement learning (RL) in agents’ decision making processes. The
rationale here is that many tasks are better dealt with when multiple – possibly conflict-
ing objectives – are considered. Although this poses more challenges to RL, especially
when more than few agents interact, such formulation is useful in real-world problems as
for instance making decision regarding trips in traffic networks. In this domain, multiple
drivers must learn to reach their destinations, starting at their given origins. Depending on
the formulation of the RL task, agents construct their routes by making decisions about
which link to follow, once they find themselves at given locations. Thus, locations are
states and actions are selection of links. This way, agents learn how to construct a route
from their origins to their destinations.

Usually, for such learning task, a single objective is considered, namely minimizing
travel times. However, frequently, there are other objectives to be considered. For instance,
there are works that optimize two objectives – toll and travel time – such as [14, 21, 22].
These works are based on methods that are centralized and do not involve RL.
⋆ Extended version of a paper presented at the ATT 2022 workshop.
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Route choice using travel time and toll by means of RL is addressed by [8]; however
this work deals with agents selecting among k pre-computed routes that take the agents
from their origins to their destinations. This means that the RL task involves only one
state (stateless RL), namely the origin node, where an agent makes a decision (select
one of the k routes). Then the agent follows the selected route without making further
decisions during the trip. For this kind of problem, the work described in [8] extends a
Bandit algorithm like UCB [1], in order to account for multiple objectives and for multiple
learning agents.

In contrast to the aforementioned works, in the present paper, each agent or driver
not only performs its optimization process locally (in a decentralized way), by means
of multi-objective RL (MORL), but also it builds its trip by making decisions at each
intersection (that function as states). Hence, the underlying learning task is state-based.

Other characteristics of the problem we deal with is that it involves many agents com-
peting for resources. This also poses challenges to RL methods, even if only one objective
is considered. Specifically, the fact that there are many agents learning simultaneously
causes the environment to be non-stationary.

As these features make the learning task hard, in this paper we aim at investigating
the benefits of communication among the various actors (vehicles, elements of the road
infrastructure) and, in particular, the role of using non-local information. The rationale
for this research question relates to benefits reported in the area of new communication
technologies such as vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication ( [9, 10, 17–19]). We
posit that, by effectively using communication-based approaches, congestion and, conse-
quently, emissions can be reduced.

In short, a decentralized RL-based approach to routing involves the following issues:
(i) agents learning simultaneously result in non-stationarity; (ii) there are potentially two
or more objectives to be optimized; (iii) the underlying learning task is modeled as a
stochastic game, where states (in which decisions about which link to take are made) are
the intersections of the networks; (iv) communication among the various actors in the
road network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses back-
ground concepts and gives an overview on the related work. Section 3 details the proposed
method. Its evaluation in a proof-of-concept scenario is discussed in Section 4. Conclud-
ing remarks and future directions are given in Section 5.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we briefly introduce underlying concepts on RL, as well as on traffic
assignment, route choice, and routing (including multi-objective variants), as well as on
V2I and other types of communication that are possible in a road network.

2.1. Reinforcement Learning

In RL, an agent learns how to act in an environment, by receiving a feedback (reward) that
measures how its action has affected the environment. The agent does not a priori know
how its actions affect the environment, hence it has to learn this by trial and error, which
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characterizes an exploration phase. Such phase may be very noisy in multiagent scenar-
ios, given that all agents are learning simultaneously and hence have to adapt to others’
exploration processes. However, agents should not only explore; in order to maximize the
rewards of their actions, they also have to exploit the gained knowledge. Thus, there must
be an exploration-exploitation strategy that is to be followed by the agents. One of these
strategies is ε-greedy, where an action is randomly chosen (exploration) with a probability
ε, or , with probability 1-ε, the best known action is chosen, i.e., the one with the highest
value so far (exploitation).

In the exploitation phase, at each interaction, it is assumed that an agent has sensors to
determine its current state and can then make an action. The reward perceived or received
from the environment is used to update its policy, i.e., a mapping from states to actions.
This policy can be generated or computed in several ways. For the sake of the present
paper, we concentrate on a model-free, off-policy algorithm called Q-learning or QL [23]
and its extensions. In QL, the value of a state st and action at at time t is updated based
on Eq. 1, where α ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate, γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor, st+1 is
the next state and rt is the reward received when the agent moves from st to st+1 after
selecting action at in state st.

The reason for using QL is based on the fact that it has proven both effective and effi-
cient, i.e., leads to agents learning routes that quickly optimize some quantity (normally,
but not only, travel time). See references in the next section.

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α(rt + γmax
a

(Q(st+1, a))−Q(st, at)) (1)

RL can be employed to compute how drivers learn how to go from A to B in a trans-
portation network. The next section thus introduces this learning task.

2.2. How to Travel from A to B?

In this section, we first discuss the terminology that is related to this problem. Then, we
introduce concepts underlying the definition of an urban network (topology), as well as
the demand side. Finally, we discuss the need for multi-objective approaches.

Given a road network and the demand for its use (number of trips per unit of time),
the task of finding out how each unit of a demand realizes its travel needs can be solved
in different ways, although most of them seek to compute the so-called user equilibrium,
i.e., the condition in which no user is better off by changing its route. We recall that, in the
literature, demand can be expressed as user, trip, traveller, agent, or vehicle, depending on
the community.

In the transportation community this problem is normally known as the traffic as-
signment problem (TAP), which is solved in a centralized fashion, mostly via a macro-
scopic approach using a volume-delay function (VDF), which estimates the travel time
as a function of the volume of trips; see Chapter 10 of [12] for details. In the computer
science community, that task is frequently solved by means of RL in a decentralized way,
in the sense that agents learn how to reach their destinations, by performing experiments
(exploration) until they learn their respective routes (which is equivalent to the condition
under the user equilibrium). This tasks admits two variants: in the first, an agent knows
a set of precomputed routes (or is able to compute them), and its task is to choose a
route among them (again by means of experimenting with several selections of actions
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or routes). Once such choice is done, an agent travels the route, without changes during
the trip. Examples of this approach are [11,15] among others. The second variant departs
from the assumption that agents are given a set of k shortest routes. Instead, agents make
choices during the trip (e.g., at each intersection, or at each important point of decision),
thus building the actual route while traveling, i.e., they decide which link to follow once
they find themselves in each vertex. This is the approach followed in [2, 19] and also in
the present paper.

In terms of RL, these two variants have a key difference. While the latter is a classical
RL task with a set of states (e.g., each decision points), and a set of actions, the former
belongs to the stateless RL front, where agents basically need to select an action at their
respective origin node or state. Moreover, this learning task resembles Bandit algorithms
such as UCB [1]. Henceforth, we refer to the former as route choice (as the agent simply
chooses a route and remain on it), while the latter is referred here as routing to convey the
idea that the trip is built during the actual routing task.

Regarding approaches that were already proposed to tackle this problem, in the lit-
erature, there are various approaches to solve the TAP; here we refer only to those that
address more than one objective such as [5, 14, 21, 22]. Others can be found in [3].

Regarding route choice, the reader is referred to [11,15]; in particular, multi-objective
route choice is tackled by [8]. All these works use a macroscopic approach in the sense
that VDFs are used to provide a reward for each agent based on the flow on a given route.

Routing is less common in the literature but some works appear in [6, 17–19]. While
the former employs a VDF to compute rewards (thus, a macroscopic approach), the last
two use a microscopic simulator, where vehicles realize the actual driving movements.
As such, rewards (e.g., travel times) are given by the simulator itself and correspond to a
more realistic reward (as opposed to the estimation provided by a VDF).

Next we briefly review the concept of transportation network and the demand that
uses it. Formally, a traffic network can be modeled as a graph G = (V,L), where V is
the set of vertices or nodes that represent the intersections, and L, the set of links that
describe the segments connecting a pair of vertices. In the network, trips are distributed
among a set of origin-destination (OD) pairs; each corresponding to a certain demand for
trips. These then translates into flows on the various links.

In all methods it is assumed that agents (drivers) are rational, thus each selects the
route or link with the least perceived individual cost, in order to travel from its origin to
its destination. Several factors may influence this decision, such as travel time, distance,
monetary cost (e.g., toll), fuel consumption, battery, emission of pollutants, etc.

Traditionally, multi-objective traffic assignment is modeled by using a linear combi-
nation of the various objectives, as proposed, for instance, by Dial in [5] for a bi-objective
assignment. Such a linear combination has some drawbacks. For instance, efficient routes
may be missed, as discussed in [21]: in a nutshell, the key point is that algorithms that use
a linear combination only identify supported solutions at extreme points, while there may
be other efficient solutions that are not considered in that group but could be preferred by
some users.

Hence, it is necessary to have alternative solutions. One issue that arises is that, in a
multi-objective scenario, there is a set of efficient solutions rather than just one. Different
solutions have been proposed in the transportation and optimization communities; see for
instance [5,14,21,22]. We remark that all these methods rely on a set of (pre-computed) k
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shortest paths and are centralized. Thus, they are not useful in a multiagent environment
where each agent should learn by its own experience using RL, nor they fit a state-based
RL task, where agents learn at each intersection.

2.3. A Multi-objective Approach to Q-learning

In this section we discuss how to use QL when agents need to deal with more than one
objective. For more details we refer readers to other sources, which also cover other ap-
proaches; see [7, 13].

In order to extend the aformentioned QL algorithm, [20] proposed Pareto Q-learning
(PQL), which integrates the Pareto dominance relation into a MORL approach. PQL con-
siders both the immediate reward vector and the set of expected future discounted reward
vectors in order to compute the so-called Q-sets, which are composed of vectors. In PQL,
the set of expected future discounted reward vectors relies on a function, called ND (from
non-dominated), that finds those vectors that correspond to the possible future states, and
which are not Pareto-dominated.

Eq. 2 shows how Q-sets are calculated. R̄(s, a) denotes the immediate reward vector
and NDt(s, a) is the set of non-dominated vectors in the next state s, which is reached by
performing action a at time step t. R̄(s, a) is added to each element of γ NDt(s, a). When
a is selected at s, both terms are updated. R̄(s, a) is updated according to Eq. 3, where R⃗
is the new reward vector and N(s, a) is the number of times action a was selected in s.
NDt(s, a) is updated as shown in Eq. 4, using the non-dominated vectors in the Q̃set of
every action a′ in the next state s′.

Q̃set(s, a) = R̄(s, a)⊕ γ NDt(s, a) (2)

R̄(s, a) = R̄(s, a) +
R⃗− R̄(s, a)

N(s, a)
(3)

NDt(s, a) = ND(∪a′Q̃set(s
′, a′)) (4)

PQL learns the entire Pareto front, finding multiple Pareto optimal solutions, provided
that each state-action pair is sufficiently sampled. This algorithm is not biased by the
Pareto front shape (algorithms that find a single policy and use scalarization cannot sample
the entire Pareto front if it is non-convex) or a weight vector (it guides the exploration to
specific parts of the search space).

Note that PQL assumes that the environment is deterministic, hence it is not directly
useful for environments in which the presence of multiple agents learning simultaneously
causes non-stationarity, as for instance the route choice domain we discuss ahead. There-
fore, we adapted PQL to deal with multiple objectives and with multiple agents (thus, a
non-stationary environment). Henceforth this adapted algorithm is denoted as aPQL.

2.4. Communication in Road Networks

As aforementioned, communication in road networks (among vehicles, between vehicles
and infrastructure, etc.) has started to receive attention also in the traffic engineering com-
munity. The reader is referred to [9] (focusing on how autonomous vehicles and connected
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vehicles are expected to increase the throughput of highway facilities, as well as improve
the stability of the traffic stream), and to [10] (for applications).

The use of this kind of technology was investigated by us previously in [17–19], where
we have connected it to MARL, in order to investigate how V2I communication could help
drivers in RL-based trip building or routing. In these works, the infrastructure is able to
communicate with the vehicles, both collecting information about their most recent travel
times (on given links), as well as providing them with information that was collected
from other vehicles. However, besides considering a single objective only, links in the
infrastructure only exchange information if they are connected by a junction, i.e., only
local information is considered, whereas in the present paper we also consider that those
links share non-local information that they acquire from links that are similar to them.
For this, as detailed ahead, we employ a virtual graph where nodes are the (road) links
and edges exist between any two links that have similar values in terms of travel time and
emission. This kind of approach was also used by [4]. However, that work left the use of
multiple objectives as an open direction.

3. Methodology

This section details our methods. We start by defining the virtual graph that connects ele-
ments of the road network, thus allowing them to communicate and exchange information
that will then be passed to drivers, to help these to make decisions. These are the topics
presented in the next two subsections. We then formalize the learning task itself, ending
the section recapitulating the main points of the approach.

3.1. Terminology: Road Network and Virtual Graph

We start by stressing that we deal with two sorts of graphs. First, a road network is a
(planar) graph G = (I, L), where I is the set of intersections, and L is the set of links. In
short, G represents the road network and mirrors its topology. For example, as discussed
ahead in more details, in Fig. 2 G is a 5 × 5 grid, in which intersections A4 and B4 are
connected by a link A4<-->B4.

The other graph refers to non-local connections among two (not necessarily physically
close) links l1 ∈ L and l2 ∈ L (as, e.g., A4<-->B4 and C1<-->D1 in Fig. 2). A
connection in this graph arises if both show similar patterns. We call this a virtual graph
denoted by V G = (L,E), where L is the set of links (note that now links act as vertices
in V G), and E is the set of edges that connect two links that have similar patterns, as
described next in more details.

In order to apply non-local communication to share information across the network,
V G connects links in the network that share similar attributes. In V G, every node is a
link l ∈ L at a specific time step. An edge is only created when two of these nodes share
similar attributes. This happens as follows: first of all, data related to some attributes of
the links is gathered along time. This data can either be historical data or be collected
in a simulation. This way, various attributes, such as travel time, link occupancy and CO
(carbon monoxide) emission are collected at each time step. The data is then normalized
and used to compare every link at a time step against every other link, checking if the
absolute difference between the values of their attributes is within a defined threshold ∆.
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If two links have attributes whose values are within ∆, an edge between them is added to
V G.

Fig. 1a shows an instance1 of such a virtual graph (corresponding to the network G
depicted in Fig. 2), whereas, for a better visualization, Fig. 1b shows a zoom of that graph,
where some relationships among similar links can be better seen. The labels of the vertices
are formed by the link ID plus the time interval in which their values were found to be
similar.
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Fig. 1. Instance of a virtual graph VG

3.2. Communication Using the Virtual Graph

The central idea of the communication using the virtual graph is to extend the commu-
nication between driver agents and elements of the road infrastructure (mostly the links
via communication devices installed on them), so that such elements send information
about the status of the links to drivers. For example, assume that l1 and l2 are neighbors
in the V G because, despite not being close, they share similar values for some selected
attributes. This means that they both exchange information, which is then passed to those
driver agents that intend to use such links.

More specifically, an intersection collects information from its incoming links, defined
in the physical road network G. Additionally, given that these incoming links may have
virtual neighbors in the virtual graph V G, information about their virtual neighbors are
also passed to the links. Once an intersection i has collected such information, it updates
a table in which the last 30 entries are kept in a FIFO way, for each attribute. This window
size was used in [18] for the same scenario. In the present paper, an intersection stores
information also about travel time and CO emission.

1 For sake of clarity, we have generated such figure using an arbitrary low number of time steps; the actual
graph is denser than represented in that figure.
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The intersection then communicates to each nearby driver agent an aggregation of
those values kept in the tables, i.e., potential rewards that the driver may obtain if selecting
each action in that particular state. The agent then perceives this information as expected
rewards for the actions available to it.

To summarize, the purpose of the virtual graph V G is to indicate which links in the
road network should exchange information about the network during communication at
various moments throughout the simulation. The V G relates links that share similar pat-
terns, therefore these links will exchange information with each other during the simu-
lation in an effort to accelerate and improve the learning of the agents, given that the
experiences of the agents are widely shared across the network.

3.3. The Learning Task Formalized as a Markov Decision Process

In this section, we discuss how the learning task was formalized as an MDP (see Sec-
tion 2.1).

Recall that driver agents build their routes by making decisions about which link to
follow, when finding themselves in a given intersection. Thus, in this routing learning task,
each intersection i ∈ I within a traffic network G is a state s, and the actions correspond
to the links an agent might take when in s (i.e., links that leave the intersection).

Regarding the environment, the transition model is implemented by a microscopic
traffic simulator, which moves vehicles along the network.

As for the rewards, since we deal with a multi-objective scenario, the rewards returned
by the simulator are assembled in a vector; this way, the reward function definition is
R : S×A→ Rn, where n is the number of objectives. As presented ahead in Section 4.2,
in the present paper we deal with agents aiming at optimizing two objectives: travel time
and carbon monoxide emission. However, the proposed method is general and can be used
if more objectives are taken into account.

At this stage, a note about action selection is necessary. Originally, to deal with reward
being a vector, in the PQL algorithm (i.e., as proposed in [20]), every pair state-action
(s, a) is associated with a set of non-dominated points that represents the Pareto front. Q-
sets are computed as in Eq. 2 and are used to compute a hypervolume of the Pareto front.
This is then used to determine the best action. In our case, this was not effective given
that the Q-sets tend to contain few points only, thus computations based on hypervolume
tend to be ineffective. Therefore, we had to modify the action selection strategy. Instead of
using the hypervolume of the Pareto front to determine the best action, we let each agent
select randomly (with uniform probability, at each decision point, and independently of
one another) which objective is to be optimized at that given step. This seems to be a
fair substitution for the hypervolume and avoids biasing towards one objective. Once a
particular objective is randomly drawn, then an agent uses the ε-greedy strategy to select
an action, given the Q-set. Note that the approach continues to be multi-objective, as all
objectives have their values updated after a given action was selected. To differentiate
from PQL, we refer to our approach as aPQL.

3.4. The Whole Picture

Algorithm 1 shows how our method works for each agent, in terms of how it deals with
learning when getting additional information gain from communication. Each agent trav-
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Algorithm 1: Main Procedure (for each agent)
Data: M , origin, destination, learningParameters

1 step← 0
2 agent starts trip in its origin
3 while step < M do
4 if agent has reached a decision point then
5 r⃗ ← reward from last link
6 communication agent and infrastructure
7 computation of potential rewards
8 update of knowledge base
9 if reached its destination then

10 agent restarts trip in its origin
11 else
12 agent chooses a new action (link to travel)
13 end
14 end
15 step← step+ 1

16 end

els the links and make decisions at the intersections, until step = M (maximum number
of steps).

Lines 4 through 14 correspond to the behaviour an agent has when it reaches an in-
tersection. It perceives its reward from traveling through a link (Line 5): this reward is
a vector composed by one element per objective (e.g., two objectives for travel time and
CO emission). The agent then communicates with the intersection’s infrastructure element
(IE), informing its perceived reward and retrieving the expected rewards, as discussed in
Section 3.2.

It then uses its own perceived reward, as well as the expected rewards communicated
by the IE (Line 8) in order to update its knowledge base. For our experiments (Section 4),
we compare QL with aPQL. An agent learning using QL thus updates its Q-Table (Eq. 1),
while an agent using aPQL updates its ND set (Eq. 4).

If an agent reaches its destination, it gets reinserted at its corresponding origin to start
a new trip. Otherwise, it chooses which link to travel next. This action selection uses the
ε−greedy strategy, as discussed in Section 3.3. This means the agent will take the action
which maximizes its future gains with a probability of (1 − ε), or take a random action
with a probability of ε.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Network and Demand

To test the approach, we used a 5× 5 grid network depicted in Fig. 2. The demand corre-
sponding to the OD (origin-destination) matrix is shown in in Table 1. Each link shown in
Figure 2 is two-way. We recall that both the network and this demand were used in [16].
Simulations were carried out using a microscopic traffic simulator, namely SUMO.
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Fig. 2. 5x5 Grid Network (as in [19])

4.2. Specifying the MDP For This Scenario

In a traditional RL environment, at each time step, each agent finds itself in state s,
chooses action a, receives a reward and transitions to a state s′. In the learning task at
hand, time steps are controlled by the microscopic simulator and correspond to a unit
of time (such as one second). This has important consequences. First, not all time steps
count as decision-making steps; these only happen when an agent is at an intersection.
The rest of the time steps are used (e.g., see plots ahead) just as clock units. Second, dif-
ferent agents find themselves either in decision-making states, or are moving along a link
(thus, not updating their value functions), or have reached their destinations. In the latter
case, an episode is finished for that particular agent. Since travel times and destinations
are different for most of the agents, episodes are not synchronous. Therefore, in general,
we do not refer to episodes; rather, we use the clock units or time steps of the simulator
to depict time. To account for the simulation time, we use the parameter M (maximum
number of steps), as introduced in Section 3.

Next, we detailed how we deal with multiple objectives in the reward function for this
specific scenario.

In the exploration phase, due to uncoordinated action selection by the agents, conges-
tion may occur in the road network, which impacts the reward of the agents, while also
inserting noise in the learning process, which then leads to slow convergence. In order to
speed up this process, and avoid agents wandering around the road network performing
experimentation, two hyper-parameters were used. See [16] for details.

4.3. Parameters and Their Values

The parameters discussed in Section 3 were set as follows: maximum simulation steps
M = 40, 000 and threshold ∆ = 0.005. Two attributes were considered, namely travel
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Table 1. Demand (nb. of trips) per OD-pair

.

OD-Pairs Demand

Bottom0—Top4 51

Top4—Bottom0 51

Bottom4—Top0 51

Top0—Bottom4 51

Bottom1—Top3 43

Bottom3—Top1 43

Top3—Bottom1 43

Top1—Bottom3 43

Left1—Right3 43

Right3—Left1 43

Left3—Right1 43

Right1—Left3 43

Left0—Right4 51

Right4—Left0 51

Left4—Right0 51

Right0—Left4 51

time and CO emission. We remark that these values are provided by the traffic simulator
(SUMO).

The method proposed was compared against: no learning (which means that the driver
agents follow routes given by SUMO’s trip assignment); QL without the use of the virtual
graph VG; QL combined with VG; aPQL without VG; and aPQL combined with VG.
Recall that, when QL was used, the reward was a scalar, i.e., either travel time or CO
emission (but not both together as it is the case with aPQL). Hence, we have run two
distinct simulations: one in which the reward is based on the travel time alone, and another
in which the reward is given by the CO emission. Following values reported in [16], for
QL we have set the parameters – for both QL and aPQL– as follows: learning rate α = 0.5,
discount factor γ = 0.9, and ε = 0.05.

Its is also worth mentioning that, due to the stochastic nature of all methods we used
for comparison, each of them were repeated 10 times. In the plots ahead, we show the
mean values (and their standard deviations, as shadows).

4.4. Discussion of the Results

We first discuss plots that relate to travel time. For the sake of showing some baselines, in
a first group (Fig. 3), we compare plots regarding QL with and without the use of the VG,
and these against the case without learning. The latter is shown in Fig. 3a, where we can
observe an average travel time per link around 50 time steps (or seconds). Note also that
this plot is associated with a high deviation over the 10 repetitions.
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Fig. 3. Travel time (average per link)
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The cases in which QL was used appear in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c. We can see that in the
former, there is an improvement in performance (compared to the case without learning),
as the travel time decreases to a value slightly over 40 when QL is used without the VG.
When the VG is used, we see a further improvement. We stress that in both these cases,
only travel time is being optimized so the use of the virtual graph is of reduced value.
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(a) aPQL
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(b) aPQL plus virtual graph

Fig. 4. Travel time (continued)

What interests us is indeed the case in which both objectives are considered together,
i.e., the multi-objective approach that is proposed here. This case is shown in two plots in
Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows results for aPQL without the use of the VG, while Fig. 4b depicts
the case in which VG is used. In both cases we see an improvement when compared with
plots in Fig. 3: now the travel time converges to a value slightly over 30, with the latter
– in which the VG was used – being better, as the travel time is lower and there are less
oscillations.

It may not be completely obvious why in the multi-objective case we also observe
a reduction in the travel time. We have conducted a (not yet extensive) investigation and
concluded that the reason for such behavior is that, by minimizing emissions together with
travel time, certain routes are chosen that distribute the vehicles better in the network
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(as this reduces emissions). This in turn leads to lesser travel times. It remains to be
investigated how correlated these two objectives are.

Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the results that relate to emission of CO. The plot in Fig. 5a
shows the baseline when no learning algorithm was used. One observes a convergence
to an emission of around 600 in mg/s. This value is then decreased when QL is used:
to around 500 (Fig. 5b). When QL is combined with the VG (Fig. 5c), there is a further
improvement.

Then, in Fig. 6, we show the plots for the multi-objective approach, where we can
observe an even higher improvement, with the emission decreasing to values over 400.
Finally, when the VG is combined with aPQL, the values decrease to below 400.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Using RL to support agents making decisions that consider more than one objective poses
challenges. We formulate the problem of multiple agents learning to travel from A to B
in a traffic network as an RL task in which: (i) agents learning simultaneously result in
non-stationarity; (ii) there are potentially two or more objectives to be optimized; (iii) the
underlying learning task is modeled as a stochastic game, where states are intermediary
locations in the networks (such as intersections), in which decisions are made about which
link to take; (iv) non-local information is shared among elements of the infra-structure,
which is then passed to driver agents.

To solve this task, we propose an adaptation in an existing algorithm, PQL [20]. This
algorithm deals with more than one objective, but it was originally formulated for single-
agent learning tasks, in which the environment is deterministic. In route choice, neither
of these apply. Thus our adaptation addresses them. Moreover, we have combined this
algorithm with a virtual graph that allows non-local communication.

We have applied the proposed method to a scenario in which driver agents compete
for a scarce resource (link usage), and have to learn how to travel from their origins to
their destinations, aiming at minimizing their travel times, as well as the CO vehicles
emit. Results show that the adapted algorithm, combined with the virtual graph is able to
find routes that result both on lower travel times as well as emissions of CO.

As aforementioned, we intend to investigate the effect of a possible correlation be-
tween the two objectives we are using in the learning task.
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Abstract. Sustainability is the ability to maintain and preserve natural and man-
made systems for the benefit of current and future generations. The three pillars
of sustainability are social, economic, and environmental. These pillars are interde-
pendent and interconnected, meaning that progress in one area can have positive or
negative impacts on the others. This calls for smart methods to balance such bene-
fits and find solutions that are optimal with respect to all the three pillars of sustain-
ability. By using AI methods, in particular, genetic algorithms for multiobjective
optimisation, we can better understand and manage complex systems in order to
achieve sustainability. In the context of sustainability-oriented ridesharing, genetic
algorithms can be used to optimise route finding in order to lower the cost of trans-
portation and reduce emissions. This work contributes to this domain by using AI,
specifically genetic algorithms for multiobjective optimisation, to improve the effi-
ciency and sustainability of transportation systems. By using this approach, we can
make progress towards achieving the goals of the three pillars of sustainability.

Keywords: Ridesharing, Multiobjective Algorithm, Mobility-on-demand, Sustain-
able Transportation, Evolutionary Computation.

1. Introduction

Mobility-On-Demand (MOD) services traditionally aim to reduce the economic and en-
vironmental cost of transportation [11,1]. Roughly speaking, MOD promises to utilise the
mobility capacity in a more efficient way (leading to reductions in the collective and in-
dividual economic costs), while also reducing emissions caused (e.g., by avoiding single-
driver journeys). Therefore, MOD systems and methods to support their implementation
directly contribute to Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 11 and 13 on sustainable
cities and communities and climate action, respectively. If MOD is widely adopted, cities
will enjoy its environmental and economic benefits and take a step towards mitigating
climate change. However, if such services merely focus on what is optimal from the ser-
vice providers’ perspective and ignore users’ requirements, it will be difficult to encourage

⋆ The initial idea behind this work was presented at ATT’22: Workshop Agents in Traffic and Transportation,
July 25, 2022, Vienna, Austria [15].
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users to move towards this service and ignore the comfort of using personal vehicles. Such
a sustainability-oriented transition necessitates looking not only at operators’ (economic)
criteria, but also evaluating how a particular routing choice may affect individuals, e.g.,
via their total travel or waiting times. In this work, we argue that sustainable ridesharing
needs to capture all the three pillars of economic, environmental, and social sustainabil-
ity [19] and aim for routing solutions that are balanced with respect to all three aspects.
The economic and environmental aspects call for minimising respective costs, both at a
collective level, but also (to ensure fairness) for all the riders. Finally, the social aspect
requires considering fairness in distributing tasks among drivers such that riders receive
a balanced workload. Thus, addressing the routing problem in sustainable ridesharing re-
quires a multiobjective approach that captures potential trade-offs among different aspects
of sustainability for generating sustainable routing options.3

As discussed in related work, e.g., [21,1,25], the multidimensionality and complexity
of the ridesharing routing problem, and, in our case, in view of the three pillars of sustain-
ability, result in inapplicability of exact multiobjective optimisation techniques and justi-
fies using genetic algorithms (GA). While [12] explored adopting reinforcement learning
for multiobjective optimisation, this work considers GA to provide a diverse range of
solutions (for a diverse set of users). Multiobjective GA allows capturing various objec-
tives with fewer compromises regarding scalability [10]. In particular, we use a form of
the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) that is proven to be effective in
various mobility settings [8].

Against this background, for the first time in this work, we capture the social and
environmental aspects of sustainable routing in ridesharing and use genetic algorithms
for generating routing options that consider all three pillars of sustainability. This is the
first approach that integrates these two pillars of sustainability into traditional models
of (purely) economic sustainability and generates routing solutions under six sustainable
ridesharing objectives: travelling time, waiting time, overall/excess distance, travel cost,
total emission, and working time balance. The list of sustainable routing options can be
used in a “user participation” phase (e.g., in ridesharing services), where riders can se-
lect their desired route from a list of options. Using our approach, service providers can
generate routing options that balance all the three pillars of economic, environmental,
and social sustainability. In addition, they can provide routing options that reflect riders’
preferences (e.g., by focusing on the environmental dimension). This is a step towards
integrating equitability and user participation [2] into sustainable ridesharing practices.

In the remaining sections of this paper, we present a detailed explanation of the pro-
posed ridesharing algorithm in Section, following which, in Section 3, is a brief introduc-
tion of the genetic algorithm (NAGA3) that we adopted; Section 4 explains the conducted
experiments and illustrates the experiments results with respect to multiple aspects, and
at the end, Section 5 concludes the contribution of this work.

3 In view of human-centred AI techniques and the need for developing trustworthy human-AI partner-
ships [20], we see sustainable ridesharing as an inherently sociotechnical problem and argue that its ac-
ceptance by society depends on the ability to capture all the three aspects of economic, environmental, and
social sustainability.
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2. Sustainable Ridesharing

The ridesharing routing problem is to allocate a given set of riders to vehicles with respect
to different objectives. Each rider requires a ride from its starting point to its destination,
along with a specified earliest departure time for taking a ride. Each vehicle can take a
limited number of riders aboard at the same time, excluding the driver, which we refer to
as its capacity. And the driving costs and capacity of a vehicle are associated with its type.
A solution to the ridesharing routing problem is an arrangement that sends vehicles to pick
up riders at their starting point, and then drops them off at their destination. The objec-
tives evaluate the efficiency of a solution. In the following, we present the mathematical
notations used for modelling the ridesharing problem and developing our approach.

2.1. Ride Requests

In the ridesharing routing problem, all the riders post their ride requests at the beginning.
Let R be the set of posted requests and r represent a single request. To locate riders, we
adopt a graph structure to model the real-world map, i.e., a map graph is G = (N,E),
where nodes in N represent the intersections on a real-world map and edges in E that
link nodes together represent the roads between intersections. In general, to represent an
intersection, a node is in the form of a tuple marking the latitude and longitude of the
intersection. Thereby, let r(s, t, u) denote a rider’s request for a ride from node s to node
t along with an earliest time for the rider to leave, u.

2.2. Features of Vehicles

To model the sustainability of the ridesharing routing problem from economic, environ-
ment and social aspects, this work considers 3 features of a vehicle as well as its location.
Let V be the set of available vehicles and v(s, t, p, e, c) denote a vehicle that starts work-
ing at node s, returns to node t at the end of its service with a physical capacity of p,
emission level of e and a travelling cost per kilometre, c, including the driver wage, ve-
hicle maintenance and fuel costs. Regardless of the difference of vehicle brands, there
is a positive correlation between c and p. Hence, we assume that c = α × p for a ve-
hicle and α varies according to the type of vehicle. For a pessimistic estimation, we use
α = 1 in our experiments. Besides, the emission level of a vehicle e is a vector, and the
ith element in the vector, ei, denotes the emission rate of a vehicle when there are i riders
aboard, since different numbers of riders aboard cause different emission rate. Specifi-
cally, in this work, the emission of a vehicle generally includes greenhouse gas (GHG)
and air pollution. With respect to the reports from the UK’s Department for Transport [16]
and National Atmospheric Emission Inventory (NAEI) [23], and the EU standard vehicle
emissions calculator, COPERT [9], the GHG and air pollution emission of a vehicle per
kilometre are mainly related to the fuel and type of a vehicle, but the emission of GHG
also depends on the number of passengers. Therefore, we model the emission level of a
vehicle as a vector, where each element represents a emission rate associated with a num-
ber of riders on board. Notice that we also assume that all vehicles will drive at the same
speed to simplify the problem. The is because the experimental data used in this work are
city driving records which is more believed to be limited by the traffic condition instead
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Table 1. Estimated Features for Different Types of Vehicle
Vehicle Type Fuel Capacity Vector of Emission Level Cost

1 Mini Car Petrol 1 <1, 2× 0.9 > 1

2 Car Electric 3
<1/3.4, 2/3.4 × 90%,

3
3/3.4 ×90%2, 4/3.4×90%3 >

3 Medium Car Petrol 6 <1, 2× 90%, · · · , 7×90%7 > 10
4 Large Car Petrol 10 <1, 2× 90%, · · · , 11×90%10 > 10

of the type of vehicles. This setting can be simply extended to simulate a dynamic speed
by varying the speed in a range of minimum to maximum urban/legal speed.

The features of a vehicle, such as capacity, emission level and travelling cost, depend
on its type. We consider 3 types of general passenger vehicles according to the vehicle
categories specified on the UK Driving Licence Categories [22]: Small cars, medium-
sized vehicles, large vehicles4. Table 1 lists their features. To simulate the emission level
of different types of vehicles, we use the car type with a petrol engine and one passenger
on board as the standard, and assume it emits 1 unit of greenhouse gas and air pollution
per kilometre (e.g., 1 unit could be 100g of CO2) and costs 1 price unit per kilometer
(e.g., $1). According to the Transport and Environment Statistics [16], “an average petrol
car emits around 4 times more per passenger than the equivalent journey by coach, or 3.4
times more per passenger emitted by the average electric car”, and “maximising the num-
ber of people per vehicle can reduce emissions per person”. Hence, we assume that the
average emission per passenger reduces by 10% when the number of passengers aboard
increases and the cost of vehicles are related with its capacity. The emission column in
Table 1 lists the emission vector for each vehicle type where elements in the vector are
emissions of a vehicle in the order of 0 passengers to its full capacity.

Our focus in this work is to demonstrate the impact of emissions of vehicles, and we
are aware of the existence of other types of vehicles, such as motorcycles, and different
types of emission calculators [24]. The types of vehicles and the emission estimation
considered in this work are standard types and presented for the purpose of showing the
performance of the approach.

2.3. Computational Complexity

To understand the complexity of ridesharing problem, we can analyse the number of ar-
rangements and driving routes of all vehicles, First, the number of possible arrangements
is |V ||R| since individual riders have |V | options for their rides without considering fea-
sibility, i.e. constrains such as the capacities of vehicles and the relative order of starting
points and destinations to stop by. Regrading an arrangement, for each vehicle arranged to
offer rider to τ passengers, there are 2τ ! different driving routes to stop by all the starting
points and destinations of those riders. To simplify the calculation, assume the computa-
tional complexity of justifying whether a route is feasible and calculating objectives are
O(|V |). In addition, given multiple objectives, assume the best weights of multiple ob-
jectives for a ridesharing problem is preserved. Thereby, the computational complexity of

4 we exclude minibuses and buses [6]. Since they have stable routes and we do not consider asking riders to
change vehicles during their rider, they left no space for picking riders at their starting points.
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ridesharing problem to find an optimal arrangement regrading the objectives is

O(R, V,Objectives) = O(|V |+ |V ||R| ×
∏

τ1,·,τ|V |

2τi!),

where
∑|V |

i=1 τi = |R|.
It will be expensive to find one optimal arrangement, especially when no prior knowl-

edge is given about the method to balance multiobjectives. In the following sections,
we will explain our design to filter out infeasible arrangements and adopt an genetic al-
gorithm to efficiently generate diverse arrangements without requiring prior knowledge
about multiobjectives.

2.4. Solution Design

Our intelligent routing approach is based on genetic algorithms [17]. First, we model
an arrangement that a vehicle picks up and drops off a rider as a genetic chromosome:
(vehicle, weight of picking up priority, weight of dropping off priority), and a solution to
the ridesharing routing problem of arranging vehicles for m riders as:

r1 : (v1, w1[s], w1[t])
r2 : (v2, w2[s], w2[t])
· · · · · ·
rm : (vm, wm[s], wm[t])

 (1)

For rider ri, vi denotes the vehicle that serves ri a ride, wi[s] is a positive real number that
represents the priority weight of picking up ri, and wi[t] is a real number that indicates
the priority weight of ri to get off vi at its destination. A higher priority weight implies
a greater sense of urgency to start or finish a ride. Thus, for a vehicle that offers a ride to
multiple riders, it will stop at nodes to pick up and drop off the riders with respect to their
priority weights. In reality, the priority weight can be the time of a ride request, arriving
time or even promotion tips.

2.5. Solution to Route

To calculate the routes for vehicles there are two factors to satisfy: feasibility and unique-
ness. Feasibility requires that when a vehicle follows a route to pick up and drop off
riders, the number of riders at any given time must not exceed the capacity of the vehicle.
Uniqueness requires that, given a solution, one should be able to derive one and only one
way to route the vehicles from it. The uniqueness criterion is necessary because it is the
solutions that the genetic algorithm evaluates and optimises while objectives in the eval-
uation and optimisation are based on the routes for vehicles. Thus, to be able to evaluate
a solution, we require a 1-1 correspondence with routes that the solution entails. We will
explain our method to map a solution to a feasible and unique routing in the following,
and introduce the objectives afterwards.

First, to capture the meaning of the priority weights in a solution, we use the following
two rules when comparing the priority weights of different riders:

1. No consideration of dropping off priority for riders who are waiting for pick-up.
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2. For riders with equal priority weights, the rider with a lower index number is priori-
tised, considering that the rider posted its ride request earlier.

Algorithm 1: Routing Algorithm:
Input: Solution, an array; V , vehicles; R, ride requests.
Output: Routes, an array

1 foreach v ∈ V do
2 Routes[v]← {v[s]} ;
3 Board← ∅;
4 load← Size(Board);
5 Hold← GetPassengers(v);
6 while Board ̸= ∅ & Hold ̸= ∅ do
7 rx, w rx← GetRiderWithGreatestPickupWeight(Hold);
8 ry, w ry← GetRiderWithGreatestDropoffWeight(Board);
9 if w rx < w ry then

10 Board.remove(ry);
11 load = load - 1;
12 Routes[v].add(ry[t]);
13 else
14 if load < v[p] then
15 Hold.remove(rx);
16 Board.add(rx);
17 load = load + 1;
18 Routes[v].add(rx[s]);
19 else
20 Board.remove(ry);
21 load = load - 1;
22 Routes[v].add(ry[t]);
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 Routes[v].add(v[t]) ;
27 end

Regarding a solution, let Passenger(v) denote the set of riders to whom vehicle v
offers a ride, and Passenger(v) = {ri|vi = v}. The route of v is a sequence of nodes,
Path(v), that are either starting points or destinations of riders in Passenger(v), and
the path that a vehicle travels from a node to another is the shortest path calculated by
Dijkstra’s algorithm [7]. While a vehicle travels, let Board(v, n) denote the riders that
are on the vehicle v when it visits node n, and Hold(v, n) be the riders that are still
waiting for the vehicle for a pick-up.

Figure 1 and Algorithm 1 illustrate the workflow and steps of our routing algorithm
that maps a solution to the routes for a vehicle. 5 For each vehicle, the very first node in

5 For a complete implementation of our routing algorithm, please refer to https://github.com/
Miya-Liu/equitable-ridesharing.

https://github.com/Miya-Liu/equitable-ridesharing
https://github.com/Miya-Liu/equitable-ridesharing
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for Mapping Solution to Routes.

its route is its starting point (Line 1), and at that node, the boarding passengers is null
(Lines3-4) and all the riders assigned to it are on hold (Line 5). Then, the next node in the
route of the vehicle depends on the priority weights of the aboard and waiting riders. First,
we compare the waiting riders’ weights of picking up priority and get the top one waiting
rider (Line 7), and then compare the aboard riders’ weights of dropping off priority and
get the top one aboard rider (Line 8). If the aboard rider’s weight of dropping off priority
is greater than the waiting rider’s weight of picking up priority (Line 9), the next node in
the route of the vehicle is the destination of the aboard rider (Lines 10-12). Otherwise,
we check whether picking up the waiting rider violates the vehicle’s capacity constraint
(Line 14). If not, the vehicle will travel to the starting point of the waiting rider and pick
it up (Lines 15-18). If yes, the vehicle still needs to drop off the aboard rider first (Line
20-22). Until there is no rider aboard or waiting (Line 6-25), the vehicle will travel to its
destination (Line 26) and terminates its route.

This routing algorithm guarantees the feasibility of the travel paths of vehicles gen-
erated from a solution and the uniqueness of the generation dynamically. Note that, re-
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gardless of the uniqueness, it is still possible that different solutions generate the same
routes for one or even more vehicles. This is because the different weights of either pick-
ing up priority or dropping off priority can result in the same ranking of the riders in
the algorithm. Note that the potential redundancies are left to be resolved in the genetic
algorithm.

2.6. Objectives

Regarding the travel paths of vehicles and their loaded riders, we introduce and minimise
6 objectives from 3 aspects of sustainability: economic, environmental and social. The
economic aspect evaluates the efficiency of the routes generated from a solution with
respect to travelling time, waiting time, travel cost and excess distance. Then, the envi-
ronmental aspect of sustainability considers the impact of vehicles’ emission and tries to
minimise the total emission of rides. Finally, the social aspect concerns the working time
of drivers and aims at reducing the differences among the working time of all drivers.

Economic - Travelling Time (ET): This objective measures the total travelling time of
individual riders. The measurement of the travelling time for one rider is the time that it
takes from the moment the rider gets on a vehicle until the vehicle drops off the rider at
her destination. This includes the time that the vehicle travels and waits to pick up and
drop off other riders while the rider is on board. The waiting time of a vehicle includes
time periods when the vehicle stops at a starting point of a rider to pick her up. Such a
waiting takes place when a vehicle arrive (too) early, i.e., when the arriving time of the
vehicle is earlier than the earliest leaving time of the rider. Less travelling time means that
the riders entails a more efficient trip.

Let wait(v, n) denote the time that a vehicle v waits for picking riders up at node
n along its route. Let d(ni, nj) be the shortest distance between node ni and nj , and
arrive(v, n) represent the time that the vehicle arrives at node n along its route. Hence,
wait(v, n0) = 0, arrive(v, n0) = 0, and

arrive(v, ni) = arrive(v, ni−1) + wait(v, ni−1) +
d(ni−1, ni)

speed
,

where ni = Path(v)[i], and speed is a given average speed. Assume that v will pick up
k riders at ni, thus, wait(v, ni) = max{0, rx(u) − arrive(v, ni)}, where rx(u) is the
greatest earliest leaving time among the k riders. Therefore,

ET =
∑
r

(
arrive(vr, r(t))− arrive(vr, r(s)). (2)

Economic - Waiting Time (EW): This objective is to evaluate the waiting time for all
riders before vehicles pick them up with respect to their earliest leaving time.

EW =
∑
r

max{0, arrive(vr, r(s))− r(u)} (3)
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Economic - Excess Distance (ED): This objective measures the extra distance that a
vehicle travels when it needs to pick up and drop off riders compared to the distance of
directly driving from its starting point to the destination. Let ni be the ith node in a route,

ED =
∑
v

( |Path(v)|−1∑
i=0

d(ni, ni+1) − d(v(s), v(t))
)

(4)

Economic - Travel Cost (EC): This objective measures the cost of all rides in total.

EC =
∑
v

(
v(c)×

|Path(v)|−1∑
i=0

d(ni, ni+1)
)

(5)

Environmental - Emission (SE): This objective is designed to measure the emission of
all the vehicles. By minimising this objective, sharing a ride can reduce pollution. Recall
that the emission rate of a vehicle is related to the number of passengers on the vehicle.
Therefore, the emission of all the vehicles regarding one solution is

SE =
∑
v

|Path(v)|−1∑
i=0

v(e)[l(v, ni)]× d(ni, nj). (6)

where l(v, n) = |Board(v, n)|.

Social - Working Time (SW): The working time is calculated from the moment a ve-
hicle leaves its starting point until it arrives at its destination, which is arrive(v, v(t)).
This objective demonstrates the workload of a vehicle. Regarding the social sustainabil-
ity, this work tries to balance the workload among all drivers and ensure a sustainable
ridesharing service that is fairness-aware. Hence, this objective is defined as the Gini co-
efficient [5] of all vehicles’ working time, W = {arrive(v1, v1(t)), arrive(v2, v2(t)),
· · · , arrive(vm, vm(t))} as follow.

SW = Gini(W ). (7)

With the above-defined multiobjectives, we will later explain our algorithm that gen-
erates multiple routing options that balance the six objectives of all three pillars of sus-
tainability.

3. NSGA3 for Sustainable Ridesharing

This work adopts an existing genetic algorithm called Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm 3 (NSGA3) [13] for dynamic routing in the sustainable ridesharing problem.
Figure 2 shows the workflow of the NSGA3 with modifications for the ridesharing setting.

NSGA3 requires no configurations of the importance or weights of multiple objectives
in the optimisation, but balance them automatically. The optimisation procedure includes:

1. Sampling: Given the number of riders, vehicles and sample size, it generates an initial
sample population. In this step, for each solution in the population, we randomly assign
vehicles to serve riders, and assign random values as the weights of the picking up and
dropping off priority of riders.
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Fig. 2. Modified NSGA3 for Sustainable Ridesharing.

2. Elimination: It deletes duplicate solutions in population. And if the size of the current
population after elimination is smaller than the initial population, the following intro-
duced crossover process is repeated until the desired number of offspring is fulfilled.

3. Evaluation: For individual solution, it calls the routing algorithm first for a feasible
ridesharing arrangement of the solution and evaluates the solutions according to the
predefined objectives or any other customised metrics or constraints.

4. Selection: It selects some solutions as parents for generating offspring in next genera-
tion. NSGA3 uses a reference points [4] based selection operator. As we applying this
genetic algorithm for multiobjective optimisation, this selection is ideal as it is guided
by specifying a set of well-maintain diversity in the population regarding different
objectives.

5. Crossover: It combines the selected parent solutions to generate offspring solutions.
We define the crossover as two parent solutions generating one offspring. The pattern
to generate an offspring for each pair of parents is to use the first half chromosomes
from a parent and the second half chromosomes from the other parent to generate an
offspring solution. Note that our implementation supports splitting both parents into
any number of slices and then selecting the same number of slices to generate an
offspring.

6. Mutation: It mutates offspring to increase the diversity of the current population. The
modified mutation is: for each offspring, we select half riders and change the value
of its corresponding chromosomes by (1) changing the vehicle assigned to a rider; (2)
increasing its weight of picking up priority by a positive number; (3) increasing its
weight of dropping off priority by a random positive number.
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Table 2. Information about Group Instances.
Parameters Variation in Instances
# Riders [53, 48, 24, 16, 16]

Riders’ Location
[Original, Noise in s,
Noise in t, Noise in Journey]

# Vehicles [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
Vehicle Type [1, 3, 6, 10]

Table 3. Algorithm Parameter Settings
Parameters Value/Range
Population 10

Offset 5
Generation [100, 200, 300, ..., 1000]
Objectives [EW, ET, ED, EC, SE, SW]

Generally speaking, the parameters, including the size of population, number of parents,
crossover method, mutation method, number of generations and termination threshold,
would affects the performance of the genetic algorithm. After observing the impact of
those parameters on small test data, we choose the above-mentioned parameters in our
algorithm settings, and the threshold of the number of generations as the condition to
terminate the optimisation while attempted to vary the threshold in a wide range to reduce
the impact of other static parameters.

This approach will automatically generate multiple routing solutions when we set the
size of population greater than 1. In addition, the routing solutions are feasible and balance
the economic, environmental and social sustainability, while the algorithm optimise the
six objectives. Note that we did not consider the objectives when calculating the shortest
path among all nodes of a map graph. This is because the objectives are defined and
calculated based on the paths of all the vehicles that they will drive, pick up, and drop
off riders. For instance, we cannot get the override distance just for the edge between two
nodes.

4. Experimental Evaluation

The main goal of this work is to demonstrate the impact of sustainable objectives in
ridesharing routing and the efficiency of our GA-based routing approach. We present
5 groups of experiments with various numbers of riders, vehicles, objectives and genera-
tions to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach. This section evaluates the performance
with respect to the standard metrics in the field of vehicle routing [14,3] and includes so-
cial and environmental metrics such as the waiting time of a rider to start a ride.

4.1. Data Sources

We use the Cargo benchmark dataset [18], which takes data from the ridesharing company
Didi. The instances have maximum 65,500 riders and 50,000 vehicles over a long time
horizon and a scale of 876km2 area. Since we focus on one-shot routing, we take slices
from the dataset for our evaluation. Note that in practice, new routes can be calculated as
more requests come in.

– Road Map: We use the road map of Manhattan from Cargo [18]. It has 12,320 nodes,
15,722 edges in an area of 59km2.

– Instances: We design 5 groups of riders, and experiments with instances as detailed
in Table 2. The variation column shows the range of parameters that we vary in the
experiments.
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• Riders: For each group, there is a fixed number of riders. To discovery the possibil-
ity of riders to share a vehicle, we first construct a graph using the starting points
and destination of original 5,033 riders as nodes and their journeys as edges, and
then select a set of nodes whose clustering coefficient is not zero. With the selected
node set, we extract riders whose starting points or destination fall into the set.
Last, we put those riders into 5 clusters by K-means clustering method, which are
the original riders in each group of experiments. In addition, we generate another 3
variations of the original riders by adding noises to either the riders’ starting points,
or destination, or both of them. The noise is added by randomly change the target
nodes to one of its neighbors on the road map.

• Vehicles: For each group, the number of vehicles range from 1 to 10 by 1 and
location of vehicles are randomly picked from Cargo. At each fixed number of
vehicles, we allow all vehicles to be either one type of vehicles from Table 1.

With above constructed instances, we can examine the impact of number and location of
riders, and number and type of vehicles on the performance of ridesharing routing, by
varying the above parameters in the experiments.

4.2. Benchmark - Greedy Routing

An greedy-based routing algorithm is designed and implemented as the baseline for rideshar-
ing performance evaluation. For a group of riders, the greedy routing algorithm first sorts
all ride requests by their posting time. Then, for each ride request in the rank, it searches
over all the vehicles to find one that is closet to the starting point of the request at its
early leaving time. The selection is based on the distance from the current location of a
vehicle, to its travelling destination if it has passenger on board and to the starting point of
the request. After that, the selected vehicle will travel to the starting point of the request
and directly drive the rider to its destination. Note that the algorithm will not change the
arrangement made before receiving the request of new riders. At the end, we have the
routes of all vehicles and evaluate the routes with respect to the same objectives used in
our algorithm.

In the following discussion, all the displayed results regarding the six objectives is the
relative reduction in comparison with the ones of greedy routing algorithm.

4.3. Experiment Setting

The implementation of the GA algorithm in the Python programming language (using py-
moo6) allows configuring the population size, number of generations, the offspring rate,
and muting/enabling different objectives. Table 3 displays the settings of algorithm pa-
rameters. To evaluate our approach, we set the population size and offspring size to 10
and 5, respectively. In the experiments, the generation varies from 100 to 100 by 100 to
briefly demonstrate the effects of large generations. Additionally, to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our approach with respect to the 6 different objectives from 3 aspects, we set

6 https://pymoo.org/

https://pymoo.org/
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up experiments with either one objective or the other left 5 objectives to compare the op-
timised routes with those after optimising the all 6 objectives. 7 Therefore, in the rest of
this section, we will illustrate our experiment results and answer the questions: How the
generation affects the performance, how the number of vehicles affects the performance
and how the setting of objectives affects the performance and the sharing rate of each
vehicle.

4.4. Experiment Results

This section examines and illustrates our experiment results regrading the sharing rate,
optimisation and balance of objectives and diversity among the generated ridesharing
routes. The sharing rate measures the efficiency of the ridesharing routing algorithm in
promoting multiple riders in one vehicles during their trips. With respect to the 6 different
objectives, we will compare the efficiency of the ridesharing routing algorithm in opti-
mising each individual objectives against the all objectives and their balance, in order to
have a further view of the relationship among the 6 different objectives. At the end, we
evaluate the diversity of the generated solutions by the GA-based ridesharing routing al-
gorithms which can be an ideal voting pool for what we call participatory route selection
(see Section 5).

Sharing Rate To measure the efficiency of our routing algorithm in promoting ride shar-
ing, we define a sharing rate metric, Sharing Rate Over Time (SROT), as follow:

SROT =

|Path(v)|∑
i=0

|Board(v, Path(v)[i])| ∗ d(Path(v)[i], Path(v)[i+ 1])/speed.

For one vehicle, this metric calculates the average number of riders who share the vehicle
along its complete travelling path.

Figure 3 uses boxplot to illustrate the sharing rate of the generated routes for 53 riders,
5 vehicles with varied capacities while setting up the 6 objectives and 1000 generations.
The 4 subplots correspond to the 4 variations of riders’ location. Comparing to the results
of vehicles with a capacity of 1, the sharing rate of greater capacities is higher. In total, the
capacity of 3, 6, 10 increase the sharing rate by 61.63%, 96.35% and 110.19% on average,
respectively. In addition, comparing the mean sharing rate of 4 different vehicle capacities
when the riders’ locations vary, the vehicles with capacity of 6 outperform the others in
Figure 3(a) and (c), while capacities of 3 and 10 have greatest mean sharing rate in Figure
3(b) and (d), respectively. The standard deviation of the 4 different capacities when the
locations of riders vary, can represent the impact of riders’ locations on the ridesharing
efficiency of our routing algorithm, which are 0.0096, 0.0493, 0.1255 and 0.1928. This
infers that when the capacity of vehicles increases, their sharing rates are more likely to
be affected by the locations of riders.

Furthermore, Figure 4 shows the average sharing rate of vehicles when the number
of riders and vehicles changes. The darker area in the bottom right corner of Figure 4

7 To comply with the anonymity requirements of the track, we excluded the link to the repository in this ver-
sion. The instance and algorithm implementation files will be provided in the next version. For the complete
experiment results please refer to the support material.
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Fig. 3. Sharing Rate of Arranged Routes for Riders in Group 1 with 5 Vehicles after
Optimising 1000 Generations for 6 Objectives

marks the sharing rate lower than 0.5. In these area, capacities of all available vehicles
are greater than the number of riders, which indicates there is not enough riders to share
vehicles. Considering the optimising objectives, SW and EW, which aim to balance the
working hour of all vehicles and reduce the waiting time of riders, the sharing rate of
vehicles will reduce when the number of riders decrease to be smaller than the overall
capacities of vehicles. The brighter cells in Figure 4 are in the top and left corner when
there are more riders for the algorithm to arrange ridesharing routes for vehicles.

To summarise, when the capacity of vehicles increases, the sharing rate will increase
on average. However, it does not imply higher capacity will always result in greater shar-
ing rate. First, sharing rate is related to the location of riders. When riders are randomly
located at their starting point but are travelling to the same direction, vehicles with a ca-
pacity of 3 would gain better sharing rate. When riders start their journeys from close
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Fig. 4. Average Sharing Rate of Vehicles with Capacity of 3

location but travel to different destinations, the vehicles with a capacity of 6 performs
better. In addition, the number of riders and vehicles have impact on the sharing rate of
vehicles. When the number of riders is far greater than the capacities of all vehicles, the
sharing rate of vehicles is more likely to be higher. And knowing the number of riders is
small, sending out less vehicles with smaller capacity can help increase their sharing rate.

Objectives To evaluate the performance of our routing algorithm with respect to individ-
ual objectives, we use the greedy routing algorithm as the baseline. Figure 5 shows the
percentage reduction of the generated solutions to arrange routes for 53 riders, 3 vehicles
with capacity of 3. Each sub figure displays the percentage reduction of individual objec-
tives when optimising all objectives (All-On), one objective (EW/ET/EC/ED/SE/SG On)
and the other objectives (EW/ET/EC/ED/SE/SG Off). Throughout all charts in Figure 5,
we can find that all objectives are not independent. For instance, as Figure 5e shows, when
only minimising emission, the routing solution turns out to have the better performance
regrading the objective EW and ET. In addition, the switch optimisation results of ET and
SW affect each other the most, as Figure 5b and 5f showed, i.e. when social inequality
improves most the travelling time increases most and vice versa.

Moreover, the percentage reductions at objective ED and EC are always at the same
pace over the six group of comparison. And our ridesharing algorithm outperforms greedy
routing in optimising ED and EC by 8.9% while optimising all objectives, 16.9% if only
optimising those two, and at lest 5.2% in other cases. The ridesharing routes generated
by our algorithm constantly require higher results in EW and ET, because greedy routing
always try to let each rider get on a vehicle as quick as possible and directly drive indi-
vidual riders from their starting points to destinations, which results in minimum ET and
the better performance of reducing EW. As to SW, the ridesharing routes contribute to
unbalanced working hours among vehicles excepting when only optimising SW and im-
proved it by 65.7%. Hence, the ridesharing algorithm is capable to optimising individual
objectives as well as dependent multiple objectives.

Notably, the improved percentage over greedy regarding the 6 objectives falls in varied
scales, especially over -100% of EW in 5a and 16.9% of ED in 5d. The reason is that the
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(a) EW (b) ET

(c) EC (d) ED

(e) SE (f) SW

Fig. 5. Percentage Reduction in Comparison of Optimising One Objective, the Other
Objectives and All Objectives with 53 Riders, 3 Vehicles with Capacity of 3
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Fig. 6. Evolution of GA Solutions

primer task of ridesharing to fulfil is to drive all riders from their distinct starting points to
their destinations, leaving limited space for improvements of ED, EC and SE. The public
transportation, such as underground, that has numeric capacity and riders get on and off it
at stable stops, are believed to be more economic and environment friendly. In our future
work, public transportation will be considered in ridesharing, and our approach will try
to deliver suggested routes involve public transportation with an estimated reduction of
economic cost and emission.

To further understand the balancedness of ridesharing routing solutions with respect to
the economic, environmental and social aspects of sustainability, we plot the results for 53
riders and 10 vehicles with capacities of 3 in Figure 7. In general, as the optimisation pro-
ceeds, the environmental and economic sustainability improves while the social inequality
fluctuates between -1.5 and -2.5. In addition, we plotted the routing results in 4 sampling
generations for 150 riders and 100 vehicles with capacity of 1 aiming at optimising 6 ob-
jectives. Figure 6 presents the evolution of the populations at generations 0, 10, 40 and 80.
The solutions in each population have diverse effectiveness against the three aspects of
sustainability. Basically, as the optimisation proceeds, the social inequality decreases. The
initial generation (in blue) has greater social inequality than other generations while the
80th generation has the lowest inequality. However, from the perspective of economics
and environment, the costs and emissions do not improve for all solutions. Although, the
ridesharing routing algorithm can balance and improve the overall objectives, but opti-
mising SW separately would result in lower social inequality.

Furthermore, it is observable that we have a more diverse set of solutions. For in-
stance, solution A (in the 80th generation) has a low economic cost and social inequality
which compensates for its high environmental emission level. The other notable solution
is labelled with a boxed B which performs well against all the three dimensions. We will
further discussion the solution diversity in the following section.

Solution Diversity To understand and illustrate the diversity of populations, we plot
the 10 solutions to routing 16 riders and 10 vehicles with capacity of 3 in Figure 8. It
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Fig. 7. Performance on Optimising Objectives over Generations

presents the radar plot of effectiveness of each solution with respect to the 6 objectives,
after normalising the results by the mean value of 10 solutions. The smaller number of
an objective implies a better performance of a solution on that objective. Among these 10
solutions, the effectiveness regarding social sustainability and riders’ waiting time vary
greater than the others. This is because the changes in allocating riders from a vehicle to
another directly affects the working time of the vehicles and their waiting time. The popu-
lation offers diverse solutions that improve social inequality between 0.13 to 0.52 whereas
riders’ waiting time between 2768 to 254. We expect to take advantage of populations’
diversity in the next phase of our work on sustainable mobility and allow riders to vote on
routes with respect to their concerns, such as economic costs, environment emissions, or
social inequality.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we presented a multiobjective evolutionary approach based on GA algorithm
for generating routing options in sustainable ridesharing. Although there are well-studied
multiobjective optimisation methods [12], a GA algorithm generates a diverse set of so-
lutions naturally for the ridesharing problem. Our method is not only sustainability-aware
but also establishes a foundation for explainable, participatory, and dynamic ridesharing
services.

Explainability for Riders, Drivers, and Operators: In comparison to data-driven tech-
niques with black-box optimisation components, in our approach, stakeholders can be
provided with visualisations to see how different objectives (e.g., minimising emissions)
affect routing solutions. For instance, they can be presented using graphs as in Figure 5
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Fig. 8. Diversity of 10 Solutions w.r.t. Each Objective
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and with explanations on how waiting a bit more (in comparison to using private rides)
can benefit the environment or the fairness of the service for drivers.

Promoted sustainability: With the awareness of sustainability, our approach provides a
feasible solution to promote ridesharing with respect to varied type of vehicles, and high-
lights the factors associated with the sharing rate when promoting ridesharing is possible.
We demonstrate that the average sharing rate among riders can be improved when the
capacity of vehicles increases, although higher capacity can not always result in greater
sharing rate. In addition, the locations and numbers of riders also affect the sharing rate the
number of riders and vehicles have impact on the sharing rate of vehicles. For numerous
riders starting from close locations, vehicles with a greater capacity would contribute to a
higher sharing rate, where riders from random locations but heading to close destinations
can share vehicles with a lower capacity for a higher sharing rate.

Participatory Route Selection: Building on this approach, ridesharing operators can
present routing options to riders (or autonomous agents that represent riders) and allow
voting among them. This way, users can directly participate in the route selection process
and opt for the most collectively equitable route. Our diverse set of GA solutions are not
ranked. Thus, a set of riders may prefer one over another and to allow that, we aim to
extend our work by adding a preference/vote-based route ranking module in the future.

Dynamic Fine-Tuning: Our approach allows dynamic fine-tuning over time. Users and
service operators can inspect routing solutions, evaluate if they are realistic and feasible,
and participate in fine-tuning the route generation algorithm and the objective weights to
set trade-offs. One can use focus groups for such a tuning over time—e.g., as a city and
its citizens change—to enable dynamic fine-tuning of sustainable ridesharing services.

We aim to extend our work by integrating a participatory route selection process and
allowing users to vote over a diverse set of routing solutions with all the objectives and
then also muting one or two objectives to provide solutions that match diversity in users’
preferences. With a better understanding of users’ preferences, we aim to explore other
methods for multiobjective optimisation in the context of ridesharing service. For exam-
ple, we can define the assignment of a rider to a vehicle as a move and evaluate the move
with respect to the multiple objectives, and then adopt reinforcement learning for this
problem. Moreover, we plan to test the efficacy of our approach in larger datasets and
investigate simulation-based methods to analyse how different map structure and spatio-
temporal properties of requests affect the optimality and equitability of solutions.
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A. NSGA3 Implementation

A.1. Sampling

Algorithm 2: Sampling(n riders, n vehicles, n samples)

1 Population← ∅ ;
2 for 1 ≤ s ≤ n samples do
3 solution← ∅;
4 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n riders do
5 chore[’vehicle’]← random(n vehicles);
6 chore[’pickup weight’]← random(100 ∗ n riders);
7 chore[’dropoff weight’]← random(100 ∗ n riders);
8 solution.append(chore);
9 end

10 Population.append(solution);
11 end
12 return Population;

A.2. Elimination

Algorithm 3: Elimination(Population, n samples)

1 foreach s ∈ Population do
2 foreach s’ ∈ Population - {s } do
3 if s equals to s’ then
4 Population← Population - {s’ };
5 end
6 end
7 end
8 if Population.size < n samples then
9 Population← Crossover();

10 end
11 return Population;
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A.3. Evaluation

Algorithm 4: Evaluation(V , solution, obj list)

1 basic objs← [EW,ET,EC,ED,SE,SW];
2 Routes← Routing(solution) ;
3 res←;
4 foreach obj ∈ basic objs do
5 if obj ∈ obj list then
6 res.append(Cal(obj, Routes))
7 end
8 end
9 return res;

A.4. Selection

Algorithm 5: Selection(Population, n selection, n parents)

1 count← n selection× n parents;

2 multi← ⌈ count

Population.size
⌉ ;

3 selection← pymoo.util.misc.random permuations(multi,
Population.size)[0: count] ;

4 return selection;
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A.5. Crossover

Algorithm 6: Crossover(Parents, n offspring, n slices)

1 parent A← Parents[1];
2 parent B← Parents[2];
3 offsprings← ∅ ;
4 for 1 ≤ o ≤ n offspring do
5 one offspring← ∅ ;
6 num← parent A[o].size÷n slices + 1;
7 for 1 ≤ j ≤ num do
8 from slice← num ×j;
9 to slice = num ×j + num ;

10 if to slice > parent A[o].size then
11 to slice← parent A[o].size;
12 end
13 if j mod 2 = 0 then
14 one offspring.concat(parent A[o][from p:to p]) ;
15 else
16 one offspring.concat(parent B[o][from p:to p]) ;
17 end
18 end
19 offsprings.append(one offspring);
20 end
21 return offsprings;

A.6. Mutation

Algorithm 7: Mutation(One Offspring)

1 mutation items← [1 to One Offspring.size/2];
2 mutated offpsring← ∅ ;
3 foreach i ∈ mutation items do
4 item← One Offspring[i];
5 item[i][’vehicle’]← random(n vehicles);
6 item[i][’pickup weight’]← random(10 ∗ n riders);
7 item[i][’dropoff weight’]← random(10 ∗ n riders) + 1;
8 mutated offpsring.append(item);
9 end

10 return mutated offpsring;
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Abstract. Even though many real-world problems are inherently distributed and
multi-objective, most of the reinforcement learning (RL) literature deals with single
agents and single objectives. While some of these problems can be solved using a
single-agent single-objective RL solution (e.g., by specifying preferences over ob-
jectives), there are robustness issues, as well the fact that preferences may change
over time, or it might not even be possible to set such preferences. Therefore, a need
arises for a way to train multiple agents for any given preference distribution over
the objectives. This work thus proposes a multi-objective multi-agent reinforcement
learning (MOMARL) method in which agents build a shared set of policies during
training, in a decentralized way, and then combine these policies using a general-
ization of policy improvement and policy evaluation (fundamental operations of RL
algorithms) to generate effective behaviors for any possible preference distribution,
without requiring any additional training. This method is applied to two different
application scenarios: a multi-agent extension of a domain commonly used in the
related literature, and traffic signal control, which is more complex, inherently dis-
tributed and multi-objective (the flow of both vehicles and pedestrians are consid-
ered). Results show that the approach is able to effectively and efficiently generate
behaviors for the agents, given any preference over the objectives.

Keywords: reinforcement learning, multi-agent systems, multi-objective decision
making, generalized policy improvement, traffic signal control.

1. Introduction

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [33] deals with agents that learn by acting in an environ-
ment and receiving rewards (numerical signals) that guide them toward selecting bet-
ter actions. In recent years, RL has been successfully applied to complex tasks, such as
healthcare [40], robotics [20], game playing [32, 24] and combinatorial optimization [23].

While multi-agent RL (MARL) is a natural framework to model problems that are in-
herently distributed, such formulation adds many challenges to RL. For instance, because
multiple agents interact in a shared environment, their actions are usually highly coupled.
This makes learning harder as agents try to adapt to other agents that are also learning. Be-
sides, several convergence guarantees no longer hold when agents learn in a decentralized
manner [9]. However, in many real-world problems, where the control is decentralized, it
is not always possible, feasible or desirable to avoid a MARL formulation.
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Besides considering multiple agents, RL has also been extended to deal with multi-
ple objectives in the multi-objective RL (MORL) literature [17]. This is of fundamental
practical importance, since many real-world problems are inherently multi-objective (e.g.
in traffic signal control we may need to trade-off the waiting time of the vehicles and
the pedestrians). There are two main ways to formulate a MORL problem: using sepa-
rate reward functions for each objective, or using a single scalar reward that combines the
agent’s preferences with the values received for each objective, thus reducing a MORL
problem into a single-objective RL problem. While the literature argues for both these
formulations, in [29] many scenarios are presented to illustrate the need for having meth-
ods that deal with separate reward functions to solve MORL problems. For instance, the
user may not know a priori what is the more appropriate trade-off among the objectives,
or the underlying user preferences may change over time. To deal with such settings, the
goal is to construct a set of policies such that agents can perform well, given any prefer-
ences or ways of combining the objectives. In this paper, we make the assumption that the
preferences over objectives are expressed as linear combinations of the reward functions.

Recently, Alegre et al. [3] introduced a method that tackles this problem and enables
an RL agent to transfer knowledge from policies specialized to different objectives. Their
method incrementally construct a set of policies that can later be combined to generate
optimal policies for any preference among objectives. However, their proposed method
only addresses single-agent scenarios. To fill this gap, we extend the method presented in
[3] in order to consider multiple agents. Our approach builds a shared set of policies in a
decentralized way during training, and then combine these policies to create new policies
specialized to different preferences over the objectives. The proposed method is applied
to two different environments: a multi-agent extension of the Four-Room environment (a
domain commonly used in the related literature), and a complex, inherently distributed
and multi-objective problem (traffic signal control, where objectives relate to the waiting
time of both vehicles and pedestrians).

In summary, the present method works as follows. During the training phase, agents
are iteratively given different preferences over their objectives, and learn policies based
on these preferences. These policies are shared among all agents, which have the same
observation and action spaces. During the execution phase (after the training is over), by
making use of generalized policy evaluation (GPE) and generalized policy improvement
(GPI), which are generalizations of two key operations of RL algorithms (policy eval-
uation and policy improvement), the agents are able to construct policies for any given
preference over objectives. Therefore, this work proposes a transfer learning (TL) method
for multi-objective multi-agent reinforcement learning (MOMARL). This helps fill a gap
within the literature, since the vast majority of the RL literature focuses on single-agents
with single-objectives, and only a handful of works address MOMARL settings.

The main contributions of this work can be summed up as follows:

– This is the first work (to the authors’ best knowledge) that leverages generalized pol-
icy improvement for settings with multiple agents and objectives.

– We empirically evaluate our method in a multi-objective multi-agent traffic signal
control environment with traffic controllers optimizing for vehicles’ and pedestrians’
objectives, which has rarely been addressed in the traffic signal control literature.

The reader can find a discussion on the main underlying concepts behind this work
and a review of the related literature in Section 2 and in Section 3, respectively. In Sec-
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tion 4, the proposed method is presented and explained in details. Section 5 presents the
experimental settings and discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.

2. Theoretical Background

This section presents underlying concepts on RL, MARL, and MORL, as well as on spe-
cific concepts such as Successor Features (SFs), Generalized Policy Evaluation (GPE)
and Generalized Policy Improvement (GPI).

2.1. Reinforcement Learning

An RL problem can be formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which is a
mathematical model for sequential decision making. An MDP can be formally defined
as a tuple of the form ⟨S,A, T ,R, γ⟩, where S is a set of states, A is a set of actions,
T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a state transition function mapping state transitions caused
by actions to probabilities, R : S × A × S → R is a reward function, and γ ∈ [0, 1)
is the discount factor. At each time step t, an agent observes a state St, selects and takes
an action At, receives a reward Rt+1 and transitions to state St+1 according to the state
transition function. A policy π : S 7→ A defines how the agent behaves in the environment
by mapping states in S to actions in A.

As aforementioned, agents aim to maximize the reward received. However, since RL
deals with sequential decision making, at time step t, the best decision may not necessar-
ily be to select an action that will probably lead to the greatest next reward. As the real
objective of an RL agent is to maximize the expected discounted sum of all rewards re-
ceived by the agent, a discount factor γ is used to discount the impact of rewards received
in later time steps, thus determining the present value of a future reward.

The state-value function of a state s under a policy π, which is denoted by V π(s), is
the expected value of all returns received by an agent that starts in state s and follows the
policy π. This function is given by Eq. 1.

V π(s) = Eπ

[ ∞∑
i=0

γiRt+i+1

∣∣∣∣St = s

]
. (1)

Similarly, the action-value function for a policy π, which is the expected return of
taking action a in state s and then following the policy π, is denoted by Qπ(s, a) and can
be defined by the Bellman equation in Eq. 2.

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ

[
Rt+1 + γQπ(St+1, π(St+1))

∣∣∣∣St = s,At = a

]
. (2)

A policy π is better than or equal to a policy π′ if and only if the state-value function
of any state s under policy π is greater than or equal to the state-value function for the
same state under policy π′. This relation, shown in Eq. 3, induces a complete ordering
over policies.

π ⪰ π′ ⇐⇒ ∀s, V π(s) ≥ V π′
(s). (3)

If a policy is better than or equal to all others, it is an optimal policy, denoted by π∗.
It is important to note that there is always at least one optimal policy. Therefore, solving
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a problem in RL means finding an optimal policy (or at least a policy that sufficiently
approximates an optimal policy).

All optimal policies share the same state-value function (which is the optimal state-
value function, denoted V ∗) and the same action-value function (which is the optimal
action-value function, denoted Q∗). Importantly, if the optimal action-value function is
known, an optimal policy π∗ can be defined as in Eq. 4.

π∗(s) ∈ argmax
a∈A

Q∗(s, a). (4)

An important subset of RL algorithms are based on Dynamic Programming (DP) [7].
These methods convert Bellman equations into update rules [33], and make use of mathe-
matical properties of MDPs to decrease the complexity of searching for optimal policies.
RL methods based on DP rely on two fundamental operations: policy evaluation and pol-
icy improvement. Policy evaluation is the computation of the value function of a policy
π, and policy improvement refers to finding a policy π′ that is better than π.

2.2. Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning

In order to model multi-agent decision making problems, MDPs are extended to Multi-
Agent Systems (MAS) as Stochastic Games (SG) [30], which can be formally defined as
a tuple ⟨n,S,A1..n, T ,R1..n, γ⟩, where n is the number of agents, S is the state space,
Ai is the set of actions of agent i (A = A1 × ... × An is the joint action space), T :
S ×A×S → [0, 1] is a state transition function, Ri is the reward function of agent i, and
γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.

Differently than single-agent RL, in MARL each reward received by an agent depends
not only on its own actions, but on the actions of other agents. Thus, as previously men-
tioned, several convergence guarantees that are true in single-agent RL no longer hold.

Not only do other agent’s actions influence the reward received by each agent, but
in fact agents may have opposing objectives, and the action of one agent might nega-
tively impact the rewards received by another. Generally, the nature of a multi-agent task
is classified as being either cooperative, competitive or mixed [9]. In MARL, agents can
be trained in a centralized manner using, for instance, a shared global reward. However,
this approach does not scale due to the curse of dimensionality, as well as because agents
have difficulty understanding and distinguishing their own contribution to the larger sys-
tem [26]. Another option is full decentralization, that is, agents learn and act individually,
in a fully decentralized manner. A third option, is a middle ground between centralized
and fully decentralized, in which agents learn and act in a decentralized manner, but em-
ploy knowledge transfer strategies in order to accelerate learning [31]. In this work, we
follow this approach by allowing agents to share their learned policies, which are further
combined via generalized policy improvement (Section 4.2).

2.3. Multi-Objective Reinforcement Learning

One common approach to enable agents to deal with multiple objectives is to combine
all of the objectives into a single scalar reward function. Unfortunately, this rather simple
solution has many drawbacks, as for instance it reduces drastically the explainability of
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the model (as it will be hard to distinguish which particular objectives prompted a specific
behavior), it is unable to handle many different types of preferences that might be required
by a specific problem, and will require that the agents be retrained if preferences among
objectives change [17].

With these drawbacks in mind, it becomes clear why, in order to deal with multiple
objectives, an explicitly multi-objective approach is preferable over a scalarized reward
approach (which is equivalent to a single-objective approach). Hence, instead of using a
scalar reward, a vector-valued reward function will be used.

To formally describe a multi-objective decision making problem, MDPs are extended
to the multiple objective setting as a Multi-Objective Markov Decision Process (MOMDP).
An MOMDP only differs from an MDP in the reward function, which becomes a vector-
valued function R : S ×A×S → Rd that specifies the immediate reward for each of the
d objectives considered.

Since rewards are now vector-valued, state-value functions and action-value functions
are now vector-valued as well, that is, V π ∈ Rd and Qπ ∈ Rd. For problems with single
objectives, a policy π is either better, equal or worse than policy π′, as value functions
completely order all policies. This is not necessarily the case in multi-objective decision
making problems, as value functions under policy π, when compared to value functions
under policy π′, might have a greater value for some objectives, but a smaller value for
others. Because there is no complete ordering over policies, in MOMDPs value functions
only offer a partial ordering over the policy space. Hence, in this setting, there can exist
several possibly optimal value vectors V and Q. In order to deal with this, a few sets of
possibly optimal policies and value vectors need to be defined.

Before the sets aforementioned are defined, the utility function (or scalarization func-
tion) u : Rd → R needs to be introduced. This function, shown in Eq. 5, maps a multi-
objective state-value vector under a policy π to a scalar value. This function commonly
takes the form of a linear combination.

V π
u (s) = u(V π(s)). (5)

According to a MOMDP problem taxonomy proposed by [29], the three major factors
that classify the nature of an MOMDP problem are: (i) whether the goal is to find one or
multiple policies; (ii) whether the utility function is a linear function or, more generally,
any monotonically increasing function; (iii) whether stochastic policies (instead of only
deterministic policies) are allowed. For the sake of the present discussion, more definitions
will be given regarding factor (ii).

In the more general case, where the utility function is simply monotonically increas-
ing, a set of viable policies commonly used in the literature is the Pareto front PF(Π). A
policy π Pareto-dominates another policy π′ if its value is equal or greater for every ob-
jective, and strictly greater for at least one objective, according to Eq. 6. The Pareto front
set is defined in Eq. 7. It is important to note that the Pareto front set is not necessarily the
undominated set, as the Pareto front may be larger than the undominated set, depending
on the utility function.

V π ≻P V
π′

⇐⇒ ∀i, V π
i ≥ V π′

i ∧ ∃i, V π
i > V π′

i . (6)

PF (Π) = {π ∈ Π | (∄π′ ∈ Π) [V π′
≻P V

π]}. (7)
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A linear utility function, shown in Eq. 8, is the inner product of a value vector V π and
a vector of weights w which adheres to the simplex constraints (that is, ∀i wi ≥ 0 and∑

i wi = 1) [28].
V π
w = w · V π. (8)

If the utility function is linear, the undominated set of policies is a convex hull CH(Π),
defined in Eq. 9. Since this convex hull is an undominated set, it may contain policies in
excess. Thus, a coverage set for the convex hull can be defined. A set CCS(Π) is a convex
coverage set [17] if it is a subset of CH(Π) and if for every w it contains a policy whose
linearly scalarized value is maximal, as defined in Eq. 10.

CH(Π) = {π ∈ Π | ∃w, ∀π′ ∈ Π : w · V π ≥ w · V π′
}. (9)

CCS(Π) ⊆ CH(Π) ∧
(
∀w, ∃π ∈ CCS(Π), ∀π′ ∈ Π : w · V π ≥ w · V π′

)
. (10)

All of the sets defined in this Section are of extreme importance to multi-objective
problems, because MORL algorithms seek to compute the policies contained in these sets
in order to solve multi-objective decision-making problems. In this paper, we consider the
linear utility case, and thus we tackle the problem of constructing an approximate CCS.
In this case, we are inherently unable to identify solutions that lie on the concave region
of the Pareto front [35].

2.4. Successor Features and Generalized Policy Improvement

In [5], it is argued that many complex problems tackled by RL can be broken down into
multiple tasks, encoded by different reward functions. A reward function Rw for a task
is defined as in Eq. 11, where ϕ(s, a, s′) : S × A × S → Rd is an arbitrary function
representing the features of the environment and w ∈ Rd is a vector of weights.

Rw(s, a, s′) = w · ϕ(s, a, s′). (11)

With this reward definition, given a policy π, the action-value function shown in Eq. 2
can be rewritten as in Eq. 12, where ψπ(s, a) are successor features (SFs) [4]. It is impor-
tant to note that SFs satisfy a Bellman equation, so they can be computed using conven-
tional RL algorithms.

Qπ
w(s, a) = E

[ ∞∑
k=0

γkw · ϕt+k

∣∣∣∣St = s,At = a, π

]

= w · E

[ ∞∑
k=0

γkϕt+k

∣∣∣∣St = s,At = a, π

]
= w ·ψπ(s, a).

(12)

The definitions given above, combined with a generalization of two fundamental op-
erations of DP methods for RL (policy evaluation and policy improvement, mentioned in
Section 2.1), provide a framework for knowledge transfer among tasks.

Suppose a RL agent, using an arbitrary RL method, has, through training, learned
policies for k tasks (given by k different instances of w). The agent thus knows a set of
policies Π = {πi}ki=1 and a set of corresponding SFs Ψ = {ψπi}ki=1.
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Using Eq. 12, it is possible to compute the value-function of a policy π on the k tasks
by simply computing a dot-product between the SFs, ψπ , and each weight vectorw. This
is called generalized policy evaluation (GPE). Also, given a new task, generalized policy
improvement (GPI) refers to finding a policy that is better than all of the policies in Π .
Note that GPE and GPI generalize policy evaluation and policy improvement to multiple
policies and tasks, so if k = 1, GPE and GPI are equivalent to the standard DP operations.

Clearly, there is a strong similarity between the SF framework and MORL problems
encoded by separate reward functions. In fact, in [3] it is shown that the transfer problem
addressed by SFs is equivalent to the multi-objective optimization in MORL. That work
demonstrates this by showing that it is possible to map any SF problem to a MORL
problem by converting each dimension of ϕ into an objective. That is, an MOMDP is
created with R(s, a, s′) = ϕ(s, a, s′). Importantly, in this case the definitions of SFs and
multi-objective action-value function become equivalent, that is,Qπ = ψπ .

Since there exists this equivalence between SF problems and MORL problems, it is
possible to apply GPI to MORL. Furthermore, [3] also shows that, if a convex coverage
set is learned, performing GPI on this set enables an RL agent to learn an optimal policy
for any weight vector w.

3. Related Work

This section presents a review of the related literature. Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 address
relevant works that have tackled SFs and GPI in MORL and MARL settings, respectively,
and Section 3.3 discusses applications of RL for traffic signal control.

3.1. SFs and GPI in MORL

SFs and GPI are presented in [4] as a generalization of the concept of successor represen-
tation [11] and policy improvement, respectively. This provides a framework for reusing
knowledge across RL tasks, which is further elaborated in [5].

By formally demonstrating the equivalence between the SF framework and MORL,
[3] is able to make use of GPI within the context of MORL, thus proposing a method that
is able to combine previously learned policies in order to compute an optimal policy for
any preference of objectives. However, this work only deals with single-agent scenarios.

Leveraging GPI within MORL is achieved by first using SFOLS, a SFs based exten-
sion of Optimistic Linear Support (OLS) [28] to assign different weights to the RL agent,
so that it iteratively computes a CCS (Eq. 10). Then, once a CCS is learned, applying GPI
to this set enables the agent to generate an optimal policy for any possible preference of
objectives.

Most of the works discussed in this section use as one of their experimental settings
the Four-Room domain, which is an environment made up of four rooms (separated by
walls) in which a single agent moves around and collects different types of objects, which
relate to different objectives. Because this environment is such a common benchmark in
the literature, this work extends the Four-Room environment to multiple agents, and uses
this domain as one of the experimental settings.
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3.2. SFs and GPI in MARL
Besides the works discussed in Section 3.1, only a handful of works have mentioned SFs
in the context of MORL, such as [17] (which briefly states that SFs are a subclass of
multi-objective decision making problems), and [1] (which also briefly mentions that SFs
and MORL are analogous). However, there have been a few works that have extended the
concepts of SFs and GPI to multi-agent scenarios.

Decomposing a problem using a multi-agent solution generally introduces a source of
non-stationarity. One approach that has been used to tackle this is the centralized training
with decentralized execution (CTDE) framework, in which the agents learn their policies
together, but execute them independently.

This CTDE method is used in the universal value exploration (UNeVEn) algorithm,
presented in [16], which extends universal successor features (USFs) [8] to multi-agent
universal successor features (MAUSFs), and combines this with GPI to improve the joint
exploration of agents during training. Furthermore, CTDE is also used in [21], which
presents an approach that makes use of SFs and GPI, and enables knowledge transfer
among tasks in MARL settings.

Another relevant work that tackles SFs using CTDE is [19]. They use SFs to isolate
each agent’s impact on the performance of the entire system, which allows the method to
create individual utility functions for each agent tailored to stabilize their training.

It is important to note that, since the works addressing SFs and GPI in MARL settings
do so using the CTDE framework, they all suffer from scalability issues, for obvious
reasons. The more agents in the environment, the more difficult it is to train these agents
in a centralized manner. The method proposed in this work has no such scalability issues,
as both execution and training occur in a decentralized fashion.

3.3. RL for Traffic Signal Control
Traffic signal controllers seek to determine a split of green times among various phases at
an intersection. A phase is defined as a group of non-conflicting movements (e.g., flow in
two opposite traffic directions) that can have a green light at the same time without con-
flict. There are many different ways that traffic controllers can go about making decisions,
and [27] provides an overview of several of them.

The most basic form of traffic control is based on fixed times, where the split of green
times among the phases is computed using historical data on traffic flow, if available.
However, this approach is unable to adapt to changes in traffic demand, which may lead
to an increase in waiting times. To mitigate this issue, an adaptive approach, such as RL,
can be used to determine the split of green times using some measure of performance (for
instance, accumulated waiting time).

The RL literature for traffic signal control is very extensive and diverse, and a detailed
overview of different techniques is beyond the scope of this work. Thus, the reader is
directed to surveys such as [6, 38, 36, 25].

Besides reducing the waiting time of vehicles, traffic signal controllers can also have
different objectives, such as reducing queue lengths [12] and reducing the environmental
impact of traffic by minimzing fuel consumption [18]. However, it must be emphasized
that the literature on MORL for traffic signal control is small, and there are very few
MORL works for signal control that address pedestrians, such as [13] and [39]. This is
another literature gap that this work helps to fill.
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4. Policy Transfer in MOMARL using GPI

This section describes the proposed method in detail. However, before the method is ex-
plained, some preliminary conditions need to be set forth. First, all agents must be homo-
geneous (that is, have the same sensors, possible actions, and objectives). We also assume
that their utility functions are represented as an inner product between the objectives and
the weights (Eq. 8). Finally, each agent can have its own individual weights w.

During the training phase, the method uses a multi-agent extension of the SFOLS
algorithm [3] to distributively solve scalarized versions of the multi-objective problem,
by assigning different weights to each agent. Each agent computes a policy that is stored
in a set of policies shared by all agents, until they have computed a convex coverage set.
This process is explained in Section 4.1.

Once the agents have decentrally computed a CCS, the training phase is over. Then,
during the execution phase, each agent is able to compute an effective policy for any pos-
sible instance ofw, by applying GPI [3] to the shared set. This is explained in Section 4.2.
A pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

4.1. Decentrally computing a shared set of policies

During training, the agents seek to distributively compute a set of policies, Π , in order
to approximate a CCS. To do so, each agent a iteratively receives a different weight
vector, wa, and learns a policy, πa, specialized to the multi-objective task wa. Every
time an agent receives a weight vector, it solves the task given the scalar reward function
Rw(s, a, s′) = w ·R(s, a, s′) using a multi-objective Q-learning algorithm. The policies
learned by the agents (and their corresponding SFs) are stored in a shared set of policies,
Π . This process is repeated until Π corresponds to a CCS. The key, then, is to know
which weights to assign to the agents, and when to stop (that is, how to know when Π is a
CCS). This is determined by using the OLS algorithm, which is an extension of Cheng’s
linear support algorithm [10].

Let Π be a set of policies shared among all agents and P a priority queue of weight
vectors. At each iteration of the algorithm, the weights in P with greater priority are
popped off the queue and assigned to the agents. If there are more agents than weights
in P , then randomly sampled weights are assigned to the remaining agents. After each
iteration, new weights are added, until Π corresponds to a CCS. If, at the end of an
iteration, P is empty, that means that Π is a CCS, and the algorithm ends.

The first step is to add to P all weights in the extremum of the weight simplex (that is,
all weights that have one component equal to 1 and all others equal to zero), and assign
to these weights an infinite priority to ensure that they are the first weights to be trained
on. After this initialization of the priority queue, the algorithm’s main loop begins. The
weights in P are popped off according to their priorities and assigned to the agents, which
then proceed to learn policies for the scalarized version of their multi-objective task (using
their respective weights to scalarize the task).

Once each agent a finishes learning its respective policy πa (and corresponding SF
ψπa), the algorithm evaluates the multi-objective value, V πa , of each learned policy.
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1 Then, each policy (and SF) is added to the shared set Π , if it corresponds to a still
unknown value vector (lines 20–22 of Algorithm 1).

Lastly, the algorithm determines the corner weights, which, as per Theorem 1, are
the instances of w that can provide the maximal improvement to the set of policies. In-
tuitively, corner weights are the instances of w whose optimal scalarized value functions
are farthest from the current known best value vector for that w.

Theorem 1. [10] Let W be the set of all possible reward vectors, let CCS be a convex
coverage set, and let Π be a set of deterministic policies. The maximum value of

max
w∈W,π∈CCS

min
π′∈Π

w · V π −w · V π′
(13)

is at one of the corner weights of

V CB
w = max

π∈Π
w · V π (14)

Let V CB
w , given by Eq. 14, be the current best value function. To determine the corner

weights, the algorithm exploits the fact that V CB
w is a piecewise linear and convex (PWLC)

[28, 10] function. Thus, the corner weights are the points in which V CB
w changes slope.

Each corner weight wc is inserted into P with priority ∆(wc) (line 27), which is
an optimistic estimate of the greatest possible improvement caused by learning a policy
specialized towc. This priority is given by Eq. 15, where V

∗
w is an optimistic upper-bound

for the optimal value function V ∗
w.

∆(wc) = V
∗
w − V CB

w (15)

After inserting the corner weights in P , the algorithm’s main loop (pop off weights
with greatest priority from P , assign them to the agents, learn policies, add corner weights
to P ) is repeated, until P is empty, which indicates that there are no more corner weights,
and therefore Π forms a CCS.

Let us propose an example to better illustrate the method. For the sake of simplicity,
suppose a single agent (extending this example to multiple agents is trivial, as the only
difference would be that more than one policy would be learned at each iteration) with
three actions (A, B and C) and two objectives. Suppose there are 5 states: s0, s1, s2, s3
and s4. s0 is the initial state and s4 is the terminal state.

For this simple example, at each time step, the agent always transitions to the same
states, regardless of the action selected. Choosing different actions in each state only
changes the reward received. The MOMDP for this example is shown in Figure 1. A run
of the OLS algorithm for the example is shown graphically in Figure 2.

Since this example has only two objectives, and the weights adhere to the simplex
constraints, only one of the dimensions ofw is sufficient to express all possible instances
of weights (w0 = 1− w1).

First, the method inserts into P the weight vectors [1, 0] and [0, 1], the weights in the
extrema of the weight simplex, with infinite priority. w = [1, 0] is popped off P , and the
best policy for this weight is computed. This is shown in Figure 2a.

1 Regular policy evaluation for single-objective RL can be used to determine the value of a policy for each of
its objectives.
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Algorithm 1: Multi-Agent SFOLS (MA-SFOLS)
1 Π ← {}; V ← {}; W ← {}; P ← {};
2 foreach weight we in extremum of weight simplex do
3 Insert (we,∞) into P ;
4 end
5 while P is not empty do
6 foreach agent a do
7 if P is not empty then
8 wa ← pop weight with highest priority from P ;
9 else

10 wa ← random weight;
11 end
12 Insert wa into W ;
13 Assign wa to agent a;
14 end
15 Wait until agents learn policies for their current weights;
16 foreach agent a do
17 πa, ψa ← last policy and SF computed by agent a;
18 V πa ← value vector computed by agent a;
19 wa ← current weight of agent a;
20 if V πa /∈ V then
21 Insert V πa into V;
22 Insert (πa, ψa) into Π;
23 Remove obsolete corner weights from P ;
24 Wc ← getCornerWeights(V πa ,wa,V);
25 foreach w ∈Wc do
26 ∆(w)← getImprovementEstimate(w,V,W );
27 Insert (w, ∆(w)) into P ;
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 end
32 return Π,Ψ
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s0 s1 s2 s3 s4

A
(1, 9)

B
(8, 9)

C
(1, 5)

A
(8, 7)

B
(7, 7)

C
(5, 2)

A
(3, 6)

B
(9, 0)

C
(6, 1)

A
(1, 0)

B
(4, 8)

C
(0, 5)

Fig. 1. Example: a simple MOMDP

Then,w = [0, 1] is popped off P , and the best policy for this weight is computed. The
corner weight w = [0.32, 0.68] is found, with greatest possible improvement of ∆(w).
This corner point is inserted in P , with a priority of ∆(w). This is shown in Figure 2b.

Next,w = [0.32, 0.68] is popped off P , and the best policy for this weight is computed.
The corner weight w = [0.5, 0.5] is found, with greatest possible improvement of ∆(w).
This corner point is inserted in P , with a priority of ∆(w). This is shown in Figure 2c.

Finally,w = [0.5, 0.5] is popped off P , and the best policy for this weight is computed.
Notice that the best policy for this weight is the same as the best policy for w = [0.32,
0.68], so both curves overlap. No new corner point is found, and P is empty. The policies
computed form a CCS, and the procedure ends. This is shown in Figure 2d.

4.2. Computing behaviors for new preferences using GPI

In Section 4.1, it is shown how the method makes use of a multi-agent extension of the
OLS algorithm to decentrally compute a shared set of policies, and their respective suc-
cessor features, which corresponds to a CCS. This section shows how the agents can
create new policies for any possible weights using the policies in this shared set, thus
transferring knowledge acquired from the source tasks (scalarized versions of the multi-
objective problem using the weights in P ) to the target tasks (scalarized versions of the
multi-objective problem using new weights given to the agents during execution).

It is important to note that agents reuse knowledge acquired from policies learned by
themselves and by others. This constitutes a type of multi-agent TL method, henceforth
referred to as policy transfer (since previous policies are used to create new policies, both
the source and target of the transfer are policies, thus policy transfer).

Policy improvement and GPI are only mentioned briefly in Section 2.1 and Sec-
tion 2.4, respectively. Since they constitute a fundamental part of the proposed method,
composing the core of the TL process, these operations are explained in more detail here,
for the sake of a better order of presentation of information.

The policy improvement theorem, given by Theorem 2, is an extremely important
result for RL. It shows that, for any state s, by selecting an action a in which Qπ(s, a) >
Qπ(s, π(s)), a better policy emerges. This means that, by acting greedily with respect to
the value function, policies can be improved upon.

Theorem 2. [33, 7] Let π and π′ be two deterministic policies such that, for any possible
state s,

Qπ(s, π′(s)) ≥ V π(s). (16)
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(a) Inserts weights in the extrema of the weight simplex with infinite
priority. w = [1, 0] is popped off

(b) w = [0, 1] is popped off P . The corner weight w = [0.32, 0.68] is
found, and is inserted in P , with a priority of ∆(w)
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(c) w = [0.32, 0.68] is popped off P . The corner weight w = [0.5, 0.5] is
found, and is inserted in P , with a priority of ∆(w)

(d) w = [0.5, 0.5] is popped off P . No new corner point is found, and P is
empty. The policies computed form a CCS, and the procedure ends

Fig. 2. Computing a CCS for the example using OLS
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Then, it holds that
π′ ⪰ π. (17)

The operation of improving policies by acting greedily with respect to their value
functions is called policy improvement, and is shown in Eq. 18.

π′(s) = argmax
a∈A

Qπ(s, a). (18)

Within the framework of SFs, [4] extended Theorem 2 to a set of multiple policies.
This is the generalized policy improvement theorem, given by Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. [4] Let Π be a set of deterministic policies and let π′ be a deterministic
policy such that, for any possible state s,

Qπ(s, π′(s)) ≥ V π(s) ∀π ∈ Π. (19)

Then, it holds that
π′ ⪰ π ∀π ∈ Π. (20)

As aforementioned, the operation of improving a set of policies by acting greedily
with respect to all of their value functions is called GPI, a generalization of policy im-
provement which was originally applied to the SFs framework. However, by showing the
equivalence between SFs and MORL, [3] showed that it is possible to use GPI to improve
policies in MORL settings. This result is key to the proposed method.

To understand how Theorem 3 can be applied to MORL, suppose the policies in Π
correspond to policies learned by scalarizing a multi-objective problem using different
weights. Now consider that a new weight vector is given to an agent. Because of the result
in Theorem 3, this agent can create a new policy for this new weight vector by simply
acting greedily with respect to the value function of all policies in Π for a scalarized
version of the multi-objective problem using this new weight vector.

Now that a theoretical foundation has been laid, let us continue explaining the method.
After having decentrally computed a shared set of policies Π , the agents are now ready to
create new policies for any possible weight vector. Given a new weightw, the agent uses
Eq. 21 to generate a new policy, πGPI

w , best suited for the new weight vector, w.

πGPI
w (s) ∈ argmax

a∈A
max
π∈Π

w ·ψπ(s, a). (21)

Note that, as discussed in Section 2.4, when we define the features as being the multi-
objective reward function (R(s, a, s′) = ϕ(s, a, s′)), then the SFs are equivalent to the
multi-objective action-value function, that is, ψπ(s, a) = Qπ(s, a).

For a single-agent scenario, [3] proved that the policy πGPI
w is optimal for w if Π

corresponds to a CCS. However, since we are interested in multi-agent scenarios, the
convergence guarantees no longer hold. Nevertheless, Section 5 empirically shows that for
complex MARL problems, even though πGPI

w is not theoretically optimal, its performance
is effective.
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5. Experiments and Results

This section presents the experimental settings and results, and empirically shows that the
method is both efficient at building a shared set of policies and effective at combining
these policies using GPI to generate behaviors for different preferences over objectives.
To evaluate the proposed method, two domains are used.

The Four-Room environment is used as one of the experimental settings in this work
because it is employed in relevant related works, such as [4, 15, 3].

To show that the method also performs well for even more complex domains, and that
the policies generated for new preferences over objectives are effective, a traffic signal
control environment where traffic controllers optimize for both vehicles and pedestrians
is also used, since this is an inherently distributed and multi-objective domain. Also, the
agent’s actions in this environment are highly coupled, which makes it even more chal-
lenging.

As explained in Section 4.1, the agents can use any temporal difference learning algo-
rithm to learn policies for the weights they receive. For our experiments, in both domains,
multi-objective Q-learning with experience replay [14] was used. Table 1 shows the learn-
ing parameters used. Several values for each parameter were tested, but these were the
ones that induced the best performance.

Table 1. Q-learning parameters.
Parameter Value

α 0.1
ϵ 0.05
γ 0.95

Experience replay buffer size 1000000

5.1. Four-Room

The Four-Room environment was extended to contain multiple agents. Figure 3 depicts
the environment. It is a 13 × 13 grid composed of four separate rooms, hence its name.
The black squares represent the walls separating the rooms (the agents are unable to walk
through these walls). There are three different types of objects (blue squares, green tri-
angles and red circles), which are collected by the agents once they step on their corre-
sponding squares. Each object corresponds to a different objective (there are, therefore,
three different objectives). For this multi-agent extension, a second agent has been added.
The agents start in the squares indicated by the labels S1 and S2. Once they both reach
the square indicated by the label G, the episode ends.

At each time step t, each agent observes a vector st = [x, y] which represents the
coordinates describing the agent’s current position in the grid. The agents are unaware of
each other, but their actions are highly coupled.

Each agent has four possible actions: up, down, right and left (which move the agent
one square in the corresponding direction). Agents are unable to step on black squares
(which represent walls) and unable to leave the grid.
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S1

G

S2

Fig. 3. Four-Room domain.

The reward R(s, a, s′) ∈ R3 is a three-dimensional vector representing the type of
object in the agent’s current cell ([1, 0, 0] if blue square, [0, 1, 0] if green triangle, [0,
0, 1] if red circle and [0, 0, 0] if blank). Once an agent steps on a square with an object,
the agent receives the respective reward, and the object disappears, so the other agent can
no longer receive a non-zero reward by stepping on that square. The agents, therefore,
compete against each other.

This section aims at showing that the proposed method is efficient at generating a
shared set of policies that can be effectively combined via GPI. Since the method iter-
atively assigns weights to the agents, which learn policies to scalarized versions of the
multi-objective problem at each iteration, efficiency here can be measured by the num-
ber of iterations required to build the complete set of policies. A common baseline in the
literature, which is used here as well, is to use random weights at each iteration [37].

Figure 4 shows the average return of both agents for 12 random test weights, after each
iteration of MA-SFOLS + GPI and Random + GPI. As mentioned, for Random + GPI each
agent is assigned a random weight at each iteration (instead of the corner weights, which
offer the greatest possible improvement). For both MA-SFOLS and Random, GPI is used
at every iteration to combine the policies learned so far to generate behaviors for the test
weights.

From the plot, it is clear that the proposed method takes considerably less iterations
in order to build an approximate CCS. For this example, the shared set of policies in most
runs of the MA-SFOLS was already sufficient at iteration 4, whilst Random took more
than twice as many iterations (approximately 10) to reach a similar level of returns.

The results empirically show the concept explained in Theorem 1: that corner weights
offer the greatest possible improvement to expand the current set of policies. In fact, ac-
cording to this theorem, no other weights assigned to the agents besides the ones selected
by MA-SFOLS at each iteration could have built a CCS in fewer iterations.
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Fig. 4. Expected return of the agents over the distribution of reward weights
(Four-Room).

5.2. Traffic Signal Control

The traffic scenario, shown in Figure 5, contains three intersections. Each traffic light
at each intersection is controlled by an independent RL agent. The experiments were
performed using SUMO-RL [2], which is based on the microscopic traffic simulator
SUMO [22] (Simulation of Urban MObility). SUMO-RL provides an interface for MARL,
in which each agent can receive its own observations and rewards, and provide its own
action to the traffic simulation. Below we detail how the scenario and the states, actions,
and rewards of the agents were defined in our experimental setting.

The scenario selected is especially interesting and non-trivial because it considers
pedestrians. Figure 6 shows a zoomed view of an intersection, in which lanes, vehicles,
sidewalks, pedestrians, and a crossing can be seen. Notice that there is only one crossing
lane per intersection, located at the road with greater vehicular demand. This is inten-
tional, as it ensures that a conflict exists between the vehicle and the pedestrian objectives.
Were there to be a crossing on the other road, the problem would become much less com-
plex from a multi-objective perspective, as the same actions would benefit both objectives
simultaneously.

Every link has 150 m in length, two lanes and is one-way. There are four Origin-
Destination (OD) pairs: VO1 → VD1, HO1 → HD1, HO2 → HD2 and HO3 → HD3.
Vehicles and pedestrians are inserted in an origin node and are removed from the simu-
lation in a destination node. Vehicles travel in the North-South (N-S) direction in vertical
links, and in the West-East (W-E) direction in horizontal links. Each vertical link has a
pedestrian sidewalk, and each intersection has a crossing for pedestrians. Pedestrians only
go in the North-South (N-S) direction.

Traffic signals in this scenario have a minimum and maximum green time. They are
referred to as minGreenTime and maxGreenTime, respectively. For the experiments, these
values were 10 and 50 seconds respectively. All signals have two phases, the North-South
phase, which, when green, allows pedestrians and vehicles to flow in the North-South
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Fig. 5. Traffic signal control environment

Fig. 6. Traffic intersection

direction, and the West-East phase, which, when green, allows vehicles to flow in the
West-East direction.

Regarding demands, one vehicle is inserted in HO1, HO2 and HO3 every 3.3 seconds,
and one vehicle is inserted in VO1 every 20 seconds. As for pedestrians, one pedestrian is
inserted every second in the origin node VO1. Each episode runs for 500 seconds. Once
an episode ends, the simulation restarts.

At each time step t (which corresponds to five seconds of clock time), each agent ob-
serves a vector st, given by Eq. (22), which describes the current state of the respective
intersection. ρ ∈ {0, 1} is binary variable that indicates the current active green phase
(ρ = 0 when the West-East phase is green, and ρ = 1 when the North-South and pedes-
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trian phases are green). τ ∈ [0, 1] is the elapsed time of the current signal phase divided
by maxGreenTime (50 seconds). L is the set of all incoming lanes (for both vehicles and
pedestrians). The density ∆l ∈ [0, 1] is defined as the number of vehicles or pedestrians
in the incoming lane l ∈ L divided by the total capacity of the lane. ql ∈ [0, 1] is defined
as the number of queued vehicles or pedestrians in the incoming lane l ∈ L divided by
the total capacity of the lane. A vehicle is considered to be queued if its speed is below
0.1 m/s. A pedestrian is considered to be queued if it is stopped before a crossing waiting
for its phase to turn green.

st = [ρ, τ,∆1, ...,∆|L|, q1, ..., q[L]] (22)

Each signal controller agent chooses a discrete action at at each time step t. For our
scenario, since all intersections have two incoming links, there are two phases, so each
agent has only two actions: keep and change. The former keeps the current green sig-
nal active, while the latter switches the current green light to another phase. The agents
can only choose keep if the current green phase has been active for less than maxGreen-
Time, and can only choose change if the current green phase has been active for at least
minGreenTime.

For this scenario, the traffic controllers have two objectives: to minimize the waiting
time of vehicles, and to minimize the waiting time of pedestrians. Thus, the reward func-
tion R → R2 is a two-dimensional vector, given by Eq. (23), where the first component is
the change in cumulative vehicle waiting time between successive time steps, and the sec-
ond component is the change in cumulative pedestrian waiting time between successive
time steps.

Rt = [Wvt −Wvt+1,Wpt −Wpt+1] (23)

Wvt is the cumulative vehicle waiting time at time step t, given by Eq. (24), where
Vt is the set of incoming vehicles, and wv,t is the total waiting time of vehicle v since it
entered the incoming road until time step t.

Wvt =
∑
v∈Vt

wv,t (24)

Wpt is the cumulative pedestrian waiting time at time step t, given by Eq. (25), where
Pt is the set of incoming pedestrians, and wp,t is the total waiting time of pedestrian p at
the crossing until time step t.

Wpt =
∑
p∈Pt

wp,t (25)

Figure 7 shows the average return of all three traffic controllers for 25 random test
weights,2 after each iteration of MA-SFOLS + GPI. The performance of a few policies
generated by GPI is shown in Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10. Figure 8 shows the waiting
time of pedestrians for the selected policies, and it is clear that the greater the value of
w1 (the weight corresponding to the pedestrian objective), the smaller the waiting time of
pedestrians (thus, greater the performance for this objective). Figure 9 shows the waiting

2 We uniformly sample weight vectors by sampling from a d-dimensional Dirichlet distribution (α = 1), as
in [1].
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Fig. 7. Expected return of the agents over the distribution of reward weights

time of vehicles for the selected policies, and the same effect is visible (the greater the
value of the weight corresponding to the vehicle objective, the better the performance for
this objective). Figure 10 shows a zoomed view of Figure 9.

Note that the legends of the plots only show one dimension of the weight vector (since
there are only two objectives, w0 = 1 − w1 and w1 = 1 − w0). If a plot shows waiting
time of vehicles, the legend shows the weight dimension for vehicles (w0), and if a plot
shows waiting time of pedestrians, the legend shows the weight dimension for pedestrians
(w1).

It is clear from these plots how conflicting both objectives are (the higher the pref-
erence over one objective, the worse the performance is for the other objective). This
makes this problem even more difficult, and also helps to serve as a motivation for multi-
objective methods. Clearly, for this problem, a multi-objective method is required, as a
priori scalarization of the problem would not be sufficient to address this scenario if the
weights were not known in advance.

Section 5.1 showed the efficiency of the proposed method (measured by iterations
required to form an approximate CCS). This section aims at showing the effectiveness
of the method, that is, that the policies generated by GPI are effective for new reward
weights. Thus, in the next experiments, we present an evaluation phase in which the set
of policies identified during the training phase (via Algorithm 1) is shared with all agents.
We compare the performance of policies generated via GPI with policies learned by Q-
learning given a few selected reward weights.

Figures 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 show a comparison between the performance (for both
objectives) of policies generated by MA-SFOLS + GPI and the performance of policies
learned by Q-learning via a priori scalarization for a few weights. It is clear that the
policies generated by GPI have a very similar performance to the policies directly learned
by Q-learning via a priori scalarization. Therefore, these results show that the method is
able to appropriately leverage previous knowledge in order to create effective policies for
new values of w.

The results in this section and in Section 5.1 empirically show that the method is both
efficient and effective at building a shared set of policies that can be combined via GPI
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Fig. 8. Waiting time of pedestrians for a few policies generated by GPI

Fig. 9. Waiting time of vehicles for a few policies generated by GPI

to generate behaviors for new weights, so that the RL agents can perform well for any
required preference of objectives.
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Fig. 10. Zoomed view of waiting time of vehicles

Fig. 11. MA-SFOLS + GPI vs Q-learning: w = [0.5, 0.5] (pedestrians)

6. Conclusion

This work introduced a multi-objective multi-agent transfer learning method in which
homogeneous agents decentrally build a shared set of policies during training. During
the execution/evaluation phase, the agents combine these policies via GPI to create new
policies specialized to any new linear combinations of their objectives. Within the method,
two layers of knowledge transfer can be discerned: knowledge sharing and policy transfer.

Knowledge sharing refers to the fact that the policies learned by one agent can be used
by another, thus all the agents in the system share their knowledge with each other. Policy
transfer refers to the fact that, by leveraging a generalization of policy improvement, the
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Fig. 12. MA-SFOLS + GPI vs Q-learning: w = [0.4, 0.6] (pedestrians)

Fig. 13. MA-SFOLS + GPI vs Q-learning: w = [0.2, 0.8] (pedestrians)

proposed method also enables agents to combine policies learned by themselves and by
the other agents in order to create new policies, thus, policy transfer.

The proposed method is very useful for problems that are inherently distributed (there-
fore, a multi-agent solution is preferable or required) and multi-objective, and scalarizing
them is not an option, either because the weights for the objectives are not known during
training, or because the trade-off between objectives may change over time.

A traffic signal control domain with vehicles and pedestrians was used to evaluate
the method, in addition to a standard domain in the SFs literature. It must be noted that
optimizing for pedestrians is rarely addressed in the RL literature for traffic signal control.

The results empirically showed that the method is both efficient and effective at build-
ing a shared set of policies that can be combined via GPI to generate behaviors for new
weights, so that the RL agents can perform well for any required preference of objectives.
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Fig. 14. MA-SFOLS + GPI vs Q-learning:w = [0.2, 0.8] (vehicles)fig:four-room-returns

Fig. 15. MA-SFOLS + GPI vs Q-learning: w = [0.4, 0.6] (vehicles)fig:four-room

This is one of the first works to address TL in the context of MOMARL, and the first
work (to the authors’ best knowledge) that leverages generalized policy improvement for
settings with multiple objectives and multiple agents.

In future work, we would like to address the two main limitations of our approach.
First, we assumed linear utility functions, and thus our method is only able to identify
policies in the CCS. How to deal with the more general case of non-linear utility func-
tions is still an open problem in MORL [34]. Second, we considered independent learning
agents that do not take into account the effects of non-stationarity caused by other agents.
Extending our method in a way such that agents’ policies are conditioned on the prefer-
ences of other agents is a promising research direction. In order to tackle this problem,
we plan to design a method that learns an inherently multi-agent coverage set, instead of a
regular CCS; that is, a coverage set that takes into account the preferences over objectives
of all agents simultaneously.
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Abstract. Moving object segmentation (MOS) is one of the important and well-
studied computer vision tasks that is used in a variety of applications, such as video
surveillance systems, human tracking, self-driving cars, and video compression.
While traditional approaches to MOS rely on hand-crafted features or background
modeling, deep learning methods using Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) have
been shown to be more effective in extracting features and achieving better accu-
racy. However, most deep learning-based methods for MOS offer scene-dependent
solutions, leading to reduced performance when tested on previously unseen video
content. Because spatial features are insufficient to represent the motion informa-
tion, the spatial and temporal features should be used together to succeed in un-
seen videos. To address this issue, we propose the MOS-Net deep framework, an
encoder-decoder network that combines spatial and temporal features using the flux
tensor algorithm, 3D CNNs, and ConvLSTM in its different variants. MOS-Net 2.0
is an enhanced version of the base MOS-Net structure, where additional ConvL-
STM modules are added to 3D CNNs for extracting long-term spatiotemporal fea-
tures. In the final stage of the framework the output of the encoder-decoder network,
the foreground probability map, is thresholded for producing a binary mask where
moving objects are in the foreground and the rest forms the background. In addition,
an ablation study has been conducted to evaluate different combinations as inputs
to the proposed network, using the ChangeDetection2014 (CDnet2014) which in-
cludes challenging videos such as those with dynamic backgrounds, bad weather,
and illumination changes. In most approaches, the training and test strategy are not
announced, making it difficult to compare the algorithm results. In addition, the pro-
posed method can be evaluated differently as video-optimized or video-agnostic. In
video-optimized approaches, the training and test set is obtained randomly and sep-
arated from the overall dataset. The results of the proposed method are compared
with competitive methods from the literature using the same evaluation strategy. It
has been observed that the introduced MOS networks give highly competitive re-
sults on the CDnet2014 dataset. The source code for the simulations provided in
this work is available online.

Keywords: Moving object segmentation, flux tensor, deep learning, spatiotemporal,
change detection, foreground segmentation, background subtraction.

*A preliminary version of this work has been published as a conference paper in INISTA 2022.
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1. Introduction

Moving object detection and segmentation is a vital task in many systems, such as video
surveillance, human tracking, action recognition, self-driving cars, and video compres-
sion. It is particularly important in video surveillance systems and is also used as a sub-
system in applications like video compression and self-driving cars. Moving object seg-
mentation, also known as background subtraction, involves modeling the background and
then comparing it to the current frame in order to classify each pixel as foreground or
background. The accuracy of the algorithm depends heavily on the background modeling
and maintenance process. A background model is created using the initial background
and updated using upcoming frames. There are different strategies used for updating the
process of background. The update rate is one of the significant hyper-parameters of the
algorithm that affect the accuracy.

Moving object segmentation (MOS) is considered a semantic segmentation problem,
each pixel is classified as foreground or background. The encoder-decoder network is
popularly used in semantic segmentation problems. The encoder part extracts features
with convolutional filters and pooling operations, the decoder part uses high-level features
to produce a binary map. In order to increase the performance of the decoder network,
there is a skip connection for transferring low-level features to decoder layers that gives
better localization results. However, spatial features alone are not sufficient for moving
object detection or segmentation, so it is necessary to consider both spatial and temporal
features.

Our first proposed network, called Moving Object Segmentation (MOS) Net, is de-
signed for binary segmentation. It is based on the U-Net [1] network, which has been suc-
cessful in many segmentation tasks and is frequently used in the literature. In this paper,
we preferred to use a hybrid algorithm that contains a flux tensor and 3D CNN. Flux ten-
sor method [2] is an efficient way to extract motion information without using eigenvalue
decomposition. Also, the network contains a 3D CNN for extracting the spatiotemporal
features by using temporal depth in the kernel. Combining the output of flux tensor and
motion entropy maps extracted by convolutional filters makes the network more robust
for unseen videos. The flux tensor output, the feature map extracted by the 3D CNN net-
work, and the current frame are the inputs of our U-net model, and networks produce a
foreground probability map as a result of the sigmoid activation in the last layer of the
network. MOS-Net in its basic form was proposed in preliminary work [3].

This paper represents an extended version of the conference paper [3]. In this pa-
per, we introduce the novel MOS-Net 2.0 network, which is an enhanced version of the
vanilla MOS-Net. In MOS-Net 2.0, ConvLSTM modules are appended to 3D CNNs with
the aim of extracting long-term spatiotemporal features. MOS-Net 2.0 greatly benefits
from the utilization of these long-term spatiotemporal features. Simulation results indi-
cate improved performance for the novel MOS-Net 2.0, especially in scenes that include
dynamic background objects such as the shaking of moving tree leaves, snow, rain, waves,
etc.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review
that contains traditional and deep learning-based methods for moving object segmenta-
tion. Section 3 and Section 4 describe the architecture of our proposed encoder-decoder
network variants which are called as MOS-Net and MOS-Net 2.0, respectively. Section
5 conducts a quantitative and qualitative comparison of our networks and the competing
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methods from the literature and also includes an ablation study. Section 6 provides the
conclusions and a final discussion of the obtained results.

2. Related Work

Traditional methods for detecting a moving object are also called background subtraction.
The reason for this naming is that background modeled by the algorithm is compared
with the current frame, and then each pixel is classified as a result of this comparison. We
can examine the background subtraction algorithm in 3 parts: background initialization,
background modeling and maintenance, and foreground segmentation. In the background
initialization part, an initial background is initialized using historical video frames. The
initialized background is a reference for segmentation in currently incoming video frames.
An initial model can be created using the statistical properties of N video frames taken
from the beginning of the video. Background modeling and its maintenance are the most
critical part of the performance of the background subtraction algorithm. A background
model is created using the initial background and updated using upcoming frames. Fore-
ground segmentation is performed by comparing the background model and the current
frame. There exist different comparison strategies. For instance, the absolute value of the
difference between the current frame and the background model can be compared with a
threshold value. If this difference is higher than the threshold value, the pixel is classified
as foreground, otherwise as background.

There are many efficient and influential studies on moving object detection and seg-
mentation in the literature. One important method is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
[4], a parametric approach proposed by C. Stauffer et al. to model complex backgrounds
such as moving background and brightness change. GMM is the weighted sum of N
Gaussian distributions. In this method, the relationship between neighboring pixels is
disregarded, and each pixel is evaluated independently. The mean value of the weighted
Gaussian distribution is computed for each pixel and compared with the corresponding
pixel value in the incoming frame. If a match is found, the pixel is classified as part of
the background. GMM can tolerate the brightness changes because of the nature of Gaus-
sian distribution and permit the different appearance of background objects with another
Gaussian distribution for the pixel. ViBe [5], introduced by Barnich et al., is a method
that models the background with a sample-based system. The last N values are kept in
the library for each pixel. The classification process was carried out by comparing the
pixels in this created library with newly arriving pixels. At least K matches are expected
to classify a new pixel as background. The difference between the gray level values of the
pixels has to be lower than a specified threshold value R to allow a match. Oliver et al [6]
developed a learning-based algorithm in which they use subspace learning for modeling
background, a method called as eigenbackground. The model first calculates the mean
background image and covariance matrix from N sample images. Then the background
is modeled using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with the largest eigenvalues and
corresponding M eigenvectors. After the new frames are projected on the eigenvectors,
the picture and the projection are compared. Then the pixels are classified with a threshold
value used in this comparison.

CNNs have been used by researchers to detect or segment moving objects, in addition
to their extensive use in other fields of computer vision. Braham and Broeck proposed an
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early method that uses convolutional filters for the background subtraction [7]. In their
work, the background and current images are obtained by using the temporal median
filter, and then they are fed into LeNet-5 [8] network in the form of N*N patches. This
method is significant for inspiring other researchers about the utilization of deep learning
methods in this research area. Another popular method is DeepBs [9] which combines
traditional and deep learning-based approaches and makes them more robust on unseen
videos. It uses the Subsense algorithm [10] as a traditional approach. Then, the current
frame and modeled background are given as input to the network in the form of N*N
patches. There is also a pixel library that contains the historical values of each pixel. The
length of the library changes depends on the motion information generated by the flux
tensor algorithm [2]. In contrast to DeepBs, Gao and Cai proposed an end-to-end network
[11] that uses 3D convolution to extract both spatial and temporal features. FgSegNet
[12] network has state-of-the-art results on the CDNet-2014 dataset. It is a segmentation
network consisting of an encoder and decoder network that extracts multi-scale features.
It uses 50 or 200 frames for each video in training the network. This algorithm provides a
video-specific result for foreground segmentation.

Another recent work is the BSUV-Net network [13], which consists of a fully convo-
lutional network and is tested on unseen videos. BSUV-Net is a network that has a similar
network structure to U-net [1]. The network uses the current frame and two temporal
median filters with different numbers for the historical frames. In addition to the three
channels, they exploit the segmentation network in their proposed method. In most of the
approaches, the training and test strategy are not announced, which makes it difficult to
compare the algorithm results. In addition, the proposed method can be evaluated differ-
ently as video-optimized or video-agnostic. In video-optimized approaches, the training
and test set is obtained from randomly separated video frames. Even if the datasets are
selected from different video frames, they may contain similar images. Therefore, the net-
work’s performance on unseen videos is not sufficient. The training and test videos are
entirely different in the video-agnostic methods, so the network test on unseen videos.
Consequently, video-optimized approaches have an unfair advantage over video-agnostic
techniques.

3. Proposed Method I - MOS-Net

This section gives details about our proposed network MOS-Net [3] consisting of 3D
CNN, the flux tensor algorithm, and the encoder-decoder network. A preliminary version
of this work including the MOS-Net was provided in [3]. The proposed network is shown
in Figure 1. In addition, we give the details of our training strategy and loss function.

3.1. 3D CNNs

Motion features are extracted through 3D CNNs using consecutive frames. The last N
frames go into the network, the temporal dimension is reduced in each convolution layer,
and the motion information is extracted as a result of the network. The temporal stride
parameter is used as 5, 5, and 2 in each convolution layer, respectively. The different
kernel sizes 5×5, 3× 3, and 1× 1 are used for extracting multi-scale features, and these
features maps are added up. We used 50 last recent frames as input frames in our proposed
3D CNNs, and its architecture is shown in Figure 1a.
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3.2. The flux tensor algorithm

There are different algorithms used to obtain motion information in the literature. One
of the most well-known of these is the Lucas Kanade method [14] for the estimation
of optical flow. This algorithm makes the optical flow estimation by assuming that the
motion in neighboring pixels is similar. The least-square fit method is used for estimating
the motion vectors.

The flux tensor algorithm [2] is an extended version of the 3D grayscale structure ten-
sor [15] which has coherent motion segmentation results with respect to classical optical
flow methods. In the flux tensor algorithm [2], motion information can be extracted with
a lower computational cost compared to other optical flow algorithms without using the
eigenvalue decomposition. The local 3D spatiotemporal volume contains the optical flow
field, and the flux tensor describes the changes in the field over time. The matrix of flux
tensor is shown in Eq. (1). It is possible to distinguish between static and moving objects
by using the flux tensor matrix. The trace of the matrix can be used directly to find the
moving object in the current frame. The trace of the matrix is shown in Eq. (2)
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3.3. Encoder-Decoder network

This study uses a U-Net type encoder-decoder network for foreground segmentation.
BSUV-Net [13], one of the recent methods, uses the U-net type neural network for the
segmentation process. It also utilizes reference frames obtained from the temporal me-
dian filter at different intervals. The current frame and reference frames are given as input
to a U-net network. In our proposed network, unlike BSUV-Net, the motion information
is extracted by using 3D CNNs and flux tensor algorithm. The extracted motion feature
maps are given as input to the encoder-decoder network, together with the current frame.
Our proposed encoder-decoder network for MOS-Net is shown in Figure 1b.

The encoder module reduces the spatial resolution by using convolution and max pool-
ing operations. The decoder module upsamples the reduced form to the original resolu-
tion. The decoder part maps the low-resolution image containing the features to the origi-
nal resolution and utilizes the skip connection in the network. The first four convolutional
layers of the encoder module are the same as the VGG-16 [16] network. All convolution
filters have a 3× 3 kernel size and max-pooling has a 2× 2 kernel size as a stride rate of
2. Batch normalization [17] is used at the end of each convolution layer and standardizes
the input for each mini-batch. It stabilizes the network, speeds up the training process,
and has a regularization effect.

Motion information obtained by using a flux tensor and 3D convolutional neural net-
work is input to the encoder-decoder network together with the current frame. The net-
work gives an output of a binary image with the same spatial resolution as the current
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Proposed foreground segmentation network, MOS-Net. (a) Initial 3D
Convolutional Neural Network extracting the motion entropy maps from N historical
frames, (b) Encoder-decoder network creating the final segmentation map output
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frame. The binary image that contains the foreground probability map is obtained by us-
ing the sigmoid activation function. The foreground probability map consists of pixels
value between 0 and 1, and pixels are threshold by a value; ones higher than the threshold
value are classified as foreground, and others are the background.

3.4. Loss function

Moving object segmentation is fundamentally the classification of each pixel as fore-
ground or background. The number of background pixels on the dataset is much more
than the number of foreground pixels. This imbalance problem degrades the performance
of the proposed fully convolutional network. The cross-entropy loss function is prevalent
in semantic segmentation tasks. When this loss function is used in an imbalanced dataset,
the classifier favors the majority classes, and the network will be a biased model. The
weighted cross-entropy loss is proposed as a solution to this imbalance problem. The ef-
fect of the samples with a minority in the dataset on the loss function gets increased in the
weighted cross-entropy loss. The Jaccard index or IoU (Intersection over Union) is used
widely for imbalanced dataset problems in object detection tasks. In addition to object de-
tection, this loss function can also be used for semantic segmentation tasks. The Jaccard
index is computed as follows.

Jaccard Index =
TP

TP + FP + FN
(3)

Here, the below given definitions are being used.

TP : the count of true positives
FP : the count of false positives
FN : the count of false negatives

The Jaccard index measures the sensitivity of foreground pixel segmentation results.
As the performance of the segmentation network improves, this value approaches one.
On the other hand, as the performance decreases, the index approaches zero. The Jaccard
index can be utilized to define a loss function with the following equation.

Jaccard Loss Function = (1− Jaccard Index) ∗ α (4)

Here, α is a smoothing parameter.

4. Proposed Method II - MOS-Net 2.0

In the MOS-Net network introduced in Section 3, short-time spatiotemporal features are
extracted from consecutive frames via a 3D Convolutional Neural Network. As stated in
Chapter 2, the ConvLSTM time series can be used to extract long-term spatiotemporal
features from an input. In order to increase the performance of the 3D CNN network
used in this study, we add ConvLSTM modules to the 3D CNN spatiotemporal feature
extractor. THis lead to the improved MOS-Net 2.0 network. The full network structure
for MOS-Net 2.0 is shown in Figure 2. The encoder-decoder network responsible for
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Proposed foreground segmentation network, MOS-Net 2.0. a) Initial 3D CNN
network with novel ConvLSTM modules generating the spatiotemporal features, b)
Encoder-decoder network creating the final segmentation map
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feature extraction and dense prediction, the flux tensor algorithm, and the utilized loss
function are the same as in MOS-Net.

LSTM is one of the RNN methods used in time series problems. However, considering
the large number of pixels in an image, too many parameters are required for an LSTM
realization when imported to an image processing setting. At the same time, LSTM is in-
sufficient to extract spatial features. Therefore, ConvLSTM is preferred where the matrix
multiplication is exchanged with a convolution operation using a 2D kernel. ConvLSTM
can extract spatiotemporal features from the 2D time series image, using both the convo-
lutional layer and also the cell state included in LSTM. 3D CNNs transmit the necessary
information for motion information to the encoder-decoder network. In the MOS-Net
2.0, the ConvLSTM module is applied to an element-wise collection of feature maps
obtained with different sized filter in 3D convolutions. The updated architecture for the
spatiotemporal feature extractor is shown in Figure 2a. The use of ConvLSTM is intended
to improve the robustness of the network in extracting motion information.

5. Experiments and Performance Evaluation

The proposed method is trained and tested using the ChangeDetection2014 (CDnet2014)
dataset [18], which is frequently used in moving object segmentation tasks. ChangeDe-
tection is often employed in assessing the performance of moving object segmentation
and change detection algorithms. CDnet2014 was announced as an extended version of
the 2012 CDnet dataset, with five new categories and 22 videos (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. The sample video frames from CDnet2014 dataset [18]
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We implemented proposed methods using the Pytorch framework and a Tesla P100-
PCIE-16GB GPU, utilizing a batch size of 8. Adam was used as the optimization algo-
rithm during the training, and the learning rate started at 0.0001. Afterwards the learning
rate was gradually reduced every 20 epochs. The maximum number of epochs is 60 for
each network configuration. The networks are trained by randomly selecting 200 video
frames for each video listed in Table 1.

Fully convolutional networks are independent of the particular spatial resolution of the
input. The spatial resolutions of the videos in the CD2014 dataset differ from each other.
We used the fixed size input as 224x224 to utilize the parallel processing power of GPUs.
The inputs can be made same size by resizing operations or cropping fixed-sized patches
from the images. We used the randomly cropping strategy for the fixed-size input in the
training process, since randomly cropped images give the network an extra augmentation
and regularization effect. In addition, random noise has been added to the input image as
another augmentation technique that makes the network robust to sudden changes. On the
other hand, we used the original spatial resolution of the input frame without any scaling
or cropping operation in the inference process.

Table 1. Change Detection 2014 Dataset Data Division [19]
Category Train Data Test Data
Baseline highway, office, PETS2006 pedestrians

badWeather skating, snowFall, wetSnow blizzard
cameraJitter badminton, boulevard, sidewalk traffic

dynamicBackground canoe, fall, fountain01, fountain02, overpass boats
intermittentObjectMotion abandonedBox, sofa, streetLight, tramstop, winterDriveway parking

lowFramerate port 0 17fps, tramCrossroad 1fps, tunnelExit 0 35fps turnpike 00 05fps
nightVideos bridgeEntry, busyBoulvard, fluidHighway, streetCornerAtNight, winterStreet tramStation

shadow backdoor, bungalows, cubicle, peopleInShade busStation
thermal diningRoom, lakeSide, library, park corridor

turbulence turbulence1, turbulence2, turbulence3 turbulence0

As a result of the encoder-decoder network, a foreground probability map (FPM) with
values between 0 and 1 is obtained. Binary images can be produced using different thresh-
old values such as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Figure 4 shows the average F1 score of MOS-
Net and MOS-Net 2.0 networks for these threshold values on the unseen videos in Table
1. It indicates that MOS-Net and MOS-Net 2.0 reach the best average F1 score with a 0.1
threshold value. Using these results, the fixed threshold value was determined as 0.1, and
this threshold value was used in the experiments.

The network gives a foreground probability map resulting from the last sigmoid ac-
tivation function. Then, pixel values greater than 0.1 classify as foreground and others
as background. Our proposed methods, MOS-Net and MOS-Net 2.0 outperform compet-
ing methods as listed in Table 2. They have F1-scores 0.83 and 0.85 on the CDnet2014
dataset, respectively. As shown in Table 2, FgSegNet [12], a state of the art method for
CDnet2014 dataset, has a performance of 0.22 in terms of F1 score. It has degraded perfor-
mance on unseen videos, because FgSegNet [12] offers a video-specific solution. Another
recent work is BSUV-Net [13]. Its performance is 0.80 in terms of F1-score on the un-
seen videos, as listed in Table 1. BSUV-Net [13] utilizes temporal median filters, which
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suppresses the performance of the network for dynamic scenes. As can be seen from the
results, our proposed network MOS-Net 2.0 gives the best results among the competing
algorithms. In Table 3, visual results obtained in different categories of the CDnet2014
dataset are given.

Fig. 4. The illustration of average F1 score on unseen videos versus thresholds

The comparison of the network parameter numbers of the proposed methods with
FgSegNet and BSUV-Net, which are studies conducted in recent years, are given in Table
4. In the FgSegNet method, the parameters of the first three layers in the encoder block
are frozen in the training process. These weights are the original weights of the VGG16
network. It is seen that FgSegnet has the lowest number of parameters since it uses con-
volutional filters and pooling operations for extracting only spatial features on the current
frame. It has been observed that the performance on the unseen dataset is low due to the
absence of spatiotemporal features. As seen in Table 4, the MOS-Net 2.0 with the highest
F1 score also has the highest number of parameters. MOS-Net 2.0 has more parameters
than MOS-Net, because of the inclusion of the ConvLSTM module.

One important contribution of this work is the evaluation of the effects of traditional
and deep learning based features on the moving object segmentation performance. Our
proposed networks, MOS-Net and MOS-NET 2.0 have multiple inputs at the encoder
module, which extracts further spatiotemporal features using these inputs. We retrained
the encoder-decoder network by trying out different combinations of these inputs as an
ablation study. We investigate the impact of the choice of the inputs on the segmenta-
tion performance in previously unseen videos with regards to the recall, precision, and F1
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Table 2. Comparison of method in terms of F-Measure on Change Detection 2014
Dataset

Method Baseline
Bad

weather
Camera

Jitter
Dynamic

Background
Int.Obj.
motion

Low
Framerate Night Shadow Thermal Turbulence Overall

ViBe [5] 0.90 0.53 0.66 0.22 0.26 0.60 0.62 0.67 0.75 0.58 0.58
SubSense [10] 0.92 0.81 0.80 0.69 0.48 ,0.81 0.76 0.82 0.86 0.79 0.77
PAWCS [20] 0.93 0.66 0.83 0.88 0.21 0.91 0.63 0.86 0.65 0.68 0.73
IUTIS-5 [21] 0.96 0.80 0.83 0.75 0.65 0.85 0.75 0.82 0.88 0.63 0.79
DeepBS [9] 0.95 0.61 0.88 0.81 0.60 0.49 0.16 0.94 0.89 0.77 0.71

FgSegNet [12] 0.06 0.12 0.36 0.12 0.46 0.60 0.27 0.27 0.18 0.02 0.22
BSUV-Net [13] 0.97 0.88 0.76 0.77 0.59 0.96 0.82 0.92 0.87 0.41 0.80
MOS-Net(ours) 0.97 0.85 0.73 0.57 0.76 0.91 0.81 0.81 0.92 0.92 0.83

MOS-Net 2.0(ours) 0.95 0.89 0.76 0.78 0.75 0.89 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.94 0.85

score. The results of this ablation study are shown in Table 5, where the training param-
eters are the same for all combinations. Current Fr. is the current frame of the video, and
Flux Tensor refers to the traditional solution, the flux tensor algorithm. 3D CNN refers
to the 3D CNN network used in the MOS-Net architecture. On the other hand, 3D CNN
+ ConvLSTM indicates the spatiotemporal feature extractor in the MOS-Net 2.0 variant,
which utilizes a combination of 3D CNNs and ConvLSTM.

As seen in Table 5, the current frame gives poor results when it is used alone at the
input of the encoder-decoder network. Because spatial features are insufficient for moving
object segmentation, temporal information must also be given to the classifier. When the
current frame and flux tensor algorithm are used together, it is seen that there is a severe
increase in the F1 score. The motion information obtained from the flux tensor algorithm
significantly increased the performance of the segmentation network. When the 3D CNNs
network output is added as an additional input to this network, an average F1 score of 0.83
is obtained. With this result, the impact of 3D CNN features on segmentation performance
has been validated versus the combination of current frame and flux tensor algorithm.
After 3D CNN features are added to the input of the segmentation network in addition to
current frame and flux tensor, there is a massive increase of 0.29 in the F1 score.

MOS-Net 2.0 is an improved version of MOS-Net. ConvLSTM is added to the spa-
tiotemporal feature extractor network consisting of 3D CNNs for extracting long-term
spatiotemporal features. As can be seen in Table 5, the ConvLstm model brings a slight
performance increase over MOS-Net. In order to show the effect of motion information
formed as a result of the flux tensor algorithm, the flux tensor algorithm was removed
from the inputs of the MOS-Net and MOS-Net 2.0 studies, and training was conducted.
It has been observed that there is a decrease in the F1 score obtained on the test videos
when the flux tensor algorithm is not present. It has been demonstrated that extracting
the motion information with the flux tensor algorithm is an important input for the deep
network’s segmentation success on unseen videos.

6. Conclusions

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in developing methods for motion anal-
ysis and object segmentation in video sequences. These tasks are crucial for a wide range
of applications, including video surveillance, traffic monitoring, and autonomous vehicle
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Table 3. The qualitative results of the proposed method and comparison with the other
methods

Baseline Night Shadow Thermal Dynamic Backgr.

Current frame

Ground Truth

VIBE[5]

SuBSense[10]

PAWCS[20]

BSUV-Net[13]

MOS-Net(ours)

MOS-Net 2.0 (ours)

Table 4. The comparison of network parameter size for MOS-Net, MOS-Net 2.0,
FgSegNet, and BSUV-Net

Methods Network Size (# parameters)
FgSegNet 9,229,313
BSUV-Net 30,365,825
MOS-Net 30,382,265

MOS-Net 2.0 30,391,545
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Table 5. The illustration of the impact of studies
Current Fr. Flux Tensor 3D CNN 3D CNN+ConvLSTM Rec Prec F1

✓ 0.57 0.47 0.43
✓ ✓ 0.62 0.64 0.54
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.82 0.85 0.83
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.82 0.88 0.85
✓ ✓ 0.75 0.75 0.75
✓ ✓ 0.74 0.79 0.76

navigation. Traditional approaches to motion analysis and object segmentation often rely
on hand-crafted features and shallow models, which can be sensitive to noise and varia-
tions in the data. To address these limitations, we have proposed MOS-Net and MOS-Net
2.0, which are based on fully convolutional encoder-decoder networks. These networks
exploit the power of deep learning to learn rich, discriminative segmentation features from
the data.

MOS-Net combines the flux tensor algorithm, which is a fast and efficient method
for extracting motion information, with 3D convolutional filters to extract spatiotemporal
features. The flux tensor algorithm operates on the principle of conservation of mass,
and it has been shown to be effective for motion analysis in a variety of scenarios. By
combining the flux tensor algorithm with 3D convolutional filters, MOS-Net is able to
capture both motion and appearance information, which is essential for accurate object
segmentation. MOS-Net 2.0 builds upon the basic architecture of MOS-Net by adding
ConvLSTM layers, which are designed to capture long-term temporal dependencies in the
data. By incorporating ConvLSTM layers, MOS-Net 2.0 is able to make more informed
decisions based on the context of the past and future frames. Simulation experiments have
shown that MOS-Net 2.0 outperforms MOS-Net in terms of both accuracy and speed.

Overall, the results of our experiments indicate that MOS-Net and MOS-Net 2.0 are
effective methods for motion analysis and object segmentation. They outperform tradi-
tional approaches and recent methods such as FgSegnet and BSUV-Net, particularly in
terms of F1 score when applied to unseen data. Our main contribution is the successful
fusion of spatiotemporal features extracted by deep learning methods and the flux tensor
algorithm, which leads to significant performance improvements. We believe that MOS-
Net and MOS-Net 2.0 have the potential to make a significant impact on a wide range of
applications. The code for the simulations of the proposed deep networks is available at
https://github.com/anilturker/MovingObjectSegmentation.
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Abstract. The paper proposes a novel approach for gray scale images segmenta-
tion. It is based on multiple features extraction from a single feature per image pixel,
namely its intensity value, via a recurrent neural network from the reservoir com-
puting family - Echo state network. The preliminary tests on the benchmark gray
scale image Lena demonstrated that the newly extracted features - reservoir equi-
librium states - reveal hidden image characteristics. In present work the developed
approach was applied to a real life task for segmentation of a 3D tomography image
of a of bone whose aim was to explore the object’s internal structure. The achieved
results demonstrated the novel approach allows for clearer revealing the details of
the bone internal structure thus supporting further tomography image analyses.

Keywords: reservoir computing, Echo state network, intrinsic plasticity, gray im-
age, segmentation, tomography.

1. Introduction

Image segmentation aims division of a digital image into segments in order to reduce
its complexity and thus to enable further processing or analysis. It has many practical
applications including medical image analysis, computer vision for autonomous vehicles,
face recognition and detection, video surveillance, satellite image analysis etc.

Image segmentation is done by assignment of labels to pixels in dependence on their
belonging to individual objects in the image, such as people, animals, flowers, cars etc.
Usually high-level features such as color or contrast are applied by the traditional ap-
proaches. However, these have to be fine tuned or manually assigned so the obtained
results might not be accurate enough, especially for complex images.

Modern segmentation techniques relay on machine learning approaches, such as deep
learning neural networks [29], for automated features extraction and segmentation. In case
of gray images such as produced for medical diagnostics Computed Tomography (CT),
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) etc., the problem for clearer separation of regions
of interest is of crucial importance because they were often used for tumor detection or

⋆ This is an extended version of the conference paper ”Reservoir Computing Approach for Gray Images
Segmentation”, presented at IEEE INISTA 2022.
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diagnostic of brain deceases. A recent review in the area [26] concludes that all of the
applied by far algorithms need broad improvement. Extensive research on gray and/or
medical images includes numerous approaches such as heuristic optimization algorithms
like bee colony [6] or Particle swarm [1], artificial neural networks [23, 22, 19] includ-
ing deep ones [15, 14, 9, 30, 5, 25, 4, 2], gray value threscholding [21], Gaussian mixture
models [18], Support vector machines [3], neuro-fuzzy approaches [24, 8] etc.

However, the most often applied DNNs need huge amount of training examples as
well as big computational resources and time to be trained properly. In contrast to them
Echo state networks (ESN) belong to a novel and rapidly developing family of reservoir
computing approaches [7, 17] whose primary aim was development of fast trainable re-
current neural network architectures (RNN) for approximaion of nonlinear time series.
Following different view point to dynamic reservoir structure and its properties, in [10]
a novel approach for features extraction from multidimensional data sets using ESN was
proposed. It was successfully tested on numerous practical examples, among which clus-
tering and segmentation of multi-spectral images [11].

The core of the original approach was to use the reservoir equilibrium states corre-
sponding to each one of multidimensional input data. The fitting of the ESN reservoir
dynamics to reflect the input data structure was achieved using an approach for tuning of
ESN reservoir internal connectivity and dynamics called Intrinsic Plasticity (IP) [28, 27].

In [13] a modified version of the approach from [11] for segmentation of gray scale
images was proposed. In order to enhance original gray image an IP tuned ESN reservoir
was applied to extract multiple features from the intensity value of each pixel that are
reservoir neurons equilibrium states corresponding to the pixels’ intensities. The extracted
features were further used by a segmentation routine to divide image into several segments
(clusters). Comparison of segmentation results on the benchmark gray image Lena reveled
that using the extracted via ESN features and kmeans clustering allowed to reveal hidden
image details in comparison with clustering via the scalar original feature (image pixel
intensity).

The present work continues investigation of our newly proposed approach applying it
to a real life problem - 3D micro-CT tomography image purification via segmentation.

The paper is organized as follows: the next section 2 introduces ESN, IP tuning al-
gorithm and adapted to gray scale images approach for features extraction; the following
section presents obtained results on a set of tomography images collection; the paper fin-
ishes with concluding remarks and direction for future work.

2. ESN Approach for Gray Scale Images Features Extraction

2.1. ESN and IP tuning

The structure of an ESN is shown on Fig 1.
It incorporates a dynamic reservoir of neurons with a sigmoid activation function fres

(usually the hyperbolic tangent) and randomly generated recurrent connections W res.
The reservoir state for the current time instant k r(k) depends both on its previous state
r(k − 1) and on the current input u(k) as follows:

r(k) = fres(diag(a)W inu(k) +W resr(k − 1) + diag(b)) (1)
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Fig. 1. ESN for features extraction

Here W in and W res are input and recurrent connection weight matrices that are randomly
generated according to recipes given by [17]; a and b are vectors called gain and bias that
are set to 1 and 0 respectively in most applications. For the aim of time series modelling
the readout of reservoir is a linear combination of its current state whose parameters
are the only trainable parameters of this recurrent neural network structure. However,
in present investigation as in [10] we will focus only on characteristics of the reservoir
equilibrium state re achieved after feeding of constant input uc until the reservoir settles
down (as shown on Fig. 1).

In order to adjust the reservoir to the structure of its input data, [28, 27] proposed an
approach called Intrinsic Plasticity (IP) tuning that achieves desired distribution of reser-
voir output via changes in the gain a and bias b in equation (1). The procedure is gradient
algorithm minimizing Kullback-Leibler divergence between actual and target distribu-
tions. In case of hyperbolic tangent activation function the proper target distribution is
normal (Gaussian) with mean µ and variance σ:

pnorm = (1/σ
√
2π)e(r−µ)2/2σ2) (2)

Thus the training rules for IP tuning of gain and bias vectors derived in [27] are:

∆b = −η(−µ/σ2 + r/σ2(2σ2 + 1− r2 + µr)) (3)

∆a = η/a+∆bx (4)

Here η is learning rate and x = W inu + W resr is the net input to the reservoir
neurons. The Algorithm 1 presents the IP tuning procedure. All original data vectors (in
our terminology further features) f(i), i = 1 ÷ nf are fed consecutively to the ESN
reservoir with zero initial state r(0) = 0 for nIP IP tuning iterations (usually 3-5 are
enough as in [27]).

In [10] for the first time it was proposed to exploit the achieved by feeding of multidi-
mensional data input equilibrium states of IP tuned ESN reservoir as new feature vector.
In [11] the approach was applied to various multidimensional data sets for the aims of
clustering. It was demonstrated that projections onto new (ESN equilibrium) state space
could led to better data separation. The Algorithm 2 present the features extraction proce-
dure.
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Algorithm 1 IP tuning
IP tuning of ESN

2: Generate initial ESN reservoir
r(0) = 0

4: a(0) = 1
b(0) = 0

6: for k = 1÷ nIP do
for i = 1÷ nf do

8: x(i) = W inf(i) +W resr(i− 1)
r(i) = tanh(a(i− 1)x(i) + b(i− 1))

10: a(i) = a(i− 1) +∆a(i)
b(i) = b(i− 1) +∆b(i)

12: end for
end for

Algorithm 2 Features extraction
Extract features from IP tuned ESN

2: for i = 1÷ nf do
r(0) = 0

4: for k = 1÷ nit do
x(k) = W inf(i) +W resr(k − 1)

6: r(k) = tanh(ax(k) + b)
end for

8: rie = r(k)
end for

All original vectors of features f(i), i = 1 ÷ nf are fed consecutively nit times as
constant input u(k) = f(i) = const., k = 1 ÷ nit to the ESN reservoir with zero
initial state r(0) = 0 until it settles to a new equilibrium state re(f(i)) = r(nit). nit is
number of iterations needed to achieve steady state re = r(k) = r(k−1) of the reservoir.
Achieved in this way equilibrium states of the ESN reservoir rie for each original features
vector f(i) are considered as new features.

2.2. Approach for features extraction from gray scale images

In [10] it was investigated how the IP tuning of a randomly generated ESN reservoir
led to clearer separation of the original multidimensional data after its projection to low
dimensional space. The effect of IP tuning on reservoir equilibrium state was further in-
vestigated in [12] demonstrating that it increases equilibrium states memory capacity and
is strongly influenced by the original data structure. Provoked by the needs of gray scale
images clustering, in [13] a modification of the original approach for features extraction
was proposed. In contrast to [10], from each single feature per pixel (that is its intensity
value f(i) = pi(i), i = 1÷npi) multiple features corresponding to ESN reservoir neurons
equilibrium states rie were obtained (nf = npi is the number of the gray image pixels;
pi(i) is i − th pixel intensity). Thus feeding of pixel by pixel intensities of an original
gray image to the IP tuned ESN reservoir yields multiple filtered images as shown on
Fig. 2. The obtained in this way multidimensional feature vector per pixel are subject to
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clustering via kmeans using one selected feature among numerous extracted once or all
of them.

3. Results and Discussion

In [13] the proposed approach was tested on the gray version of the benchmark image
Lena. In present work a real life problem - 3D micro-CT tomography image purification
via segmentation - was considered. Here we briefly present the results from [13] first and
then continue with tomography data.

3.1. Lena Segmentation

In order to investigate effects of proposed features extraction approach a benchmark im-
age Lena was used. The original colour image was converted to gray scale and pixels
intensities pi were scaled in range [−1, 1]. Next, all pixels intensities were applied to
tune the gain and bias parameters of a randomly generated fully connected ESN reservoir
with size nr = 10 and spectral radius 0.9. The target Gaussian distribution of IP tuning
was with zero mean and variance σ = 0.1 and number of IP tuning iterations was set to
nIP = 5. The number of iterations needed to achieve reservoir steady state was estimated
to nit = 50.

Fig. 2. Gray image features extraction
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For the seek of comparison features were extracted by initial and IP tuned reservoir
as shown on Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows histograms of the original image pixels intensities vs the
histograms of features extracted by initial and IP tuned ESN reservoirs.

Fig. 3. Histogram of the original image pixels intensities shifted by −0.5 (top) vs the equilibrium
states distributions of the initial (middle) and IP tuned reservoir (bottom)

The observed effects of IP tuning are following: the reservoir equilibrium states were
squeezed in narrow interval; the distribution of new equilibrium states reflects the original
data distribution.

Next kmeans clustering algorithm was applied to separate image pixels into clusters
using all original and all extracted by initial and IP tuned reservoir features. From Fig. 3
is clear that features extracted from IP tuned reservoir can be visually separated into three
groups - having maximum around −0.3, 0.1 and 0.3 respectively that is in accordance
other segmentation approaches tested on Lena image. So the number of clusters was set
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to three here. The representative features from the three groups in Fig. 3 (neurons 1, 3 and
8) were selected for clustering too.

Comparison of the original gray image and its segmentation via kmeans clustering
are shown in Fig. 4. While segmentation using features extracted by initial random ESN
reservoir looks blurred, the results achieved using IP tuned reservoir reveal sharper dis-
crimination between image regions. Segmentation via representative features (neurons 1,
3 and 8) seems quite similar to that achieved using all features extracted by IP tuned reser-
voir. Looking at Fig. 4, it is observed that the results achieved using features extracted by
IP tuned reservoir look quite similar to those obtained by kmeans clustering of original
image pixels intensities. However, IP tunned reservoir features revealed a little bit more
details from the original image, e.g. some light bunches in the hair, shades on the shoulder,
contours in the background stuff etc.

Fig. 4. Segmentation of the original gray image on the top into three clusters by kmeans clustering,
from left to right using all features extracted by the initial reservoir, by all features extracted from
the IP tuned reservoir and by the features from the representative neurons 1, 3 and 8

Comparison between results before and after IP tuning shows that fitting the reservoir
to the input data allows to achieve sharper discrimination between regions with different
grades of pixels intensities. Besides, in [13] it was observed that each neuron acts as a
filter revealing different image characteristics.

Fig. 5. Segmentation of the original gray image into three clusters using original image pixels inten-
sities, from left to right via hard thresholding, multi-level threscholding, fuzzy c-means, subtractive
clustering and kmeans clustering
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For the seek of comparison the gray image was segmented using original pixels inten-
sities and several clustering approaches: kmeans, hard thresholding using fixed threshold
levels equally distributed within range of pixels intensities, multi-level thresholding us-
ing Otsu’s method [20], fuzzy c-means clustering and subtractive clustering [31]. Fig.
5 presents comparison of the original gray image and its segmentation by enumerated
clustering approaches. It is obvious that kmeans segmentation outperforms all other ap-
proaches achieving sharper segmentation of the image.

3.2. Tomography Image Segmentation

The sample was scanned through a micro-CT device Nikon XT H 225. The X-ray param-
eters were a voltage of 100 kV and a current of 100 µA. A Series of 2000 projections
with one frame per projection, an exposure time of 500 ms, and an isotropic resolution of
97 µm per voxel were acquired during a continuous rotation range of 360◦. The images
were reconstructed with CT Pro 3D (version XT 3.1.3, Nikon Metrology, Hertfordshire,
UK), using a beam hardening correction and noise reduction and a median filter with a
kernel size of 3X3. ROI of interest was selected and extracted as a separate volume from
a human skull’s central part of the sutura sagittalis.

In order to determine proper number of clusters kmeans clustering was applied to a
single slice of the original tomography image. Results from segmentation into two, three
and four classes are shown on Fig. 6. It is obvious that the higher the number of clusters
is the more details from the gray image are discovered via segmentation.

Fig. 6. Segmentation of the original image (top) into two (bottom, left), three (bottom, middle) and
four (bottom, right) clusters

In order to asses the segmentation quality clusters silhouettes are compared on Fig.
7. Although the segmentation into four clusters seems more impressive on Fig. 6, its
maximal silhouette value (0.9906) is slightly lower that that in the three clusters case
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(0.9912). In case of two clusters the maximal silhouette value (0.9886) is the smallest
one. Thus the proper number of clusters is two.

Fig. 7. Silhouettes of clusters in case of two (left), three (middle) and four (right) classes respectively

The initial random ESN reservoir with the same parameters as in previous example
was IP tuned using a single slice from a different tomography collection. Next the IP
tuned reservoir was applied to extract features of the investigated tomography image. Next
kmeans clustering into two classes was applied using all ESN extracted multidimensional
features as well as on each ESN feature separately. For the seek of comparison kmeans
clustering was applied to the original image using points gray scale as a feature.

In order to asses segmentation results without ground truth information several ap-
proaches are applied [32]. Here we compare the squared error (Fig. 8) and the average
squared error of the segments F (I) (Fig. 9) as in [16].

Fig. 8. Squared error per cluster

Fig. 8 reveals that using all ESN extracted features does not outperform segmentation
from the original image features. However, several single ESN features give much better
results for some of the segments, e.g. R7 that is the steady state of neuron number 7 of
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Fig. 9. Average squared error of all clusters

the ESN reservoir achieves the lowest error for classes 2 and and 3 but the worst result for
class 1. Fig. 9 shows that the average squared error F (I) is lowest in case of feature R5.
However, visual assessment of the segmentation results does not support this quantitative
conclusion.

Fig. 10 shows entropy-based evaluation metric from [33]. It reveals that feature R7 is
the best one based on this measure.

Fig. 10. Entropy evaluation metric

Fig. 11 shows the original unsegmented render (3D tomography image) and its seg-
mentation into three classes using original features (pixels intensities) as well ESN ex-
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tracted features. As expected, clustering made the image less blurred. The best segmenta-
tion was achieved by a single ESN extracted feature (from neuron 7).

Fig. 11. Original tomography image (top, left) versus segmentation into three clusters via original
image pixels intensities (top, right), all ESN extracted features (bottom, left) and best extracted
feature from neuron 7 (bottom, right)

In order to explore the deeper structure of the investigated bone sample we show two
representative vertical and horizontal 2D slices from the 3D image as shown on Fig. 12.
Figure 13 shows the representative slices on horizontal and vertical directions from the
original tomography image while at Fig. 12 while figures 14, 15 and 16 show the cor-
responding representative 2D slices from the segmented 3D images using original pixels
intensities, all and the best ESN extracted features respectively.

While results achieved using original and all ESN extracted features look similar, the
clustering via the best ESN feature reveals much more details of the tomography image.
In it the compact and spongy layers of the bone are most clearly distinguished and the
bone suture is fully visible in terms of placement and shape. The most impressive result
is the clearest visualization of the skull seam.

4. Conclusions

Our results demonstrated that using of IP tuned ESN for features extraction from the
tomography images gives numerous features among which the best ones revealed hidden
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Fig. 12. Representative horizontal (blue plane) and vertical (green plane) 2D slices positions

Fig. 13. 2D slices from the original tomography image

Fig. 14. 2D slices from the segmented via original tomography image pixels intensities

Fig. 15. 2D slices from the segmented tomography image via all ESN extracted features
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Fig. 16. 2D slices from the segmented tomography image via the best single ESN extracted feature

image details. Clustering results based on a chosen best extracted feature demonstrated
impressively better segmentation of the gray image in comparison with the segmentation
by its original pixels intensity.

These preliminary results are good basis for further development of hierarchical (deep)
approach for gray images segmentation combining ESN and clustering approaches.
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Abstract. Intent Based Networking (IBN) is a promising approach for automating
and managing large and complex networks. Integrating Voice-enabled Virtual As-
sistants (VVAs) with IBN and Software Defined Networking (SDN) has improved
network management efficiency and flexibility. However, there is still room for opti-
mization improvement in installing intents in industrial scenarios. Network Orches-
tration Automation plays an important role within the Beyond 5G and 6G Networks,
considering existing practices for orchestrating 5G Network Functions. This work
presents an extended preliminary architecture for a voice-enabled IBN system called
VINIA for industrial network automation. The new approach allows the configura-
tion of more network assets (e.g., 5G networks), leveraging Network Orchestrators
and Network Slice Managers, thus improving the system’s capabilities. The results
provide insights into this solution’s potential benefits and limitations to enhance the
automation of industrial networks’ management and orchestration procedures.

Keywords: Intent, Intent-driven Management Service, Network Slicing, Industrial
Virtual Voice Assistant

1. Introduction

A novel method for managing networks called Intent Based Networking (IBN) is gain-
ing popularity due to its ability to automate and streamline the setup and maintenance
of complex networks. IBN is especially well-suited for industrial scenarios with high
dependability, security, and real-time performance demands. It is a desirable solution
when traditional network management techniques can be time-consuming, error-prone,
and challenging to scale [1]. One of the critical components of IBN are the Network Or-
chestrators (NOs), software systems that automate the configuration and management of
devices based on high-level business objectives and policies [2].

Integrating Voice-enabled Virtual Assistants (VVAs) provides enhanced capabilities
to IBN-based systems in industrial scenarios. VVAs allow skillful network administrators

⋆ This work is an extension of the paper presented in the INISTA 2022 conference: R. Barbosa and M. Araujo,
”AI-driven Human-centric Control Interfaces for Industry 4.0 with Role-based Access”,2022 International
Conference on INnovations in Intelligent SysTems and Applications (INISTA), Biarritz, France, 2022, pp.
1-6, doi: 10.1109/INISTA55318.2022.9894247
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and not-so-familiar users to interact with the network using speech, providing a more in-
tuitive and user-friendly interface for managing the network. VVA can enhance overall
efficiency and reduce human error in network management. Studies show the importance
of adopting VVAs and IBN for Human-AI collaboration in Information and Communica-
tion Technology (ICT) supply chains [3, 4].

The integration of VVAs and IBN with Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been
the subject of recent research in industrial network automation. Our previous work [5] ex-
plored the potential of using VVAs to simplify installing intents in industrial network sce-
narios. However, the work only considered the applications using SDN controllers as the
primary network orchestration tool. In this extension paper, we aim to broaden the scope
of our previous study by exploring the NOs/Network Slice Managers (NSMs) landscape,
considering the requirements for 6G networks regarding Network Management and Or-
chestration Automation [6–9], and the current standard development organization’s spec-
ifications and research. For that purpose, an analysis of the current NOs/NSMs is done,
inferring the capability of these platforms to instantiate and control industrial networks
more efficiently. As an outcome of this analysis, we present a new architecture for VINIA
capable of efficiently orchestrating an industrial network through voice intents. This study
is part of the work being developed in the project 6G BRAINS3: Bringing Reinforcement
learning Into Radio Light Network for Massive Connections. Developing automation so-
lutions for 6G Networks, leveraging AI/ML, and using Intent-based management by de-
sign is an important project requirement [10].

The rest of the document is structured as follows. In section 2, a study of relevant
works on the topics covered in the paper is done. In section 3, we present the solution
design given previously [5], extending the information about its implementation and re-
sults. Moreover, in this section, we draw some conclusions about state of the art and the
drawbacks of the previous architecture to propose a more generic voice-enabled IBN sys-
tem architecture that can interact with different types of SDN and Network Functions
Virtualization Management and Orchestration (NFV MANO) systems. Finally, section 4
concludes and draws directions for future works.

2. Related Work

This section will review related work in speech recognition systems, IBN, and network
management/orchestration to provide a foundation for our new architecture, considering
current research and standardization efforts.

2.1. Speech recognition systems

Natural language access control policies can be unstructured and ambiguous; consequently,
they cannot be directly implemented in an access control mechanism. In [11], a method-
ology is used to tackle this issue by applying linguistic analysis to parse natural language
documents and annotate words to identify whether semantic arguments can be inferred
from a given sentence. The authors claim that this methodology obtained results that can
effectively identify access control policies with a precision of 79%.

3 6G BRAINS is an H2020 research and innovation action supported by the European Commission Horizon
2020 Programme under grant agreement number 101017226
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Due to the massive policy scale and the number of access control entities in open
distributed information systems available in Industry 4.0 systems, existing management
decision engines for access authorization suffer from performance bottlenecks. Several
solutions have been proposed to overcome bottlenecks. In [12], a permission decision
engine scheme based on a random forest algorithm to construct a vector decision classifier
is presented, for which the authors claim to have achieved a permission decision accuracy
of around 92.6%. In [13], a method for improving the policy decision performance by
eliminating conflicts is proposed, but with poor improvement in the performance. [14]
offers a k-means clustering on the access control policy set, concluding that the order of
the policies in the policy set significantly impacts the permission decision efficiency. [15]
proposes a permission decision optimization method based on two tree structures: match
tree and combination tree. The match tree uses a binary search algorithm to search for
the policy matching the access request rapidly. The combination tree evaluates the access
request based on the matching procedure. In [16], the authors propose a methodology to
generate sets of realistic synthetic natural language access control policies to overcome
the constraints due to the lack of appropriate data.

The previous text discusses challenges and solutions related to natural language ac-
cess control policies in access authorization for different information systems. It inves-
tigates methods that use linguistic analysis to understand and interpret natural language,
highlighting the importance of efficient policy decision engines in Industry 4.0’s open-
distributed systems. Building upon this understanding, the following discussion intro-
duces three distinct frameworks, SUSI AI4, SEPIA Framework 5, and Mycroft
AI6, contributing to the advancement of VVAs. These technologies offer innovative so-
lutions for enhancing user interaction through voice and natural language while enabling
the customization and control of the assistant’s functionalities.

SUSI AI is an open-source VVA capable of interacting with the user through voice,
using a Application Programming Interface (API). This VVA allows us to add more fea-
tures to give the user greater control, allowing us to add, edit and remove skills. This
type of VVA supports Linux, Android, and iOS and can be integrated with speakers and
vehicles. It also allows the transformation of the user’s data into JSON format and manip-
ulation according to the user’s intention.

SEPIA Framework means server-based, extensible, personal, and intelligent assis-
tant with a Java server and a client that can run on various Android, iOS, Windows, Linux,
and Mac platforms. The server is based on the REST architecture, and the clients use the
HTTP protocol to communicate. Understanding natural language, dialogue management,
and intention is done on the server. The client handles speech recognition and converts the
voice into text, sending it to a SEPIA server to interpret and present the result to the user
through text, which can be in JSON. Like the previously spoken technologies, SEPIA and
the services already implemented allow us to create our commands.

The most relevant of the VVAs studied was Mycroft AI. This open-source VVA
allows modifying, creating, and viewing code, enabling users to control the system. This
type of VVA can be found on various systems, from Raspberry Pi, Windows, Android, and
Mac. Besides these platforms, there are dedicated devices, Mark 1 and Mark 2. Mycroft

4 SUSI AI.[online] Available at: https://github.com/fossasia/susi server
5 SEPIA Framework.[online] Available at: https://sepia-framework.github.io/
6 Mycroft AI. [Online]. Available: https://mycroft.ai/
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works by intents, once awakened, the user expresses the intention to the system, and it tries
to interpret the intention and find the appropriate Skill. These abilities can be installed or
removed by users and can be easily updated to expand functionality. In addition to these
advantages, Mycroft has the particularity of transforming the user’s request into JSON
format, which is useful for implementing it on the system.

2.2. Intent Based Networking Management

An intent is a type of policy that expresses objectives without mentioning how they are
implemented and can be considered [17]: Portable as it can be moved between the dif-
ferent controller and network implementations and remain valid; Abstract as it must not
contain any details of a specific network.

Intents are like a set of rules and services that define the criteria for access and re-
source use. Each rule is composed of a set of conditions and actions. The first set defines
when the rule is applicable, and as soon as it is active, it generates a set of actions to be im-
plemented. Policies Based Networking Management works as a manager that separates
the rules that control the system from its functionality. As a result, this system reduces
maintenance costs and improves run-time flexibility. The research currently being per-
formed into Beyond 5G/6G Networks validates the interest in this concept [18–20, 7]. We
have focused on studying the application of intents in two different technologies: SDN
and NFV MANO.

Intent-Based Networking Management in SDN Research work by the author Vijay
Varadharajan [21] explores an architecture based on policies in SDN context using the
ONOS controller. This architecture is run on the SDN controller as an application. The
policy servers connected to the respective controller have five main components: Reposi-
tories, Policy Managers, Policy Evaluation Engine, Policy Enforcer, and Handle Creator.
In Machado’s work [22], the author introduces a policy authorization framework for SDN
using a high-level language. This study focuses on policies targetting Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS). By interpreting Service Level Agreements (SLAs), the system extracts Ser-
vice Level Objectives (SLOs), which are considered requirements for assessing the net-
work’s performance. Douglas Comer and Adib Rastegarnia presented a framework, Open
Software Defined Framework (OSDF) [23], which offers a high-level API that allows
network users to configure and monitor the network to provide QoS. In addition, OSDF
has mechanisms to analyze conflicts between policies to prevent two or more policies
from conflicting when applied to the same targets. This framework’s architecture consists
of four components: Policy Storage Module, Policy Conflict Detection Module, Policy
Parser Module, and High-level network operation services. The main focus of this study
was the analysis of conflicts since it is essential to maintain the excellent performance of
the networks.

Intent-Based Networking Management in ETSI MANO Platforms This work focuses
on transitioning from a standalone SDN solution implemented in the previous work, aug-
menting it with capabilities to control End-to-End (E2E) NOs like ONAP7 or OSM8.

7 ONAP.[online] Available at: https://www.onap.org/
8 OSM.[online] Available at:https://osm.etsi.org/
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These orchestrators bring several benefits to organizations managing complex networks:
Improved Scalability, Enhanced Automation, Centralized Management, Increased Flexi-
bility, and Improved Security.

ONAP supports Intents and can perform operations for quickly deploying an E2E
Network that entails 5G Core and RAN Network Functions. Moreover, the platform al-
lows for automatic operations through the closed-loop automation associated with effi-
cient monitoring of resources. However, the complexity of this orchestrator limits its use,
especially if the required computing resources aren’t available.

OSM, an Open Source alternative developed by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI), isn’t capable of the same features, as it is a less complex/able
NSM. However, since it is also a NO compliant with ETSI MANO Architecture, its adop-
tion in European-funded projects (mainly Horizon programmes) is relevant. Several so-
lutions build on top of OSM to automate the Network Management and Orchestration
procedures [20, 24–27] due to its simplicity and low computing resources requirement.
Moreover, in the ETSI OSM-hosted Hackfests Ecosystem Days, several demos of work
unpublished/unreferenced in the literature are performed 9.

Telecom organizations can increase their networks’ effectiveness and dependability
while lowering operational expenses and enhancing security, augmenting existing SDN
solutions with up-to-date NOs. NOs can deal with the requirements of contemporary net-
works, whether you are in charge of a sizable enterprise network or a network that sup-
ports vital infrastructure. The trend moves to more autonomous networks also brought
new requirements to NOs, like the ability to manage E2E Network Slices. This led exis-
tent NOs to gain Network Slice Management capabilities [28, 29].

Standard Development Organizations Specifications and Research Automating pro-
cedures related to communication service configuration has been a research topic for sev-
eral years. The need for specialized people to configure the network stacks has become a
point of failure for both Communication Service Providers (CSPs) and Network Opera-
tors (NOPs) [30–32]. This has led the Telecommunication Industry to devise solutions to
this problem. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been developing some
research on Intent driven Management Service (Intent driven MnS) for mobile networks
in the scope of the Technical Report (TR) 28.812 [33]. This effort, part of 3GPP release
17, offers an overview of the business requirements for adopting intents at different roles
of the Telecom Vertical Industry. The document aligns with the recent works developed in
the area of 5G, which capitalize on the concept of Network Slicing, a characteristic and a
requirement of the architecture of 5G networks. The concept of management of Network
Slices is one of the key points that mostly influences the TR. Specifically, 3GPP estab-
lishes that one or more Network Slices can deliver each Communication Service (CS).
Starting from this concept, the definition for an Intent driven MnS specifies that it is a
Service whose capabilities can be defined and managed via an Intent. 3GPP specified the
consumers of the Intent as the CSP or Communication Service Consumer (CSC) building
on top of the Network Slicing as a Service (NSaaS) concept defined in [34], allowing
the CSP to provide management services to the CSC. This new paradigm part defined in
3GPP release 15 allows managing the resources associated with that slice. In the case of

9 As an example, in the OSM-MR10, the author of [24] presented a Demo called Vertical’s intent evolution at
service runtime driving vCDN automated scaling
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a Intent driven MnS, the CSC needs to know a service’s characteristics without knowing
the Network Slice’s components. The 3GPP also specifies how CSP and NOPs can also
leverage the use of Intents for the management of the Network Slices/Infrastructure in
their domains. 3GPP’s TR 28.812 also presents how closed-loop mechanisms can be used
to automate tasks leveraging the Intent for effortless control of the CS to be provided to
the CSC. It’s important to reiterate that an intent specifies the CSC’s objective, detailing
the expected characteristics.

While the 3GPP has focused mainly on research that builds on the most recent ad-
vancements/needs of mobile networks, other Standard Development Organizations (SDOs)
proposed using Intent for other use cases. TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) intro-
duced Intents in the scope of the Autonomous Networks project, which has created doc-
uments that detail the technical and business characteristics of an Autonomous Network
[35–38]. The Introductory Guides of this organization explain the importance of this tech-
nology to different Vertical Industries [35, 39]. These documents facilitate understanding
of the concept by people unfamiliar with network management and orchestration.

Other relevant research related to IBN can be visualized in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of IBN architecture scope and related works

Platforms Functions / Features References

SDN

Service model and orchestration [40],[41],[42]
Monitoring and resource exposure [43], [44]

Intent deployment and configuration [45]
Network orchestration [46]

NFV
Service model and orchestration [47]

Intent deployment and configuration [45]
Network orchestration [48]

2.3. Summary

While existing speech recognition systems and intent-based networking management ap-
proaches have made significant strides, notable gaps and limitations still require attention.

One major limitation in speech recognition systems is handling highly unstructured
and ambiguous natural language access control policies. While methods like linguistic
analysis have been proposed to parse and annotate words in natural language documents,
achieving high precision in identifying access control policies remains challenging. The
existing decision engines for access authorization may suffer from performance bottle-
necks due to the massive policy scale and the number of access control entities in open
distributed information systems. There’s room for innovation focused on the bottlenecks,
improving decision accuracy, and performance enhancement.

Regarding IBN management, existing implementations in SDN and Network Func-
tions Virtualization (NFV) platforms have shown promise but face limitations. In SDN,
while architectures based on policies have been explored, analyzing conflicts between
policies remains a critical challenge to maintaining network performance. Furthermore,
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SDN solutions implemented with specific controllers may lack the scalability and flexibil-
ity needed to handle complex networks effectively. However, NFV platforms and NSMs
have different capabilities and complexities, leading to trade-offs in their adoption. ONAP
supports Intents and can automate E2E network deployment, but its complexity may hin-
der its use, particularly in resource-constrained environments. OSM is more suitable for
specific scenarios due to its simplicity and lower computing resource requirements, mak-
ing it the NSM of choice in EU-funded research projects. However, its capabilities may
not match those of ONAP.

The heterogeneity of solutions and the significant gaps and limitations analyzed led
us to our architecture proposal. Using a similar approach to the one proposed by Sli-
MANO [20], where it interfaces with NFV MANO platforms like ONAP and OSM to en-
hance scalability, automation, and centralized management while enabling Intent-Driven
Mobile Network Slices. Moreover, running on top of both orchestrators creates a more
efficient, flexible, and effective network management system that can handle the require-
ments of contemporary networks, including those of 6G Networks. VINIA architecture’s
focus on Intent-Driven Mobile Network Slices aligns with the ongoing research efforts
in 3GPP, emphasizing the importance of managing Network Slices in meeting specific
Communication Service requirements. Additionally, the architecture aims to overcome
the trade-offs between different approaches by integrating diverse capabilities from both
ONAP and OSM, offering telecom organizations more options for effectively managing
their networks while considering resource constraints and complexity. Combining VVAs
with Intent-Based Networking in the proposed architecture also simplifies and facilitates
intent installation, further enhancing network management.

3. System Design

This chapter will present the VINIA system, detailing the characteristics and respective
descriptions, system workflow, and architectures. The system is divided into two com-
ponents; the first is responsible for identifying the user, and the second implements the
user’s intention after the permissions validation.

3.1. Speech recognition system

This section outlines the design and characteristics of the system for successful develop-
ment. The system employs pre-trained voice recognition models to identify users. User
recognition is divided into training and test phases, differing mainly in the data processing
step. The training phase involves data sent to modeling algorithms for training, while the
test phase employs an already trained model for data classification. To provide an in-depth
understanding of both phases and highlight their shared components, Figure 1 illustrates
a detailed workflow.

1. Data collection-This is the initial process of collecting user information, namely the
number of speeches they have and a list corresponding to the speeches’ directories.

2. Processing phase-After loading the speech file, four approaches are applied: a) Trim-
ming; b) Optionally, and if necessary, Data Augmentation; c) Feature Extraction; d)
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Fig. 1. VINIA’s Speaker Recognition System: Workflow

Depending on the used algorithm, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) or Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (LDA), optionally, we can split the Dataset in two: Data Training and
Data Validation

3. Modelling or testing-We can follow two approaches, one for the modeling where the
model is trained for future identification of users or for the pre-trained model where
the data will be classified, that is, training and testing phases, respectively.

Regarding data construction (processing), we apply Trim, Data Augmentation, Fea-
ture Extraction, Data Scaling, and Split Data. We use Neural Network- MLP and LDA
for modeling. Our choice of employing the MLP and LDA as our primary modeling tech-
niques is based on their ample amount of work employing such techniques [49–53]. Our
selection of MLP for modeling plays a pivotal role in our approach for several compelling
reasons:

– It’s a universal approximator, meaning it can effectively capture complex relation-
ships within our data. This is of paramount importance when dealing with diverse
and intricate audio data;

– In audio processing, extracting salient features may not be obvious to the human ear
but can be efficiently identified by the model. The MLP empowers our system to
uncover and use these data patterns;

– Complex tasks such as audio-based user identification using deep neural networks,
including MLPs with multiple layers, require this method;
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While the MLP constitutes the primary workhorse of our modeling approach, we have
also complemented it with LDA for the following reasons:

– Discriminative Analysis: LDA is a proven technique for enhancing the separability of
classes in data. This is particularly useful in user identification, where distinguishing
between different users is a core objective;

– Dimensionality Reduction: LDA provides an avenue for dimensionality reduction,
crucial in simplifying complex data while retaining essential discriminative informa-
tion;

In conclusion, combining the MLP and LDA offers a balanced and comprehensive mod-
eling approach. Together, these models qualify our system to effectively construct and
process data for robust user identification, ensuring the accurate recognition of users even
from complex audio data.

In the context of speech signal processing, it is crucial to discuss several key aspects
involved in data construction, as these components lay the foundation for successful user
identification models. These aspects include data trimming, data augmentation, feature
extraction, and data scaling. Each plays a unique role in preparing the data for model
training, ensuring that the system can effectively handle a wide range of scenarios. The
data trimming process is designed to remove silent portions of an audio signal, particu-
larly segments without speech. By eliminating these silent intervals, the overall duration
of the speech signal is impacted. The method involves setting a threshold to identify si-
lence zones, therefore segmenting the audio where the sound falls below 20 decibels.
These identified areas are then labeled as silent zones, indicating the absence of speech.
In machine learning, insufficient data for training models is a prevalent issue, especially
when dealing with small datasets. To address this challenge, various data augmentation
techniques can be employed, tailored to the specific nature of the data at hand. Data aug-
mentation involves generating additional data artificially from the existing dataset. It is
an optional process that is selectively employed based on the specific data requirements.
When working with voice signals, which is our focus in this study, data augmentation
techniques aim to create additional voice samples that expand the dataset. Common ap-
proaches for voice data augmentation include injecting noise and modifying pitch and
speed. However, due to the context of voice recognition and the need to preserve the es-
sential voice characteristics, the primary technique used here is noise injection. In this pro-
cess, the original voice signal is analyzed to calculate its speech duration. Subsequently,
artificial noise is generated and integrated into the original signal, effectively duplicat-
ing the data. This augmentation technique enhances the robustness and generalization of
machine learning models trained on limited voice data. Feature extraction plays a pivotal
role in voice signal processing, enabling the extraction of essential characteristics from
the voice data. Features, in the context of voice signals, represent distinctive attributes
that are crucial for voice analysis. These features can be broadly categorized into two
types: temporal (time-domain features) and spectral (frequency-based features). Tempo-
ral features, which fall under the time-domain category, are relatively straightforward to
extract and have direct physical interpretations. They include signal energy, zero-crossing
rate, maximum amplitude, and minimum energy. These features provide insights into the
temporal aspects of the voice signal and are important for tasks such as pitch and rhythm
analysis. On the other hand, spectral features involve transforming the time-based voice
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signal into the frequency domain using mathematical techniques like the Fourier Trans-
form. Spectral features encompass a range of attributes, including fundamental frequency,
frequency components, spectral centroid, spectral flux, spectral density, and spectral roll-
off. These features are invaluable for analyzing the frequency content of voice signals,
contributing to tasks related to note recognition, pitch analysis, rhythm, and melody ex-
traction. In our feature extraction process, we employ a comprehensive set of methods
that cover both temporal and spectral domains. This diverse set of techniques allows us
to capture various voice signal characteristics. Our selection includes Root-Mean-Square
and Zero Crossing Rate for temporal analysis, which provides insights into the signal’s
energy and temporal dynamics. On the spectral side, we leverage various techniques such
as Chroma features, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Spectral Centroid,
Spectral Contrast, and Spectral Rolloff. These spectral features enable us to delve into
the frequency domain aspects of the voice signals, uncovering vital information about the
voice, including pitch, tone, and spectral content. In the final step of our data process-
ing pipeline, data scaling is applied to prepare the extracted features for model training.
Data scaling aims to ensure that the feature values are transformed and exhibit consistent
statistical properties. We employ the Standard Scaling approach, standardizing the data’s
distribution to have a mean value of zero and a standard deviation of one. This step aids in
optimizing the performance and convergence of machine learning models, ensuring that
features with different scales do not unduly influence the learning process. All these steps
were validated in the paper that this journal extends [5]. All this voice processing and
model creation is integrated into an API Representational State Transfer (REST) server
that stores the machine learning model to identify users. So, until now, all the techniques
for building the model and working on the voice have been presented. However, it is nec-
essary to capture the user’s voice; for that, the open-source VVA Mycroft is used, as
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Integration with Virtual Assistant

Here, the user (1) requests the creation of a service to Mycroft (2), which interprets
the type of action required and sends it to the recognition server (3). The server recognizes
the user by sending the signal captured to the machine learning model. After recognition,
a query is made to the database to understand the user’s roles and respective permissions.
If the user has permission, the service is implemented (4). Otherwise, the user is informed
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that he has no permission. The system sequence diagram that illustrates the recognition
and authorization process is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Sequence System Diagram: Recognition and Authorization process

Detailing the sequence diagram, in (1), the user activates the VVAs using their default
wake sentence Hey Mycroft. After being alerted, the recording of his command starts
through a sound; the user communicates the desired command (2). The order is received
on Mycroft and sent to the server via HTTP (3). The server receives the voice data and
respective tag identifying which skill was triggered (user’s action) (3). Next, voice data is
processed (trim, feature extraction, and scaling) (4) and sent to the pre-trained model to
identify (5). After that, a database query is performed to fetch information about the user
to verify if the respective user has permission for the action required (6). Finally, based on
previous decisions, the VVA Mycroft responds to the user about their permission (7).

3.2. Intent Based Network

Once the user is identified and allowed to implement the request, it goes to the IBN sys-
tem, where a layer of intelligence is applied to the network, replacing manual network
configuration processes and reducing the complexity of creating, managing, and enforc-
ing network policies. To understand how this part of the system will work, the VINIA’s
IBN system architecture is shown in Figure 4.

The system architecture is designed to operate in a business context, where the user
interacts with the VVA using their equipment (e.g., a computer). The VVA plays a pivotal
role in maintaining communication between the system and the user to capture the user’s
commands. After being activated, the VVA saves the user’s intention and forwards it to the
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Fig. 4. VINIA’s IBN System Architecture

Intent Manager to validate and implement it. The assistant is responsible for associating
the policy with the user’s intention and converting the high-level language into a machine
language, sending it to the component where it will be analyzed.

The Intent Manager is a core system component, encompassing the Policy Input Stage,
Policy Repository, and Policy Runtime Enforcer. The Intent Translator and Policy Engine
components reside within the Policy Input Stage. The Intent Translator translates user in-
tents from the VVA or other sources into a machine-readable format. The Policy Engine
takes these translated intents and implements the logic and decision-making based on
the policies. It ensures smooth communication between the VVA and the Policy Repos-
itory while also being accountable for analyzing policy conflicts to prevent clashes with
existing network rules. In case of successful policy validation, this component forwards
the rules to be implemented in the network infrastructure via Policy Runtime Enforcer.
However, it initiates negotiation with the user in a conflict to resolve the issue.

The Policy Runtime Enforcer is a vigilant network monitor, continuously collecting
and analyzing network information. It is critical in planning and executing policy imple-
mentations, considering operations and resources. The Policy Runtime Enforcer utilizes
the data analysis results from the Policy Input Stage thresholds to take appropriate action
if a policy fails.

The Testbed component is a REST server facilitating communication between the
system and the SDN controller. It receives installation requests from the Policy Runtime
Enforcer and attempts to install them in the SDN controller. Additionally, Testbed han-
dles data collection requests that aid in applying monitoring algorithms and calculating
variables for further study.

The SDN Controller obtains data from the network and implements any necessary
rules. It communicates with the infrastructure, receiving essential information required for
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the system to make the desired changes. In this architecture, the OpenDayLight (ODL)10

controller is utilized as the SDN controller.
The structure of intents represents all the information from the user structured so

the system can interpret it. The system may receive several user requests, and creating a
design that covers as much varied information as possible is crucial. The Intent structure
template of our approach is shown in Listing 1.1.

Listing 1.1. Intent Structure
{
− I n t e n t T y p e :
− I n t e n t T a r g e t :
− I n t e n t S t a t e :

C o n d i t i o n s : [
P o l i c y Type :
C o n s t r a i n t s : [

Domains : [
− T r a f f i c Type :
− P e r i o d :
− Name :
− Bool :
− Access :
− Pe r fo rmance :

]
]

]
}

Each request is assigned a type (for example: indicates whether the request is to set
priorities or create services), a target (for example: what type of network), and a state
(based on the state machine). Besides these three points, policies are defined according
to the user’s wishes. For each user-defined policy, we can have restrictions that indicate
performance values, type of traffic, and who accesses the network, among others.

VINIA’s Intent State Machine was drawn, Figure 5, considering the architecture and
intent structure. It allows us to understand the life cycle of intent since it was captured by
the VVA until its installation, not compromising the network operation. The intent state
machine is divided into six sections. The validation phase and conflict analysis are part of
the Policy input stage. The compilation and monitoring phases are processed in the Policy
Runtime Enforcer module, and finally, the installation phase is the responsibility of the
REST server Testbed.

In the initial phase, user requests are validated to ensure they include all required in-
formation for the desired action. If essential details are missing or inaccurate, an ”invalid”
status is assigned, necessitating user interaction. Conversely, a ”valid” status is assigned
if all necessary information is provided, allowing progression to the next phase.

The conflict phase is the second checkpoint in the state machine, comparing pre-
validated attempts with stored requests in the database. Conflicts arise if requests are
redundant or contradictory to existing information. When conflicts occur, a conflict state
is assigned for user resolution. If there are no conflicts, the process advances to the com-
pilation section.

During the compilation phase, the system translates user-requested policies from a
high-level language into a format the controller interprets for installation. If the controller
cannot support the desired information or operations, a compilation error occurs, which

10 OpenDaylight Project — An Open Platform for Network Programmability. [online] Available at:
https://www.opendaylight.org/
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Fig. 5. VINIA’s Intent State Machine

can be resolved with user assistance. Successful compilation leads to the subsequent in-
stallation phase.

Once the rules are obtained, the next step is to install them on the controller. If the
controller supports the objectives and is installed, we move on to the monitoring phase.
If the goals are not achievable because they may be offline or non-existent, the user is
alerted that the application was not installed.

In the final phase, monitoring consists of a cycle that constantly checks if the exist-
ing requests in the database are being fulfilled or if any violation has occurred. If non-
compliance occurs, the system automatically tries to identify how to solve the problem
without human intervention. The user is alerted if the system does not specify a solution
that corrects the problem. After the user is recognized and has permission, if the intent
passes all these stages, the application is installed on the network and starts to be moni-
tored.

3.3. Experimental Results

The results will be presented in two parts, the first referring to the speech recognition
system results and the second to the intents system results.
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Speech Recognition System To obtain suitable data for our study, it was necessary
to collect datasets containing user speech. We utilized four distinct datasets, including
NOIZEUS [54], TIMIT [55], LibrisSpeech ASR [56], and a custom dataset named SAFC.

In Table 2, these datasets are characterized by key attributes: dataset size, the number
of speeches made by each user, and the average speech time.

Table 2. Dataset Properties

Name Size (users) Number of Speeches Average Speech Time
NOIZEUS 6 5 2.6680 seconds

TIMIT 462 8 2.6726 seconds
LibrisSpeech 156 77 (average) 6.8771 seconds

SAFC 25 5 3.1416 seconds

As evident in Table 2, these datasets exhibit diverse characteristics, setting the stage
for studying the scalability performance of the two selected algorithms concerning the
growth in the number of users. This diversity also allows us to evaluate the performance
of the selected approaches with respect to the amount of data per user.

In the context of industrial applications, where numerous users may be involved, it
is imperative to ensure that a system can effectively handle a substantial user base. Scal-
ability, measured as the performance of the different selected algorithms concerning the
growth in the number of users, is of paramount importance. To meet this need, we have
chosen ”accuracy” as the primary performance metric for the study. Accuracy, in this con-
text, serves as a critical metric due to its real-world relevance. In industrial scenarios, a
high degree of user identification accuracy is vital to ensure the system functions correctly
and securely. The primary objective of this study is to assess how well our selected algo-
rithms perform in identifying users accurately, especially as the number of users grows.
Accuracy reflects the system’s ability to correctly classify and identify users in a multi-
user environment, a crucial requirement in many practical applications. Hence, the choice
of accuracy as a key metric is aligned with the practical context and the core objective
of our study, which is to develop a robust and scalable user identification system suitable
for real-world industrial applications. The primary study measures the performance of the
different selected algorithms as a function of the growth in the number of users. Its per-
formance is also analyzed with and without the use of data augmentation. The results are
presented in Table 3, regarding the percentage of success rates.

We can conclude that both approaches perform well, and data augmentation is unnec-
essary in a system with minimal users and speeches per user. Regarding the experiments
performed with the TIMIT dataset, we can conclude that both algorithms scale well with
the increase of users, and data augmentation positively influences the performance of neu-
ral networks. Finally, to analyze the relation of the number of speeches per user, a final
test of the LibrisSpeech dataset is carried out. This has 156 users; however, each has an
average of 77 speeches. It is also necessary to be aware that each speech, on average, has
approximately twice the work of the speeches of the other datasets. With these results, we
observed that data augmentation has a negative performance on the LDA and a positive
one on the neural network. This indicates that increased data per user influences the LDA
performance negatively and the neural network positively.
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Table 3. Dataset results

Dataset Models with Data Augmentation without Data Augmentation

NOIZEUS
MLP 100% 100%
LDA 100% 100%

TIMIT
MLP 100% 87,88%
LDA 92,21% 95,67%

LibrisSpeech
MLP 100% 98,63%
LDA 93,15% 93,84%

SAFC
MLP 100% 100%
LDA 100% 100%

Intent System An illustrative scenario centered around service creation was formulated
to showcase the outcomes related to the intention system. This scenario involved config-
uring a network topology comprising three switches and seven hosts, as depicted in Figure
6. Once created, there are no active services, as can be seen in Figure 7.

Fig. 6. Testing Environment

Fig. 7. Connection test between Host 1 and 6

The creation of a service depends on four parameters: the name of the service, who
accesses the service, if the service needs an Internet connection, and finally, if there is
a need to limit the bandwidth of the service. To understand how the user communicates
these actions to the VVA, Mycroft, the subsequent dialogue is presented:
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– User: ”Hey Mycroft, create a service, please.”
– Mycroft: ”Sure, what is the name of the service?”
– User: ”Call it s1.”
– Mycroft: ”Ok, please name the machines that will have access to the service.”
– User: ”Provides access to users 1 and 6.”
– Mycroft: ”Regarding internet access, does the service need internet access?”
– User: ”Yes, please.”
– Mycroft: ”One last question, do you want to define the performance of the service?”
– User: ”Yes, 4000 Mbits/sec.
– Mycroft: ”Thanks for the information, wait a bit while I implement the service.”

The user provides information to the VVA, which then initiates a state machine pre-
sented to validate, analyze conflicts, compile, and install the intent within the network
upon obtaining permission. In the provided instance, the validation phase assesses whether
complete data for service creation exists, verifying valid information in all mandatory
fields required. Next, during the conflict analysis phase, the system checks if any infor-
mation on this new service conflicts with any already implemented. It checks if the service
name exists and if the hosts involved are active in other services. If any of these cases oc-
cur, the user is alerted. Once validated and without conflicts, the request goes to the build
phase. In this phase, several requests are made to both the Testbed Server and the database
to convert into rules, the policies from the user. If any requests fail, the compilation phase
fails, and the user needs to be alerted. We move on to the installation phase when we get
the rules compiled. In this phase, the rules are sent to the Testbed Server, which commu-
nicates with ODL to install them. After they are installed, they are stored in the database,
and the user is notified that the application has been installed.

To test whether the service has been created between users 1 and 6, with Internet ac-
cess and bandwidth limit set, we again use the Iperf tool in the same context mentioned
above. The connection test can be visualized in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Connection test between Host 1 and 6(after service created)

Once the service has been created, the Iperf tool shows that it is possible to com-
municate between users 1 and 6 with Internet access and performance limited to 4000
Mbits/sec.

The presented solution showed good performance when applied to small-dimension
networks. However, when dealing with more extensive networks, as in industrial contexts,
the problem becomes more challenging to solve, increasing the waiting time between the
initiation of the user request and its installation. In this way, the next chapter will introduce
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a new architecture so that the size of the network is not a problem for the installation of
intents in the network.

3.4. Enabling E2E Network Orchestration in VINIA

Upon evaluation of the requirements for 6G networks [6] concerning the use of IBN, and
considering the shortcomings of the architecture presented in Figure 4, we now propose
a new architecture that enables End-to-End Network Orchestration in VINIA, in Figure
9. The architecture considers the latest developments in Network Automation & Orches-
tration and incorporates new insights and conclusions from the current state of the art.
This architecture aims to provide a comprehensive and up-to-date framework offering
significant improvements in efficiency and performance when dealing with Industrial net-
works. Moreover, it serves as a starting point for further research and development, and
we believe it has the potential to make significant contributions to the field.

Fig. 9. New proposed architecture for VINIA

Regarding the user request capture and translation to an intent that involves the VVA
and the Policy Agent, the architecture is unchanged from the one presented in Figure 4.
The innovation comes when the compilation and installation process is initiated, where
the Police Runtime Enforcer component is decomposed into several parts: E2E Arbitrator
and E2E Controller. E2E Arbitrator is responsible for mediating between the high-level
intents defined by network administrators and the underlying network infrastructure, en-
suring that the intents are accurately translated. The E2E Arbitrator bridges the intent and
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network management layers, ensuring that the supporting Industrial network infrastruc-
ture is correctly configured and the desired network behavior is achieved. It receives a
generic intent, as presented in Listing 1.1, then interprets the request and assumes what
configurations are necessary to implement it using the Catalogue, which contains all the
network information and what NOs are available and capable of implementing the in-
tent. The output from this Arbitrator is a specific Intent with details on the components
involved and which technologies to use to implement it. The E2E Controller is the in-
termediary between the E2E Arbitrator and the NOs, automating the translation of net-
work intents into network configurations. It has several key components to help it manage
the network infrastructure: Controller Lifecycle Manager, Orchestrators Catalogues, SDN
Catalogue, and Orchestrators Controllers. The Controller Lifecycle Manager is responsi-
ble for managing the lifecycle of the E2E Controller, including initializing, updating,
and terminating the controller as needed. The Orchestrator Catalogue is a repository of
information about available NOs, including their capabilities, functionalities, and depen-
dencies. As Orchestrator Catalogue, SDN Controller Catalogue is a similar repository for
SDN controllers, providing information about available controllers and their capabilities.
The last component, Orchestrators Controller, starts the installation process, sending the
network configurations to the respective orchestrator. When the E2E Controller receives
the Specific Intent, it uses the information stored in the Orchestrator Catalogue or SDN
Catalogue(depending on the associated technology in the Arbitrator) to compile the in-
tent in network configurations. Once the intent is compiled in network configurations
readable by the respective orchestrator, the E2E Controller sends those configurations to
the orchestrator to implement the intent by configuring the underlying network resources.
This enables the Industrial network infrastructure to be managed and automated flexibly
and efficiently, ensuring that the network behaves in the desired way.

4. Conclusion and Future Directions

Using high-level network intents to define desired network behavior, IBN enables net-
work administrators to manage heterogeneous network infrastructures, including indus-
trial ones, more efficiently and agilely. However, implementing IBN within traditional
SDN contexts is challenging. Some issues are limited scalability, integration with other
network components, and difficulty translating high-level intents. In VINIA’s new archi-
tecture, we have explored various IBN implementation strategies, with a special focus on
leveraging NOs like ONAP or OSM to enhance effectiveness and scalability.

The proposed VINIA’s architecture towards supporting different components(including
proprietary ones) allows for defining an E2E network. VINIA ensures support for Net-
work Slices and compatibility with heterogeneous network infrastructure configurations
in Industrial Networks(e.g., 5G and B5G Networks). Following VINIA’s core definitions,
automating the networks allows for the redefinition of the network operating cost. More-
over, as requirements evolve or expand, VINIA can integrate additional components, min-
imizing disruptions and ensuring sustained performance even as the network grows.

Moving forward, we will focus on validating the introduced architecture in the 6G
Brains project, particularly through slice use cases [10] demonstrating its effectiveness
in real-world scenarios. We aim to test the new components for each orchestrator type
to ensure seamless integration with existing technologies and infrastructure. Through the
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use of orchestration in cooperation with monitoring information on the ongoing status of
the network at the control plane, it is possible to have a disaggregated view of the net-
work. The ability to control the different network segments of a E2E network allows for
defining more complex intents to manage the different network’s resources. The use of
monitoring mechanisms as well as topology discovery mechanisms can be used to ac-
tively preclude QoS degradation. Towards this goal, in [10], a mechanism for enriching
ONAP with information about the network was presented. Traditional SDN-based im-
plementations are unaware of the E2E network. Therefore, using orchestrators such as
OSM/ONAP improves the response to network changes, ensuring the E2E network can
reconfigure quickly. Therefore, using orchestrators helps improve the dynamicity of the
solution. Having a complete picture of the E2E network will allow for better monitoring,
promoting the capability to detect points of failure/congestion. In the future, we aim to
leverage the use of closed-control loops to detect problems in components managed by
the VINIA system. In the scope of 6G BRAINS, we have been developing the first itera-
tion of this concept, focused on the RAN. This concept relies on the metrics collected in
the RAN for changing the type of network service provided in a specific RAN network
slice.

Beyond network orchestration, we plan to expand the functionalities of the VVA as
well as testing another VVA, Neon AI 11 as an alternative to the use of Mycroft. Further-
more, we plan to enhance the language understanding capabilities of VVAs, making them
more inclusive by supporting multiple languages, accents, dialects, and colloquialisms,
testing alternatives to Mozilla’s DeepSpeech 12 Advances in natural language processing
and machine learning techniques hold the potential to significantly improve VVA perfor-
mance and accessibility for a broader range of users.

By addressing these aspects, we expect to overcome the constraints of conventional
SDN-based IBN implementations, paving the way for a more efficient and integrated
network management system. The continual evolution of IBN and VVA technologies will
contribute to the progressive development and practical deployment of advanced network
automation solutions in the industrial context.
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